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  Editorial

   

Dreams, Telepathy, and Various States of 
Consciousness 

 
Stanley Krippner and Cheryl Fracasso 

NeuroQuantology 2011; 1: 1‐4

 

 
 

1 We are pleased to present this special edition 
on Dreams, Telepathy, and Various States of 
Consciousness. This edition includes a broad 
array of articles from well-known authors in 
the field, as well as graduate students whose 
work also addresses topics such as 
anomalous experiences of mediums and 
advanced meditators, shamanic experiences, 
near-death experiences, experiences related 
to dreams and body wisdom, and the various 
ways that anomalous experiences can be 
conceptualized and categorized.  
 In “Across Cultural Boundaries: 
Psychophysiological Responses, Absorption 
and Dissociation Comparison Between 
Brazilian Spiritists and Advanced 
Meditators,” Joan Hageman, Stanley 
Krippner, and Ian Wickramasekera II 
present results of a study they conducted 
with two claimant mediums and one non-
medium living in Brazil, compared with 
seven advanced meditators living in North 
America. Hageman and colleagues used 
several instruments to measure peripheral 
and central autonomic nervous system 
activity, and found several physiological 
incongruences in the medium group. They 
conclude that this finding is consistent with 
previous studies, which suggests that 
claimant mediums and medium-like 
practitioners may need to create “buffers” to 
maintain their physical and emotional well-
being. 

                                                 
   Corresponding author:  Stanley Krippner 
   Address: Saybrook University, San Francisco, California, USA 
   e‐mail: SKrippner@saybrook.edu 

 In “The Interpretation of Telepathy-
like Effects: A Novel Electromagnetic and 
Synchronistic Version of the Psychoanalytic 
Model,” Alan Haas introduces an original 
approach to explain the appearance of 
telepathy-like effects and presents an 
electromagnetic version of Freud’s 
psychoanalytic model. Haas concludes that 
telepathy-like effects may be the 
consequence of disturbances in the normal 
equilibration or “equilibrated non-
equilibrium” of ordinary human experiences, 
which is substantiated by a review of the 
literature in the fields of biology, physics, 
and chemistry that can be tested 
experimentally.  
 In “BioPhysics at Death: Three 
Hypotheses with Potential Application,” 
Michael Persinger and Linda St. Pierre 
present three unique hypotheses to account 
for various anomalous activities observed at 
the moment of death. They present a review 
of the literature and conclude that various 
anomalies observed at the moment of death 
may be applicable to related activities that 
are better understood.  
 In “Near-Death Experiences and the 
Possibility of Disembodied Consciousness: 
Challenges to Prevailing Neurobiological 
and Psychosocial Theories,” Cheryl Fracasso 
and Harris Friedman provide a brief 
overview of scientific theories that have been 
presented to account for the occurrence of 
near-death experiences (NDEs), highlighting 
their strengths and weaknesses in 
accounting for all aspects of NDEs – 
especially reports that include veridical 
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perception. They conclude that the “hard 
problem” of consciousness and its relation to 
the brain remains unsolved, but the 
occurrence of NDEs provides an important 
avenue for understanding a disembodied 
concept of consciousness.  Fracasso and 
Friedman provide suggestions to advance 
this area, such as encouraging advocates and 
counter-advocates of the veridicality of 
NDEs to strive toward a consensus on 
definitions (e.g., as on what meets the 
scientific threshold for these experiences to 
be considered scientifically valid), so that 
theories that can account for phenomena 
that seem to suggest a disembodiment of 
consciousness can be better tested.  
 In “Shamanism and the 
Evolutionary Origins of Spirituality and 
Healing,” Michael Winkelman presents 
findings from cross-cultural and cross-
species research that provides a basis for 
describing shamanism, its relation to human 
nature, and its deep evolutionary origins. He 
concludes that the evolutionary roots of 
shamanism are found in the capacity for 
ritual, which provides the most important 
communication and integrative processes in 
lower animal species, and that the evolution 
of shamanism can be deduced from these 
bases, highlighting the similarities between 
shamanic practices to the rituals of 
chimpanzees.  
 Next are two articles by Vernon 
Neppe, who presents two different models to 
evaluate anomalous experiences and out-of-
body experiences (OBEs). In “Models of the 
Out-of-Body Experiences: A New Multi-
Etiological Phenomenological Approach,” 
Neppe compares several models of OBEs and 
presents a new multi-etiological 
phenomenological model that could 
accommodate the multiplicity of causes and 
different subpopulations among OBE 
experiencers. He concludes that this 
approach includes analyzing form, content, 
circumstance, and predisposed populations 
using a predominantly 
biopsychofamiliosociocultural approach that 
differentiates experiencers into five possible 
groups.  
 In “Ensuring Homogenous Data 
Collection for Present and Future Research 
on Possible Psi Phenomena by Detailing 
Subjective Descriptions Using the Multi-

Axial A to Z SEATTLE Classification,” Neppe 
presents a multi-axial model to analyze 
detailed characteristics of various types of 
spontaneous and experimental “subjective 
paranormal/psi experiences” (SPEs). (Like 
most other writers in this field, Neppe uses 
the term “psi” to describe anomalies in 
communication and influence that seem to 
bypass conventional perspectives of time, 
space, and energy.) Neppe concludes that 
SPEs, such as those involving hallucinations, 
delusions, déjà vu, and temporal lobe 
symptomatology can be measured and 
scientifically phenomenologically subtyped 
with his proposed SEATTLE model.  
 In “Reflections about 
Parapsychology and the Philosophy of 
Science: Has Parapsychology Progressed as 
a Science to the Point Where Science can 
Include Psi and Transpersonal Views in its 
Hard Core?,” Jalmir Freire Brelaz de Castro 
evaluates the relationship of scientific 
criteria to parapsychology and argues that 
the most effective ways for the discipline of 
parapsychology to progress are: 1) to 
confront psi as a conceptual problem, 2) to 
combine several approaches to psi 
phenomena in their essence, and 3) to build 
psi “hard core” through a theoretical 
approach to resolving and clarifying the 
problems raised. De Castro concludes that in 
order for parapsychology to enter the 
scientific mainstream, it is necessary to 
establish a hard core of psi-related 
constructs, beliefs, and assumptions that are 
more operational, where the problem of 
ascertaining effectiveness is the focus of 
inquiry.  
 In “The Antique Roadshow: How 
Denier Movements Debunk Evolution, 
Climate Change, and Nonlocal 
Consciousness,” Stephan Schwartz describes 
how each of what he describes as “denier 
movements” is actively engaged in trying to 
debunk and impede the free development of 
science. He concludes that “deniers” are like 
pranksters who put up false direction signs 
that waste precious resources and time, and 
even worse – poison the atmosphere of 
scientific inquiry, serving not truth, but bias.  
 Following this, in “Visions, 
Hallucinations, and Dreams in the Context 
of Body Wisdom and Chaos Theory,” Ken 
Bausch suggests that dreams, hallucinations, 
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and visions are some of the ways that bodies 
move unconscious knowledge into conscious 
(i.e., language-related) reality. He concludes 
that the imaginal realm is the workshop 
where our egos tap into unconscious body 
wisdom and construct the narratives that 
become people’s lives.  
 Next, in “Addicted to Bliss: Looking 
for Ecstasy in all the Wrong Places,” Stanley 
Krippner and Dustin Dunbar take the 
position that addiction is a social construct 
that differs from culture to culture. They 
conclude that bliss is a desirable human 
condition, but addiction to ecstasy and 
similar feeling states can become a serious 
mental disorder for many people who seek 
these ecstatic feelings through addictive type 
behavior.  
 To conclude the Altered States of 
Consciousness section, in “Intuition, 
Telepathy, and Interspecies 
Communication: A Multidisciplinary 
Perspective,” Deborah Erickson presents 
research on intuition and telepathy. She 
concludes that telepathic interspecies 
communication may be facilitated by 
utilizing specific meditation techniques that 
quiet the mind, and shift consciousness to a 
level outside of time and space. 
 In the Opinion and Perspectives 
section, Sultan Tarlaci, Editor-In-Chief, has 
selected three articles for the reader to 
ponder. Alexander Ya Temkin presents an 
article titled “Extrasensory Perception as a 
Natural, but Not Supernatural 
Phenomenon,” followed by an article by 
Wasney de Almeida Ferreia titled “The Role 
of the Observer in the Collapse of the Wave 
Function: A Cognitive and Linguistic 
Analysis of the Double Slits Experiment.” 
This section is concluded with an article by 
Thomas G. Schumann titled “Entanglement, 
Correlation, Causality and the Analogy of 
the Dreaming Brain.” 
 To conclude this edition, there is an 
article by Ursula Werneke titled “Psychiatry 
and Reality – Perception of Matter or 
Matter of Perception,” followed by Donald 
Frederick Parson’s piece titled “A Medical 
Informatics View of Quantum 
Computation.” 
 Together, these articles present a 
broad array of approaches to dreams, 

telepathy, and various states of 
consciousness for the reader to ponder from 
various perspectives. It is our hopes that the 
reader will find this issue engaging and 
enjoyable.  

 

About Stanley Krippner 
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Hypnosis. He was the 2003 recipient of the 
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  Article

Across Cultural Boundaries:  
Psychophysiological Responses, Absorption, 

and Dissociation Comparison Between 
Brazilian Spiritists and Advanced Meditators 

Joan H. Hageman*, Stanley Krippner† 
Ian Wickramasekera II‡ 

Abstract 
A psychophysiological study was conducted with two Brazilian claimant mediums and a
non‐medium  living  in Recife, Brazil and 7 North American advanced meditators  from
the esoteric  school, Ramtha’s School of Enlightenment,  located  in Yelm, Washington
Results  revealed  specific  incongruence  in  the  peripheral  nervous  system  (PNS)  and
central  autonomic  nervous  system  (CNS).  For  Brazilians, there  was  a  genera
reduction of  sympathetic  PNS vasoconstriction  and  increased muscle  tension (EMG
during the imagined incorporation of spirits, and an increase in (EMG) and alpha wave
percentage (EEG); both were paradoxical. Increase in frontal EMG while imagining spirit
incorporation  is  consistent  with  a  hypothesis  of  increased  muscle  tension  possibly
driven by  intrusive cognitions and/or affect; however,    the mediums  reported  feeling
calm,  not  agitated.    The  non‐medium  control  showed  a  large  increase  in  EEG  alpha
wave  percentage  and  decreased  EMG  in  the  eyes  closed  conditions.  The mediums
imagination  condition  was  discrepant  from  what  is  typical  during  an  eyes  closed
imagination  condition,  and  EMG  and  EEG  were  positively  correlated  contrasting
research  findings  from  other  studies  revealing  a  negative  correlation.  This  supports
previous findings that physiological incongruence are frequent outcomes of individuals
claiming "mediumistic" abilities; they are described as living episodically in two worlds
(i.e., critical, rational, and practical; expansion and deepening of fantasy and emotiona
reactivity).  As  such,  medium/mediumistic‐like  practitioners  may  be  "at  risk"  fo
psychosomatic illnesses, but these descriptors do not particularly apply to the Brazilian
control showing no noticeable  incongruence.   The advanced Ramtha meditators were
not tested with an EEG, but also showed sympathetic activation during the meditation
session and  reported minimal/none  negative  affect.  Incongruence  between  CNS  and
ANS  are  not  unusual  among  spiritual  practitioners,  and  other  studies  have  noted
sympathetic  activation  during  meditation  styles  that  use  cognitive  faculties and/o
accelerated  breathing  (voluntary  hyperventilation)  techniques.    The  findings  sugges
medium/mediumistic‐like  practitioners  may  need  to  create  “buffers”  to  maintain
physical and emotional well being. 

Key  Words:  mediumship,  channeling,  psychophysiology,  Umbanda,  Kardecismo, 
Candomble’, Ramtha 

NeuroQuantology 2011; 1: 5‐21
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This article reports on two studies, one with 
“mediums claimants from the Brazilian 
“spiritist” traditions of Candomblé, 
Umbanda, Kardecismo and another with 
purported “advanced meditators” and their 
mediumistic-like leader from North America.   

Mediumship in Brazil is a central 
component within the ritual practice of 
spiritistic religions of which Candomblé, 
Kardecismo, and Umbanda are the three 
major groupings (Hess, 1994).  They hold a 
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commonality of belief in the power and 
efficacy of spirit agents and the ability of 
humans to interact with and embody these 
agents through ritualized methods of 
dissociative trance, such as voluntary 
“incorporation.” 

In contrast, mediumship is 
conceptualized somewhat differently in 
Western thinking than “channeling.” A 
medium focuses on communication with the 
dead, whereas a channeler uses a broader 
scope of “entities” or purported sources of 
information. Mediumship in Western 
thinking is typically induced during a so-
called “trance,” often referred to as an 
altered state of consciousness (ASC).   

The purpose of the above named 
studies was to initiate a bridge between 
psychological and neurobiological 
understandings of phenomena related to 
mediumship and meditation style within a 
tradition led by a mediumistic-like teacher.  
Findings were interpreted by employing the 
high risk model (Wickramasekera, 1991) as a 
theoretical framework for understanding 
incongruence between mind and body 
systems in individuals with mediumistic-like 
experiences. 

 
Mediumship in Brazil 
The African-derived Candomblé and 
Umbanda practices have stories permeating 
their mythologies about a "Sky God" and his 
intermediaries, the orixás (orishas), who 
symbolize the primordial forces of nature.  
The orixás  believed to be powerful and 
terrifying but also “human” in that they c be 
talked to,pleaded with, and cajoled through 
special offerings.  They also believe that the 
orixás have the ability to take hold of an 
individual’s mind and body through acts of 
spirit “incorporation.”   

Practitioners of these African-based 
rituals believe that they gain access to 
paranormal power in three ways by:  (1) 
making offerings to the orixás, (2) "divining" 
(i.e., foretelling the future with the help of an 
orixá), and, (3) being taken over by an orixá, 
ancestral spirit, or other entity who, if 
benevolent, may warn the community about 
possible calamities, diagnose illnesses, and 
prescribe cures.  The mediums, through 
which these spirits speak typically perform 
their task voluntarily and usually claim to 

not have any remembrance of the 
experience.  The trance (i.e., altered state of 
consciousness in Western terms) required 
for the incorporation is usually brought 
about by dancing, singing, and drumming, as 
well as by using mind-altering substances, 
such as strong tobacco (Villoldo and 
Krippner, 1987).   

Of all the Brazilian spiritistic 
movements, Candomblé most closely 
resembles the original religions of Africa, 
retaining the original names and worship of 
many West African orixás (Bastide, 1960).  
In contrast, Umbanda gives greater 
emphasis to Brazil’s Christian heritage than 
to the African orixás.  Kardecismo (a variant 
of 19th century spiritualism also called 
Espiritismo is not to be confused with the 
general reference to Afro-Brazilian 
traditions) draws heavily from the teachings 
of Allen Kardec (1861; 1867), a French 
pedagogue and spiritualist.   

Despite the widespread popularity of 
spiritistic traditions within Brazil, the 
practice of mediumship has been largely 
denigrated as pathological in Brazil, similar 
to how these phenomena are largely 
negatively viewed in Europe and North 
America (Johnson, 2007).  For example, 
Rodrigues (1896/1935) conducted extensive 
research on the various types of Afro-
Brazilian mediumistic practices. He 
interpreted these cultural practices as 
hysterical phenomena resulting from 
profoundly superstitious personalities of its 
African-descended practitioners. Later, 
Xavier de Oliveira (1931) claimed that nearly 
10% of patients hospitalized during a 12-year 
period in the University of Rio de Janeiro 
suffered psychosis from engaging in 
spiritistic rituals.  Pacheco e Silva (1936) also 
maintained that existing psychotic 
tendencies were aggravated by spiritistic 
traditions.   

Two historical elements played a key 
role in these pathologizing viewpoints:  (a) 
the attempt by Brazilian intellectuals to 
create a modern Eurocentric nation through 
suppressing spiritistic practices, and (b) the 
conviction that spiritism was a threat to the 
worldview of  psychiatrists from both the 
Roman Catholic and materialistic 
perspectives (Moreira-Almeida, Silva de 
Almeida, and Neto, 2005).   
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However, Roger Bastide (1978) 
concluded that psychopathology may only 
explain a minority of the cases, and 
speculated that spiritism may be viewed as 
more normative based on social dynamics.  
Psychiatric theory thereafter developed more 
cultural sensibility and was also influenced 
by the development of transcultural 
psychiatry and ethnopsychiatry (Lewis-
Fernandez and Kleinman, 1995).  Within this 
evolving context, mediumship began to be 
seen by some as a skill that can empower its 
practitioners (e.g., women subjugated by a 
patriarchal culture) and provide support for 
community members suffering from anxiety, 
depression, and other afflictions (Krippner, 
1997).  

 
Difficulty in defining terminology 
Defining some terms related to spiritistic 
traditions, such as “possession” and 
“dissociation” poses difficulties.  For 
example, Leacock and Leacock (1972) 
studied the Batuque, an Afro-Brazilian 
tradition that used the expression “trance-
possession,” but these juxtaposed terms are 
not synonymous in that possession is viewed 
as “the presence in the human body of a 
supernatural being” and trance is viewed as 
“an altered psychological state” (p.217).  
Bourguignon and her associates (1964; 1976; 
1977) investigated the practice of "spirit 
possession" and differentiated it from 
possession and trance.  In possession, a 
spirit has produced the changes in an 
individual's behavior, health, or disposition 
without an accompanying shift in awareness, 
whereas in possession trance, an individual 
loses conscious awareness while the invading 
spirit's own behavior, speech patterns, and 
body movements take over, all of which can 
be observed by outsiders.  However, trance is 
defined as an ASC that includes the loss of 
conscious awareness but not the presence of 
a spirit or other outside entity. 

In addition, the term “incorporation” 
is also used by the spiritistic groups in Brazil 
to describe situations in which practitioners 
allow themselves to be taken over by a spirit 
entity, exemplified by mediums that 
voluntarily allow the incorporation of an 
orixá. His term possession is often used to 
define the experience of an involuntary 
takeover, typically perceived as distressful, 

unwelcome, and possibly long-lasting (Negro 
et al., 2002, p. 65).   

Possession can also occur with or 
without the ASC known as dissociation (a 
separation of awareness that may impede 
memory). Possession frequently requires the 
intervention of a religious specialist who can 
exorcise the offending agent, but in 
possession trance, the intrusive spirit may be 
benevolent, bringing new insights to the 
possessed individual by means of automatic 
writing, channeling, or mediumship.  
Sometimes the spirit even plays the role of a 
trickster, teaching the individual life lessons 
through embarrassment or humor.  The 
results differ from cases where an invading 
entity takes over a victim’s body as the result 
of a sorcerer’s curse or ratify the spirit 
entity’s earthbound impulses and desires.  
These types of trance are extremely 
dissociative when the individual manifests 
experiences and behaviors that appear to be 
disconnected from the mainstream flow of 
conscious awareness, behavioral repertoire, 
and/or self-identity (Krippner, 1997). 

Other difficult terminology involves 
differentiating the terms “medium” and 
“channel,” albeit both purport to receive 
information that supposedly does not 
originate from consensual reality (e.g., from 
living persons, media, their own memory).  
Mediums purportedly obtain this 
information from deceased persons, whereas 
channelers claim to obtain information from 
other spiritual entities (e.g., deities, Nature 
spirits, inhabitants of other dimensions; 
Hastings, 1991; Klimo, 1998).   These 
individuals manifest dissociative trance, one 
entered into it voluntarily. 
 
Background on Ramtha’s School of 
Enlightenment 
Ramtha’s School of Enlightenment (RSE) 
claims that its teachings are based on 
communications from the alleged entity 
“Ramtha, the Enlightened One” whose 
messages are purportedly channeled by J. Z. 
Knight (2000), the school’s founder.  Knight 
(1987) has described her spontaneous early 
encounters with “Ramtha” who later 
designed a series of exercises for RSE 
students, such as the Consciousness and 
Energy Breathe technique (C&E Breathe). 
This was described by Melton (1998) as a 
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breathing technique used to accomplish 
various goals (e. g., desired life change, self-
healing).  This breathing technique is 
combined with cognitive focusing (e. g., use 
of repetitive phrases and visualizations) and 
is frequently performed in a group setting.  
Krippner and colleagues (1998; p. 4) referred 
to the RSE technique as “the alleged 
activation of kundalini.”  Although RSE does 
not refer to its meditation as a kundalini 
meditation per se, there are varied esoteric 
meanings for kundalini that have parallels in 
many mystical traditions.   

Non-esoterically, Kundalini 
meditation may be described as an active 
form of meditation that incorporates 
accelerated breathing (e.g., voluntary 
hyperventilation, as does RSE’s C&E Breathe 
technique).  Hageman (2005; pp. 22-23) 
described RSE’s technique as “a ’top-down’ 
cognitive, dissociative style of meditation 
that is a form of active meditation 
specifically [designed] for the RSE practice; 
as such, it incorporates a breathing 
technique similar to [voluntary] 
hyperventilation or to holotropic breathwork 
(Grof, 2000).” 

 
Psychophysiological Perspectives on 
Dissociation, Possession, and Trance 
From a psychophysiological perspective, 
dissociation involves the disengaging of 
cognitive processes from their executive, 
higher-order, volitional faculties 
(Winkelman, 2000). Generalized 
psychophysiological correlates of what might 
be described as trance with dissociative 
aspects involve hemispheric lateralization 
that favors (in right-handed people) the right 
cortical hemisphere of the brain (more 
closely associated with intuitive, emotive, 
non-logical, spatial, imaginative thought and 
perception) over the ordinarily dominant left 
hemisphere (associated with linguistic and 
rational processing).   

Winkelman (1986) suggested that a 
wide range of culturally-patterned induction 
techniques lead to generalized 
parasympathetic dominance in which the 
frontal cortex exhibits high-voltage, slow-
wave, synchronous electroencephalographic 
(EEG) patterns (e.g., theta rhythms) that 
originate in the limbic system and proceed to 
frontal regions via limbic-frontal 

innervations.  Some ASCs, such as certain 
forms of meditation and hypnosis, exhibit 
small variances in EEG patterning, and 
similar differences also exist between 
voluntary and spontaneously induced states.   

Winkelman (1986) indicated that 
involvement of the limbic system is an 
important part of the neural architecture of 
dissociative trance.  For instance, it has been 
implicated in the modulation of a variety of 
functions including basic survival drives and 
hypothalamic/pituitary release of 
neurotransmitter and endogenous opiates. 
The hypothalamic action, in turn, influences, 
among other things, dissociation trance-
related hallucinations, analgesia, and 
amnesia. The hypothalamus also controls 
sympathetic (excitatory) and 
parasympathetic (inhibitory) nervous 
systems; the latter being associated with 
decreased cortical excitation and increased 
hemispheric synchronization. Evidence 
shows that parasympathetic dominance can 
be induced through excessive sympathetic 
activation, such as through drumming, 
dancing, and chanting, all of which are 
common features of ritual practice and in 
which the homeostatic reciprocal action of 
the autonomic nervous system collapses.  

Lex (1979; p. 144) suggested that the 
“raison d’être for rituals is the readjustment 
of dysphasic biological and social rhythms by 
manipulation of neurophysiological action 
under controlled conditions.” Rituals, like 
those associated with possession and 
mediumship [mediumistic-like trance] not 
only provide psychological relief from social 
and environmental stressors, they are also 
mechanisms that employ driving techniques 
that “tune” the nervous system through 
hemispheric lateralization, parasympathetic 
dominance, and cortical synchronization. 

In a field study conducted by Don and 
Moura (2000), topographic brain mapping 
at midline scalp locations of healer-mediums 
revealed increased brain activity when the 
healer-mediums reported being incorporated 
by a spirit, compared to resting baseline 
conditions. These results suggest the 
presence of a hyper-aroused brain state 
associated with the possession trance 
behaviors of the mediums. In contrast, a 
small sample of patients monitored during 
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possession trance revealed no high frequency 
brain activity. 

 
Comparison of Claimant Mediums and 
Advanced Meditators 
To understand some of the similarities and 
differences between mediums and advanced 
meditators functioning under a mediumistic-
like leader in separate cultures, we 
conducted two studies:  Study One with 
three Brazilians (two claimant mediums and 
one control), and Study Two with seven 
North Americans (6 RSE meditators and 
their mediumistic-like leader). We then 
compared our findings in terms of contextual 
background, absorption, dissociation, and 
psychophysiological measurements. 
 
Study One:  Two Brazilian Claimant 
Mediums and a Brazilian Control 
This study was completed when the two 
claimant mediums (Pai Ely age 67, Andrade 
age 54) and researchers attended a 
parapsychological conference in Recife in 
1999. We use the term “claimant mediums” 
in a non-pejorative way to indicate these 
participants’ self-description. Data were 
collected in a quiet, comfortable hotel room. 

We enlisted the cooperation of two 
spiritistic claimant mediums, which were 
held by their communities to be capable of 
incorporating discarnate entities. A local 
tour guide (E.O.S. age 54) who was not 
associated with any of the local spiritistic 
movements, served as an age-matched 
“control participant” from a similar culture. 
This strategy was selected because it is useful 
to make intra-cultural comparisons when 
working with individuals who may have 
special abilities, (Murphy, 1969).  

One of the practitioners we tested 
was Pai Ely (born in 1932 as Manoel Rabelo 
Pereira), a pai-de-santo from Recife, Brazil.  
Krippner had visited his terreiro or temple, 
The Lar de Ita Center on multiple occasions 
(i.e., 1990, 1991, 1993, 1995, 1997, 1998) 
making observations and conducting 
interviews with him and members of his 
congregation.  Pai Ely conducts both 
Candomblé and Umbanda services in the 
Center and is well versed in both traditions 
(Krippner, 1998/1999).  Formerly, Pai Ely 
was a bank executive.  In his early 40s, he 
told us that he began to see and hear spirits 

and orixás.  He was uncomfortable and 
fought the presence of the entities, especially 
when they told him he was being "called" to 
become a healer.  As a result of such 
incidents, Pai Ely transformed his social 
identity from bank executive to pai-de-santo.   

Pai Ely reported that his teacher, 
Master Oascati, in his 70s at the time of our 
visit, lived in Benin, Africa. Master Oascati 
once told Pai Ely that he must constantly 
work on himself to obtain clearer purer 
information from the orixás.  Master Oascati 
also explained to Pai Ely that it was easy for a 
person’s own biases, experiences, and 
fantasies to contaminate the spiritual 
message. In Pai Ely’s words, "The orixá 
paints only one small part of the picture; the 
medium must paint the rest." As a result, the 
client receives no "pure" information.  
According to Pai Ely, it is unusual for more 
than 25% of the orixá's message to get 
through.  Furthermore, many of the 
messages are from lesser entities who are not 
"illuminated beings" and who may 
unknowingly distort information or 
deliberately play tricks on the mediums and 
their clients. To prepare to receive the spirit, 
Pai Ely usually engaged in prayerful 
meditation or in group prayer (Krippner, 
1998/1999). 

The other claimant medium we 
tested, Jose’ Jacques Andrade, born in 1945, 
is active in the Kardecismo movement.  
During a 1998 visit to his center, the 
Leonardo da Vinci Salon of Mediumistic Art, 
Krippner observed a ceremony that 
culminated in Andrade purportedly 
incorporating several famous artists (e.g., 
Monet, da Vinci) and a few artists unknown 
to anyone including Andrade.  In 
preparation, Andrade and his group sang 
hymns and prayed.  Andrade, virtually deaf, 
did little singing as he prepared himself with 
prayer for the incorporation of his colleagues 
"on the other side."  Once the spirits had 
been "called," Andrade dipped both of his 
hands into jars of paint and, with two 
canvasses in front of him, swiftly began to 
execute remarkably attractive landscapes, 
still-lifes, and portraits, two at a time, which 
he claimed were produced as “mediumistic 
art.”  For example, with one hand, he 
produced a landscape signed "Monet," while 
with the other hand, a still-life signed 
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"Cezanne." The other artists under whose 
influence he claimed to paint that evening 
included Van Gogh, Manet, Picasso, da Vinci, 
Degas, Portinari, and Toulouse-Lautrec. 
Andrade produced these works with 
extraordinary speed, each work taking no 
more than ten minutes. Each painting bore 
at least a passing resemblance to the style of 
the artist being incorporated, some more 
than others.   

Lima (1998) collected 107 paintings 
by Andrade between 1994 and 1995.  He 
looked for similarities in the process itself, in 
the product, and in the signatures of the 
purported artists.  Nearly 300 different 
artists were represented in this collection the 
most frequent being Miro (3.7% of the total), 
Van Gogh (3.2%), and Dali (2.3%). Lima 
reported that before beginning to paint, 
Andrade hesitated for about 20 or 30 
seconds; the average time spent on a 
painting was 6 minutes, 28 seconds. Other 
patterns Lima mentioned included Andrade 
demonstrating a preference for using his 
right hand, although he would frequently use 
both hands, producing two paintings at the 
same time. Luna used a three-point scale 
from zero to two, asking scholars familiar 
with the artists to rank the painting on 
several different variables. The higher the 
total score, the more likely it was to receive 
an appellation as a “paranormal painting.” 

Our third research participant was 
E.O.S. (born in 1945) who was a tour guide 
and schoolteacher.  He had assisted Krippner 
as a translator in 1993 and 1995 and was 
familiar with the spiritistic religions of the 
area.  He was included as a control 
participant to explore if cultural constraints 
or environmental demand characteristics 
existed that could account, at least in part, 
for the results obtained from the two 
claimant mediums. All research participants 
denied being on any form of medication 
before or during the testing. 

  
Measures 
A Portuguese translation of the Dissociative 
Experiences Scale (DES; Bernstein and 
Putnam, 1986), and a Portuguese translation 
of the Tellegen Absorption Scale (TAS; 
McIntyre, Klein, and Gonçalves, 2001), were 
administered by Brazilian colleagues and 
scored by Krippner.  The DES is used as a 

screening tool for both clinical and 
nonclinical populations to assess the 
frequency and intensity of dissociation in a 
person’s daily life.  The higher the DES score, 
the more likely that the respondent has 
dissociative identity disorder; however, only 
17% of those who score above 30 on the DES 
are later diagnosed with the disorder 
(Carlson and Putnam, 1993).   

The TAS is used to measure an 
individual’s capacity for experiences that 
involve both narrowing and broadening of 
attentional focus, which are characterized by 
marked restructuring of a person’s 
phenomenal self and the world (Tellegen, 
1977; Tellegen and Atkinson, 1974). 

 
Procedure 
Because data can be distorted by bodily 
movement, and imagery may be efficacious 
in both performance enhancement and 
rehabilitation (Appel, 1992), the two 
claimant mediums were instructed to 
imagine incorporating a spirit rather than to 
engage in direct incorporation.  This method 
was guided by previous research, primarily 
in the field of sports psychology, that has 
suggested that imagery rehearsal activates 
virtually the same brain centers involved in 
actual performance (Feltz and Landers, 
1983).  The duration of the 
psychophysiological testing sessions was 
four minutes each and all were measured 
under two baseline resting conditions (eyes 
open, eyes closed).  They were measured 
while imagining an incorporation of an 
entity from the “spirit world,” and lastly, 
during the return to baseline conditions 
(eyes open; eyes closed) which we refer to as 
“recovery.” 
 
Study two:  Advanced Meditators and 
Mediumistic-like Leader 
Krippner and his colleagues (1998) were 
given permission to conduct testing at RSE 
by their mediumistic-like (i.e., “channeler”) 
leader, Knight.  Focus was both on the leader 
as well as those deemed advanced 
meditators, a designation solely determined 
by the training standards developed by RSE. 

Six advanced meditators who had 
practiced the C&E technique for at least 5 
years at the time of testing and their leader, 
Knight, were studied.  All lived in Yelm, 
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Washington at the time of data collection 
and were active in the RSE training program 
as teachers and instructors, or held 
organization responsibilities.  The six 
meditators are referred to as M2−M7  and, 
along with Knight, comprised a sample of 
seven participants, two of whom were female 
(i.e., Knight, M7).  Their ages ranged from 26 
to 57 with a mean age of 40.   
 
Measures 
English versions of the same absorption and 
dissociation measures were used as in Study 
One. Psychophysiological measures included 
frontal electromyography (EMG), bilateral 
hand temperatures, heart rate, and skin 
conductance (SCL). 
 
Procedure 
Because Knight claimed to channel the 
alleged entity Ramtha, she agreed to be 
tested with the psychophysiological 
measures while both channeling and not 
channeling; however, Knight’s body 
movements while channeling during the 
psychophysiological testing prevented the 
inclusion of her results while channeling. 
Prior to psychophysiological testing, the 
absorption and dissociation assessments 
were administered in English in a group 
setting with all six meditators and Knight 
who participated while not channeling. 
Following the group testing, each was tested 
separately on the psychophysiological 
measures in a room on RSE’s premises 
conducive to accurate physiological 
measurement. Each meditator sat quietly for 
fifteen minutes prior to the 
psychophysiological measurements, which 
were administered simultaneously via 3-
minute sequential sessions (i.e., baseline 
eyes open; baseline eyes closed; meditation 
eyes closed; recovery eyes open; recovery 
eyes closed). When the psychophysiological 
testing was given to Knight, she was first 
tested while not channeling and later while 
channeling. All tests were administered on 
the same day. The response signals were 
processed using Coulbourn Instruments 
modules and a Cyborg 91-I Integrated 
System for Automated Acquisition and 
Control interfaced with a laptop computer. 
Physiological measures were computed for 
the averaged mean score for each session. 
 

Results 
The following describe the results in the 
psychological and psychophysiological data 
from the two studies.  In addition, more 
emphasis is placed upon the comparison of 
the RSE data and the Brazilian mediums 
with the Brazilian control data, in particular 
in comparing Pai Ely, Andrade, and Knight 
(medium group) to E.O.S. and the six 
advanced meditators (non-medium group). 
Attention is given to the IR specificity (a 
characteristic hierarchy of physiologic 
response by individuals). 
 
Dissociation and Absorption 
Measures 
Only one Brazilian medium (Pai Ely) tested 
high in absorption, five of the advanced 
meditators including Knight tested high in 
absorption.  ANOVAs revealed that there was 
not a significant difference in mean 
absorption between the Brazilian group (M = 
64.0) and the US advanced meditators (M = 
82.29) or between the mediums (i.e., M = 
76.3; Pai Ely, Andrade, Knight) and the non-
mediums (i.e., M = 78.0; E.O.S., 6 advanced 
meditators). 

Both Brazilian claimant mediums and 
their control tested as “severely dissociative,” 
but only two of the advanced meditators 
(M5, M7) tested as severely Dissociative, 
namely  Knight and M3. ANOVAs revealed 
that there was a significant difference in 
mean dissociation (F = 15.21, p = .01, 95CI: 
22.74, 30.06, ŋ2 = .66) in that the Brazilian 
group (M = 72.0) dissociation was higher 
than the US advanced meditators (M = 
28.29); however, there was not a mean 
significant difference between the claimant 
mediums (i.e., M = 64.0; Pai Ely, Andrade, 
Knight) and the non-mediums (i.e., M = 
31.71; E.O.S., 6 advanced meditators).  Due 
to the small sample size, nonparametric 
statistics also confirmed the results. 
Psychophysiological Measures 
The duration of the testing sessions for the 
Brazilian mediums were four minutes each, 
but the sessions for the meditators were 
three minutes each, so there was some 
temporal variance between the two studies in 
the procedure. Because the advanced 
meditators and Knight were not tested with 
EEG, the EEG results are discussed 
separately for the Brazilian mediums and 
their control. 
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Brazilian claimant medium Andrade 
Andrade had approximately a 5 degree 
Fahrenheit discrepancy between his left 
hand and right hand temperature during the 
baseline eyes open condition.  When 
Andrade was asked to close his eyes and 
relax, there was at least a 1 degree drop in 
temperature in both hands, but the 
discrepancy between each hand was less 
(about 4 degrees).  During the imagined 
fantasy of incorporating an artist session, his 
left hand dropped an additional degree, but 
his right hand temperature barely changed. 
When he relaxed after imagining an 
incorporation, his bilateral hand 
temperatures continued to drop an 
additional degree in both the recovery 
conditions.  4-degree discrepancy existed 
between both hand temperatures in 
comparison to the imagining session.  Thus, 
Andrade tested with right hand temperature 
higher than left hand in all conditions, 
indicating an IR specifity for the right hand. 

Andrade’s EMG baseline readings 
were about 5 microvolts higher than the 
optimal (3.1 microvolts). When instructed to 
close his eyes and relax, his EMG increased 
almost a microvolt, which was contrary to 
expectations. When instructed to imagine 
incorporating an artist, his EMG increased 
an additional 4 microvolts.  During the eyes 
open recovery session, his EMG dropped 
over 6 microvolts, but his EMG increased 
over 2 microvolts during the eyes closed 
recovery. Again, this result was paradoxical.   

Andrade’s heart rate increased 
modestly in the baseline eyes closed 
condition, and in particular during the 
imagining of incorporation. His heart rate 
dropped during both recovery sessions with 
little difference between the eyes open and 
eyes closed conditions.  In general, his heart 
rate (59−63 bpm) in all conditions was low 
for a person of his age though he increased 
his heart rate modestly in the closed 
conditions. 

Although the means for skin 
conductance are not included in detail, 
paradoxically, Andrade’s mean SCL dropped 
across the entire session independent of 
other conditions and instructions.  
Generally, there was a greater sympathetic 
activation in his left hand than in his right 
hand.  

Brazilian claimant medium Pai Ely 
Pai Ely reported that he had imagined 
incorporating a “gentle” preto velho (i.e., an 
old black slave). During baseline conditions 
before the imagination session, Pai Ely’s 
EMG, EEG, and SCL measures were quite 
normal, but his heart rate was high (90−92 
BPM).  His bilaternal hand temperatures 
were discrepant during the baseline, eyes 
open condition with the right hand about 2 
degrees higher than the left. When Pai Ely 
was asked to close his eyes and relax, the 
results were similar. Hence, even before 
initiating the imagination task, there were 
notable incongruence in Pai Ely’s data (i.e., 
bilateral hand temperatures, heart rate). 

The first collection of data during the 
imagination session was confounded by 
motor artifacts and could not be used 
because he moved his hands and arms 
frequently. When Pai Ely was asked to 
restrain himself while imagining that he was 
incorporating a discarnate entity, both hand 
temperatures remained stable. His EMG, 
SCL, and heart rate increased during the 
imagination condition, and generally 
remained elevated relative to the baseline 
data. 
 
Brazilian control  E. O. S. 
There were fewer discrepancies among the 
EEG, EMG, hand temperature, SCL, and 
heart rate for E.O.S.  All of his scores were in 
the normal range and were essentially 
congruent.  
 
EEG comparison among Brazilian 
claimant mediums and control. 
Andrade’s EEG showed an increase in the 
percentage of theta brain waves from the 
eyes open to the eyes closed baseline 
conditions, but a drop in alpha percentage. 
During the imagination exercise, there was 
an increase in the percentage of alpha 
comparable to the eyes open condition. 
Paradoxically, the increase in the percentage 
of alpha was also associated with a sustained 
increase in beta percentage, even during 
recovery conditions. Pai Ely’s percentage of 
theta brain waves increased in both the left 
and right cortical hemispheres.  E.O.S. 
showed a large increase in EEG alpha wave 
percentage in eyes closed conditions (Figures 
1-2).   
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Figure 1.  EEG Theta for Brazilians 

 

 
Figure 2.  EEG Alpha for Brazilians 

 
Advanced meditators  
The advanced meditators did not differ 
significantly on their EMG (optimal muscle 
tension is 3.1 microvolts) across sessions, 
although there was considerable variation for 
each meditator in each session.  For the 
EMG, only Knight displayed tension during 
meditation, and Knight also displayed 
tension during both recoveries.  M7 
displayed tension only during the recovery 
eyes open condition.   

The meditators did differ significantly 
in the bilateral hand temperatures across 
sessions.  For the left hand, the recovery eyes 
closed session was significantly higher than 
both meditation and the recovery eyes 
sessions. There were individual variations in 
the left hand temperatures in which Knight 
and M7 stayed within the optimal range 
(92°−96° Fahrenheit) for all sessions, 
whereas M3 and M5 were below optimal for 
all sessions.   

In general, the meditators became 
more relaxed after meditation in terms of 
their bilateral hand temperatures even 
though some of their hand temperatures 
were mostly below optimal.  Moreover, the 
left hand temperatures reflected more 

sympathetic reactivity for the eyes closed 
condition in contrast to the right hand 
temperature that reflected slightly more 
sympathetic reactivity for the eyes open 
condition. Overall, the meditators and 
Knight reflected higher temperatures in the 
left hand than in the right hand for all 
sessions.   

The mean heart rate for the 
meditation session was significantly higher 
than both baseline and recovery conditions.  
The meditators with the exception of M2 and 
M5 increased heart rates over baselines 
during meditation, but the heart rate was 
within optimal functioning (59−91 bpm) for 
almost all meditators for each session. In 
terms of the comparisons between the eyes 
open and eyes closed conditions, all but one 
mediator under each condition increased 
sympathetic reactivity during meditation.  
All meditators decreased their heart rate 
during the recovery conditions.   
 
Brazilian claimant mediums, control, 
and Knight comparisons 
For the EMG measures, both claimant 
mediums increased muscle tension from the 
baseline eyes open condition to the baseline 
eyes closed condition, whereas Knight and 
E.O.S. decreased in muscle tension. During 
the imagining of an incorporation or in the 
meditation session, they increased muscle 
tension with the exception of Pai Ely who 
decreased in muscle tension. During the 
recovery eyes open session, all decreased 
muscle tension. Pai Ely and Knight’s muscle 
tension remained about the same for both 
recovery sessions, but E.O.S. and Andrade 
increased muscle tension in the recovery 
eyes closed session. Each one returned 
almost to baseline (eyes open) in the 
recovery eyes closed condition (Figure 3). 

 
Figure 3.  Frontal EMG for Claimant Mediums & Brazilian Control 
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For the bilateral hand temperatures, 
only Knight remained within the optimal 
hand temperature range for each session.  
For the baseline conditions, both claimant 
mediums’ right hand temperature was 
greater than their left hand temperature.  In 
contrast, Knight’s left hand temperature was 
higher than the right in both baseline 
conditions, whereas E.O.S.’s right hand 
temperature was higher than the left. 

Each of the four decreased their left 
hand temperature during the imagination or 
the meditation session. In contrast, Knight’s 
and E.O.S.’s right hand temperature 
decreased during the imagination or the 
meditation session whereas the two claimant 
mediums increased temperature. During 
recovery for the eyes open conditions, only 
Pai Ely increased temperature in the left 
hand but both claimant mediums increased 
temperature in their right hand.  Knight and 
E.O.S. were generally similar in that their left 
hand temperature increased for the recovery 
eyes open and closed conditions and 
decreased for the right hand temperature.  
For the recovery eyes closed condition, both 
mediums increased temperature in the left 
and right hand (Figure 4).    

 
Figure 4.   Bilateral Hand Temperatures for Claimant Mediums and 
Brazilian Control 

 
For the heart rate session, Andrade 

and Knight increased their heart rate from 
the baseline eyes open condition to the 
baseline closed condition, whereas Pai Ely 
and E.O.S. decreased their heart rate.  Each 
of the four increased their heart rate during 
the imagining an incorporation or 
meditation with the exception of E.O.S. 
whose heart rate remained almost exactly 
the same from the baseline eyes closed 
condition to both recovery conditions.  Both 

Pai Ely and Knight increased their heart 
substantially for the imagining or meditation 
session. However, Pai Ely, Knight, and 
Andrade decreased their heart rate from the 
imagination or meditation condition to the 
recovery eyes open condition. In addition, 
Pai Ely, Knight, and Andrade increased their 
heart rate from the recovery eyes open 
condition to the recovery closed eye 
condition.  Both Andrade’s and E.O.S.’s heart 
rate changed the least, whereas Knight and 
Pai Ely were more similar in their heart rate 
fluctuations over the sessions (Figure 5).   

 
Figure 5.  Heart Rate for Claimant Mediums and Brazilian Control 

 
In summary, Knight was more similar 

to the claimant medium Pai Ely in her EMG, 
bilateral hand temperatures, and heart rate 
fluctuations during all sessions.  In contrast, 
the six advanced meditators (excluding 
Knight) were more similar to the Brazilian 
control E.O.S.  and the Brazilian claimant 
medium Andrade. The Brazilians reflected 
IR specificity for the right hand in contrast to 
the advanced meditators (including Knight) 
reflected IR specificity for the left hand.  In 
general, heart rate was higher for the 
advanced meditators (including Knight) than 
the Brazilians for each session. The 
Brazilians and the advanced meditators 
(including Knight) reported minimal to no 
discomfort even though the PNS displayed 
measurements indicative of stress. 
 
Discussion 
We begin our discussion with a caution 
about psychological research across cultures, 
since culture-bound beliefs and practices 
(e.g., idioms of expression) my influence how 
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individuals from differing cultures score on 
dissociation and absorption measures. For 
example, a tendency toward hyperbole may 
be more common among Latin Americans 
than among Europeans, Canadians, and 
individuals from the United States, which is 
congruent with Krippner and Weinhold’s 
(2001) finding that Brazilian dream reports 
contain high levels of emotional content and 
Krippner and Faith’s (2001) finding that 
twice as many “exotic” dream reports apear 
in Brazilian dream reports as compared with 
dreams from participants in the United 
States.  Dissociation must also be understood 
through a cultural lens because certain life 
experiences may be adaptive to life events 
that are culturally related (Calof, 2002; 
Krippner, 1997).  
 
Psychological measures 
Data from the psychological measures may 
be more suspect in cross-cultural 
applications than perhaps are those from 
physiological measures.  Consequently, we 
cautiously interpret some of the findings 
using the absorption and dissociation 
measures. 
 
Absorption 
The Brazilian participants claimed to be 
moved by songs that they enjoyed, to get 
caught up in the action while watching a 
movie, and liked to watch clouds take 
various shapes in the sky.  However, only the 
claimant medium Pai Ely claimed to 
anticipate statements from other people 
when discussing allegedly supernatural 
experiences, to feel imaginary matters with 
such intensity that they seemed real, and for 
music to evoke colorful pictures in his 
imagination.  He also claimed to think in 
visual images, to be able to imagine his body 
becoming so heavy it would not move, and to 
occasionally feel “suspended in air” while 
listening to a band or orchestra. Pai Ely’s 
imagination was very vivid, and he moved 
his hands and arms frequently when he was, 
from his perspective, actually incorporating 
discarnate entities.  In this respect, Pai Ely’s 
behavior is consistent with his high score on 
the TAS.   

Knight and four of the meditators 
were also high on absorption.  It is important 
to note that RSE provides a standard 

curriculum for all of its students, one that 
emphasizes spiritual self-healing involving 
both dissociation and absorption capacities 
(albeit using different terminology), as well 
as activities that involve considerable 
imagery training, which suggests a similarity 
to Pai Ely. This point is further exemplified 
by two separate previous studies with RSE 
students.  Hageman (2002) studied 108 RSE 
student participants in which 67% tested 
“high,” 31% “medium,” and only 2% “low” in 
absorption (as measured by the TAS), while 
tests before and after training sessions 
detected an increase in absorption in all 
categorical levels. In a subsequent larger 
study (Hageman, 2005) with 294 RSE 
students, 95% scored high or very high on 
the TAS and many noted the same 
experiences as Pai Ely (e.g., intense imagery 
that felt real; music evoked colorful pictures; 
body becoming heavy; lifted up by music).   

It is not unusual for Brazilians to use 
such idioms as “I got caught up in the 
music,” or “I was flying during that 
performance.” In addition, the role of a 
medium may influence responses to tests of 
this nature.  For example, when Pai Ely gave 
a positive response to the item regarding 
being “suspended in air” he may have simply 
been making a declaration concerning his 
abilities and what was expected of him as a 
pai de-santo. 

From a broader lens, individuals who 
make high scores on the TAS tend to report 
becoming fully absorbed while they are 
watching a movie, television program, or 
theatrical performance. They also tend to be 
able to suspend disbelief and to become 
empathic (Wickramasekera and Szlyk, 
2003), especially when their companion (or, 
at times, a complete stranger) is undergoing 
stress.  Those scoring high on absorption 
have many traits in common with highly 
hypnotizable people, deriving meaning from 
body language and personal mannerisms 
(Fernandez, 2001).  This description is 
especially applicable to Pai Ely who deals 
daily with people under stress. There are 
members of his congregation, as well as 
many outsiders, who come to him for relief 
of some real or imagined misfortune, 
interpersonal conflict, or health problem. A 
frequent method of treatment involves 
incorporating entities from the spirit world, 
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sometimes requesting that they give advice 
and aid, while at other times intervening to 
stop their purported malevolent actions 
against Pai Ely’s clients.  As suggested 
earlier, his test scores may be influenced by 
his culture and role expectations.   

Andrade did not score as high on 
absorption as Pai Ely, but he also does not 
have to deal as extensively or intimately with 
clients as does the pai-de-santo.  In other 
words, the high score on the TAS might be 
related to the frequency with which the two 
practitioners engage in spirit incorporation. 
When Andrade incorporates his artistic 
colleagues from the spirit world, he often 
becomes so absorbed with the task that he 
claims not to recall the details when the 
discarnate entities leave the scene.  Knight 
also claims to not remember the details 
when she channels Ramtha. This suggests 
that a high TAS score may represent the 
ability to attain rapport with clients, paying 
close attention to what they need and expect 
from the encounter, which may also apply 
for Knight in her leadership at RSE.  
However, a high DES score may also 
facilitate incorporation or meditation styles 
using cognitive schemas. 
 
Dissociation 
The term “severely dissociative” could be 
reframed as “intensively imaginative” when 
culture-bound beliefs and practices are taken 
into account. For example, all three Brazilian 
participants reported that they often “have 
the experience of sometimes remembering a 
past event so vividly that [it feels] as they 
were reliving that event,” but only the 
Brazilian claimant mediums reported that 
they often “have the experience of feeling 
that their body does not seem to belong to 
them.”  Pai Ely and Andrade have practiced 
mediumship for several decades and scored 
as “severely dissociative;” however, the fact 
that E.O.S. also received a high dissociation 
score supports the likelihood that idioms of 
expression influenced the results obtained 
on his dissociation measure as well.  This 
highlights some caution in using a strict 
interpretation of high absorption and high 
dissociation as risk factors for somatization 
(e.g, psychosomatic illnesses) for 
multicultural research. 

From the perspective of cultural-
bound practices at RSE in terms of 
dissociative experiences, Hageman’s (2002) 
study reported that most RSE students 
scored normal at the beginning of the 
training sessions, but slightly over 20% 
scored in the highly dissociative category.  
Most of these highly dissociative students 
also scored high in absorption on the TAS 
(p.174). In Hageman’s (2005) later study, 
19% of RSE students who scored highly or 
severely dissociated related that they 
experienced vivid remembrances at least 
30% of the time and 25% of them also 
experienced that their body did not seem to 
belong to them at least 30% of the time. 
Knight and three of the meditators also 
scored as either high or severely dissociative. 

Another study with Kardec mediums 
in São Paulo, Brazil by Negro, Palladino-
Negro, and Louza (2002) reported that their 
mediums attained high scores on 
dissociation (as assessed by the DES), and 
that there was a positive association between 
mediumship training and the control of the 
dissociated experiences.  Hence, the capacity 
for dissociative self-experiences may play an 
important role in the ability to practice as a 
medium through differentiating and 
dissociating their normal identity states 
during their hypnotic-like procedures 
(Krippner, 2005).   

Sociocognitive theorists of 
dissociation and hypnosis would probably 
suggest that the phenomenological 
experiences during mediumship are created 
in accordance with the previous expectancies 
and beliefs about the role of being a medium 
and other contextual variables (Lynn, Pintar, 
and Rhue, 1997).  The sociocognitive view on 
dissociation thus seems to be illustrated by 
Pai Ely’s belief that as much as 75% of his 
experience during mediumship may be the 
result of his own biases, experiences, and 
fantasies.  Pai Ely’s description of his process 
of discernment of “pure” from 
“contaminated” information does seem to 
capture the sociocognitive explanation of 
how a person might construct a role and 
personal narrative about dissociative trance 
experiences as a kind of “believed-in 
imaging” (Sarbin, 1998).   

Neo-dissociation theorists of 
hypnosis and dissociation might look at the 
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importance of the hypnotic-like procedure 
(Krippner, 2005) itself in allowing access to 
the self-experience of the channeled identity 
state (Hilgard, 1994).  A neo-dissociative or 
ego states explanation of mediumship would 
probably highlight the normal polypsychic 
nature of human identity (Frederick, 2005) 
so that it probably should not be too 
surprising that individuals might be able to 
encounter another ego state within them 
during a hypnotic-like procedure.  Our 
experience of this normally inactive ego state 
may thus be activated by the hypnotic-like 
procedures of mediumship whether or not 
that ego state actually represents the 
presence of a spirit or deity.  These theorists 
might then speculate that a simpler 
explanation of mediumship could be derived 
through focusing on the origin of the 
channeled identity as stemming from ego 
states or cognitive subsystems that are not 
properly integrated within the mediums 
normal experience of identity.   

Probably everyone has some 
trickster-like phenomena hidden away 
within their self experience that they may not 
normally elicit but which claimant mediums 
seem to develop as part of their training 
(Krippner, 2005). This polypsychic aspect of 
human identity may significantly contribute 
along with sociocognitive factors to the 
difficulty Pai Ely described in the attempt to 
discern pure from contaminated 
information. However, our data merely 
illustrate the sociocognitive and neo-
dissociative perspectives on mediumship 
while many other factors (including actual 
spirit incorporation) may play a role as well 
if science were to accept the possibility of 
actual spirit incorporation.            
 
Psychophysiological Measures 
In general, the psychophysiological data 
obtained from Andrade reveal several 
incongruent findings.  First of all, there was a 
general reduction in SCL across conditions. 
Since SCL is a measure to sympathetic 
activation or withdrawal, it is paradoxical to 
find it associated with peripheral 
vasoconstriction and increased EMG during 
the imagination task. Both sets of data 
suggest increased sympathetic activation in 
these response systems. Secondly, the 
increase in muscle tension during the eyes 

closed imagination condition and the 
associated increase in the percentage of 
alpha activity during imagination were also 
paradoxical. These two measures (EMG and 
EEG) are typically negatively correlated.  
Andrade’s increase in frontal EMG while 
imagining an incorporation is consistent 
with a hypothesis of increased muscle 
tension that is possibly driven by intrusive 
cognitions and/or affect. Andrade’s heart 
rate data are also consistent with the 
hypothesis of intrusive events occurring in 
the eyes closed conditions.   

Pai Ely also showed incongruence 
between major physiological response 
systems, particularly during the imagination 
condition.  Although sympathetic activation 
was observed in the ANS, relaxation was 
noted in the CNS, which typically functions 
in a more integrated manner.   

E.O.S.’s large increase in EEG alpha 
wave percentage in both the eyes closed 
conditions is consistent with his moderate 
score on the TAS, which was exactly the 
same as Andrade’s. The EEG data are 
probably consistent with E.O.S.’s hypnotic 
ability, although this was not tested. 
However, studies of the association of 
absorption with measured response to 
hypnosis demonstrate only a moderate 
relationship (Spiegel, 1990; p. 125). 

We concluded that there were 
markedly specific incongruences in the 
peripheral and central physiological 
response systems. In other words, there were 
deviations during Andrade’s imagination 
condition that were discrepant from what is 
typically seen during an eyes closed 
imagination condition. This supports a 
previous finding that physiological 
incongruence are frequent outcomes of 
testing sessions with people claiming 
mediumistic abilities (Wickramasekera, 
1991). There was incongruence between the 
claimant mediums’ verbal reports and 
behavioral observations and between their 
psychophysiological response systems as 
well. 

People with incongruence between 
CNS and ANS responses have been described 
by Wickramasekera (1986a) as living 
episodically in two worlds, one in which they 
are critical, rational, and practical, and 
another into which their fantasy and 
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emotional reactivity expands and deepens. 
As such, they often are "at risk" for 
somatization.  Both sets of descriptors apply 
to Pai Ely, the pai-de-santo in our 
investigation who attained a high absorption 
score on the TAS. Not only does Pai Ely 
incorporate discarnate entities, he manages a 
large and successful enterprise, the Lar de 
Ita Center. 

Wickramasekera’s (1991) descriptors 
apply to some extent to the other claimant 
medium, Andrade, who also displayed 
CNS/ANS incongruence. Andrade’s duties at 
the Kardec temple are not as demanding as 
those of Pai Ely, nor does he spend the 
amount of time incorporating entities, as 
does the pai-de-santo.  When we visited the 
Kardec temple, we observed a few dozen 
people in attendance; in contrast, Pai Ely’s 
Candomblé/Umbanda temple was filled with 
several hundred people during each of our 
visits. In addition, we observed that Pai Ely 
has a team of mediums and trained 
assistants at his disposal at the temple. 
However Wickramasekera’s (1991) 
descriptors do not particularly apply to 
E.O.S. who showed no noticeable CNS/ANS 
incongruence. 

Although the advanced meditators 
including Knight were not tested with EEG, 
they also showed sympathetic activation 
during the meditation session and they 
reported minimal to no negative affect 
during testing.  These results may be 
considered atypical; however, other studies 
have noted sympathetic activation during 
meditation styles that use cognitive faculties 
(Lehrer et al., 1980) and/or accelerated 
breathing (voluntary hyperventilation) 
techniques (Raghuaj et al., 1998).  This 
suggests that sympathetic activation may not 
always indicate true incongruence, but that 
breathing styles may also effect the 
activation. 

Of some interest is the incidence of 
IR specificity in which psychophysiological 
stress markers varied bilaterally among our 
participants.  An example of this is that all 
participants, with the exception of Knight, 
who exhibited left hand IR specificity, 
predominately exhibited stress in their right 
hand temperatures. Another example is that 
Andrade exhibited SCL stress predominately 
with his left hand, but predominately 

exhibited hand temperature stress in the 
right.  The IR specificity response, as seen in 
our participants, is particularly important 
because it has implications for 
understanding psychosomatic disorders 
(Andreassi, 2000).  Stern and Sison (1990) 
also noted a psychological factor related to 
IR specificity that involves the individual 
ability to detect changes in autonomic 
response.  Individuals who report a high 
degree of autonomic response typically also 
show a greater autonomic reactivity than 
those with a lower degree of awareness. 
Moreover, there is the tendency for the more 
aware individual to exaggerate their degree 
of reactivity, while the lower aware 
individual tends to underestimate their 
reactivity. In this regard, IR specificity may 
help to clarify the participants’ incongruence 
between verbal report and 
psychophysiological measures. 

According to Wickramasekera 
(1986b; 1991), incongruence between CNS 
and ANS response systems are not unusual 
among spiritual practitioners.  It is taken for 
granted that some practitioners, especially 
claimant mediums and channelers, will 
demonstrate incongruence between their 
behavioral observations and verbal reports.  
Claimant mediums and channelers both 
purport to be able to receive information that 
supposedly do not originate from consensual 
reality. Though they might appear calm and 
composed, while speaking of calamitous 
events from their clients’ “past lives,” from 
the lives of their clients’ deceased relatives, 
or from scenarios of their clients’ purported 
futures, physiological tests often indicate 
that they are under tension.  

Associations between TAS and 
incongruence are inconclusive at this point, 
but this is a topic deserving additional 
research, especially if the TAS could be 
administered as part of a more extensive test 
battery with mediumistic practitioners.  For 
example, it would be useful to administer 
other measures, such as the Creative 
Imagination Scale (Wilson and Barber, 1978) 
to test for fantasy-proneness and the 
Hartmann Boundaries Questionnaire 
(Hartmann, 1991) to evaluate thinness and 
thickness of psychological “boundaries.” It 
might also be helpful to test for other 
physiological variables, such as cortisol 
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testing (e.g., saliva, blood), especially when 
IR specificity is indicated, as supportive 
documentation to determine cortisol level 
increase, which would indicate stress and 
help to confirm incongruence between verbal 
report of negative affect and 
psychophysiology results that point to 
incongruence.   

 
Conclusion 
Wickramasekera (1989; 1993; 1995; 1998) 
proposed that spiritual practitioners often 
are at risk for stress-related symptoms 
because of the noted incongruence. Among 
the most common incongruence are verbal 
reports of low negative affect while ANS data 
indicate otherwise:  (a) profound 
temperature differences between the right 
and the left sides of the body (e.g., IR 
specificity), (b) “flip-flops” between a 
repressive cognitive style, and (c) easy access 
to cognitive processing (Wickramasekera, 
Krippner, and Wickramasekera, 2001).  

The practical implications of these 
data involve the health status of mediumistic 
practitioners.  Given the incongruence that 
often characterize their physiological 
response systems, they may need to 
voluntarily create “buffers” that will help 
them maintain their physical and emotional 
well being (Wickramasekera, 1988; 1989).  
In their study of Kardec mediums, Negro, 
Palladino-Negro, and Louza (2002) found 
that research participants characterized by 
extensive training attained favorable scores 
on measures of socialization and adaptation, 
but pathological signs were detected among 
the group of younger claimant mediums with 
less training.  In addition, they evidenced 
poorer social support.  

The stress that accompanies 
mediumship can be modified by social 
support systems, by programs that involve 
voluntary control of internal states (e.g., 
biofeedback, meditation), and by regimens 
for healthy living (Krippner et al., 2000; pp. 
59-60). There is some evidence that, at least 
in the United States, claimant mediums and 
channelers may be at greater risk than are 
other spiritual practitioners (e.g., healers, 
intuitives). If so, self-care needs to 
accompany the concern that these 
practitioners frequently demonstrate toward 
their students and clients.    

Last, these studies open more 
questions than they resolve, but they point to 
the possible importance of using 
neurobiological data to explore 
extraordinary experiences, such as those 
experienced by individuals who strongly 
utilize dissociative capacities, claim to be 
mediums, or use mediumistic-like practices. 
The complicated patterns we found 
undoubtedly require additional research to 
clarify their fuller meanings. 
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  Article

   

The Interpretation of Telepathy‐like Effects: 
A Novel Electromagnetic and Synchronistic Version  

of the Psychoanalytic Model 
 

Alan S. Haas 
Abstract 
A novel approach  is  introduced to explain the appearance of telepathy‐like effects as 
the  consequence  of  disturbances  in  the  normal  equilibration  or  ‘equilibrated
non‐equilibrium’  of  ordinary  human  experience.  A  new  electromagnetic  version  of
Freud’s  psychoanalytic model  is  proposed, which  begins  by  treating  the mind  as  a
charged object that interacts with others and the environment in a generally balanced
pairwise fashion. If the brain  is assigned a net charge for a given state of mind, there
may  be  considered  to  be  a  balancing  of  superego,  ego,  and  id  level  interactions. A
temporary  altered  state of  consciousness may  result  from  an over or undercharged
experience (from a social perturbation or unconscious wish) that would otherwise be
processed  during  normal  habituated  experience  as  part  of  interdependent  behavior
during  conscious  awareness  or  sleep. Deviations  from  the  normal  “equilibration”  of 
such balanced charge states that are not immediately cathected or decathected during
personal  interactions  may  result  in  the  deceptive  perception  of  telepathy  or  a
neurosis‐like  symptom,  perhaps  in  the  form  of  a  remembered  dream.  However,  a 
genuine  telepathy‐like phenomenon may be postulated  to exist due  to  synchronistic
effects  when  considering  the  unique  aspects  of  synchronous  human  behavior  and
possible  subconscious  information  acquisition  through  inference.  Electrochemical 
charges and energies may be assigned  to  the  thoughts, emotions and actions of  the
human  body  and  these may  often  be  psychologically  and  socially  coordinated  and
coherent  with  others:  two  people  may  change  state  at  the  same  time.  A
macroscopically  relevant  coherence  may  result  in  approximately  simultaneous
thoughts and actions, and even a form of knowledge, between separated people. 
 
Key  Words:  synchronicity,  psychoanalysis,  quantum  mechanics,  entanglement, 
electromagnetism  
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I. Introduction1 
Toward the latter part of his career, 
beginning with his unpublished 1921 paper 
Psychoanalysis and Telepathy, Freud 
expressed significant interest regarding 
telepathy-like effects (Freud, 1921).  But at 
the same time he also vigorously cautioned 
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about the dangers of such occult explorations 
and was quite harsh about unscientific 
attempts by the occultists at “growing rich at 
a single blow by means of a successful 
speculation” (Freud, 1921; p.180). For them, 
disconfirming cases conveniently proved 
nothing, and they could not wait for the 
appropriate time to move beyond the 
“constraint of the familiar laws of physics 
and chemistry” to develop a proper 
materialist and mechanistic interpretation of 
the unique human qualities of the mind and 
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spirit (Freud, 1921; p.179).  In fact, it could 
very well be the case that in most instances 
where he uses the word ‘telepathy’ it actually 
connotes more of a reference to other 
interpretations rather than his own 
conception of it.  Nevertheless, he did seem 
to believe that there could a kind of 
telepathic-like phenomenon, albeit one that 
may be psychoanalytically based. He 
distinctly described the possibility as 
“thought-transference,” which referred to an 
unconscious mode of communication that 
could result in knowledge about another 
person that becomes conscious at a 
simultaneous or later time (Freud, 1922). 

There may be important differences 
between Freud’s ideas about 
“thought-transference” and that of typical 
notions of telepathy. For him, the effect 
began closely related to his prime concept of 
transference in psychoanalysis and a playing 
out of the Oedipus complex. He believed 
telepathy might involve an unconscious wish 
that was somehow being “inducted” into the 
receptive mind of another. As is well known, 
before all else, he always sought to find the 
missing unconscious psychoanalytic pieces 
in puzzles of the mind, which of course 
usually revolved around sexuality. It is not 
absolutely clear that he ever became fully 
convinced of knowledge transfer by a special 
physical means, and he in fact claimed to 
know nothing about that (Freud, 1922). His 
case studies typically involved direct 
personal interactions between individuals 
and reports that could be explained by 
invoking the unconscious wishes of the 
subject seeking to be fulfilled and perhaps 
convenient embellishments by the memory 
to achieve that end. Therefore, while he tried 
to remain scientifically impartial on the topic 
(Freud, 1922), if he did truly believe in it, 
there may be a substantial difference 
between his ideas and those that would 
involve the process of direct information 
transfer by a physical means beyond the 
known senses. 

These views were largely responsible 
for his divergence with Carl Jung, who was 
particularly taken with such effects and fully 
engrossed in attempting to understand them 
(Williams, 2010). Jung dubbed his own later 
version of the effect “synchronicity,” which 
postulated a special acausal connection 

between two “meaningfully” related events 
that otherwise bore no obvious causal 
relation to each other (Jung, 1955). Although 
Jung’s contribution to the subject has surely 
resulted in some important insights (Donati, 
2004), Freud’s skepticism was perhaps 
somewhat justified, because Jung failed to 
find the quantum mechanical explanation he 
was seeking to connect these mysterious 
meaningfully related synchronistic events.  
Even with the help of the renowned quantum 
physicist Wolfgang Pauli, Jung was unable to 
pinpoint a direct physical “quantum” linking 
between individuals.  He ultimately resorted 
to a more modest conceptual analogy with 
indeterministic quantum mechanical events 
that arose from “constellations” of the 
unknowable workings of the unconscious 
that seemed to align with external events 
(Jung, 1955). 

Similarly, there is now currently a 
great deal of interest in the phenomenon of 
quantum entanglement and how it may 
apply to the mind and telepathy (Radin, 
2006).  Such quantum entanglement of mind 
ideas are generating a new debate, because 
the phenomenon is so highly conceptually 
related and would be very analogous to a 
kind of telepathy.  It would seem to be a 
plausible candidate for a possible 
mechanism of telepathy, or synchronicity.  
But, unfortunately, it remains difficult to see 
how such a mind-to-mind transmission by 
an identical quantum physical mechanism 
between brains would work through a 
biological mechanism. The physical events of 
quantum mechanics are typically not fully 
commensurable with the macroscopic 
properties of biology and psychology. This is 
due to the well-known correspondence 
principle that limits the correlation and 
relevance of most quantum events to the 
macroscopic world (Bohr, 1920).  Only at the 
most microscopic level can quantum physics 
principles be directly applied without a 
dramatic weakening and “decoherence” of 
the correlation, or a dramatic statistical loss 
of specific microscopic physical information 
as the macroscopic level is approached (Yu 
and Eberly, 2009; Arndt et al., 2009). While 
there are certainly some examples of 
quantum mechanical coherence and 
tunneling behavior in biochemistry and 
molecular biology at the molecular scale, 
particularly in energy conversion processes 
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(Moser et al., 1992; Collini et al., 2010), at 
the present time it remains challenging to 
see how this would translate to the much 
larger masses, distances and complex 
aggregate properties of relatively enormous 
brains and bodies.  This would not be to say 
it is impossible, but to be scientifically 
rigorous in acknowledging that there are 
very substantial biophysical obstacles that 
would need to be addressed (Haas, 2010b). 

Although direct application of the 
entanglement phenomenon to the mind is 
conceivable, history has shown that concepts 
from the physical sciences must usually be 
modified or specifically tailored when they 
are applied to the principles and complex 
parameters guiding macroscopic objects and 
psychology (Haas, 2010a). Larger objects 
tend to be dominated by classical-like 
principles and a collection of other 
well-known standardized factors (e.g., the 
classical laws of motion, including friction, 
tension, pressure, temperature). For 
instance, although humans are 
fundamentally comprised of mass-energy, 
and indeed pure quantum energy may be 
directly involved in processes such as vision, 
the contributions from relativistic effects on 
the entire brain or body itself at low 
velocities are absolutely miniscule and 
essentially irrelevant at most times. This 
truth about the physical sciences and the 
relative uniqueness of biology was probably 
fully understood by Freud when he applied 
the classical principles of thermodynamics to 
the charges and discharges of tension in the 
libido. He specifically mentioned relativity in 
his discussion of telepathy, stating how the 
appeal of the new theory of relativity at the 
turn of the previous century was perhaps 
contributing fuel to occult notions about 
telepathy, and that those temptations should 
be resisted (Freud, 1921). It may therefore be 
helpful to keep in mind the allure of these 
ideas when attempting to apply concepts 
from physics and chemistry to the principles 
of macroscopic biology and psychology, and 
to seek practicable approaches. 

Freud’s psychoanalytic concepts have 
already been successful in helping to provide 
much of the foundation for a century of 
advancement in psychology and 
understanding the mind. It would therefore 
seem logical to follow along those lines when 

continuing the application of newer physical 
theories to what is already a very useful 
model of cognitive and behavioral 
mechanics. New concepts regarding the 
physical sciences and the mind would do well 
if they are designed to work in conjunction 
within that foundation, which is in fact 
primarily classically based. This would not 
be to rule out the possibility of further 
exploration of the application of special 
quantum physical concepts and principles, 
but rather, to suggest that it may be most 
fruitful to begin by pursuing a physical 
approach related to a model that has already 
shown itself to be commensurable and 
corresponding. 

Telepathy, by definition of the word, 
must involve the transfer of information and 
knowledge mind-to-mind by an independent 
physical mechanism over distances. This 
would seem to limit or rule out information 
transfer by the known ordinary senses, 
including vision, hearing, touch, and the 
other internally perceivable psychological 
and biological detection of events. Clearly, 
these senses are the source of most, if not all, 
personal and interpersonal information and 
bodily feedback. It would therefore seem 
most likely that first and foremost these 
senses and the conscious, subconscious, and 
unconscious behavior of the brain/body 
would offer a mode and mechanism for a 
telepathy-like effect. All of this is of course 
assuming that telepathy, according to the 
formal definition of it, exists in the first 
place. There have certainly been many 
disconfirming studies that suggest belief in 
its very existence is a misperception or error 
itself, although this cannot be reviewed in 
detail here (for possibilities of error based on 
statistical factors, see Brugger and Graves, 
1997; Griffiths and Tenenbaum, 2007). The 
study of telepathy is perhaps not so unwisely 
eschewed by a skeptical scientific 
establishment. At present, it remains 
difficult to be able to refer to a consistently 
reproducible experimental example of a pure 
form of it, although there have been some 
suggestive hints of it reported recently (e.g., 
Brown and Sheldrake, 2001). 

It would therefore perhaps be helpful 
to identify and pinpoint an important 
possible psychological misunderstanding of 
such effect acting in a deceptive way.  There 
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are certainly many opportunities for a 
misperception or misinterpretation 
regarding such a complicated phenomenon 
that seems to be physically real to so many 
people, even those as unlikely to believe in it 
as Freud.  Perhaps following an 
interpretation of this nature, the possibility 
of a realistic form of it or a related analog 
may remain feasible; and the most 
appropriate psychological and physical 
explanation can be delineated.  It could very 
well be that what misleadingly appears to 
many to be a direct form of “telepathy,” for 
understandable reasons, is actually a similar 
phenomenon acting under its guise. Other 
possible modes for “telepathy” and related 
phenomena, of effects that may highly 
resemble it and that yield a similar 
experience, could very well occur through a 
variety of different and alternative 
mechanisms. There could very well be 
another phenomenon that is highly 
analogous to telepathy, both conceptually 
and in its experienced consequences, that is 
often misconstrued for it. This possibility 
may remain ill-defined and poorly 
understood. Understanding what this 
possibility could be may be the best way to 
begin solving this often called “spooky” 
mystery (Leder, 2005). 

For example, there could be only a 
small difference between “telepathy” and 
what might be called a synchronistic effect, 
as derived from Jung’s concept.  Both would 
involve simultaneity of thoughts through an 
improbable relation between two individuals 
separated at a distance; where in the usual 
definition it must require a form of direct 
thought communication. However, an 
improved mechanism based on the latter 
could imply many more possibilities. For 
instance, there could in fact be a significant 
subconscious synchronization between a pair 
of individuals acting through a natural social 
and psychological coherence those results in 
a simultaneous cognition or action.  This 
could occur through a number of possible 
psychological mechanisms, and it would still 
strongly resemble a telepathic effect. 
Further, a synchronicity effect could also 
operate through a synchronization that is 
enacted from the generally coherent external 
forces due to the larger surrounding 
environment or milieu acting on the two 
individuals. This would in fact be more 

analogous to the kind of “hidden variable” 
that Einstein suggested in his famous EPR 
paper regarding such “spooky action at a 
distance” (Einstein et al., 1935). There could 
indeed be unperceived and uninterpreted 
causal psychological forces at work that have 
yet to be properly elucidated. Psychology, 
like quantum mechanics itself, may indeed 
be somewhat “incomplete,” as Einstein 
strongly believed was the real problem. 

Jung’s concept of synchronicity has 
helped to clarify that two events can be 
related to each other through the 
unconscious in a synchronous way even 
though they appear to be causally unrelated 
(it is primarily this point that he may have 
been deficient on, by failing to realize there 
could be other possible causal relations; see 
Williams, 2010). However, the events could 
still be synchronized and coherent even 
when separated in space, much like two 
synchronized clocks. These clocks may be set 
to go off at the same time, or be forced to−- 
at a time which may determined before, 
during or after an initial pairing.  
Recognition of the idea of a possible 
synchronous coherence due to factors 
operating outside of or beneath conscious 
awareness may be of critical importance.  
This has now begun to be clarified by 
contemporary researchers with the concept 
of “emergence” (Cambray, 2002). 
Emergence describes how there can be a 
sudden coming to light from a number of 
complex or chaotic unconscious factors that 
result in a moment of coherent order or 
stability (Cambray, 2009).  This can also 
occur at a moment of realization by two 
individuals during a mutual agreement of 
their separate but cooperatively “merged” 
minds (Hogenson, 2009; Hove, 2008; 
Lyons-Ruth, 1998). Two people could have 
an approximately simultaneous related 
thought while separated in location that 
emerges in an ordered way, even though they 
are temporarily physically apart and the 
sources of the internal and external 
entrainment between them are not 
transparent. 

At the present time it remains 
difficult to see how or why this would need to 
be achieved through a specific directly 
radiating quantum mechanical or other 
direct form of electromagnetic linking 
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mechanism acting through a long-range 
biological mechanism. It may be more 
simply suggested that the application of the 
concept of the entanglement or coherence of 
minds, i.e., a different utilization of the 
concept, would be most likely to occur 
through the normal macroscopic interactions 
and behavior of human brains and bodies. It 
would therefore seem that an optimal 
approach would be one that involves both 
psychoanalytic principles as well as 
incorporating synchronistic and physical 
aspects that are macroscopically applicable 
to cognitive and behavioral effects. 

Recently, I have hypothesized that 
brains and bodies may act in an independent 
yet somewhat synchronously aligned and 
coupled way through their psychology and 
their biochemical and neurochemical 
processes, even while they are apart (Haas, 
2010a; 2010b).  I have also begun to show 
how some physical principles, especially 
macroscopically relevant electromagnetic 
ones based primarily within the brain and 
body, may be applied to cognitive and 
behavioral psychology. Basic physical 
principles can indeed be applied to the mind 
and behavior in a practicable way when they 
are both commensurable and corresponding 
with it, and properly designed for the 
occasion (Haas, 2010b). Here, I will begin to 
expand this model further by showing how 
the central structural psychoanalytic 
principles may themselves work in an 
electromagnetically-based way. I will then 
explain how this may be applied to help 
explain the somewhat illusory appearance of 
direct “telepathy,” and identify a possible 
real and genuine telepathy-like effect based 
upon the synchronistic aspects of human 
dyads and groups. Recent empirical evidence 
regarding behavioral synchrony and human 
inference can also help explain how 
information may be transferred subliminally 
in this model, and supports a model of 
synchronistic coherence. 

 
II. Background and Evidence for a 
New Hypothesis 
Nearly a century after the founding of 
psychoanalysis, Freud might be impressed 
with the new psychological knowledge and 
tools available to help solve the problem of 
telepathy as well as other aspects his 

theories.  Recently, much has been revealed 
about the unconscious processes that 
mentally and “psychically” (i.e., from within 
the psyche) socially bond, entrain, and 
coordinate individuals with each other 
(Semin, 2007). Particularly pertinent may be 
developments regarding unique human 
psychological inference capabilities (Gallese, 
2001).  In addition to the usual ordinary cues 
of social interaction, inference capacities 
may provide an important additional 
subconscious mechanism through which 
individuals communicate a great deal of 
information. Through inference, individuals 
may be able to read and intuit much about 
another person and their thoughts and 
opinions, much of which may often be out of 
immediate control or access of ordinary 
awareness. This human capability could help 
to provide the basis for the actual archaic 
mode of communication Freud believed may 
transfer information, especially if much of it 
were to be mediated beneath consciousness.  
For instance, the needs and wishes of the 
“id” (Freud, 1960) might be indirectly 
inferred by a person through gross and 
subtle social cues during a conscious 
interaction at the ego level, and often, the 
perceiver may not be entirely aware of this.  
The information could become stored and 
then activated in a useful way in the 
observer’s id and consciousness at the same 
or a later time. 

Large amounts of information may be 
acquired through inference (Gallese et al., 
2007), as well as through the most obvious 
and direct social cues. Mirror neurons 
respond by merely observing actions of 
others, and may play a dramatic role in 
mimicry and social coordination (Semin and 
Cacioppo, 2008). It has been demonstrated 
that entire homologous sets of motor 
neurons will fire only by watching another 
person perform an action, even when not 
performing it oneself. This feature may 
create an ideal capacity for establishing 
relatively symmetrical and synchronous 
behavior with others. For example, when 
watching and listening to another individual 
speak, their words and actions may activate a 
nearly equal mental response during 
receptive listening (Keysers and Gazzola, 
2009).  From those actions, both the stated 
and unstated goals and intentions of the 
actor may become clear through their 
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statements or subtle nuances in behavior 
(Gallese et al., 2007). These may then be 
cognitively and physically acted upon, by 
both conscious and unconscious 
mechanisms over a period of time. Two 
peoples’ innate drives and their rational 
thoughts and behavior may become 
synchronized (Rotondo and Boker, 2002; 
Semin and Cacioppo, 2008). As regards 
telepathy and synchronicity, it would then 
perhaps not be so surprising when two 
individuals think of each other or 
reencounter each other unexpectedly or 
“coincidentally” at the same time. This could 
very well be the emergence of the product of 
a consciously and unconsciously guided 
process of mutual social coordination, 
motivation, and goal seeking.  It is now 
understood that much of this kind of goal 
seeking can occur even though the seeker 
may be unaware of it (Custers and Aarts, 
2010). 

Very recent experimental research 
has also begun to verify the importance of 
certain kinds of functional “synchrony” or 
synchronization in human behavior that can 
persist through time and space (Menaker 
and Davidson, 2003; Neda et al., 2000).  
This has been demonstrated in synchronized 
finger-tapping experiments and other forms 
of social coordination that persist for a brief 
time even after the prior period of 
synchronization through visual and auditory 
cues has ended (Oullier et al., 2008; 
Valdesolo et al., 2010).  There is no reason to 
believe this could not also occur over longer 
periods of time.  For example, a social 
coherence or interpersonal synchrony could 
conceivably be regulated by a longer-term 
mechanism, constituted by the more general 
guiding features of the brain as well as what 
would be called the ego and id (Freud, 1960).  
This long-term component could be modeled 
well by using a “superego” that controls and 
guides human behavior in a more general 
and authoritative way. Although the 
superego is usually treated as a governing 
structural factor in the mind constituting its 
rules and restrictions, it may also be 
considered that it can be related to the 
longer-term processes and decisions that an 
individual will make.  

Previously, I have introduced how it 
may be feasible and possible to define mental 

and emotional states in terms of specific 
amounts of charge and energy (Haas, 2010a; 
2010b). I have postulated that the brain and 
the supporting body may be considered to 
reside in a sum charge state of a general 
positive, negative, or neutral character. It 
can be considered that for a given state of 
mind, the neural states of groups of neurons 
may be treated as containing a net positive or 
negative charge as well as a potential/kinetic 
energy state. Such states may correlate 
directly with an individual’s 
cognitive-behavioral activity or receptivity.  
This is to say, a positive neurochemical and 
electrochemical state of the brain may 
indeed lead to what is generally considered 
to be a “positive” action or activity. A 
negative state (not necessarily connoting 
something pejorative) may lead to a higher 
level of receptivity while still requiring active 
participation. For instance, a positive active 
speaker might be watched and listened to by 
a more receptive negative listener.  In both 
cases, an approximately equal and 
complementary amount of mental charge 
and energy conversion may be required. 

How can the new empirical evidence 
regarding human inference and 
synchronization and the new 
electromagnetic hypothesis I have 
introduced be applied to solve the problem 
of what is often perceived as telepathy or 
“thought-transference”?  And how does this 
relate to other processes driven by 
unconscious processing, such as dreaming?  
In the second half of this paper, I will 
describe how in conjunction with the 
aforementioned relatively sophisticated 
capabilities for interpersonal coordination, 
the balancing of charge and energy leads to a 
useful new model with which to properly 
interpret synchronistic effects. The reasons 
why experiences may sometimes appear to 
be so telepathy-like become clearer: there 
may be an approximately simultaneous 
mental state change and a complementary 
agreement/coherence in mental states. This 
would also imply an aspect of knowledge or 
information, although not directly 
transmitted. This feature of interdependent 
activity may be a natural and central part of 
human thought and behavior. At times, 
telepathy-like effects may become 
particularly salient. This may be especially 
true when there are deviations from a mean 
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“equilibrated” state of cognitive and 
behavioral activity, particularly when there 
are significant disturbances or 
enhancements that tend to make the 
underlying coherence within dyads and 
groups more obvious.  Statistically, this is 
more commonly known as regression to the 
mean or the “regression fallacy” (Freedman 
et al., 1998). What often appears to be 
extraordinary may only be thought to be so 
because it appears to be so unusual when 
compared to what occurs most of the time. 
 
III. The Brain as Quantitatively 
Charged Energy in Balanced States 
As suggested, it may be quite reasonable to 
consider states of the brain to contain a net 
charge associated with a given cognitive, 
emotional, or behavioral unit of action (Haas 
2010a; 2010b). This may be empirically 
validated in the near future, because in 
principle it is straightforward to measure 
and quantify this using EEG or fMRI 
(Krippner and Friedman, 2010).  Such units 
of interaction might also be considered 
“quantized,” to the extent that a quantity of 
thought and/or action occurs in a discrete 
bundle or “episode” of thought or action 
(Figure 1). For instance, a “charged” 
interpersonal interaction of a conversation 
between two oppositely charged individuals 
may occur until the point at which the social 
exchange is no longer productive. This could 
occur after 15 minutes or 1 hour of 
conversation, 3 hours of watching a movie or 
playing a game together, or after a long day 
of work with colleagues. Regardless of the 
many possible ways and formats for 
interacting with others, and the different 
qualities and aspects individuals have to 
offer to each other, it may generally be 
considered that a certain amount of mental 
and bodily charge and energy will be used to 
accomplish and satisfy these needs. For the 
purposes of simplification, a roughly equal 
social or emotional exchange can be 
considered to take place. Much of this will 
occur through unconscious and 
imperceptible processes as well as due to the 
most consciously perceptible thoughts, 
drives and actions. 
 
 

 
Figure 1.  Quantized Interactions: Lifetime Energy Diagram. An 
individual  is  considered  to  be  born  with  a  full  normalized 
potential  energy  of  1  (charge  ‐1)  and  kinetic  energy  0.    At 
death,  the  kinetic  energy  is  1  (charge  +1)  and  potential  is  0.  
The  individual  proceeds  through  “quantized”  interactions 
during  life which  transform  the energy  from one  form  to  the 
other. 

 

 
 

Figure  2.    Simplified  Basic  Units  of  a  Psychobiophysical  Pair 
Interaction.  A.  Large  circles  represent  brains;  small  circles 
designate  charge  states.    During  an  ego‐ego  exchange,  a 
slightly more  positive mental  state  results  in  an  action  (e.g. 
speaking) to a slightly more negative state involving receptivity 
(e.g.  listening).    Total  charge must  add  to  zero  to  reflect  the 
baseline “equilibrated non‐equilibrium” state balance of charge 
and  equilibrium  “free  energy”  (energy  set  at 1 per  individual 
for  the  purposes  of  simplification).    In  this  idealized 
equilibrated  state,  approximately  equal  quantitative  and 
“simultaneous” changes are expected to occur  in the minds of 
the  two  individuals, whether  they  are  together  or  not.    This 
may also occur concomitantly with other pairs who are part of 
the group structure, and may or may not be present as well. 

B.  Superego‐id exchange,  similar  to  (A).   All  interactions  take 
place  through  the  ego‐ego  level  but  differ more  strongly  in 
their id and superego content.  During a superego‐id exchange 
a parental or authority  figure transfers positive kinetic energy 
(e.g. knowledge) into the negative id.  The negative potential of 
the id is converted into a small amount of new positive energy.  
This will be expressed  in subsequent ego‐ego  interactions at a 
slightly higher  individual kinetic energy state.   The reader may 
note  that  the  interaction energy  in  the case  shown  is greater 
than one (~+0.8/‐0.8, sum ~1.6).  This can be accounted for by 
other factors, which will be introduced at a later time. 
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Using such an idealized formulation 
of charge and discharge, in a way not 
unrelated to that originally developed by 
Freud, it becomes possible to create a basic 
electromagnetic physical model based upon 
the general structural psychoanalytic 
concepts of the superego, ego, and id. An 
overall balanced state of a constant sum total 
energy and charge can be proposed to 
obligatorily change together in a generally 
“equilibrated” way between pairs within a 
small human group system.  For example, 
this could be within a family, or a pair of 
individuals existing within a larger group 
structure. For the purposes of this brief 
introduction to a functional 
“psychobiophysical” model (Haas, 2010a), 
the issue is to elucidate the most basic 
electromagnetic charge and energy related 
principles. It may then be possible to 
superimpose the many other social, cognitive 
and biological factors that determine thought 
and behavioral actions onto this kind of a 
fundamental dyadic and small group 
architectural framework. The model is 
diagrammatically represented in Figure 2. 

It may be considered that most 
human interactions can be simplified as 
being primarily one of two types, namely 
either a superego-id interaction or ego-ego 
interaction (not unlike transactional 
analysis, see Harris, 1974). Many other 
possible combinations and admixtures are 
certainly likely to occur, but generally 
speaking, the primary quality of an 
interaction might be treated as revolving 
around of one of these two types. For 
instance a romantic relationship would 
contain a strong id-id overlap, but perhaps 
most of the interpersonal behavior and 
communication between the pair must occur 
at the ego-ego level. Thus, on the whole, 
pairwise interpersonal interactions may be 
treated as being of one of these two basic 
pure forms, where conscious interaction 
must be mediated through the rational ego 
level. For example, interactions between two 
friends, partners, or equal colleagues would 
be considered a more or less equal 
interaction occurring at the ego-ego level, 
involving an approximately equal rational 
contribution by each partner.  Similarly, a 
superego-id character would be displayed in 
a parental or authority figure relationship, 
which may also occur in any number of 

substitutive forms, including 
parent/offspring, teacher/student, 
employer/employee, leader/follower, etc. In 
this case of superego-id overlap as well, 
much of the communication and interaction 
will take place through the conscious ego 
level, although there is a strong difference in 
the quality of the charges and social aspects 
between the superego and id levels. 

A rather useful model can then be 
achieved by considering the superego, ego, 
and id as charged energy levels, and by 
normalizing them with regard to both a total 
“lifetime” of potential and kinetic energy as 
well as short-term components. This is 
shown on the axes in Figure 2 A and B.  For 
instance, at birth, an individual can be 
considered to contain a full unit (-1) of 
potential energy, primarily in the form of 
untransformed instinctual drives, and an 
older person a full kinetic energy of (+1) in 
which the potential energy has already been 
converted into the form of knowledge, 
experience, or social power. The sum of an 
individual’s “lifetime” kinetic and potential 
energy at a given point in time can be 
normalized to be a sum total of one. 
However, there must also be the transient 
(short-term) “quantized” interactive 
potential/kinetic balancing for given 
interactions between two individuals. For a 
group of two individuals the sum energy of 
any particular interaction will be one, and 
the total group energy will be two. For 
example, as shown in Figure 2A, during a 
highly idealized transient ego-ego interaction 
(perhaps at the middle point of one’s 
lifetime) the kinetic/potential energy of each 
individual can be treated as +0.5/-0.5 
(absolute value sum = 1).  When the two 
individuals interact with each other, one will 
be of a slightly more kinetic character, and 
the other more potential (It may also be 
considered that in sexually based 
relationships this will be the general 
persisting quality of the relationship as it is 
the nature of sexual attraction; this can be 
denoted for now as Y/X). The 
electromagnetic ‘rule’ or principle is that the 
sum of charges of any given exchange will be 
zero and the sum total energy, for each 
individual and the exchange itself will be 
one; for the pair, the total energy will be two.  
It will be left to the reader as an exercise to 
convince themselves of the simple physical 
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and mathematical basis of the model by 
making the same calculations for the 
superego-id case in Figure 2B, although 
there are some differences (see details in 
legend). For now, this model must be 
presented in this simplified way, as there will 
clearly be other factors that come into play. 

When charge and energy are 
conserved in this manner (renormalization 
at any time is also possible), it may then be 
considered that there is a normal 
“equilibrated” level. The sum total work of a 
pairwise interaction will generally be equal 
to the “equilibrium” value. Again, for 
simplification, this can be selected as the 
total energy arbitrarily set at the constant 
value of one for each individual, and two for 
the pair. However, it is well-known that in 
reality, biological life generally represents an 
out-of-equilibrium state (additional ΔG 
always required). There must always be “free 
energy” available to do chemical, or 
biochemical mental, and physical, work. 
Thus, at what is defined here as an 
“equilibrated non-equilibrium” state, an 
individual’s own personal energy is 
estimated to have a generally constant sum 
equal to one (incidentally, this is also like the 
Hamiltonian in quantum mechanics). This is 
to say, a person generally has a quantifiable 
amount of biochemically based personal 
mental and bodily energy to spend, and the 
value of this mental, emotional and physical 
“power” can be treated as remaining roughly 
constant. A more extensive explanation of 
these premises cannot be expanded upon 
further here, as the primary purpose of this 
paper is to attempt to explain the anomaly of 
telepathic-like and synchronistic effects.   
 
IV. Existence in Equilibrated 
Non-Equilibrium States 
According to the pleasure principle (Freud, 
1961a), people generally seek favorable and 
optimal interactions that are pleasurable as 
they feel compelled to satisfy tensions and 
move toward personal biological 
development, growth, and productive 
behavior. The so-called healthy state of this 
behavior may be considered to be much like 
a state of equilibrium, even though the basic 
principles of biochemistry and biology, and 
psychoanalysis, tell us that the 
circumstances of life dictate existence in a 

somewhat out-of-equilibrium and open 
state.  In fact, Freud believed that the usual 
human state or condition was probably one 
of ungratified tension (Freud, 1961a), which 
would then be constantly sought to be 
relieved through the active pursuit and 
seeking of pleasure. This mean or average 
state of constant tension, deprivation, or at 
times excess, is also inherent in the 
thermodynamic definition of the 
out-of-equilibrium state of chemistry and the 
bioenergetics of life.  But to some degree, at a 
higher level of analysis as regards 
psychological experience, it can probably be 
considered (and perhaps specially for the 
problem of human consciousness) that there 
is also a kind of real equilibration as well. 

For instance, to make the physical 
principle clear, the “normal” state for 
biochemical energy generation for muscular, 
or neural action, requires an excess of ATP to 
ADP beyond the equilibrium value of zero 
free energy available so that it can do work.  
This will be so that there is more ATP 
available to an enzyme, e.g. myosin or 
kinesin (Astumian, 2010), to go beyond the 
equilibrium constant value that determines a 
“resting” average nonproductive back and 
forth binding, or catalysis, of both ADP and 
ATP on the enzyme’s active site.  When an 
enzyme must do additional work, or a 
ratcheting forward, beyond its typically 
uneventful average ATP/ADP on and off 
equilibrium value, it requires an additional 
amount of ATP to do this work (if the reader 
needs further background in this 
thermodynamic biochemical principle of 
bioenergetics, it would be advised to consult 
with a general biochemistry textbook). But in 
a system that is already constantly doing 
work in an out-of-equilibrium state, for 
example through the constant expenditure of 
energy during muscular and/or neural 
activity, it may be considered that there also 
exists a more or less equilibrated state for 
the organism and its behavior on the whole.  
This would be much like a sort of individual 
or group “homeostasis,” except slightly 
different, because it pertains to a collection 
of inter-individual pairings and their mental 
and behavioral activities.  This is dependent, 
at the “lower” or more basic level, upon the 
out-of-equilibrium energetic underpinnings 
of the biochemistry of all molecular 
biological activity. However, when the 
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system needs to do work above the average 
baseline cognitive-behavioral state of 
non-equilibrium, for which it may already be 
considered to an extent equilibrated in a 
more general way (for instance, perhaps at 
the level of an arbitrarily defined “conscious 
stability”), there may then be considered 
something of a more substantial temporary 
alteration or deviation.  

For instance, most psychological and 
social beings need and desire a certain 
amount of social interaction as well as its 
opposite, such as being alone.  To attain an 
equilibrium level of “satisfaction” (if such a 
thing can be achieved), this must occur at 
some regular kind of rate or on/off 
frequency.  An individual who consistently 
alternates between doing things with another 
person or simply being alone, sleeping, or 
any other number of activities, may be 
considered to be at some sort of equilibrium 
mean on/off value for their average 
psychological and social state− even though 
this is by definition an out-of-equilibrium 
energy requiring vacillation between 
activities. However, like a muscle that must 
sometimes work harder to move beyond its 
resting equilibrium state of essentially doing 
nothing, our cognitive, emotional, and social 
behaviors may be considered to fluctuate 
around some average equilibrated level.  
Mental and behavioral processes that 
significantly move a person above or below 
what might be defined as the baseline 
equilibrium value, which is really an already 
out-of equilibrium state, would then seem 
more like significant perturbations or 
disturbances. Thus, at the times when 
individuals move in excess out of the already 
non-equilibrium state considered 
“equilibrated” at the satisfactory level, then 
there may be considered to be an extra or 
lacking amount of mental charge and energy.  
It is precisely this missing or additional 
energy, in deviating from the “equilibrated 
non-equilibrium” state, that must then be 
processed or compensated for. 
 
V.  The Interpretation of Telepathy-
like Phenomena 
This lack or surplus of energy is most likely 
to be dependent on and generated by an 
instinctually based component in the form of 
human drives and motivations.  At the times 
when a person’s basic needs are not directly 

and immediately fulfilled, the ego may then 
in essence be “forced” to compensate for this 
(in fact, through a thermodynamic 
electrochemical mental force), or to mitigate 
and dampen its effects in cases of over 
gratification.  It must come up with a 
cognitive adjustment and an explanation for 
a suboptimal under or overcharged mental 
state. This may relate well with Freud’s 
concept of cathexis or decathexis, although 
in this case the psychological strain or 
“trauma” is less severe and a much milder 
and more common function of the dilemma 
of being human. This state of affairs may be 
considered largely a function of living within 
technologically advanced civilization itself 
(Freud, 1961a). The reality principle will 
ordinarily help the ego adjust to the 
necessary delays in gratification dictated by 
groups and society. Nevertheless, here it is 
considered that this often leads to a mild 
form of an “altered state of consciousness.”  
Consequently, if the tension is not rationally 
understood and cognitively adjusted for, 
there may be the overperception or 
underperception of telepathy-like effects. 
This may be because to a considerable extent 
there is already an underlying synchronistic 
aspect of behavior that is a natural part of 
the equilibrated (non-equilibrium) state of 
existence. At times, we may sometimes 
become sharply aware of it or disconnected 
regarding the perception of the usual average 
coherence of interdependent behavior. 

Thus, in the cases when there is an 
insufficient amount of direct communication 
between two people whom are already 
involved with each other, the mind must 
come up with an explanation for this and 
even guesses about the missing person for 
whom an emotional bond continues to exist 
and persist. This is because of the felt need 
or wish to be with them, or a substitute for 
them, to satisfy these strongly felt needs. It 
may also be due to the fact that there is a 
substantial amount of logistics involved in 
the bonding, entrainment, coordination, and 
alignment between them. If some of the 
information that regulates this entrainment 
and coordination were to be subconscious 
and perhaps acquired through inference, 
then at those times of privation (or 
overabundance) the material acquired 
beneath the surface of consciousness might 
become more evident. This would be in 
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addition to the fact that the already explicitly 
available social coordination knowledge has 
also become much more relevant and will be 
utilized. Consequently, if all of the 
parameters and factors involved in the social 
coordination are not properly cognized and 
taken into account by an individual, then the 
mind may then lapse into strange sorts of 
“fabrications” or confabulations. On the 
other hand, if an individual is more astutely 
aware of these causal and logistical factors, 
they may have a much more efficient and 
rational experience of it. 

For example, I normally see my 
friend or partner X once every few days, or 
weeks.  There are many reasons why I choose 
to do this, because I like X and they make me 
feel good for what must really be mutually 
agreed upon factors, or else it would 
probably not be happening on a regular 
basis. But when the usual interval becomes 
significantly shortened or lengthened, I 
might begin to miss (or become tired of) 
person X. At the times of greater delay, I may 
then feel the need think of that person, and 
then perhaps contact them, to satisfy the 
need. Normally, during the regularly 
distributed meeting periods, it may be hardly 
noticed that there is actually a high level of 
mutual synchronous alignment and 
coherence. It seems quite uneventful in the 
usual routine to simply contact X every few 
days. But at a time when the regular 
“equilibrated” frequency has changed 
significantly, and X is contacted at a 
seemingly special or coincidental time, the 
privation may have lead to the belief that 
both people have extraordinarily thought of 
each other again at the same time.  Yet in 
fact, there may already be a high level of 
synchronization between them that they 
were not aware of during the normal 
intervals. At this time, because there was a 
more dramatic strain or tension resulting in 
a more distinct and obvious resonance or 
spike in agreement, and perhaps a 
particularly keen one, it might be believed 
that the cause was telepathy. In reality, 
however, it may really be only that it was a 
deviation, or perhaps better, a peak, in 
relation to the normal somewhat habituated 
or “mindlessly” experienced synchronous 
aspects of everyday life.  

This example describes what would 
resemble something closer to a resonant 
synchronistic effect and an optimal sort of 
peak experience, rather than direct telepathy 
itself.  At these times, there may be a 
heightened or enhanced experience and 
perception of a natural underlying 
synchronous property and coherence 
between people, groups, and the 
surrounding environment. Additionally, this 
might also appear sometimes in dreams, in 
which there is a similar attempt to gratify the 
same needs and wishes, albeit in a symbolic 
way. It is suggested that this would be the 
correct interpretation of effects resembling 
telepathy: they may be incompletely 
interpreted fluctuations from a mean level of 
synchronous and coherent behavior. 

 
VI. Discussion 
Individuals may undergo approximately 
simultaneous changes in their emotional and 
cognitive states in a coherent way (Haas, 
2010b). The net charge state of socially 
paired and “synchronized” brains may 
change approximately simultaneously, and 
this may occur when they are together or 
separated.  The process represents a kind of 
social synchronization and coherence, much 
like two clocks separated in time and space 
that undergo changes approximately 
simultaneously. This has been most 
commonly called a synchronicity, when the 
causal relation between one individual with 
another or an external event is not 
immediately obvious and rationally known 
(Cambray, 2006). Nonetheless, there may 
still be causal connections that are 
unavailable to conscious awareness that 
determine and guide the outcome of 
interactive behavior in a coherent way; and 
that coherence could also be contributed to 
by causal factors in the larger environment.  
Further, it may also be considered that when 
states of mind change “simultaneously,” this 
actually does include some information and 
knowledge about what the other person may 
be thinking or feeling, because the emotional 
drives are matched and supposedly 
complementary. 

Much of this is expected to be 
dependent upon basic bulk (statistical) 
biochemical and electrochemical changes 
that occur in the brain. Therefore, the 
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subjective psychological and neurochemical 
experience of such simultaneous thoughts 
and actions that are so telepathy-like would 
seem unlikely to be physically identical to 
quantum entanglement in their mechanism 
by being two perfect quantum bits. At 
present, it is difficult to see how the human 
brain would act as an antenna to transmit 
and signal even a statistically summed effect, 
although the possibility cannot be completely 
ruled out. It is still difficult to see how 
complex macroscopic psychological events 
and the events of perfectly coupled photons 
or electrons in quantum entanglement are 
commensurable and corresponding to each 
other. The complex macroscopic phenomena 
of psychology are determined by gross 
biological drives and vast networks involved 
in cognition, human feelings, and other 
functions of the body. However, at the very 
least, the conceptual mechanistic basis 
between entanglement and synchronistic 
effects is highly analogous: two objects 
change their states simultaneously in a 
correlated way in different locations without 
an obvious cause. Thus, there may be 
important heuristic insights to be gleaned 
from the quantum mechanical concept. The 
concept of entanglement, and telepathy, are 
to some extent related to synchronistic 
effects because there are psychologically 
correlated changes between the two objects 
in a form very similar to the phenomenon in 
physics in which information appears to be 
simultaneously exchanged.  

It may be that humans routinely 
undergo a constant process of synchronistic 
behavior and even what might be considered 
a form of quasi-telepathy. Individuals may 
come to similar and complementary states of 
mind in an independent but coordinated way 
with others on a regular basis. In fact, it is 
almost as if knowledge has actually 
transferred between them. Thus, it may be 
possible, to a reasonable extent, to know 
anothers’ thoughts and feelings beyond the 
usual expected level, either when together or 
separated. As described, much of this can go 
on beneath ordinary awareness through 
unconsciously based processes, through 
inference and implicit processes, as well as 
by social entrainment and coordination. 
People may be highly entrained and 
coordinated, and much knowledge about 
opinions and feelings may be inferred or 

predicted and become consciously evident at 
various wanted or unwanted times. 

However, much of the time a baseline 
or equilibrated level of coherence may be 
taken for granted. The experience of what 
may in fact already be a ubiquitous form of 
telepathy-like and synchronistic behavior 
may barely be perceived or known to exist at 
all. Rather, in normal habituated 
consciousness, in what might quite 
appropriately be called a mindless state 
(Langer, 1989), people may live their lives in 
a satisfactory and functional way on an 
“automatic pilot.” The unique sense of an 
important and intriguing coherence may be 
overlooked. Pairs and groups of individuals 
must operate in an organized and 
cooperative way, and much of this successful 
and effective intersubjective behavior 
depends on some amount of orderly mutual 
alignment, agreement and bonding. People 
must constantly think and do things together 
at the same time. Unfortunately, however, 
this is often not considered to be anything 
but our usual mundane relationships with 
others, even though there may be a 
considerable amount of “resonance” or 
complementary agreement of mental states.  
It would then seem to be only at times 
diverging from this mundane existence that 
extraordinary experiences seem to appear. 

It is the normal background state that 
I would now call an “equilibrated 
non-equilibrium,” in a useful physical 
scientific way. At times of delay in 
gratification or over satisfaction, some 
individuals may become acutely aware of an 
underlying equilibrated order. Individuals 
may become particularly attuned to the usual 
background, perhaps more extremely when 
they are proceeding through a period of 
psychological struggle or heightened 
personal growth (Williams, 2010). As Freud 
would have believed, fitting well with his 
description of the dream as a “symptom” 
(Freud, 1899), it is at times of greater mental 
disturbance when the residue of daily or past 
experience appears as a neurosis or dream.  
Individuals may perceive more aspects of an 
underappreciated equilibration at the times 
when they are driven by a disturbance above 
or beyond a “baseline” normalized level.  It is 
at these times of significant change when the 
experience of a noteworthy synchronicity or 
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a memorable dream may occur, beyond the 
average state of “sleep.”  Most dreams are 
probably not truly telepathic, and only 
infrequently are they indeed premonitions 
that come true.  It is the occasional ones that 
do come true that may be akin to the 
conscious times of accurate judgment about 
when someone else may be thinking 
something, and they may be like waking 
predictions that are sometimes correct.  
 
VII. Conclusion 
In this paper, it is suggested that there is an 
underestimated amount of underlying 
coherence in ordinary experience, which in 
and of itself may be somewhat telepathy-like. 
If an individual is effectively attuned to such 
effects, much of what is considered to be 
“ordinary” behavior may really be highly 
synchronistic, and resembles a transpersonal 
and/or peak experience. Perhaps if this were 
to be fully comprehended, it would not seem 
so spooky to receive a phone call or e-mail 

from someone moments or hours after 
thinking about them.  If one is socially “in 
sync” with others and aware of the many 
reasons why this is likely to occur, then there 
is less of a reason to find it so surprising. But 
it may still be a mysterious and beautiful 
experience. This electromagnetic model of 
the superego-ego-id and telepathy-like 
effects could certainly have broader 
implications. Here, it has been used to 
explain the deceptive anomaly of telepathy as 
well as its appearance in states of dreaming.  
Perhaps it is just such an explanation of an 
anomaly that will eventually lead to a more 
universal extension of this theory. 
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to Paranormal Phenomena 
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Abstract 
Major  explanations  for  the  potential  physical  changes  at  death  are  explored 
quantitatively.  MacDougall’s  weight  loss  measurements  of  dying  patients  are 
examined as an artifact of respiratory burst phenomena and as a potential variant of 
entanglement.  The  death  flash,  when  considered  as  an  integrated  conversion  of 
membrane potentials into biophoton emissions with intensities above the threshold 
for  detection,  is  quantitatively  compatible  with  biophysical  mechanisms.  The 
modulation  of  the  optimal  conditions  that  produce  visibility  by  local  geomagnetic 
intensities  and man‐made  objects  that  distort  these  fields  could  explain  the  low 
frequency incidence of these observations. The release of fields of photons at death 
even below the threshold for visible detection and in the order of 10‐11 to 10‐13 W/m2 
may maintain  information  that  has  the  potential  to  be  represented  in  space‐time 
(hyperspace). 
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Introduction1 
Clinical death is the termination of the 
boundary conditions that define human life. 
Although the bioethical and philosophical 
implications of the consequences of this 
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termination have profound significance (e.g., 
for medical treatments and personal 
meaning), there has been little exploration of 
the biophysics of death. Except for the 
establishment of conclusive diagnostic criteria 
(Evans, 1963), there are few published studies 
to describe what might be important 
concomitant phenomena. One interesting 
such phenomenon is transient photic 
emissions within the visible spectrum during 
death, which have occasionally been reported 
(Slawinski, 1987; Popp, 1988). It is unclear if 
the apparently infrequent published number 
of such reports is due to the complexity of 
variables that must convergence to generate 
such emissions or to a reluctance to report 
such anomalous phenomena. A second 
interesting phenomenon is the evidence of a 
discrete but sudden loss of weight at clinical 
death, reported by MacDougall (1907) in what 
has been an often cited study, despite the 
paucity of successful replication attempts. In 
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this chapter, possible interpretations for the 
enigma of ostensible weight loss and light 
emissions that have been reported at clinical 
death are proposed. 
 
The MacDougall Weight Loss at Death 
Findings 
In 1907, Duncan MacDougall reported sudden 
weight losses for five dying patients. Four 
were terminal from tuberculosis while the fifth 
had been diagnosed with diabetic coma. The 
weight loss at the time of death, as inferred by 
audible stroke of the weighing beam, was 0.75 
ounce (oz), 0.5 oz, 0.5 oz, 0.5 oz, and 0.4 oz. 
Within a few minutes after death another 10 
oz was lost in two of the patients. The mean 
loss was 0.61 oz while the median loss was 0.5 
oz. With 28 gm=1 oz, this median value is 
about 14 gm (range: 11 gm to 21 gm).  
 
The Respiratory Burst Model 
The four patients in the MacDougall study 
who were diagnosed with tuberculosis in all 
probability also had serious bacterial 
infections. Given the insidious emaciation of 
diabetes at that time the probability is high the 
diabetic patient would have also been 
compromised by bacterial infection. All five 
patients would have been prone to the 
respiratory burst (Alberts et al., 2002) 
whereby resident phagocyte (macrophages 
and neutrophils) would assemble NADPH 
oxide that catalyzes O2-, HOCl, H2O2, OH- and 
NO after a transient increase in oxygen. The 
sudden weight loss observed by MacDougall 
could have therefore simply been the result of 
the sudden release in CO2. The equation 
C6H12O6 + 6O2 yields 6H2O + 6CO2 +2.9 x 109 
J of energy. One mole of CO2=44 gm and one 
mole of gas at STP occupies 22.4 L. 
Consequently to lose 14 gm would require a 
release of 7 L of CO2 gas.  
 The human lung capacity is certainly 
within this range. Typical values for total lung 
capacity=5.8 L. The vital capacity, which is the 
sum of the inspiratory reserve volume, the 
tidal volume, and the expiratory reserve, is 
about 4.6 L while the functional capacity, the 
sum of the expiratory reserve plus the residual 
volume, is about 2.3 L (Guyton, 1971). The 
inspiratory volume, which is the extra air that 
can be inspired above the tidal volume, is 
about 3 L. Hence a burst of CO2 release into 
the surrounding environment from this 

biochemical event, with or without an 
observable expiration, would be within a fixed 
range of 10 g to 20 because of the relatively 
fixed volume of the average human lung. 
 These calculations suggest that the 
weight loss observed by MacDougall (1907) 
might have simply been artefacts of sudden 
release in gases from terminal chemical 
reactions associated with the specific diseases. 
Such conditions would be less likely today 
because of the routine administration of 
antibiotics. Considering the range in sudden 
weight loss, a more parsimonious 
interpretation of the phenomena might be 
they did not reflect the release of a singular 
fixed quantity, but rather the limited range of 
the volume of the lungs of the patients. 
 
An "Entanglement" Model 
In contrast, it could be that more was going on 
than this simple explanation. The ontogenetic 
biological system, such as a human being, is 
composed of two or more states, such that 
new states share some of the properties of 
each of the combined states. The 
superposition of two product states produces 
what has been called “entanglement” (Aczel, 
2002). The description of biological systems 
as quantum phenomena (Bohr, 1958) allows 
application of concepts such as Hilbert space 
(Prosen, 1994) and the Higgs field (Halpern, 
2006) to generate alternative interpretations 
of the equivalent between mass and energy 
and between particles and waves (de Broglie, 
1962). 
 The approximately 20 gm of sudden 
weight change at death, associated with the 
massive depolarization across most cellular 
membranes, would be a mass equivalent of 
the biological energy if the former represented 
the latter's integration over the person's life 
time. Circular motions of particles around a 
center are unique in that they are technically 
always accelerating. This allows access to the 
Higgs field (Halpern, 2006) and other 
quantum processes involving entanglement. 
The most fundamental particle/wave with this 
property is the electron. 
 For the electron, this velocity is 
obtained by setting Coulomb's law F=(1/4 pi 
eo) (e2/r2) where eo, the permittivity constant, 
is 8.9 x 10-12 coul2/N-m2 and r is the Bohr 
radius of 5.1 x 10-11 m, equal to Newton's 
second law of F=(mv2)/r where v=velocity and 
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m is the mass of the electron, 9.1 x 10-31 kg). 
The solution for the orbital velocity is the 
square root of e2/(4pi eo m r3) or 2.19 x 106 
m/s. This value, which is 1/137 less than the 
speed of light is the so-called "fine structure" 
velocity. 
 The energy equivalence would be J= 
1/2(mv2). If we assume the equivalent heat 
production (Cameron, Skofronick, & Grant, 
1962) with a weighted average of 50 J/s or 
Watts throughout a lifetime, then a person 
who lives to be 65 years or about 2 
Gigaseconds (2 x 109 s) of age would have 
entangled 0.5 and 1011 J of energy. The mass 
equivalent would be m=2J/v2 or [1 x 1011 J/4.8 
x 1012 m2/s2] or 21 x 10-2 kg (21 g). This is well 
within the range of 11 gm to 21 gm recorded in 
MacDougall's experiments.  
 It may be relevant that the role of less-
than-light velocities of electrons have been 
implicated in biological matter. Cosic (1994) 
showed that a protein's biological activity is 
most strongly correlated with parameters that 
are related to the energy of delocalized 
electrons of each composite amino acid. The 
velocity of these electrons, from her 
calculations, would be < 7.87 x 105 m/s or 
about 3.14 less than then the value for the fine 
structure velocity of 1/137 c. However the 
energy equivalence of a 20 gm loss for this 
velocity would require the lifetime 
entanglement from a source within an average 
of about 10 J/s, which is within the range of 
human brain. This provides a plausible 
alternative explanation to what might have 
been observed by MacDougall (1907). 
 
Light Emission at Death: The "Death 
Flash" 
When hospitals were darker or employed the 
altered frequency spectra from gas light or 
candles as their primary source of 
luminescence, there were occasional reports of 
"bluish" or "whitish" lights, estimated to be 
about 10 cm in diameter that transiently 
hovered over the dying person's chest (Miller, 
1947). Emissions within the bluer wavelengths 
are associated with changes in oxidative states 
(Van Wijk, 1988).  
 How much energy would be required 
to detect any light emission from the dying 
person? The quantity of light for the dark-
adapted eye to see a flash is 5 x 10-17 J 
(Woodsworth and Scholsberg, 1962). Hecht 

(1944) found the minimum required for an 
effective flash was about 51 to 148 quanta. 
Half the quanta are lost through the lens, 
cornea and humours. While about 26 to 70 
reach the rods and cones, 80% pass between 
these sensors and are absorbed by black 
pigment in the scleroid coat. Spatial 
summation is complete over about 500 rods. 
One quantum is required to stimulate one rod 
but the reaction from approximately 5 to 14 
rods must summate for the threshold. 
 Assuming 100 as a median value for 
numbers of quanta, then this would be 5 x 10-

19 J/quanta. The energy changes with 
wavelength according to J=h (Planck's 
constant) multiplied by the frequency of the 
electromagnetic wave. These energies for 
different wavelengths (perceived colors) 
would be 4.3 x 10-19 J for blue (450 nm; 0.67 x 
1015 Hz) light and 3.1 x 10-19 J for red (720 nm; 
0.41 x 1015 Hz). At the threshold for discerning 
light (around 400 nm), the energy would be 5 
x 10-19 J. 
 According to Popp (1979), 
approximately 100 photons/cm2 or 106 
photons/m2 within the visible range are 
emitted per sec from the human surface area. 
A million photons with an average energy of 5 
x 10-19 J would be 5 x 10-13 J, which is well 
within the detection level of the human eye 
even correcting for the fact that the perceptual 
perspective of the observer would be exposed 
to between one-quarter to one-half the whole 
body emission.  
 At a distance of 1 m from the person, 
the shell of photons would have a surface area 
(4pi r2) of 1.256 x 101 m2 while the area of the 
fovea, assuming r=0.5 mm, would be (pi 
r2)=.78 x 10-6 m2. The proportional area would 
be this area divided by the total area or .62 x 
10-7. If this value is multiplied by the total 
output of 5 x 10-13 J, the energy impinging 
upon the fovea would be 3.1 x 10-20 J.  
 This value is within measurement 
error of the same energy exerted by the net 
change in an action potential (120 mV or 1.2 x 
10-1 V) on a unit charge of 1.6 x 10-19 coulombs 
and would be at the threshold for the 
stimulation of a single photosensor. However 
the energy would be below the threshold for 
the detection of a flash by a factor of 100 
unless the whole body energy emission was 
increased by a factor of 1000. This value is the 
estimated enhancement of the death flash. 
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Where the Light Would be Localized? 
The coherent release of photons from only a 
small fraction of the 1012 1013 cells of the body 
and particularly the approximately 1010 to 1012 
cells within the brain would be required for 
light emission to be discerned by the observer. 
Even though each cell would generate photons 
the mass density of adjacent cells, analogous 
to the loss of photons moving through the eye, 
would attenuate their continued emissions.  
 Within the body the region with the 
least cell density would involve the lungs 
because of the large volume of air and the 
relatively thin layer of tissue within the area 
over the sternum. Casual observations have 
indicated that the anomalous glows are more 
likely to occur most intensely over the chest of 
the supine dying patient. 
 Although one would expect the brain's 
high density of cells to be a major source of 
light emission, the thickness of the calvarium 
would impede this process. When it occurs it 
would be diffuse and limited to a corona. 
Conditions, such as partial complex seizures, 
that promote synchronization of ion 
movements within large volumes of neurons, 
would be expected to promote more intense 
light emissions. Rare conditions such as 
partial complex status epilepticus continualis 
involving the temporal lobes might allow for 
low-level maintained emissions, perceived as 
"glows,” for protracted periods.       
 
Modulation by the Local Geomagnetic 
Field 
The maintenance of the properties of the 
cellular membrane defines and permits the 
phenomena of life. However this liquid crystal 
state exists within a narrow range of biological 
parameters primarily determined by local pH, 
the relative content of water, and temperature. 
When death occurs and the processes required 
to maintain the separation of charges across 
membranes are lost, massive numbers of ion 
channels are opened that allow the potential 
differences across the membranes to be 
reduced to zero and for cells to die. The energy 
involved with the separation of approximately 
10 nm between the charges around the 
membrane that create this potential difference 
is about 10-20 J. 
 If there are about 107 ions per channel 
(Kandel, Schwartz, and Jessell, 2000) then 1.6 
x 10-19 A s multiplied by this value results in 

10-12 A s or about 1 pA/s (Park and Lee, 2007). 
The energy associated with this movement of 
charge can be described as J= (As) times 
kg/As2 (magnetic field strength, B) times m2, 
times 1/s (frequency) where m2 is the area of 
channel opening (width=10-9 m). The 
frequency for this solution, by which 
wavelength of an emitted energy can be 
discerned, would be f=J/[(As) B m2].  
 For 50,000 nT (5 x 10-5 T), an average 
value for the earth's resultant geomagnetic 
field strength, the frequency would be: 10-20 
J/[10-12 As x (5 x 10-5 T) x 10-18 m2] or 0.2 x 1015 
Hz. Assuming the photons are moving at the 
speed of light 3 x 108 m/s, then dividing by 
this frequency results in a wavelength of 1.5 x 
10-6 m or 1500 nm. This is the near infrared 
range. If the background geomagnetic field 
was 1/5 its normal intensity, which can occur 
due to effects from nearby conductors such as 
bed springs, door frames or metallic 
equipment, then the frequency from the above 
equation would be 1 x 1015 Hz and the 
resulting wavelength would be [3 x 108 
m/s]/[1 x 1015 Hz] or 3 x 10-7 m or 300 nm. 
This is within the near-ultraviolet range. 
 Consequently, if this relationship is 
valid, then the modulation of the frequency 
within the visible range of the emitted energy 
from the sudden opening of cell membrane 
ion channels and the movement of these 
quanta of ions across the membrane would be 
modulated by subtle nuances in the intensity 
of the earth's static magnetic field. Even 
cursory empirical measurements by 
magnetometers show that iron or steel bed 
frames, medical monitoring equipment, and 
metallic desks can reduce the local static 
magnetic field across this same narrow range 
of intensities and would modulate the 
emission of energy within the visible range. 
This provides a plausible alternative 
explanation to what might have been observed 
as light emission at death, known as the death 
flash. 
 
Conclusion 
The biophysical processes that occur around 
death have significant medical, psychological 
and philosophical implications. Although the 
details of the chemistry of death have been 
investigated relatively thoroughly (Evans, 
1963), there are still important questions 
regarding the consequences of death upon the 
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biological information that might be 
maintained as entangled energies within the 
matter composing the human being as a 
contained biological boundary. These data 
have been in large part ignored by arbitrary 
restriction upon our philosophical, 
psychological, and medical perspectives of 
post-death phenomena.  
 The existence of discrete losses of mass 
and light flashes would not necessarily suggest 
or prove the discrete existence or non-
existence of identities unique to the person 
after death. Furthermore, the calculations in 
this paper do not support the validity of either 
assumption, though they do provide some 
plausible interpretations of mysterious 
phenomena that have been reported at the 
time of death. Classic quantitative solutions 
indicate that the MacDougall (1907) report of 
a sudden loss of about 20 gm of weight in five 
patients was most likely an artifact of 
respiratory burst activity due to bacterial 
infection. However if quantum mechanisms 
are applied, the mass equivalent of the 
entanglement of the total energy from glucose 

utilization over the person's lifetime would be 
within the range of 20 gm. Quantitative 
solutions also demonstrated the death flash 
associated with the release of biophotons is 
congruent with the near-simultaneous 
conversion of energy from the myriad ion 
channels within the cells of the body. The 
measurement of the visible range may be 
strongly modulated by the small alterations in 
intensity of the ambient geomagnetic field. 
Calculations suggest that some energy from 
every human being might be also stored 
within the earth's magnetic field. The results 
strongly suggest that the quantifiable changes 
at clinical death can be investigated and may 
lead to a more scientific consideration of 
possibilities that have been relegated 
traditionally to speculative or philosophical 
domains. For example, appropriate spectral 
analyses of emissions at death may yield 
revealing information concerning the medical 
status and history of the patient, as well as the 
conditions that might allow the representation 
of this energy within other spaces or 
geometries.  
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Near‐Death Experiences and the Possibility  
of Disembodied Consciousness 

Challenges to Prevailing Neurobiological and Psychosocial Theories 

 
Cheryl Fracasso* and Harris Friedman† 

Abstract 
Claims from those having near‐death experiences (NDEs), as well as those sympathetic 
to  such claims, challenge  the prevailing assumption  that consciousness  is dependent
on  a  functioning  brain.  Extant  theories,  both  neurobiological  and  psychosocial,  that
attempt to explain NDEs are examined and found unable to adequately account for the 
full  range  of  NDE  reports,  especially  electromagnetic  after‐effects  and  out‐of‐body 
experiences with veridical perception.  As a result, many leading NDE researchers have
proposed  that  a new model  is  needed  to  explain how  consciousness  could possibly 
exist independently of the brain, mainly relying on theories from quantum physics. Our
paper critically evaluates a range of extant neurobiological and psychosocial  theories
of NDEs, as well as examines theories that might offer more promise in fully explaining 
NDEs, especially those using insights derived from quantum physics. We conclude that
the  “hard  problem”  of  consciousness  is  not  yet  solved,  but  that  NDEs  provide  an
important avenue for exploring the relationship between consciousness and brain, as 
well as possibly understanding a disembodied concept of consciousness.  
 
Key  Words:  consciousness,  near‐death  experiences,  out‐of‐body  experiences, 
quantum, electromagnetic 
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I. Introduction1 
Chalmers (1997) labeled the persistent 
problem of how to relate consciousness to 
the brain as the “hard problem.”  
Nevertheless, the continuing zeitgeist of 
scientific consensus seems optimistic that 
ultimately consciousness will become 
reducible to a neurobiological basis through 
somehow solving this hard problem by 
showing mind is simply an epiphenomenon 
of matter; in fact,  many seem to think it has 
already been solved by such a reduction (e.g., 
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Crick, 1995; Damasio, 1999; Dennett, 1991).  
We think using neurobiology to shed light on 
mental processes, including extraordinary 
ones, is a useful strategy that is promising to 
explore (e.g., Krippner and Friedman, 
2010a), as are psychosocial approaches.  But 
we do not think there is an adequate basis to 
support reducing the complexity of 
consciousness to neurobiology, psychosocial 
causation, or any other material basis.  
Instead, we think non-materialistic 
perspectives on consciousness remain just as 
viable as those emphasizing a 
neurobiological, psychosocial, or other 
reductionistic type of approach (Friedman 
and Pappas, 2006; Tart, 2009). One key 
leverage point in this longstanding debate 
involves whether there is credible evidence 
that consciousness can exist apart from a 
functioning brain.  There are several lines of 
such evidence, which preliminarily challenge 
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the more accepted notions that 
consciousness can be reduced to just 
neurobiology.  Lorber’s (1980) classic paper, 
for example, showed that individuals with 
greatly diminished brains can still function 
adequately or, in some cases, even 
superiorly.  Perhaps the most promising of 
these lines of evidence for examining this 
pivotal question involves near-death 
experiences (NDEs) in which consciousness 
appears to persist during the temporary 
absence of signs of brain functioning or so-
called “brain death.”   Those surviving brain 
death commonly report being conscious 
during that period, such as Zingrone and 
Alvarado’s (2009) report of a very high 
incidence of retention of consciousness 
during brain death in those with NDEs 
(NDErs), namely the rates in “retrospective 
studies combined is 35 percent, whereas that 
of prospective studies combined is 17 
percent” (p. 34).  The acceptance of reports 
from NDErs as valid evidence for a 
disembodied consciousness - one operating 
during brain death - is usually dismissed by 
the scientific community, such as through an 
ever-growing diversity of neurobiological 
and psychosocial theories attempting to 
explain (or perhaps better, “explain away”) 
these reports.  However, none of these extant 
theories appear able to fully account for all 
NDE phenomena (Greyson, 2010), although 
many skeptics seem to view NDEs as at best 
an illusion that may be common but is 
untrustworthy or, at worst, a delusional 
confabulation of a diseased brain.  
Considering that a better understanding of 
NDEs might offer a potent avenue to 
challenge the hegemony of materialistic (e.g., 
neurobiological and psychosocial) 
understandings of consciousness, we 
summarize the main theories purporting to 
explain NDEs, both neurobiological and 
psychosocial, and examine some of  their 
weaknesses in failing to account for all the 
findings relevant to explaining causal 
pathways of NDEs.   We then explore how 
the call for new theories might add to 
understanding both NDEs and, more 
broadly, the hard problem. Finally, we 
mention some of the personal and societal 
implications that would result if evidence 
from NDEs were to be accepted as “scientific 
fact” rather than dismissed as illusory or 
delusory.  Our intent is not to overview the 

voluminous literature on NDEs and, for that, 
we refer the reader to two recent compendia 
(Holden et al., 2009; Murray, 2009); 
instead, we focus on the fundamental issues 
related to the hard problem and the 
possibility of disembodied consciousness.  
Last, it is important to note that NDEs are 
becoming increasingly common, due to 
improved techniques of resuscitation and 
other life-enhancing breakthroughs that 
bring ever more people back from brain 
death (James, 2004), so this magnifies the 
importance of NDEs not just for science but 
for the many people impacted by such 
experiences.   
 
II. Neurobiological Theories 
Many of the extant theories proposed to 
explain NDEs are based on neurobiology.  
We discuss some of these under the 
categories of natural opiates, ketamine, 
temporal lobe, altered blood gases, REM 
Intrusion, and ocular theories. 
 
Natural Opiates  
Blackmore (1993) and Carr (1982) suggested 
that natural opiates released under extreme 
stress account for the feelings of peace and 
joy reported by many NDErs. According to 
Blackmore, excessive amounts of released 
endorphins cause temporal and limbic lobe 
seizures in areas affecting memory, 
accounting for phenomena such as a “life 
review” in which NDErs commonly report 
re-experiencing their past through vivid 
memories. As for the commonly reported 
“tunnel experience,” Blackmore and 
Troscianko (1989) proposed that these are 
hallucinations that result from a disturbance 
in the visual cortex, possibly from excessive 
endorphins that create the illusion of a 
break-down in time and dissolution of the 
self (i.e., a mystical experience). One 
limitation of this theory is that endorphins 
and other opioids that are naturally released 
for pain control last for many hours, whereas 
the pleasant feelings experienced during 
NDEs are very brief in duration (Fenwick, et 
al., 2007; Greyson, 2009). As of this date, 
this theory has also failed to account for out-
of-body experiences (OBEs) with reports of 
veridical perception where NDErs have 
accurately described resuscitation efforts 
that have allegedly been verified by medical 
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staff (Greyson, 2009; 2010; Holden, 2009; 
Holden et al., 2006).  
 
Ketamine  
Rogo (1984) suggested that NDEs may be a 
chemically-induced experience that occurs 
when ketamine is administered by clinicians 
as an anesthetic in emergency situations. 
This is supported by other studies, such as by 
Corazza (2010), who found that out of 125 
participants using ketamine, 50 met criteria 
for a NDE using Greyson’s (1983) scale as a 
criterion.  In a follow-up study, Corazza and 
Schifano (2010) compared 36 ketamine-
induced NDEs with 36 NDEs reported 
during cardiac arrest and found them to be 
similar. Jansen (1997) hypothesized that 
there may be a ketamine-like endogenous 
neuroprotective agent that impacts the 
Nemethyl-D-asparate (NMDA) receptor and 
that this may be released naturally during 
times of stress, accounting for transcendent 
experiences reported during NDEs. 
Preliminary support for this theory comes 
from some studies that have used ketamine 
to replicate NDEs (Kolp et al., 2007).  

 Interestingly, Kolp and Jansen also 
reported in this paper that they both 
personally had NDEs from natural causes 
and also both had ketamine-induced 
experiences, concluding there were many 
similarities between the two (i.e., life review, 
OBEs, as well as encounters with other 
beings, visits to non-physical realities, and 
feelings transcendent of space and time). 
However, Greyson (2009) pointed out that 
other studies done with ketamine have 
reported several characteristics that are not 
similar to NDEs (e.g., fragmented/distorted 
thought processes, frightening images, 
meeting/seeing deceased relatives, full-
panoramic life reviews, and a lack of some of 
the common long-term after-effects 
generally associated with NDEs).  He also 
pointed out that a hypothesized ketamine-
like agent has not been found in the brain as 
of this date and that many NDEs occur 
without any drugs being administered, so it 
is difficult to attribute NDEs to anesthesia 
effects, something also mentioned by others 
(e.g., Twemlow and Gabbard, 1997).  
 
Temporal Lobe     

Several researchers have suggested that the 
right temporal lobes may be involved with 
NDEs, because epileptics who have temporal 
lobe seizures report many phenomena 
similar to NDEs (Britton and Bootzin, 2004; 
Persinger, 1994; Saavedra-Aguilar and 
Gomez-Jeria, 1989). However, Persinger 
pointed out that studies that have used 
transcranial magnetic stimulation of the 
temporal lobes to induce NDEs only vaguely 
resembled NDE phenomena and, when 
replicated, have failed to show consistent 
results. Likewise, Britton and Bootzin 
investigated temporal lobe functioning in 
participants who had NDEs and compared 
these to those with epilepsy, finding that 
NDErs had increased temporal lobe activity 
solely in the left hemisphere, not the right 
hemisphere (note: temporal lobe activity in 
the right hemisphere is more common 
among patients with epilepsy).  

Furthermore, in comparison to the 
control group, the NDErs scored significantly 
higher in terms of long-term positive coping 
skills, which suggests the after-effects in 
NDErs is distinct from those with epilepsy. 
As of this date, findings are inconclusive and 
more studies are needed to assess the 
relationship between the temporal lobes and 
NDEs, although Greyson (2009) suggested 
that temporal lobe seizures and reports of 
NDEs do not appear to be similar in all 
aspects.  
 
Altered Blood Gases 
Several theorists suggested that NDEs are a 
result of anoxia or hypoxia in the dying brain 
(Blackmore, 1983; Whinnery, 1997). In brief, 
hypoxia occurs when the whole body is 
deprived of oxygen, while anoxia is an 
extreme form of hypoxia that occurs with 
oxygen deprivation (van Lommel et al., 
2001). In a study with fighter pilots, 
Whinnery suggested he was able to induce 
NDE-like experiences by creating brief 
periods of unconsciousness through rapid 
acceleration, which created an induced state 
of hypoxia. A significant number of 
participants in this study reported seeing 
fragmented visual images, bright lights, and 
visions of tunnels, as well as experienced 
sensations of floating and various other 
pleasurable sensations, similar to what 
NDErs report. However, other researchers 
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pointed out that none of the participants in 
Whinnery’s study reported experiencing a 
life review, OBEs, seeing non-physical 
beings, having a conversation with a being of 
light, along with reporting significant 
changes in spiritual or life values, which are 
all commonly reported by NDErs (Greyson, 
2009; Parnia et al., 2007; van Lommel et al., 
2001).  

Critics also noted that this induced 
experience also led to frightening 
hallucinations and agitation, which is not 
commonly reported by NDErs, who instead 
commonly report feelings of peace (Greyson, 
2009). It is interesting to also note that 
Chawla and colleagues (2009) examined 
surges of electroencephalogram (EEG) 
activity in 7 patients during their time of 
death, and speculated that this spike may be 
associated with cellular loss of membrane 
during hypoxemia; subsequently, they 
suggested that NDErs may be “recalling the 
aggregate memory of the synaptic activity 
associated with the terminal but potentially 
reversible hypoxemia” (2009; p. 1095).  

Other theorists suggested NDEs 
might be a result of hypercarbia, which 
occurs when levels of carbon dioxide are 
elevated (Morse et al., 1989). In contrast, 
Greyson (2009) pointed out that those with 
hypercarbia rarely report OBEs, a life review, 
seeing a bright light, or encounters with non-
physical beings, and that many NDEs occur 
without increased carbon dioxide levels, 
which suggests hypercarbia is not necessary 
for NDEs to occur.  However, a recent study 
done by Klemenc-Ketis, Kersnik, and Grmec 
(2010) found significantly higher levels of 
carbon dioxide and serum levels of 
potassium in a substantial number of NDErs: 
out of 52 participants they studied, 11 (21%) 
met Greyson’s NDE Scale criterion for a 
NDE, and out of this small sample, 41% 
showed higher levels of carbon dioxide.  

 
REM Intrusion 
Nelson and colleagues (2006) suggested 
those who have NDEs may have a 
predisposition to REM intrusion, which 
accounts for the subjective phenomena 
experienced during NDEs. Nelson and 
colleagues examined the lifetime prevalence 
of REM intrusion in 55 NDErs and found 
that sleep paralysis and sleep-related 

auditory and visual hallucinations were 
common in NDErs, as well as was REM 
intrusion during wakefulness. They 
suggested that cardiac arrest can evoke REM 
intrusion, explaining NDEs. However, 
Greyson (2009) pointed out it is not known 
whether REM intrusion contributed to the 
NDEs or was a result of the NDEs.  
 
Ocular Physiological  
Stefansson, Traustason, and Eysteinsson 
(2006) suggested that visual sensations in 
NDEs are associated with different tissue 
pressures in the eyes and brain as a result of 
reduced arterial blood pressure during times 
of trauma or stress. According to this ocular 
physiological theory, when arterial blood 
pressure drops, the eyes become ischemic 
and hypoxic, disturbing the retina and that 
may result in visual sensations reported by 
NDErs. This is similar to Bressloff and 
colleagues’ (2002) suggestion that visual 
hallucinations originate in the visual cortex 
and, when this becomes unstable, it 
produces various geometric shapes and 
hallucinations such as those produced in 
LSD experiences. However, this model fails 
to account for OBEs that were reported 
during the NDE, especially those that 
included accounts of veridical perception 
(i.e., when it was reported that NDErs 
accurately described resuscitation efforts) 
that have been allegedly corroborated by 
medical staff (Holden, 2009).  
 
III. Psychosocial Theories 
In addition to the neurobiological theories 
surveyed, there are a number of psychosocial 
theories used to explain NDEs. These include 
depersonalization, personality factors, 
attribution, expectation, and birth (or 
perinatal) theories. 
 
Depersonalization  
Noyes and Kletti (1977) proposed a 
depersonalization theory of NDEs as a form 
of detachment that occurs as a psychological 
defense against the fear of death. However, 
this theory has been highly criticized since 
common features of depersonalization 
outlined in the Diagnostic and Statistical 
Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-IV-TR; 
American Psychiatric Association [APA], 
2000) include feelings of strangeness, a 
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sense of decreased reality or loss of reality, 
and detachment from one’s body. In 
contrast, common reports from NDErs state 
that NDEs seem more (not less) real than 
consensual reality (Brumm, 2006; Duffy and 
Olson, 2007; Holden et al., 2006). 
Furthermore, while NDErs have been shown 
to have increased symptoms of distress 
following a NDE, research has shown that 
these symptoms do not meet clinical 
diagnostic criteria for dissociative or post-
traumatic stress disorders, as outlined in the 
DSM-IV-TR (APA, 2000; Brumm, 2006; 
Duffy and Olson, 2007; Greyson, 1997; 2001; 
2003; James, 2004; Simpson, 2001; Wren-
Lewis, 2004).  
 
Personality Factors 
Gabbard and Twemlow (1984) proposed that 
NDEs are more likely to occur in individuals 
who have personality characteristics prone to 
dissociation, absorption, or fantasy-
proneness. According to Gabbard and 
Twemlow, traits such as absorption allow an 
individual to screen out the external world 
and focus on internal characteristics which 
make it more likely to experience a NDE 
under states of stress or trauma. 
Furthermore, this model proposed that 
individuals who report NDEs are more prone 
to fantasizing or daydreaming and that the 
NDE is simply a psychological defense that 
occurs under a high state of stress or trauma.  

However, studies have shown 
contradictory results and do not reveal 
significant relationships between the NDE 
and absorption or fantasy-proneness 
personality traits (Britton and Bootzin, 
2004; Brumm, 2006; Greyson, 2003; 
Simpson, 2001; Wren-Lewis, 2004). For 
example, Greyson’s (2003) study on 1,583 
survivors of cardiac arrest found NDErs to 
have slightly elevated levels of dissociation, 
but not high enough to meet DSM-IV-TR 
(APA, 2000) criteria for a dissociative 
disorder diagnosis. Furthermore, Greyson 
(2009) suggested that elevated levels of 
dissociation in this sample may be a result of 
the NDE due to feeling different and 
misunderstood by other individuals who 
have not had a NDE. Consequently, Greyson 
suggested studies are inconclusive, since it 
has not been determined whether 
dissociation was a trait prior to the NDE or a 

result of the NDE or due to any number of 
other factors, such as lack of social validation 
or support for the experience.  
 
Attribution  
Norton (1995) suggested that how 
individuals interpret NDEs are a result of 
how they make sense out of and simplify the 
experience, as well as resolve ambiguities 
associated with it. Accordingly, this 
subjective interpretation of the meaning and 
cause of their NDEs results in various 
attributions or descriptions about what the 
NDE is. However, Greyson (2009) pointed 
out that this theory fails to take into account 
why there appears to be universal themes 
consistently reported by NDErs, although it 
may be useful in explaining how each 
individual subjectively interprets and finds 
meaning in their experience.  
 
Expectation 
Rodin (1980; 1989) proposed an expectation 
theory that NDEs are a psychological 
response to the fear of death, which 
culminates from social and cultural 
expectations. According to Rodin, NDEs are 
simply products of one’s imagination 
designed to protect oneself from the fear of 
death and are experienced differently by 
different cultures. However, subsequent 
research does not support this hypothesis, 
since a growing body of research has 
revealed cross-cultural similarities of NDE 
reports (Greyson, 2009; McClennon, 2006a; 
2006b; 2005; Ring, 1984; 2000). For 
example, Ring found that a substantial 
number of NDErs report experiences that 
contradict their religious beliefs and prior 
personal expectations regarding the nature 
of death. Furthermore, several other 
researchers have found that individuals who 
have no prior knowledge of NDEs report the 
same phenomenon as individuals who are 
familiar with NDEs prior to their NDE 
experience (Greyson, 2007; Moody, 1975; 
Ring, 1980; Sabom, 1982; van Lommel et al., 
2001).   

Of further interest, a growing body of 
research also suggests that children who 
presumably have not developed cultural or 
social expectations about NDEs report the 
same type of NDE phenomenon that adults 
report (Atwater, 2003; Morse et al., 1985). 
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Greyson (2009) suggested that, while NDEs 
may be interpreted differently cross-
culturally, the key features of NDE reports 
are essentially the same.  
 
Birth   
Sagan (1979) suggested that cross-cultural 
reports of seeing a bright light at the end of 
the tunnel are universal due to simply 
remembering of one’s birth, which is a 
universal experience. According to Sagan, 
during moments of trauma the mind reverts 
back to memories of being born as a 
psychological defense mechanism against 
the fear of death. However, several 
researchers argued that newborns lack the 
needed visual and spatial stability, mental 
alertness, and ability to recall memories due 
to their immature cortical capacity 
(Blackmore, 1983; Greyson, 2009). 
Furthermore, Greyson pointed out this 
theory does not account for NDErs who were 
born through a Cesarean section, yet still 
report seeing a bright light and floating 
through a dark tunnel. 
 
IV. Gaps in the Extant Theories 
It is apparent that the extant neurobiological 
and psychosocial theories of NDEs have 
some significant limitations. In particular, 
there are many extraordinary phenomena 
that they do not appear to be able to address, 
two of which we discuss at some length, 
namely electromagnetic after-effects and 
OBEs with veridical perception.   
 
Electromagnetic After-Effects 
To begin, one commonly cited but 
underdeveloped area of research involves 
electromagnetic after-effects of NDEs. These 
phenomena have been consistently reported 
in the literature, gleaned mainly from 
anecdotal reports by NDErs (Atwater, 2007; 
Nouri, 2008). Probably most profound is 
Atwater’s research with nearly 3,000 adult 
and 277 children NDErs, the majority of 
whom reported enhanced electrical 
sensitivity to various types of equipment 
(e.g., computers, cell phones, lights, watches, 
etc.) post-NDE. Additionally, this same 
cohort reported enhanced psi and/or 
unusual healing abilities as well. Atwater 
(2007) stated: 

Of the experiencers I interviewed, 73% 
percent fit this profile and gave 
numerous reports of electrical snafus 
such as microphones that “fought” them, 
recorders that began to “smoke”, 
computers that “crashed”, television 
channels that “flipped”, electronic 
memory systems that “wiped out”, or 
street lights that “popped” as they walked 
by, None could wear watches anymore 
without consistently repairing or 
replacing them. All of them reported a 
heightened awareness of electromagnetic 
fields in general. Experiencers claim to 
have a new awareness of invisible energy 
fields and a sensitivity to electricity and 
geomagnetic fields. Many claim to “see” 
sparkles or balls of energy in the air, the 
aura (or energy) surrounding all things, 
and to develop a sensitivity to 
meteorological factors such as 
temperature, pressure, air movement, 
and humidity (p. 109).  

This is consistent with reports 
received from many other researchers (e.g., 
Bonenfant, 2005; Clark-Sharp, 1995; 
Knittweis, 1997; Nouri, 2008; Ring, 2000). 
To shed some light on this, Nouri (2008) 
divided participants into three groups to 
explore self-reported electromagnetic 
experiences. Groups consisted of 36 NDErs, 
20 participants who had a close brush with 
death but did not experience a NDE, and 46 
participants who had not been close to death. 
Overall, Nouri found that 70% of the NDErs 
reported at least one problem with 
electromagnetic equipment within the past 
year, while 16-57% reported problems “all 
the time” (p. 83), compared to very low rates 
in both of the other groups. Moreover, Nouri 
found correlations between electromagnetic 
after-effects and deeper NDE experiences, as 
reported by higher scores on the Greyson 
(1983) scale.   

As of this date, only one other study 
could be located in the academic databases 
that specifically sought to measure 
electromagnetic after-effects of NDEs using 
instrumentation (Knittweis, 1997). Knittweis 
used a “thermistor and electroscope to 
measure … heat and electron flow from 
participants’ hands” (p. 223) in 7 NDErs and 
10 non-NDErs. Knittweis found no 
differences between the two groups in 
measures of heat or electron flow. 
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 Likewise, it should be noted that 
many NDErs find these experiences of 
malfunctioning technology very stressful 
(and costly in leading to having to 
repair/replace equipment). Due to how 
common this appears to be, this is an 
important area of research to be expanded so 
that efforts can be launched to help NDErs 
integrate and/or cope with such experiences 
(Atwater, 2007; Bonenfant, 2004; 2005; 
Nouri, 2008; Ring, 2000). In trying to 
understand what could be happening here, 
and in similar anomalous situations relevant 
to NDErs, approaches beyond 
neurobiological and psychosocial theories 
appear needed.                                                                                 
 
OBEs with Veridical Perception 
Perhaps the most astounding areas related to 
NDEs are reports of OBEs and veridical 
perception during so-called brain death.  In 
trying to understand what could be 
happening during these experiences, 
neurobiological and psychosocial theories 
appear most challenged, particularly when 
these experiences seem to transcend 
limitations of time and space.  In addition, if 
OBEs with veridical perception could be 
more adequately substantiated, they would 
provide one of the strongest lines of evidence 
to address the “hard problem”, suggesting it 
is not likely to be amenable to a 
neurobiological or psychosocial reduction. 

NDErs commonly report  the 
occurrence of OBEs with veridical perception 
both locally (i.e., reporting about the 
immediate surroundings during brain death, 
such as resuscitation efforts) and non-locally 
(i.e., reporting being in another place, such 
as accurately describing what relatives were 
doing and/or saying at a physical distance, as 
in a waiting room).  However, this is where 
great debates ensue:  some suggest that these 
reports are “proof” that consciousness was 
separate from the brain (Carter, 2010; 
Greyson, 2010), while others remain 
skeptical (Laws and Perry, 2010) and argue 
that more rigorous scientific methods need 
to be developed (e.g., that there needs to be 
better ways to establish that the brain was 
actually dead during the OBE to rule out 
factors such as so-called “anesthesia 
awareness”).  

At the center of these debates is the 
famous Pam Reynolds case. This case is 
commonly cited among the NDE community 
because detailed accounts of Pam’s surgery 
and medical records were obtained, which 
confirmed her report of what she 
encountered during this surgical procedure 
(Greyson, 2009; 2010; Holden, 2006; 2009; 
Laws and Perry, 2010; Sabom, 1998). In 
short, Pam underwent surgery for a brain 
aneurysm where her body was cooled and 
cardiac arrest was induced to perform the 
surgery. Sabom (1998) highlighted the 
physician’s (Dr. Spetzler) report of Pam 
Reynold’s surgery. The following are a few 
excerpts cited and paraphrased by Holden 
(2009) who summarized Sabom’s findings 
from his book, pages 38-47. Holden notes 
the following (note – this is slightly 
paraphrased - pp. 191-192):  

1) 7:15am: Pam was brought into the 
operating room while still conscious. Her 
eyes were taped shut and small speakers 
were inserted into both of her ears that 
emitted a clicking sound so that her 
brainstem activity could be monitored. 
Other monitoring devices such as EEG 
electrodes, etc. were also in place to 
measure the outer activity of her brain. 
Next, general anesthesia began.  
2) 8:40am: Dr. Spetzler made an incision 
into Pam’s scalp and used a bone saw to 
remove a section of her skull. At the same 
time, a female nurse incised Pam’s right 
groin to prepare the femoral artery and 
vein for the cardiopulmonary bypass. 
However, the nurse found that the veins 
on the left side were too small, so decided 
to prepare the right side instead.  
3) 10:50am: The blood and body-cooling 
process began to prepare her for the 
cardiopulmonary bypass surgery 
4)11:00am: Pam’s core body temperature 
reached 73 degrees.  
5) 11:05am: Cardiac arrest was induced 
and Pam’s EEG of her outer brain went 
flat. The EEG of her inner “brainstem 
function weakened as the clicks from her 
ear speakers produced lower and lower 
spikes on the monitoring electrogram” 
(Sabom, 1998; p. 43).  
6) 11:25am: Pam’s core body temperature 
reached 60 degrees. The clicks from the 
speakers in her ears no longer elicited a 
response and there was zero brain wave 
activity. Then, “the head of the operating 
table was tilted up, the cardiopulmonary 
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bypass machine was turned off, and the 
blood was drained from Pam’s body like 
oil from a car” (Sabom, 1998; p. 43). Dr. 
Spetzler then repaired the aneurysm and 
began heating Pam’s body back up.  
7) 12:00pm: Pam’s heart monitor began 
showing “disorganized” activity, which 
required two rounds of defibrillator 
shocks to get her heart beating normally 
again.  
8) 12:32pm: Pam’s body temperature 
reached 89.6 degrees, monitoring 
equipment was removed, and surgical 
assistants finished the closing procedures 
of the surgery.  
9) 2:10pm: Pam was taken to the 
recovery room in stable condition (cited 
in Holden, 2009; pp. 191-192).  

 What is particularly compelling is 
that Pam stated that she was vividly able to 
see Dr. Spetzler use the bone saw to make an 
incision in her scalp, along with overhearing 
the nurse say that the vein on her left side 
was too small so she would need to use the 
vein on the right. One interesting thing about 
this is that, although technically Pam was not 
brain dead yet and was only under general 
anesthesia at this point, her eyes were taped 
shut and she had speakers in her ears 
delivering clicking sounds to measure her 
brainstem activity (Greyson, 2009; 2010; 
Holden, 2006; Sabom, 1998).    

Advocates of the validity of OBEs 
with veridical perception during NDEs  
argued that, even though Pam was still 
registering brain activity, there is no way she 
could have seen or heard the things she 
reported; in contrast, counter-advocates 
argued that Pam still had brain activity at 
this point and that there could be some other 
reason she was able to see or hear these 
things, as sometimes reported in anesthesia 
awareness. However, Pam’s account goes 
even deeper, as she vividly described several 
other procedures and conversations in detail, 
and even recounted hearing the song “Hotel 
California” by the Eagles playing at one point 
during the surgery, which again was 
accurately verified by her physician.  
 While this is only one account, there 
are many other similar reports in the 
literature that are just as compelling 
(Atwater, 2007; Clark-Sharp, 1995; Greyson, 
2009; Holden, 2009). In fact, Holden (2009) 
analyzed the literature as of 2005 and found 

107 reports of such OBEs. Holden separated 
these into material and “transmaterial” 
aspects. Those with material aspects are 
anecdotes reported by NDErs that involve 
seeing/hearing aspects of the physical world, 
while transmaterial aspects are reports that 
involve experiencing a different “realm” (e.g., 
seeing a light, seeing deceased 
relatives/loved ones, etc.). Holden (2009) 
then broke these down even further by 
discussing apparently nonphysical veridical 
NDE perception (AVP):  

In AVP, NDErs report veridical 
perception that, considering the 
positions and/or conditions of their 
physical bodies during the near-death 
episodes, apparently could not have been 
the result of normal sensory processes or 
logical inference – nor, therefore, brain 
mediation – either before, during, or 
after these episodes. Thus, AVP suggests 
the ability of consciousness to function 
independent of the physical body. (p. 
186)  

 Out of the 107 cases studied, Holden 
(2009) identified 89 AVP’s as material (i.e., 
resuscitation efforts and/or rescues were 
corroborated), while 14 were identified as 
transmaterial (e.g., reports of seeing 
someone during the NDE that they did not 
know was deceased, but was later verified to 
be deceased), and 4 that included perception 
of both aspects (i.e., of the physical and 
“transpersonal” world). Holden then 
separated these even further, noting that 
only 6 cases of the material reports 
contained some error (i.e., reports were not 
100% correct when verified by others), and 
one was completely erroneous (i.e., leaving 
82 as accurately verified accounts of AVP). 
Those separated into the transmaterial 
aspect of NDEs were just as compelling (i.e., 
16 were accurately reported, one reported 
with some error, and one reported that was 
completely erroneous). 
 
V. Call for a New Paradigm 
A critical analysis of what is firmly 
established about NDEs (i.e., characteristics, 
incidence rates, cross-cultural 
commonalities, after-effects, etc.) has yet to 
pin down causal pathways explained through 
extant neurobiological and psychosocial 
theories that can account for all that is 
reported. Although each of these 
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materialistic theories has strengths as well as 
weaknesses, together they leave large gaps.  
Before dismissal, however, it is important to 
note that many theories have not yet been 
rigorously tested enough to fully exclude 
them. Notably, having findings replicated 
with sufficiently large sample sizes or 
explored prospectively would be necessary 
steps to explore some theories further.  

The ketamine theory, as one example, 
appears to have inconclusive results across 
studies, with some studies suggesting 
ketamine-induced NDEs are similar to 
naturally occurring NDEs (Corazza, 2010; 
Corazza and Schifano, 2010; Kolp et al., 
2007) and other studies suggesting they are 
not (Greyson, 2009). Additionally, there are 
many reports of other psychedelic-induced 
experiences (e.g., LSD) that are also allegedly 
similar to NDE reports (Luke, 2008 for an 
extensive review of the literature on this). 
Unfortunately, since most of the research 
with psychedelic substances has been highly 
regulated until recently, developing this area 
of research was hindered for many years and 
had to rely primarily on anecdotal reports; 
fortunately, this is now changing with several 
studies using these substances being allowed 
(Friedman, 2006).  Clearly exploration of the 
effect of psychedelics regarding NDEs is an 
area of research that needs further 
investigation.  

Furthermore, in order to better 
understand the relationship between natural 
occurring NDEs and those induced by 
ketamine, Kolp et al. (2007) suggested future 
studies might focus on administering 
ketamine to those who had a natural NDE to 
compare the similarities between the two. 
Likewise, more studies are needed in this 
area by looking at the similarities and 
differences among phenomena found in 
NDEs that are also frequently found when 
the brain is still active, such as via drug-
induced means (e.g., ketamine and LSD) or 
even meditation-like experiences. However, 
the fundamental question here involves 
whether these drug-induced experiences are 
simply an alternate pathway that can invoke 
NDEs, or whether they are the actual causal 
pathway that can explain what is going on in 
NDEs.   

As another example, Knittweis’ 
(1997) research using instruments to 

measure energy flows in NDErs could 
perhaps lead to more studies using 
physiological measures to shed light onto the 
electromagnetic after-effects of NDEs, since 
unusual physiological experiences post-NDE 
are  consistently reported in the literature.  
Likewise, the relationship between carbon 
dioxide levels, hypercarbia, and NDEs 
appears to be inconclusive, especially in light 
of Klemenc-Ketis, Kersnik, and Grmec’s 
(2010) recent findings of higher levels of 
carbon dioxide in 11 NDErs. Because this is a 
relatively small sample size, larger sample 
sizes could possibly ascertain what, if any, 
relationship carbon dioxide may have with 
NDEs.  This gap could also be explored by 
more in-depth qualitative studies of NDE 
reports to discern whether there are different 
after-effects from  NDEs with and without 
increased carbon dioxide levels (e.g., from 
reports of OBEs, life reviews, seeing 
deceased loved ones, etc.).  

As perhaps the best example of where 
such studies based on exploring extant 
neurobiological and psychosocial theories of 
NDEs are heading, Parnia and colleagues 
(2008) announced they would be conducting 
a 3-year prospective study on 1,500 survivors 
of cardiac arrest who reported NDEs to 
examine the “biology of out-of-body 
experiences” (US News and World Report, 
2008). As of this date, this is one of the 
largest studies proposed, which will involve 
25 medical centers through the US, Canada, 
and Europe. In an interview with Time 
(2008), Parnia stated the project is called 
AWARE (awareness during resuscitation) 
and will utilize various physiological as well 
as neurological measures to determine if 
there are any biological differences in 
patients who report NDEs compared to 
survivors of cardiac arrest who do not report 
NDEs. This study is currently underway, 
with approximately another year left for the 
study to be completed. 

But what about the more unusual 
reported aspects of NDEs? In addition to 
reported electromagnetic after-effects of 
NDEs and OBEs with veridical perception 
during NDEs, there are other perplexing 
reports from NDErs (e.g., of experiencing 
increased psychic phenomena; Fracasso et 
al., 2010), which have radical implications to 
our most basic understanding of the world.  
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These reports strongly challenge theories 
that attempt to interpret NDEs as being only 
due to neurobiological or psychosocial 
causes. This leads us to speculate as to what 
other theories might account for such 
extraordinary phenomena that are 
commonly reported during NDEs. 

Some advocate that a new science is 
needed, possibly based on quantum physics, 
to explain NDEs (Carter, 2010; Fenwick, 
2010; Greyson, 2010; van Lommel, 2006), 
but others are not so quick to make this leap 
(Laws and Perry, 2010; Lynn et al., 2010).   
Physicist Victor Stegner (1992) raised 
concerns about a “new myth” arising in 
modern thinking, which asserts that 
“quantum physics has ruled invalid the 
materialistic, reductionistic view of the 
universe” (Stegner, 1992; p. 13), which is 
deemed premature if not outright wrong.  
Similarly, Lynn and colleagues argued that 
quantum physics may not be the best answer 
to the challenge NDEs pose to the current 
scientific models based on material 
reductionism.  They claimed that quantum 
physics simply does not provide a refuge 
from the complexities, as follows:   

“We agree … that NDEs are fascinating 
phenomena, and we further recognize that 
quantum mechanics undergrids chemistry, 
and so surely plays some as-yet- undefined 
role in mental processes. However, we sharply 
disagree that it is necessary to ‘expand on 
models of the mind’ on the basis of quantum 
mechanics before we can progress in our 
understanding of consciousness and the 
brain” (Lynn et al., 2010, p. 117).   

 In this regard, a number of writers 
have been calling for scientific theories that 
could possibly better answer the hard 
problem, which might also help explain how 
consciousness could exist independently of a 
functioning brain during NDEs.  Most vest 
their hopes on emerging theories derived 
from quantum physics (Carter, 2010; 
Fenwick, 2010; Greyson, 2009; 2010; Van 
Lommel, 2006).  A number of such theories 
have been proposed (e.g., Hameroff, 2007) 
and may have promise.  However, Chalmers 
(1997) argued that even these quantum 
approaches would have the same problems 
as other materialistic theories (e.g., they still 
would not fully explain how quantum 
phenomena lead to consciousness any better 
than would a more conventional 
neurobiological explanation). In other 

words, just as early theories of a 
“homunculus” did not solve the mind-body 
problem, but merely caused an infinite 
regress of explanations (i.e., to postulating 
another homunculus within the first 
homunculus to explain it, ad infinitum), so 
would such quantum approaches just lead to 
further questions as to how quantum 
phenomena translate into subjective 
experience. This is compounded by the 
recent study conducted by Yu and Eberly 
(2009), which argued that quantum 
entanglement cannot exist within the level of 
the whole brain due to “decoherence,” so it 
does not seem plausible that it can explain 
NDEs and other such phenomena.  

If quantum physics may not be the 
answer, perhaps other, even more 
innovative, models might be on the horizon. 
For example, Haas (2010) has been 
exploring an interesting theory by combining 
fields of chemistry, biology, and physics to 
account for various synchronistic 
experiences. He is also currently conducting 
a study to examine synchronistic telepathic 
phenomena (personal communication, A. 
Haas, Dec. 6, 2010), that may potentially 
shed light on some of the electromagnetic 
and anomalous after-effects commonly 
reported by NDErs.  
 
VI. Conclusion 
On one hand, advocates of the validity of 
NDEs assert that the existing findings 
challenge the prevailing materialistic 
paradigm and have already been validated 
numerous times, providing sufficiently 
credible evidence that a disembodied 
consciousness can operate separately from a 
functioning brain (Carter, 2010; Greyson, 
2010; van Lommel, 2006). However, 
counter-advocates argue that the sheer 
number of reports of these phenomena, 
which are thought to be in the millions, still 
do not meet the threshold to be considered 
scientifically validated (Laws and Perry, 
2010; Lynn et al., 2010).  These sort of 
ongoing debates are quite common in many 
areas of similar controversy, such as are 
found in the parapsychology literature 
(Krippner and Friedman, 2010).   

While the amount of supportive data 
about NDEs is overwhelming, quantity does 
not necessarily equate with quality. Laws and 
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Perry (2010) argued that more solid proof is 
needed, based on improvement in methods, 
such as ways to demonstrate that 
consciousness was indeed operating outside 
of a functioning brain during actual times of 
reported brain death (e.g., did a medical 
procedure that a patient verdically described 
actually occur during a period of brain death 
or was the person just in a deeply sedated 
state that only approximated death?).  This 
leads to the need for a number of conceptual 
clarifications, such as better 
operationalization of what actually 
constitutes brain death (e.g., as opposed to 
an anesthesia effect that might mimic it), so 
how key terms are defined becomes essential 
in this area. Despite that many have 
proposed innovative scientific theories to 
solve the hard problem, (such as 
electromagnetic, quantum mind, reflexive 
monism, and space-time theories of 
consciousness; e.g., Stapp, 1993), it remains 
unsolved, but we think that NDEs provides 
one of the most opportune access points to 
explore it and related important concerns.   

If consensually adequate evidence 
that consciousness could operate separately 
from a functioning brain during NDEs is 
obtained, it would support that 
consciousness can be disembodied. If this 
were to be the case, it would not necessarily 
solve the hard problem, but it would 
revolutionize our concepts of who we are and 
how our world operates.  We conclude that, 

if NDEs were to be accepted as legitimate 
events within mainstream science, not just 
illusional or delusional experiences, they 
would undoubtedly profoundly alter the 
meaning of human lives and social 
institutions.  However, as compelling as we 
find these numerous accounts of NDEs, 
which challenge both neurobiological and 
psychosocial theories, to be, many are simply 
anecdotal reports that were only “verified” in 
retrospect, rather than during the exact 
moment they were happening, and/or have 
other limitations. Subsequently, some 
advocates say “yes,” there is sufficient proof 
already (Carter, 2010), while counter-
advocates say “no”, there is not yet adequate 
proof (Laws and Perry, 2010). At this point, 
it is our belief that the majority of the 
evidence does suggest that something 
profound might be occurring that could 
challenge some of the most basic 
assumptions we hold about reality; we also 
acknowledge that more conventional 
materialistic explanations cannot yet be 
definitively ruled out, although they have 
thus far not explained away these intriguing 
reports from NDErs.  It also remains to be 
seen whether quantum physics or other 
newer scientific approaches can eventually 
offer any better grounds for explaining how a 
disembodied consciousness could possibly 
exist separately from a functioning brain 
during NDEs. 
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Shamanism and the Evolutionary Origins of 
Spirituality and Healing 

 
Michael Winkelman 

Abstract 
Although  the  term  “shamanic”  is used  to  refer  to a diverse  range of phenomena,  it
nonetheless  reflects  something empirical. Cross‐cultural  research  illustrates  that  the 
concept of the shaman reflects the existence of similar spiritual healing practices found
in  pre‐modern  foraging  and  simple  horticultural  and  pastoral  societies  around  the
world (Winkelman, 1992; 2000). This cross‐cultural concept of the shaman was initially 
proposed  by  the  renowned  scholar  of  comparative  religion,  Mircea  Eliade  (1964).
However,  his  various  characterizations  of  shamans  were  in  part  responsible  for
subsequent  confusion  regarding  their exact nature and  function. While offering very 
general characterizations of the shaman as someone who entered a state of “ecstasy”
to interact with “spirits” on behalf of the community, Eliade also cited many additional
specific concepts of the shaman which some subsequent researchers neglected in their 
applications of this term. This paper presents the findings of cross‐cultural and cross‐
species  research  that provides a basis  for describing  shamanism,  its  relationships  to
human nature, and  its deep evolutionary origins. Shamanism has  its bases  in  innate 
aspects of human  cognition,  engaging  the use of  altered  states of  consciousness  to
integrate  information across  several  levels of  the brain  to produce visual  symbolism
exemplified in visionary experiences. The deeper evolutionary roots of shamanism are 
found  in  the  capacities  for  ritual, which provide  the most  important  communication
and integrative processes in lower animal species. The evolution of shamanism can be
deduced  from  these bases and the similarities of shamanic practices  to  the rituals of 
chimpanzees. Drumming, group vocalization, and other displays were the foundations
from which  the  uniquely  human mimetic  capacity  evolved  and  provided  a  basis  for
shamanism. 
 
Key Words: shamanism, spirituality, healing 
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The Concept of the Shaman1 
In proposing an etic (cross-culturally valid) 
conceptualization of the shaman, Eliade 
(1964) pointed to phenomena found in 
cultures around the world. In small scale 
societies, there was a central spiritual 
practitioner whose activities were of 
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unparalleled importance in the lives of the 
members of the community.  While 
ordinarily a man, women too might have 
held these informal roles, serving as the most 
significant spiritual leader of small scale 
societies. 

The shamanic ritual was of 
unparalleled importance in the lives of the 
community, constituting an important 
collective event. In what was typically a 
nocturnal activity, the shaman united the 
entire community in a process that typically 
lasted throughout the night. Dancing around 
the group while drumming, rattling, and 
chanting, the shaman exhorted the spirits to 
come to the assistance of the members of the 
community. Recounting myths and 
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sometimes using verbiage understood by 
few, the shaman sang, conversed with 
animals, and chanted to engage the spirits. 
Shamanic rituals would exhort evil spirits to 
cease their afflictions or ask benevolent 
spirits for assistance is locating game, 
healing the ill or assuring protection for the 
group. 

A key aspect of the shaman’s 
professional activities was the ability to enter 
what Eliade referred to as ecstasy, an altered 
state of consciousness (ASC). These 
shamanic ASCs were produced by many 
different techniques, but key to the induction 
were the effects of drumming, singing, 
chanting, and dancing. Other procedures for 
inducing ASCs included fasting, practicing 
austerities, dream incubation, and the 
ingestion of psychoactive substances. These 
preparations, combined with hours of 
dancing, drumming, and chanting, induced 
profound ASCs in the shaman and often the 
community members as well. These ASCs 
enabled the shaman to contact the spirit 
world, acquire supernatural powers, and 
provide a variety of services for the 
community. These ASCs enabled the shaman 
to diagnose the causes of disease, to heal, to 
locate friends, enemies, and animals, and to 
prophesize events of importance to the 
group. 

A central feature of the shaman’s 
ASCs—referred to by terms such as “soul 
journey,” “magical flight,” and “spirit 
incorporation,” involved experiences in 
which the shaman was thought to travel into 
the spirit world.  This ability was part of the 
shamanic initiation and development 
process, often involving a “vision quest” 
during which illness, spontaneous 
alterations of consciousness, or a variety of 
deliberate activities produced an encounter 
with one or more “spirit ally.” This spirit 
entity, often manifested in an animal form, 
played a key role in the manifestation of the 
shaman’s powers. The shaman used these 
spirits to heal, recover the lost souls of 
patients, or guide the souls of the deceased 
into the after-life. From a contemporary 
psychological perspective, these spirits can 
be conceptualized as alter-egos or identities 
that shamans could assume, providing them 
with numerous powers and abilities (see 
Winkelman, 2000).  

Shamanism in Cross-Cultural 
Perspective 
The characterizations of shamanism 
provided by Eliade have been confirmed 
through empirical cross-cultural studies 
based upon world-wide samples and formal 
quantitative analysis (Winkelman, 1992). 
These findings establish that shamanism is a 
cross-cultural phenomenon, reflecting a 
specific complex of characteristics that has 
been found worldwide in hunter-gatherer 
and simple pastoral and agricultural 
societies.  The characteristics of these “core” 
or classic shamans revealed by Winkelman’s 
research include: 

 a charismatic group leader who is 
generally a male, with females restricted to 
non-reproductive periods;  

 communal ritual activities involving chanting, 
music, drumming, and dancing; 

 professional training involving a vision quest 
interaction with the spirit world;  

 induction of an altered state of consciousness 
during both training and practice; 

 a specific shamanic ASC experience known as 
the soul journey or soul flight;  

 an initiatory death-and-rebirth experience;  

 a primary source of power involving control of 
animal spirits; 

 an ability to transform into animals; 

 activities involving assistance in hunting;  

 professional abilities of healing, diagnosis, and 
divination; 

 theories of illness involving soul loss, magical 
intrusion of objects, and attacks by spirits and 
sorcerers; and 

 an ability to do harm through sorcery.  

 
Why should such a specific complex 

of characteristics be found worldwide in 
these societies? This essay proposes an 
answer to this question in illustrating the 
neurobiological and evolutionary 
foundations of these universal aspects of 
shamanism and its ritual practices. The 
strikingly similar ritual practices of hunter-
gatherer societies around the world reflect 
biogenetic foundations that provide the 
framework for a shamanic paradigm, an etic 
framework that illustrates the foundation of 
humanity’s original spiritual practices 
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(Winkelman, 2000; 2002a; 2002b; 
Winkelman and Baker, 2008).  The 
neurobiological bases of shamanic “ritual” 
and practices are conceptualized as 
procedures that enhance individual or 
community survival by enhancing the ability 
to integrate information relevant to survival 
needs, social bonding, and the management 
of health, particularly stress.  

Shamanism derived from the ancient 
phylogenetic roots of ritual as a mechanism 
for communication and social coordination. 
The deeper evolutionary origins of the 
shamanic paradigm are derived from ancient 
hominin ritual capacities illustrated in the 
homologies of shamanic ritual with the 
maximal displays of chimpanzees. Some of 
the homologies between chimpanzee 
displays and shamanic practices include: 
night-time community rituals involving 
drumming, emotional vocalizations, and 
upright displays/dancing.  

The similarities in animal 
ritualizations and shamanic practices 
worldwide reflect biological bases derived 
from (Winkelman, 2000; 2002b; 
Winkelman and Baker, 2008):  

1) community bonding rituals that involve  
emotional vocalizations and drumming as 
social signaling and communication 
processes; 

2) ASCs that involve the elicitation of an 
integrative mode of consciousness; 

3)manipulation of innate representational 
modules to enhance self-awareness and 
social identity formation in the concepts of 
souls and spirits; and 

4) healing capacities based on the above 
processes, including ritual effects in eliciting 
bodily opioid responses and ASCs that 
provide physiological relaxation and 
integration. 

The neurobiological foundations of 
shamanic rituals are revealed by examining 
the biological and evolutionary roots for 
community interactions and the 
physiological aspects of ASCs. The 
conservative aspects of biological evolution 
are found in the shamanic preservation of 
the functions of earlier adaptive structures 
found in ritual activities of other animals. 
These implicate ancient areas of the brain, 
referred to by MacLean (1990) as the R-

complex (in reference to the reptilian brain 
and its ritual behaviors) and the 
paleomammalian brain (which is involved in 
attachment processes and community 
bonding.  Uniquely human foundations of 
shamanism are also found in other brain 
systems, particularly innate modules for 
representation of animals, others, and self. 
Shamanism employed these innate systems 
for new adaptive functions, combining their 
capacities in metaphoric thought to create 
new cognitive styles and symbolic healing 
processes.  These are manifested in the roles 
of animal spirit concepts in the formation of 
personal and social identities and the 
information processing and integration 
provided in the visionary images of shamanic 
ASCs. These provided mechanisms for 
personal individuation, social integration, 
and cognitive and emotional integration by 
integrating different innate cognitive-
affective modules or processors. These 
integrative outputs are exemplified in 
shamans’ visionary experiences, complex 
models incorporating the integrative 
information capacities of dream and 
imaginative cognitive processes. These 
integrative potentials are also manifested in 
other shamanic phenomena such as spirits 
and animal allies. Specialized innate 
modules for processing information relevant 
to self-concept, social others, and the animal 
world were integrated in shamanic practices 
to produce metaphoric thought represented 
in shamanic universals of soul flight, animal 
allies, spirits, and death-and-rebirth 
experiences (Winkelman, 2000; 2002a; 
2002b).   

 
Biogenetic Structural Foundations of 
Shamanism in Animal Ritual 
The ancient biological bases of shamanic 
rituals and their adaptive functions are 
illustrated by understandings of the nature 
of animal ritual, as provided in such works as 
The Spectrum of Ritual (d’Aquili et al., 
1979) and Supernatural as Natural: A 
Biocultural Theory of Religion (Winkelman 
and Baker, 2008). An evolutionary biological 
approach to ritual illustrates that shamanic 
rituals have ancient roots and were built out 
of prior adaptations revealed in the 
homologous behaviors humans share with 
other species.   
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Ritual is integral to vertebrate social 
life, providing mechanisms for 
communication that are basic to social 
coordination in the animal world (d’Aquili et 
al., 1979). Animal rituals use behaviors, 
manifested in actions, which signal a 
disposition for social behaviors.  Animals’ 
rituals have communication and social 
signaling functions, using genetically based 
behaviors to provide information that 
facilitates interactions among members of a 
species, coordinating their behaviors in ways 
that contribute to cooperation. By making 
internal dispositions publicly available, 
animal rituals contribute to cooperative 
behaviors by providing information that 
helps produce socially coordinated 
responses. 

 
Drumming as a Signaling Mechanism 
Drumming and other forms of percussion 
are a universal aspect of shamanism that has 
deep evolutionary roots as an intraspecies 
and interspecies signaling mechanism 
manifesting vigilance, fitness, and a 
readiness to act.  Many animals “drum”—
using their body to produce seismic 
vibrations that communicate many messages 
to their own species and others: “Drumming 
also functions in interspecies communication 
when prey animals drum to communicate to 
predators that they are too alert for a 
successful ambush” (Randall, 2001; p.1).  
Drumming conveys information about 
predators to nearby kin, displaying fitness in 
a way that both prepares for and reduces the 
need for action.  Rodent footdrumming is a 
ritualization of intention movements (e.g., 
running), displaying a readiness to act, a 
signaling mechanism that indicates to 
predators one’s fitness and the readiness to 
flee.      

Chimpanzees protect their territory 
against other groups though group shouting, 
pant hooting vocalizations (i.e., a loud call) 
and aggressive displays with fast and loud 
“drumming” produced by jumping up and 
down on tree buttresses, typically by males 
(De Waal, 1997). Drumming provides a 
system of long distance communication often 
performed during travel, allowing dispersed 
members of groups to remain in contact with 
one another and provide support in 
confrontations with chimpanzees from other 

communities (Arcadi et al., 1998).  Arcadi et 
al. found that interbeat intervals of 
chimpanzee drumming have modal beats at 
about .2/second and average .3 seconds, 
producing approximately 3 to 5 beats per 
second, a frequency that is within the range 
of typical shamanic drum beating and the 
theta brain waves characteristic of ASCs (see 
below).   
 
Group Chanting as Ritual 
Communication 
Ritualized synchronous group singing, as 
found in chimpanzee and other primates, 
provides an emotional communication 
system that promotes social well-being 
(Hauser, 2000; Marler, 2000; Merker, 
2000).  Universal aspects of shamanic ritual 
involve chanting, which engages an ancient 
audio-vocal communication system that pre-
dated speech (Oubre, 1997), and serves as an 
expressive system for communicating 
emotional states, motivating other members 
of the species, and managing social contact, 
interpersonal spacing, and mate attraction 
(Geissmann, 2000).   While chanting reflects 
a uniquely human capacity associated with 
music, such vocalization capacities have their 
origins in primate call and vocalization 
systems (Wallin et al., 2000; Molino, 2000).  
These vocal expressive modalities provide 
communication mechanisms that enhance 
group cohesion and cooperation (Brown, 
2000; Freeman, 2000; Merker, 2000).   

The human expressive capability of 
music has deep evolutionary roots that 
provided important adaptations in 
communicating personal information to 
members of the group.  Human musical 
capacities, however, are the outcome of 
hominan evolution that produced unique 
human skills that have origins that go back 
to the foundation of the Homo lineage. 
Musical capacities have a central role in 
enhancing human functioning at a number 
of levels, particularly social, and in providing 
healing mechanisms. Music, through the 
effects of tone and sound on emotions, has 
salubrious effects on health.  Crowe (2004) 
notes that throughout history, music has 
been understood to promote health and 
wellness and enhance balance and emotional 
harmony. Music also exerts a number of 
influences that produce synchronization - 
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from the physical vibratory effects on the 
body, through synchronization of brain 
waves, coordination of emotions, and a 
common focus of intention in inducing a 
sense of unity and connectedness. A general 
health effect of music involves this 
entrainment in the brain, discussed below in 
the general model of ASCs and the 
integrative mode of consciousness. This 
mode involves the production of 
synchronized theta wave brain discharges 
that synchronize the levels of the brain and 
establish resonant patterns across the body 
through sound vibrations.  

Music has direct impacts on the 
brain, inducing a variety of patterns and 
responses. Crowe reviewed a number of 
other mechanisms through which music may 
also induce physiological effects that result 
in relaxation and stress reduction. 
Physiological reactions produced by music 
include its impact on the autonomic nervous 
system and the emotional processing 
centers. Music has an ability to heal through 
the elicitation of positive emotions as well as 
providing supportive cathartic expression 
that relieves troubled emotions. Crowe 
characterized music’s effects on emotions to 
be the consequence of biologically-
determined neural responses, its direct 
impact on nonverbal communication 
processes, and its ability to both 
communicate and elicit experiences in 
others. Crowe reviewed a range of research 
that indicates emotional expression induced 
by music is based in the elicitation of innate 
biologically-determined emotional states. 
Music has a capacity for healing through 
eliciting those emotional states and 
providing a mechanism for venting and 
constructive expression of repressed 
emotions, generating insight into one’s own 
feelings. These properties of music to 
function as a form of communication go 
beyond the nonverbal expression of basic 
emotions, enabling people to express more 
highly developed affective forms. 

  
Dancing as Ritual Communication 
Precursors of shamanic ritual are manifested 
in behaviors of both wild and captive 
chimpanzees.  Kohler (1927; p.314-15) 
observed captive chimps engaging in 
“primitive dancing,” which included foot 

stomping and revolving around in a circle 
like a “spinning top” and group rhythmic 
marches around a post. Lawick-Goodall 
(1968; 1971; p.52-54) observed a “rain 
dance” in the behavior of wild chimpanzees 
in responses to an approaching 
thunderstorm.  Following a loud thunder 
burst, the alpha male began to stagger 
rhythmically, swaying from foot to foot and 
producing pant-hoots.  Then the alpha male, 
followed by other males, ran up and down a 
hill, breaking branches from the trees, as the 
females and young animals watched the 
display. These unusual displays involve a 
typical pattern of aggressive activity 
performed by dominant individuals. A mild 
threat is conveyed when an individual 
slightly raises its head or arm, or gestures as 
if preparing to throw something, often with 
the hair bristling and erect. This may 
escalate to a bipedal posture that make the 
animal appear larger, and may be expanded 
by swaying from foot to foot or running 
towards an opponent on two legs (often 
while waving the arms). Chimps also shake 
the branches of nearby trees, throw rocks 
and other objects, and flail with sticks or 
branches. Extended features of the display 
such as leaping, hurling rocks and branches, 
and beating on the ground can escalate to 
more intimidating charging display—
stamping the feet, slapping hands against the 
ground, throwing rocks and sticks, combined 
with upright running. The most dramatic 
and serious type of aggressive or dominant 
behavior is the charging display, during 
which a chimp (usually a male), may shake, 
drag, or flail branches, throw objects, slap 
the ground with its hands and stomp with its 
feet, leap and swing through trees, vocalize, 
and even drum on tree trunks or buttresses 
of trees with the feet. This display may be 
quadrapedal, but in its maximal form 
involves a vigorous bipedal charge that 
enables them to beat with their arms, grasp 
branches, waving them from side to side and 
beating them on the ground.  

 
The Evolutionary Origins of Shamanic 
Ritual 
The homologies of shamanic ritual with 
chimpanzee chanting, “rain dances,” 
drumming behaviors, and maximal displays 
indicate that they are genetically-based 
behaviors of the hominoid lineages, 
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behaviors that had important social 
functions before the split between 
chimpanzee and human lines.  In essence, 
the chimpanzee model indicates that 
humans have genetic disposition to collective 
ritual behaviors in which males in particular 
engage in collective dancing and charging 
displays against an unknown other. The 
universality of drumming in shamanism 
reflects a widespread mammalian signaling 
mechanism that was further developed in 
hominoids. Drumming has adaptive effects 
in warding off animal threats, producing fear 
reactions in many animals. Drumming is a 
signaling device that produces loud 
sensations analogous to those produced by 
large, powerful beasts. This communication 
of an alert and vigilant state may generalize 
to communicate a threat, an ability to act 
with striking as in the case of chimpanzees 
beating branches, a basic defensive 
mechanism seen in their rituals and their 
responses to predatory felines. Chimpanzees’ 
aggressive displays (charging around, 
banging branches, and slapping the ground) 
are taken as evidence of the fitness, health, 
and vigor of the animal, involving striking 
behaviors that were expanded in human 
evolution. The chimpanzees’ charging of the 
thunderstorm involves taking an aggressive 
stance towards an ominous threatening but 
unknown agent that has a homology with the 
shamans’ dramatic ritual aggressive attacks 
against the unseen spirits.  Ritual aggression 
also produces a unified social response to 
outside threats and predators, engaging both 
intraorganismic and interorganismic 
coordination necessary for concerted group 
action.   

Shamanic ritual (e.g., group 
activities, vocalizations such as singing and 
chanting, ritual dancing, imitation of desired 
goals) has biological origins in the same 
structures and functions underlying animal 
rituals, which function as systems of group 
coordination and communication.  These 
enactment and communicative functions 
involve the “reptilian” brain (R-complex) 
and paleomammalian brain (limbic brain), 
which provide enactive and vocal emotive 
expressive systems (MacLean, 1990). 
Humans’ rituals elaborated on these 
communicative and integrative functions, 
first using mimesis as a system to expand 
expression of intentions. 

Problem: McClenon siger at ritualet 
ligger bag ACC – men taler han også om 
reptilhjernen. Hvad er baggrunden for 
meditation? 

 
Mimesis as Ritual Communication 
Shamanism exploited this group orientation 
with a deliberate expansion of ritual 
communication through mimesis, the 
deliberate communication through 
imitation. Basic to shamanic activity is mime 
and dancing, as well as ritual enactments of 
struggles with the spirits combined with 
chanting, singing, and imitative vocalization.  
These imitative enactments characteristic of 
shamanic practices engage the mimetic 
modules, uniquely human capacities that 
provide an ability to symbolize by means of 
activity (Donald, 1991; Molino, 2000). 
Mimesis involves a conscious behavioral 
production of metaphor through mime, 
imitation and gesture that involves 
enactment, mapping actions onto 
perceptions of events.  Mimesis provides the 
ability to entrain the body to external 
rhythms, and is a uniquely human 
communicative capacity that emerged as a 
pre-linguistic expressive system in early 
hominids (Donald, 1991). These bodily 
movements, gestures, and facial expressions 
are an early form of symbolic 
communication as exemplified in expressive 
modalities found in the rhythm, affective 
semantics, and melody that are typical of 
shamanic rituals (Donald, 1991).  Rhythmic 
modules of the brain underlie this expressive 
system that coevolved to enhance social 
bonding and communication of internal 
states, an affective semantics.  These 
“rhythmic-affective semantics” express 
fundamental emotions (Molino, 2000) and 
emerged early in hominid evolution for 
producing group coordination.  

Donald contended that group ritual 
dances and vocal imitation of animals were 
among the first of human mimetic activities.  
This mimetic capacity produced a shared 
culture that exceeded the capacity of 
hominid cultures, providing the basis for 
shared information through enactive 
symbolism. This enactive behavior expressed 
emotions and a mythic ethos in a behavioral 
expressive system that provided the basis for 
the first shared culture of humans and 
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provided mechanisms for cultural expression 
and group integration.  Mimesis has a whole-
body expressive and mapping capacity that 
illustrates its domain-general properties that 
links many different systems.  Donald (2001) 
proposed that this mimetic capability 
emerged from the capacity to focus attention 
on one’s own body movements, producing a 
form of body-based awareness.   

This increased awareness of self-in-
environment enhanced imitative cultural 
expression in customs, rituals, gestures, and 
skill behaviors. These mimetic traditions 
provide a collective expressive system that 
produced a shared group consciousness and 
culture, engaged distributed cognitive 
processes, and provided a basis for 
metaphoric thinking.   

 
Sociophysiological Dynamics of 
Community Relations 
A central aspect of shamanism involves the 
community; this community engagement by 
shamanic ritual has important social, 
psychological, and psychophysiological 
effects. These effects reflect humans’ 
biological need for group coordination that 
derived from an expansion of attachment 
bonds that evolved to maintain proximity 
between infants and caregivers, providing a 
secure basis for the self by assuring feelings 
of protection by a powerful figure 
(Kirkpatrick, 2005).  Humans’ evolutionary 
ancestry produced a neuropsychology for a 
social world, a need for emotional life that is 
wired into the human nervous system. These 
mammalian capacities were enhanced in 
humans and extended to broader groups. 
Social identity and personhood became a 
necessity, a reflection of social 
interdependency that produced a 
canalization and coordination of individual 
neurological, emotional, and psychological 
development in relations to social others.   

Shamanic ritual practices met 
humans’ attachment needs, while using 
group ritual helped to fulfill fundamental 
human needs for belonging, comfort, and 
attachment to others. Rituals integrate 
people, enhancing social support systems 
and group identity, and facilitating healing. 
Rituals also produce physiological reactions 
that enable shamanic practices to have 
biological consequences, a function of ritual 

that has deep phylogenetic roots.  
Therapeutic psychosocial effects are also 
derived from group ceremonies that 
integrate the social group and enhance group 
identity.   

 
Social Bonding and the Opioid 
Mediated Attachment Processes 
Frecska and Kulcsar (1989) illustrated how 
communal rituals such as shamanism elicit 
attachment bonds and related physiological 
mechanisms that release endogenous opiates 
(opioids), producing psychobiological 
synchrony within the group (Frecska and 
Kulcsar, 1989, pp. 76, 71). Communal rituals 
elicit attachment-based opioid release, 
reinforcing the psychosocial influences of 
ritual, and enhancing community cohesion 
and psychobiological synchrony in the group.  
Opioid release stimulates the immune 
system, producing a sense of euphoria, 
certainty and belongingness, enhancing 
coping skills and maintenance of bodily 
homeostasis, and enhancing stress tolerance 
and environmental adaptation (see 
Winkelman, 1997; 2000 for review).  Ritual 
is a form of socialization that links 
emotionally charged cultural symbols with 
associated physiological responses, 
producing a cross-conditioning of the 
endocrine and immune systems with the 
mythological, somatic, and psychological 
spheres (Frecska and Kulcsar, 1989).  
Shamanic rituals manipulate the symbols 
associated with social bonding processes to 
activate the opioid system.  Shamanic rituals 
also stimulate release of opioids through a 
variety of physical and behavioral 
mechanisms (Winkelman, 1997), including: 
extensive drumming, dancing and clapping 
activities; repetitive physical activity; 
temperature extremes (e.g., sweat lodges); 
stressors such as fasting, flagellation, and 
self-inflicted wounds; emotional 
manipulations (e.g., fear, positive 
expectations); and nighttime activities when 
endogenous opioids are naturally highest 
(see Winkelman, 2000).   

Hayden (2003) analyzed the 
evolution of shamanism as a function of 
innate emotional foundations and 
adaptations to ecological circumstances.   
Hayden suggested that linkages among 
resource stress, community relations, and 
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intercommunity alliances enabled 
shamanism and its ASCs to contribute to 
human survival. Severe droughts several 
million years ago exerted important selective 
influences on hominid populations that gave 
rise to modern humans’ shamanic practices.  
Among the changes were abilities to forge 
close emotional bonds that helped survival in 
inhospitable environments. Emotional bonds 
with other groups provided resources to cope 
with crises through assurance of assistance 
for food and physical protection.  Human 
emotional bonding produced secure alliances 
across time that helped assure survival in the 
face of disaster.  The adaptiveness of ritual 
and susceptibility to religious indoctrination 
lies in the creation of a sense of a common 
group bond and identity that helped to 
overcome the natural tendency to 
ethnocentrism and xenophobia that 
maintain in-group boundaries and exclude 
others.  Shamanic rituals helped forge a 
sense of commonality, widely manifested in 
the sense of unity and pan-human identity 
associated with ASC experiences 

  
Shamanic ASC and the Integrative 
Mode of Consciousness 
Eliade (1964) used the term “ecstasy” to refer 
to shamanic ASC; other investigators have 
taken a broader view of shamanistic ASCs 
that involved other parameters such as the 
“incorporation” of spirits (Peters and Price-
Williams, 1981). Whatever their nature, the 
near-universality of institutionalized ASCs 
(Winkelman, 1992; 2000) reflects their 
inherent basis in human biology and the 
fundamental similarity of the brain 
conditions produced by a variety of activities 
and agents (Mandell, 1980; Winkelman, 
1997; 2000). The natural basis of this 
condition is reflected in the wide variety of 
natural agents and ritual procedures (e.g., 
trauma, long distance running, near 
starvation, drumming, chanting, music, 
dancing, sensory deprivation, nutritional 
imbalances, extreme fatigue, and use of 
psychotropic plant substances) that elicit a 
common pattern of brain response.   

Winkelman (2000) discusses the 
diversity of the ASCs and their underlying 
biological commonalities as different 
manifestations of an integrative mode of 
consciousness that is a basic feature of the 

human nervous system. These ASCs in 
general can be induced by a wide variety of 
agents and procedures, including stress, 
starvation, shock, drugs, and ritual 
procedures, because they all activate a 
general biological response that leads to a 
conscious parasympathetic dominant mode. 
Shamanic ASCs typically begin with dietary 
and sexual restrictions, followed by an all-
night ceremony involving enactment, 
drumming, chanting, and dancing until 
collapse (or deliberate repose). The overall 
physiological effects of these activities 
activate the sympathetic division of the 
autonomic nervous system until exhaustion 
leads to collapse and a parasympathetic 
dominant phase, a “relaxation response” 
(Benson, 2000) that may also be entered 
directly through meditation, withdrawal, or 
an internal focus of attention.  

The ASCs of shamans and various 
shamanistic (i.e., shaman-like) healers elicit 
natural human response involved in the 
“integrative mode of consciousness” because 
it evokes a variety of endogenous 
psychointegrative and therapeutic processes. 
ASCs involve systematic brain discharge 
patterns that propagate across the neuraxis 
of the brain, producing brain wave 
synchronization in the alpha and theta wave 
range (Mandell, 1980) that also synchronize 
the levels of the brain and the frontal 
hemispheres. The underlying basis of these 
synchronization responses is the evocation of 
discharges in the serotonergic connections 
between the limbic system and brain stem 
regions that produce synchronous discharges 
that propagate across the neuraxis into the 
frontal cortex (Mandell, 1980). The 
synchronous patterns originating in the 
hippocampal-septal-reticular raphe circuits 
are manifested in high voltage slow wave 
EEG activity (especially theta waves, 3-6 
cycles per second).  These discharges reflect 
linkages of the attentional mechanisms in 
the behavioral brain regions (reticular 
formation) and the emotional brain (limbic 
brain, particularly the hippocampal-septal 
area), producing ascending discharge 
patterns that synchronize these levels of the 
brain while projecting discharges into the 
two frontal lobes.   

ASCs produce a focus on information 
from evolutionarily earlier structures of the 
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brain, “animal-like” cognitive processes that 
facilitate environmental adaptation, hunting 
and food procurement and protection (see 
MacLean’s [1990] discussion of 
paleomentation processes).  Shamanic ASCs 
produce psychophysiological and 
psychosocial integration by enhancing 
interactions between conscious and 
unconscious processes, linking the pre-
verbal structures of consciousness (related to 
the R-complex and paleomammalian brain) 
with the functions of the frontal lobes of the 
brain through the ascending impulses 
manifested in vision and feelings.    
 
ASCs as Dream Exaptations for 
Scenario Building 
A key aspect of shamanic ASCs involves their 
interaction with dreaming. The overnight 
activities of shamanic rituals necessarily 
engage the dream processes, an outcome 
enhanced by practices of dream incubation.  
Nighttime dreaming, at least as indicated by 
rapid eye movement (REM) activity, is found 
throughout most mammalian species, 
constituting an adaptation for learning by 
producing memory associations during sleep 
(Winson, 1985). The near-universality of 
REM sleep in mammals indicates it is a pre-
adaptation for human consciousness 
(Brereton, 2000). Shamanic visionary 
experiences engage a self-representation 
capacity based in the same systems that 
underlie dream experiences (Hunt, 1995). 
Brereton (2000) analyzed adaptive aspects 
of dreaming involved in shamanism as 
involving a representation of self, a process 
of scenario construction that provides 
processes for risk-free construction and 
examination of options. Dream research 
suggests that a “replaying” of previous 
scenarios, emotionally marked memories 
that have not been effectively resolved and 
incorporated into behavior patterns 
(Winson, 1985). The non-verbal bodily-
based aspects of dreaming indicate its ability 
to connect the body image at a pre-egoic and 
prelinguistic level, engaging levels of 
symbolization that preceded egoic 
consciousness. The shamanic ASC also 
produces forms of self awareness that 
transcend the embeddedness of the 
biologically based body image. 
 

The Shamanic “Soul Journey” 
The key aspect of many shamanic ASCs is 
referred to as a “magical flight” or “soul 
journey;” which is similar to contemporary 
reports of “out-of-body experiences,” “astral 
projection,” and other reports of traveling to 
a spirit world (Winkelman, 1992; 2000).  
The near-universality and continued 
spontaneous manifestations of this 
separation of self from body in “near-death 
experiences,” many contemporary spiritual 
practices, and near-death experiences 
indicate that shamanic soul flight reflects 
innate psychophysiological structures.  The 
soul journey engages a visual symbolic 
capacity, a nonverbal symbolic capacity for 
self-reference employed in dreaming (Hunt, 
1995). Hunt characterizes this visionary 
aspect of the shaman's ASC as based in a 
complex synesthesia, a blending and 
crossing of corporeal, visual, and auditory 
sensory modalities.  This synthesis provides 
a special form of self awareness experienced 
as being apart from the physical body.  This 
special perspective on self is reflected in the 
etymology of “ecstasy,” from the Greek 
ekstasis, meaning “to stand outside of 
oneself.”  

This implication of ecstasy—standing 
outside of one’s self--reveals the ability of 
perspective taking that is derived from the 
capacity to take the role of the “other” 
towards one's self (Hunt, 1995).  It is also a 
capacity derived from mimesis, the ability to 
represent with the body. The body forms a 
neurological basis for human experience and 
knowing (Newton, 1996) and a principal 
aspect of metaphors used in analogic 
thinking (Fridreich, 1991). Body image 
combines memory, perception, affect, and 
cognition in presentational symbolism, 
utilizing the capacity for cross-modal 
translation across sensory modalities, which 
is at the foundation of symbolic thought 
(Hunt, 1995). This cognitive feature of 
shamanism reflects extensions of several 
human cognitive potentials. This 
presentational symbolic system based in pre-
linguistic structures provided mechanisms 
for representation and new forms of self-
awareness that produced transcendence of 
ordinary awareness and identity.  The body 
image dynamics of soul flight reflects a 
natural symbol system, a neurognostic 
model that organizes both internal and 
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external experiences (Laughlin, 1997).  Body-
based representational systems provide a 
symbolic system for all levels of organization 
from metabolic levels through self-
representation and advanced conceptual 
functions.   

The shaman’s visionary experiences 
engage the use of a presentational 
symbolism (Hunt, 1995). Symbolic imagery 
and visions of shaman’s visionary 
experiences engage the same brain 
structures associated with processing 
perceptual information (Baars, 1997) and 
dreaming (Hunt, 1995). Images are a pre-
verbal symbol system that has the capacity to 
recruit and coordinate muscle systems to 
achieve goals, arousing autonomic responses 
and engaging unconscious muscle control 
centers (Baars, 1997).  Images engage 
psychobiological communication processes 
that mediate across different levels of 
information processing, integrating 
unconscious, non-volitional, affective, and 
psychophysiological information at cognitive 
levels.  This visual information system links 
domains of experience, integrating somatic, 
psychological, and cognitive levels through 
visual images and analogical processes (Noll, 
1985; Winkelman, 2000). These visual 
symbol systems provide advantages in 
engaging an analogic system of analysis, 
synthesis, and planning through visual 
images.  The features of shamanic ASCs such 
as “soul flight” illustrate an adaptation 
involving special forms of perception and 
information integration.  These adaptations 
derived from the survival benefits associated 
with enhanced information availability and 
expanded understandings of self.  These 
ASCs reflect an adaptive response involving 
enhanced integration of information from 
unconscious operators, integrating the body-
level awareness of the pre-linguistic and pre-
conscious mind into consciousness. These 
principles of integration are the underlying 
basis for those universal aspects of 
shamanism associated with the spirit world. 
 
The Spirit World:  Psychological 
Projection of Self-Processes 
Humans have innate mental hardware for 
detecting agency or animacy, which tends to 
be “overactive,” detecting agents when they 
are not actually present. There are 
evolutionary adaptations in an “overactive” 

detection system. Whether one is prey or 
hunter, being over-sensitive to the possibility 
of an active agent is adaptive for survival.  
Assumptions about unseen human-like 
actors are even more adaptive, making the 
mind-like characteristics of humans, as well 
as their psychological dispositions and 
emotions, the qualities that are attributed to 
spirits.   

The inference of spirits (i.e., 
animism) has been postulated to derive from 
experiences in dreams, spontaneous out-of-
body experiences, and other anomalous 
psychological phenomena (e.g., McClenon, 
2002; Tylor, 1871).  Guthrie (1993) proposed 
that the source of the common human 
tendency towards animism results from the 
adaptive tendency to attribute human 
mental, personal, and social qualities to 
unknown and natural phenomena.  
Perception requires that humans be situated 
in their world and environment, producing 
what Bird-David (1999) calls a relational 
epistemology. Animism is also a 
consequence of innate processing modules 
involved in self and other representation 
(Winkelman, 2004a). Developmental 
psychology, attributional theory, and 
consciousness studies illustrate how the 
projection of humans’ self qualities is an 
inevitable consequence of their psychological 
and social development, making spirits a 
natural epistemology (Winkelman, 2004b). 
A wide range of adaptive functions are met 
by using spirits as constructs for 
representing aspects of humans and nature 
(Winkelman and Baker, 2008). 

Animism is exemplified in 
anthropomorphism, attributing human-like 
characteristics to spirits and nonhuman 
entities, imposing order on the unknown 
through the projection of human models of 
the self that are inseparably embedded in 
humans’ representational capacities. 
Animistic principles embodied in spirits are 
a necessary part of the processes of 
constituting relationships with the 
environment and others. Spirits are a central 
aspect of basic manifestation of humans’ 
symbolic relationship to the environment, 
where the intentions of the unknown spirits 
are key aspects of the human search for 
meaning.  This understanding of the “other” 
inevitably involves projection of cognitive 
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similarity, the inevitable use of the self as a 
model for understanding the unknown 
(Hunt, 1995); consequently, humans 
produce and experience an interpenetration 
of the qualities of the personal with the 
natural in the creation of the supernatural.   

Shamanic cognition emphasizes the 
expansion of special attributes of human 
consciousness to new domains.  Hubbard 
(2002) characterized these as involving the 
extension of meaning and intentionality to 
nonhuman elements of the natural world.  
Humans have an innate tendency to 
attribute the cause of an object’s actions to 
its internal dispositional factors, assuming 
that unknown things operate as rational 
agents and have mental states, beliefs, and 
desires.  This understanding of the unknown 
in terms of the dynamics of the qualities of 
humans is an adaptive attribution process 
given that humans are the most complex and 
dangerous agents in the environment.  
Attributing humans’ self and social qualities 
is also adaptive because it reflects the 
normative social context that produces 
others’ behavior, providing an interpretive 
framework that reflects the realities humans 
encounter.  The assumption of spirits is a 
normal, natural, and inevitable consequence 
of humans’ needs to adapt to the social 
context, making sense of others’ behavior 
and appropriately attributing to them 
dispositions to behave in certain ways. The 
universality of supernatural beliefs resulted 
from this adaptive tendency, which then 
provided externalized models for personal 
development and social integration. 
 
The Supernatural, Self, and Society 
These projective processes underlying 
animism involve the use of spiritual “super-
persons” in development of personhood and 
identity (Pandian, 1997).  Spirit assumptions 
are reinforced by an innate capacity for 
social intelligence, the ability of humans to 
infer the mental states of other members of 
the species and to predict their behavior 
through an intuitive “theory of mind.”  This 
involves the attribution of mental states to 
others, modeling others’ thoughts and 
behaviors through the use of one’s own 
mental states and feelings. More than any 
other species, humans need information 
about the surrounding Universe and 
cooperation with other humans in adapting 

to the local ecological niche.  The need for 
cooperation with other humans makes 
essential some knowledge of their mental 
states (Boyer, 2001; pp.120, 122).  This 
requires a “theory of mind” combining 
mental structures that detect animate agents, 
determines what they are looking at, 
inferring their intentions (goals), and 
ascertaining their belief systems (Boyer, 
2001; p.123).   

Boyer (2001) discussed how the 
social mind inference system is extended 
through spirit concepts.  Actual people are 
limited in their access to social information 
about others, whereas spirits are presumed 
to have, or potentially have, full access to 
strategic information about other’s 
motivations and actions. It is relevant to 
assume the existence of spirit agencies 
because of the importance of strategic 
information about other human beings.  
Assumptions about spirits’ knowledge are an 
important adaptation, one that has an 
empirical basis in the implicit and 
unconscious cognitive processes that 
humans engage through divinatory practices 
(Winkelman and Peek, 2004).  Supernatural 
agents expand human abilities at scenario 
building, engaging in mental thought 
processes without the actual circumstances.  
Imaging scenarios and possible 
consequences is an example of decoupled 
cognition, a mental ability also manifested in 
play and concepts of “trickster” spirits that 
violate intuitive assumptions. The ability of 
the mental hardware programs (inference 
systems) to operate decoupled from 
environmental input allows them to operate 
independent of actual experience, 
functioning in a counterfactual mode that 
explores alternative scenarios  through 
imaginary characters that engage the process 
of inferring mental states of others. 

Spirits are also useful strategic 
information concepts in personal identity 
and social integration. Spirits have social 
psychology functions as fundamental 
representations of the structure of human 
psychology, a language of intrapsychic 
dynamics of the self and psychosocial 
relations with others. Spirit beliefs also 
reflect the cultural dynamics of social and 
interpersonal relations. Spirits are used in 
shamanism to manipulate the dynamics of 
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self and personal identity, incorporating 
their characteristics into personal identity 
and powers (i.e., see Swanson, 1973.  Beliefs 
about the particular qualities of spirits are 
learned, providing symbolic systems that 
reflect “complexes,” integrated perceptual, 
behavioral, and personality dynamics that 
operate independent of ego control.  
Manipulation of these complexes through 
ritual practices can heal by re-structuring 
and integrating the unconscious personality 
dynamics with social models, uniting 
unconscious and conscious functions, along 
with individual and society (Samuels, 1990). 

 
Spirit Relations and Self: The 
Guardian Spirit Complex 
Shamanic practices of soul recovery, animal 
allies, and guardian spirits reflect aspects of 
self-representation that involve “sacred 
others,” the intersection of the spiritual and 
social worlds in cultural processes that 
produce personal power and identity 
(Pandian, 1997). Shamanic relations with 
spirits engage humans’ capacity to “take the 
perspective of others,” incorporating other’s 
perceptions into their own self-identity.  
Spirit relations also engage self-development 
by using representations provided by the 
natural history module, exemplified in 
animal spirits and allies. Animal powers 
engage a specialized innate capacity for 
organizing knowledge about animals and 
recognizing “species essence.”  Animal 
species provide a universal analogical system 
for creating meaning, particularly 
representations of self and social 
identification (e.g., Levi Strauss, 1962).  

Animal powers as aspects of the self 
are exemplified in the guardian spirit 
complex (Swanson, 1973), whereas shamanic 
self-development involves incorporation of 
animal properties within one’s identity and 
personal powers. Animal relationships 
provide a representational system used as 
models for self-development and self-
differentiation. Swanson characterizes these 
allies and guardians as empowering people 
in adult role development by guiding 
personal and social choices. Spirits’ 
characteristics provide ideals that structure 
individual psychodynamics and model social 
behavior in exemplifying norms for self and 
psychosocial relations. Spirit allies provide 

alternate forms of self-representation that 
facilitate social and personal differentiation 
and provide psychosocial and cognitive 
mechanisms for problem-solving and 
mediation of personal and social conflict.  
Spirits provide diverse self-representations 
that can serve as variable command-control 
agents for mediating conflict between the 
different selves (see Winkelman, 2000 for 
sources and discussion). This enables the 
operation of the social organism with respect 
to a hierarchy of goals, using spirit concepts 
to facilitate orientation of problem-solving 
modules to non-routine tasks and mediate 
hierarchies of personal and social goals.     

The use of spirits to model the self 
provides processes for social-psychological 
transformation and therapeutic change.  
Shamans engage spirits to provide cathartic 
transformations of personal and social 
psychodynamics. Personal spirits provide 
protection from stress and anxiety through 
models for self and the management of 
emotions and attachments (e.g., see Pandian 
on the "shamanic sacred self"). Sacred others 
become part of personal identity, providing 
internalized models that affect 
psychodynamics through effects upon 
emotions and attachments. Dramatic 
interactions with spirit presences provide 
models for self-development, incorporating 
the spirit “other” to produce identity 
modification and emotional changes.  Peters 
(1989) and Peters and Price-Williams (1981) 
illustrate how shamanic spirit relations and 
incorporation produce transformations of 
the self through the acquisition of spiritual 
identities that change the relationships of 
self to the social and physical worlds. Peters 
& Price-Williams show how the experiental 
qualities of shamanic ASC enhance the 
potentials of role-taking in producing a 
transformation of the self. 

Shamanism developed these 
associative processes, constructing and 
manipulating a variety of selves for 
psychological and social integration.  
Animism, totemism, and guardian spirits, as 
well as soul-flight and death-and-rebirth 
experiences, are natural symbolic systems 
for self-representation within which the self 
is internally differentiated and manipulated 
in relationships to others.   
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Totemism: Group Relations and 
Identity 
Shamanism and other group oriented 
religious practices (e.g., ancestor worship) 
use animal species for personal and social 
representations, as manifested in totemism.  
The significance of totemism for 
anthropological studies of cognition are 
exemplified in both the classic book 
Totemism by Levi-Strauss (1962; see also 
Friedrich, 1991) and in work linking totemic 
thought to ecological relations and balance 
(Bird-David, 1999). Totemism involves 
establishing a metaphoric relationship 
between the natural history domains of 
animals and social groups, conceptualizing 
humans through models provided by the 
animal world (Levi-Strauss, 1962). Totemic 
thought involves analogical processes, 
establishing a homology between animal 
species and human groups, who are 
represented through the differences among 
animal species (e.g., animal clans). 
Totemism distinguishes human groups by 
attributing the characteristics derived from 
the animal world, representing group 
identity and intergroup difference through 
models provided by animal species.  The use 
of animals in social and cognitive modeling 
is one of the most fundamental aspects of 
metaphoric and analogical thought 
(Friedrich, 1991), a universal human system 
for expression of meaning and creation of 
social and personal identity through the use 
of the innate module for animal species 
categorization.   

Samuel (1990) suggested that 
shamanic activities provide mechanisms of 
altering both individual situations and group 
circumstances. This is achieved through 
ritual activities that link humans’ 
unconscious structures of perception to 
create a flow and integration of information 
that produces a sense of relatedness.  
Shamanic ASCs produce dissociation from 
habitual automatizations and provide means 
of tuning the modal states of entire 
communities, synchronizing group and 
individual cognition through use of the 
analogical cognitive processes embodied in 
ritual, mimesis, and symbols. These symbolic 
enactments provide cultural programming of 
neuronal structures, an adaptive tool that 
Laughlin, McManus, and d’Aquili (1992) 
referred to as the “theater of the mind.”  It is 

also the “theater of the social self,” where 
rituals involve socialization processes linking 
individual and collective identities in ways 
that produce healing. 

 
Healing and Integration of the Triune 
and Modular Brain 
Human evolution produced a fragmentation 
of consciousness due to the modular 
structure of the brain (Mithen, 1996), the 
diversification of personal and social 
identities, and the automization of brain 
processes (Laughlin et al., 1992). This 
produced a need for integrative brain 
processes, what Laughlin et al., (1992) called 
the holistic imperative, the drive towards 
expansion and integration of consciousness 
at higher levels.  Shamanic activities produce 
psychological, social, and cognitive 
integration, managing relationships among 
behavioral, emotional, and cognitive 
processes, and between physiological and 
mental levels of the organism. Shamanic 
activities use community rituals, ASCs, spirit 
beliefs, metaphors, and visual symbols to 
produce integration of the operations of 
various brain systems and their functions.  
 One aspect of this shamanic 
integration involves linkages across the 
evolutionary strata of the brain.  MacLean 
(1990; 1993) proposed that the brain 
involves three anatomically distinct yet 
interconnected systems-- the reptilian brain, 
paleomammalian brain, and neo-
mammalian brain. These three brain system 
provide the basis for behavioral, emotional, 
and informational functions that MacLean 
(1993; p.39) called “protomentation,” 
“emotiomentation,” and “ratiomentation,” 
respectively. Interactions across levels of the 
brain are not mediated primarily through 
verbal language, but through non-verbal 
forms of protomentation and 
emotiomentation that utilize social, affective, 
and presentational (visual symbolic) 
information.  The interrelationships among 
these three functional brain systems are 
mediated by relationships between hormone 
systems and systems of meaning that we 
associate with life experiences. These 
interactions have many effects on health and 
illness, for instance, when fears evoke stress 
hormones or when religious beliefs provide 
relief and calm in the face of crises. The 
interactions among levels of the brain 
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mediate, evoke, and channel physiological 
processes, producing healing through effects 
on the autonomic nervous system. The 
relationship among the functions of different 
levels of the brain—innate drives and needs, 
emotional and social influences, and cultural 
representational systems—produce many 
kinds of health problems, e.g., chronic 
anxiety and fears, behavioral disorders, 
conflicts, excessive emotionality or desires, 
obsessions and compulsions, dissociations 
and repressions.     
 
The Paleomammalian Brain and 
Emotiomentation 
The paleomammalian brain’s 
emotiomentation processes, represented in 
intuitions and feelings have particular 
significance for shamanic healing. 
Emotiomentation involves brain processes 
underlying affects and emotions that 
influence behavior through subjective 
information manifested as feelings 
(MacLean, 1990; p.12). The 
paleomammalian brain mediates many of 
these processes to provide mechanisms for 
the management of these problems and 
promote an integration of the self within the 
community. The paleomammalian brain's 
emotiomentation processes provide a major 
basis for shamanic healing, based on 
integrating its own subjective evaluative 
influences and self reference with the 
instinctual responses of the reptilian brain 
and the cognitive processes of the 
neomammalian brain. Paleomammalian 
processes are involved in self-preservation 
behaviors, procreation, emotions, nursing, 
and maternal care. Audiovocal contact and 
play provide foundations for personal 
identity. The paleomammalian brain system 
also synthesizes internal and external data, 
combining somatic reactions with 
interpretations of the outside world, based 
on personal memory, self-representation, 
and social context. The paleomammalian 
capacities for empathic caring that evolved 
from the long-term dependence of infants on 
adults, provided the basis for the 
development of attachment processes.  
 Shamanism employed these 
attachments in rituals to extend the feelings 
of emotional security to non-kin, including 
the spiritual and religious realms. Emotions 

convey psychological information, and can 
provoke physiological changes when the 
organism is confronted with threats to 
survival of self or those others with whom it 
has interpersonal attachments. Symbolic 
manipulations of paleomammalian brain 
processes have profound effects on the 
organism, transforming emotiomentation 
into physiological effects that are 
fundamental to shamanic healing rituals. 
The paleomammalian brain mediates the 
biological processes that promote a sense of 
community and provide for cooperation to 
enhance human adaptation and survival. The 
basis of personal well being is deeply 
intertwined with a sense of community, a 
social identity where empathy with other 
humans provides the basis for self and 
security. These interactions also provide the 
basis for a variety of health problems derived 
from relations among emotions, social 
interaction, and sense of self.  Shamanism 
elicits paleomammalian brain processes in 
rituals that provide healing practices through 
integrations of emotions, sense of self, 
attachments, and social relations 
(Winkelman, 1992; 2000; 2002b). 
 The development of the serotonergic 
system across phylogenetic evolution 
illustrates how it can have such a central role 
in these integrative processes. In the 
reptilian part of the brain, it is a regulatory 
system for the R-complex itself and the 
information emerging from the spinal cord. 
In the paleomammalian brain, the 
serotonergic system plays a central role in 
the regulatory inhibition of the R-complex 
and the upward transmission of information 
into the neocortex, particular through its 
projections into the prefrontal cortex. 
Together, the evolutionary levels of the 
serotonergic system and it numerous 
projections provide a central system of 
integration and coordination of the different 
brain systems. 

These integrative processes are 
elicited by key aspects of shamanism-- ASCs, 
the physiological and psychological effects of 
community rituals, and spirit 
representations of person and social 
processes. Shamanic traditions produce an 
integration of consciousness through rituals 
that stimulate physiologically-based 
psychological integration, metaphoric 
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cognitive processes, and community bonding 
rituals.  Shamanic therapies involve a variety 
of mechanisms for the transformation of the 
patient's health, eliciting physiological 
responses, social support, and enhancing 
symbolically-mediated placebo and other 
psychosomatic effects (Winkelman, 2000). A 
physiological basis of shamanic healing 
involves ASCs that produce systemic brain 
integration, i.e., the coordination and 
increased coherence of many parts of the 
brain.  ASCs impose the paleomammalian 
brain’s analogical processes and material of 
an emotional, social, and personal nature 
into the self-conscious processes of the 
frontal cortex.  Physiological aspects of 
ASCs--parasympathetic dominance, 
interhemispheric synchronization, and 
limbic-frontal integration-- have inherent 
therapeutic effects, counteracting excessive 
activity of the sympathetic nervous system. 
Symbolic manipulations are the most 
effective processes for intervention in stress 
mechanisms, re-establishing balance in the 
autonomic nervous system by changing 
cognitive and emotional responses.  
Shamanic rituals provide assurance, 
counteracting emotional distress and 
anxiety, hence their deleterious physiological 
effects.   

Precipitous stress-induced 
parasympathetic states also cause erasure of 
memories and previously conditioned 
responses, alterations in beliefs, increased 
suggestibility, and reversal of conditioned 
behavior.  ASCs and ritual effects have the 
ability to elicit emotional memories and 
reduce the ego-centeredness that inhibits the 
experience of community connectedness and 
support that meets needs for belonging, 
comfort, and bonding with others.  Shamanic 
healing elicits and restructures repressed 
memories, providing processes for 
expression of unconscious concerns and 
resolving both intrapsychic and social 
conflicts. Shamanic ritual management of 
behavior, emotions, and reason is mediated 
physiologically and symbolically within the 
paleomammalian brain where social 
signaling and bonding promote subjective 
evaluations that play a vital role in 
integrating instinctual responses of the 
ancient brains with the cognitive processes 
of the neomammalian brain.  Shamanic 
rituals evolved as a system for managing the 

relationships among innate drives and 
needs, social bonding processes, and cultural 
representational systems, providing a system 
for managing health problems derived from 
anxiety, fears, conflicts, excessive 
emotionality, obsessions, and compulsions.  

 
Therapeutic Qualities of ASCs 
A central effect of shamanic healing derives 
from ASC inductions.  ASCs’ slow wave brain 
discharge patterns (alpha and theta) reflect a 
shift in the autonomic nervous system to 
parasympathetic dominance, reducing stress 
hormone levels, and activating the 
serotonergic nervous system. The 
serotonergic system acts as a modulatory 
system, affecting other neurotransmitter 
systems and managing activities across levels 
of the brain through both stimulating and 
inhibiting processes.  Central roles of 
serotonin are the integration of emotional 
and motivational processes and the synthesis 
of information across the functional levels of 
the brain.  This serotonergic action is 
exemplified in the effects on the brain by 
meditation (Walton and Levitsky, 1994) and 
plant psychointegrators (i.e., psychedelics, 
hallucinogens) (Winkelman, 2001). ASCs in 
general integrate information from the lower 
levels of the brain into the processing 
capacity of the frontal cortex, particularly 
integrating information from the emotional 
and behavioral preverbal brain structures.  
This integration of preverbal information 
into the language mediated activities of the 
frontal cortex is why ASCs are often 
characterized as providing understanding, 
enlightenment, a sense of unity and oneness 
with the universe, feelings of connection with 
others, and personal integration.   

The neurological mechanisms of the 
therapeutic effects of shamanic ASCs are 
suggested by research on Transcendental 
Meditation (TM) and other forms of 
meditation as well (see Winkelman, 1997; 
2000 for review).  Walton and Levitzky 
(1994) integrated a range of research studies 
that suggest ASCs addresses physiological 
dispositions associated with anxiety, stress, 
and depression through modifying the 
imbalance in serotonergic systems. They 
outlined a neuroendocrine model for the 
mechanisms of these effects.  ASCs reduce 
stress and enhance serotonin functioning 
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through inducing relaxed states reflected in 
low levels of autonomic arousal and 
enhanced EEG coherence.  Walton and 
Levitsky proposed that TM acts on the locus 
coeruleus, increasing serotonin availability 
and producing an inhibitory action 
paralleling the effects of sedatives and 
opiates.  Increases in serotonin levels reduce 
cortisol levels, indirectly reducing 
stimulation of limbic anger and fear centers.  
The serotonin enhancing effects of TM affect 
the activity of the hypothalamic pituitary 
adrenal axis and chronic stress, reversing the 
serotonin depletion effects that result from 
the release of cortisol. TM induces increases 
in serotonin availability mirror Mandell’s 
(1980) model of serotonergic mechanisms of 
“transcendent states,” suggesting a generic 
role of enhanced serotonin availability in 
ASCs.  Shamanic rituals exploit their ancient 
role of enhancing serotonergic production 
and producing special forms of awareness 
that integrate waking and dreaming modes 
of awareness. 

 
Hypnosis as a Ritual Healing Capacity 
McClenon (2002, 2006; also see Bulbulia, 
2006) illustrated how an inheritable quality 
of suggestibility manifested in contemporary 
hypnosis was a central factor in humanity’s 
evolved psychological propensity for 
spiritual and religious healing.  Some forms 
of hypnosis induce the same overall general 
physiological changes associated with 
shamanic ASCs.  Suggestibility contributed 
to ritual healing through induction of 
relaxation and the ability to engage attention 
and imagination.  McClennon (2002, 2006) 
reviewed evidence for the presence of the 
suggestible capacities in other primates, 
illustrating that it is an ancient primate 
adaptation.  Suggestibility in other animals 
provides mechanisms for reducing social 
stress and engaging the relaxation response 
(citation). Rituals among animals involve the 
kinds of repetitive movements that facilitate 
hypnotic induction in humans and produce 
relaxation, thereby reducing aggression. In 
humans, rituals’ repetitive and stereotyped 
behaviors produce both an ASC and a sense 
of intragroup cohesion experienced as 
“union” or “oneness,” classic aspects of 
spiritual, religious, and mystical experiences.  

McClenon (2002) contended that the 
tendency toward suggestibility contributed 
to a biological capacity for recovery from 
disease. This capacity of suggestibility 
enhances symbolically induced physiological 
changes, i.e., psychophysiological responses 
that facilitate healing.  Shamanic practices 
appear successful in treating the same kinds 
of conditions for which hypnosis has been 
shown to have significant clinical effects: 
somatization, mild psychiatric disorders, 
simple gynecological conditions, 
gastrointestinal and respiratory disorders, 
self-limiting diseases, chronic pain, neurotic 
and hysterical conditions, and interpersonal, 
psychosocial, and cultural problems 
(Bulbulia, 2006; McClenon, 2006).  

Suggestibility provides enhanced 
innovation derived from access to the 
unconscious.  Hypnosis depends on the 
suggestive capacity and involves focused 
attention, reduced peripheral awareness, and 
an abeyance of critical mentation that 
facilitates a focus upon internal imagetic 
representations and enhanced belief and 
expectation.  Shamanism exploits the co-
occurrence of suggestibility, dissociation, 
fantasy proneness, temporal lobe lability, 
and thin cognitive boundaries, all involving 
enhanced connections between unconscious 
and conscious mentation.  Highly 
hypnotizable people have thin cognitive 
boundaries that enable greater access to the 
unconscious and the flow of information 
from the unconscious to the conscious; these 
another qualities associated with 
hypnotizability provide survival advantages, 
for instance by facilitating the elicitation of 
endogenous healing processes (Bulbulia, 
2006).  

 
Conclusions: Shamanism and the 
Future of Humanity 
Shamanism stands at a paradoxical cross-
road. On one hand it the most ancient of all 
human spiritual practices, while on the other 
it is making a rapid resurgence in modern 
society. Our ancient pasts and futures collide 
in the re-emergence of some of the most 
powerful of human capacities, those related 
to spiritual healing. Why have humans today 
come to re-embrace these ancient healing 
potentials? This essay has argued that these 
capacities must be understood as part of 
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human nature, as a variety of evolved 
capacities that have assisted in human 
adaptation and survival. While one may 
legitimately ask whether spiritual and 
religious practices still have the same 
adaptive capacity today as they had in the 
environment of evolutionary adaptations 
(Winkelman and Baker, 2008), the 
resurgence of shamanism is better 
understood in terms of its continued ability 

to meet current human needs. The capacities 
utilized in shamanism tie into our ancient 
psychology, our unconscious, and our 
complex psychophysiological makeup leads 
to the conclusion that shamanism is not 
merely a vestige of our past, but a vital aspect 
of humanity’s evolved psychological status 
with the possibility of continued applications 
in the future. 
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  Article

Models of the Out‐of‐Body Experience:  
A New Multi‐Etiological Phenomenological 

Approach 
 

Vernon M. Neppe 
Abstract 
This paper  compares  several models of out‐of‐body experience  (OBE)  leading a new 
proposed  multi‐etiological  model.  Broadly  the  unitary  hypotheses  propose  several 
single  broad  causes  and  explanations,  though  each  of  these  recognizes  that  any
specific  explanation may  not  be  all  encompassing.  These  are  best  divided  into  four
groups:  Psychological,  Brain,  Psychopathology,  and  Experiential.  The  psychological 
models of Blackmore (reality distortion), Palmer (body concept) and Irwin (absorption)
are followed by the brain empirical descriptions of Penfield, Blanke, and the cerebral
explanations  of  Persinger  (vectorial  hemsiphericity), Wettach  (midbrain  near‐death 
experiences),  and  Nelson  (REM‐intrusion  in  near  death  experiences  [NDEs]). 
Additionally,  there  is  the  psychopathological  psychiatric  perspective,  plus  the
spontaneous and induced OBEs that occur in subjective paranormal experients, which 
appear phenomenologically quite different. OBE research has generally been based on
single questions without detailed qualitative differentiation of  the OBE. This  creates
the  erroneous  situation  of  potentially misinterpreting  diverse  experiences  under  a 
single etiological umbrella. Optimally, OBE evaluations  require detailed  screening  for
OBEs  so  that  “like”  is  classified with  “like” not  “unlike.”  The  author motivates  for  a
detailed phenomenological analysis model which could accommodate the multiplicity 
of  causes  and  the  different  subpopulations.  This  shifts  the model  from  the  unitary
etiological  hypotheses  to  Neppe’s  Multi‐etiological  Phenomenological  Approach. 
Detailed phenomenological analyses may demonstrate separate distinct kinds of out‐
of‐body  experience  and  therefore  ensure  that  OBEs  are  appropriately
phenomenologically  classified  in  the  context  of  the  population  samples  being
examined.  This  approach  facilitates  analyzing  form,  content,  circumstance,  and
predisposed  populations  using  a  predominantly  biopsychofamiliosociocultural 
approach and differentiating five possible legitimate hypothetical groups: 1. subjective
paranormal experience (SPE) out‐of‐body experiences, 2. OBEs in SPE‐ non‐experients 
who  may  have  psychological  experiences,  3.  seizure  and  brain  linked  OBEs,  4. 
psychopathology interpreted as OBEs, 5. the non‐OBE population. 
 
Key Words: absorption, cerebral stimulation, déjà vu, near‐death experiences,  out‐of‐
body experience, reality distortion, seizures 
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Introduction1 
I am defining the term “out-of-body 
experience” (OBE) as the subjective 
awareness that part or all of one’s conscious 
awareness is in a special location outside 
the physical body. This definition is more 
inclusive than most as it includes 
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experiences that may have a dual 
consciousness in and out of the physical 
body, as well as the sense of self still being 
located in the body, plus distortions of 
experience where only the sense of parts of 
the physical body are felt located outside. 
OBEs are usually experienced quite 
spontaneously; but they can be induced 
either by some kind of stimulating procedure 
(physical or psychological) or by achieving a 
deliberate condition of consciousness (for 
example, via a meditative or contemplative 
technique) that allows the experient to 
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induce his or her own OBE state. 
 This paper compares and contrasts 
several diverse models of out–of-body 
experience (OBE). I suggest a new 
classification here: All the previous models 
were “unitary” recognizing one specific 
possible mechanism; the new model is the 
multi-etiological phenomenological model. 
 
Unitary hypotheses 
The unitary hypotheses attempt a single 
broad cause and explanation, though 
recognizing that this may not be all 
encompassing.  
 Several unitary models of out-of-body 
experience exist in the literature. I subdivide 
them into the “psychological” models, the 
“cerebral models, the “psychopathological” 
models and the “experiential” ones.  

• The psychological models include those 
of Blackmore (1984), Palmer (1978a; 
1978b; Palmer and Lieberman, 1975) and 
Irwin (2000). Alvarado has linked OBEs 
to psi (parapsychological) conduciveness 
(Alvarado, 1982). 

• The brain stimulation empirical models 
follow Penfield (1958) and latterly the 
work of Blanke, Ortigue, Landis, and 
Seeck (2002) and others (De Ridder et 
al., 2007) and the physiological brain 
models such as Persinger’s hemispheric 
model (1999) and Wettach’s midbrain 
hypothesis (Wettach, 2000).  

• Neppe has pointed out a psychiatric 
terminology perspective (Neppe, 1982).  

• The largest ever sample is a mystical one 
coming from Michael Whiteman (2006) 
suggesting a psi or parapsychological 
model.  

I believe the limitations of all these 
are that they hypothesize one single cause 
and outcome, whereas out-of-body 
experiences may have several nosological 
subtypes, just as the déjà vu phenomenon 
has, and I also detail this perspective below. I 
now categorize these models in more detail: 
 
UNITARY HYPOTHESIS MODELS 
THE PSYCHOLOGICAL MODELS 
Three well known psychological models of 
OBE exist, namely those of Blackmore 
(1984). John Palmer (1978a; 1978b; Palmer 
and Lieberman, 1975) and Harvey Irwin 

(2000) have somewhat phenomenologically 
similar ideas. 
 
1. Reality distortion model of 
Blackmore — no out-of-body 
experience occurs. 
The British Psychologist Susan Blackmore 
has an approach to OBEs that is the most 
idiosyncratic of all the OBE models. This 
model is theoretical only, hypothesizing 
psychological misinterpretation of what is 
experienced as a subjective out-of-body 
experience. The consequence for “OBE” is a 
coherent psychological cognitive model of 
reality in which subjective out-of-body 
experience involves attempts to regain 
control of one’s external realities. Effectively, 
the subjective out-of-body experience may 
have been a misperception that never even 
subjectively occurred. Additionally, 
Blackmore discusses sleep related 
phenomena including REM and NREM 
sleep, pointing out they are important 
variables in OBE experiences occurring 
during sleep.  

Blackmore’s model denies even the 
subjective out-of-body experience; Palmer 
and Irwin recognize the subjective OBE and 
attempt to explain it respectively via body 
concept or dissociation. 
  
2. Body concept OBE model of Palmer  
American psychologist John Palmer has 
proposed a psychological OBE theory 
(Palmer, 1978a) that relates to changes in 
body concept. This threatens the self-concept 
and activates unconscious processes. These, 
in turn, try to reestablish the sense of 
psychological identity. His theory deals 
primarily with the motivation behind the 
experience, but also employs Freudian 
descriptors relating to psychodynamics.  

According to this theory, the OBE 
begins with a subtle change in the person’s 
body concept, instigated by a change in the 
proprioceptive feedback the person receives 
from his/her body. The person should only 
be vaguely aware of the change, if aware of it 
at all. This alteration in the body concept 
unconsciously threatens the person’s 
individual identity and the mind tries to 
reinstate some concept of the self, using 
Freudian primary process mechanisms 
(fantasies or hallucinatory dream-like 
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experiences). When that process produces an 
OBE, the self is experienced as a realistic 
entity outside the body. The OBE then ends 
when some external stimulus rouses the ego 
to a secondary process solution. However, 
the OBE is only one option that may re-
establish self identity— another is the lucid 
dream. The theory predicts that only people 
who have had spontaneous OBEs can induce 
them voluntarily, because the memory of the 
spontaneous experience is needed as a 
template for the induced one. However, as I 
see it, this theory focuses on the process and 
the detailed content. Palmer points out that 
this model is not empirically tested. 
However, the existing literature supports its 
premises about changes in the body concept 
preceding the OBE, e.g. during anesthesia, 
relaxed and hypnagogic states, and the 
voluntarily induced OBEs (Neppe and 
Palmer, 2005; Tart, 1968) The most 
consistent finding among all these studies 
was a reduction or lack of eye movements 
during the experience. The OBE experient 
Ingo Swann even reported that he 
intentionally blocked his eye movements 
during the experience. This finding is 
relevant to the theory because the 
proprioceptive feedback from eye 
movements can be conceived of as an 
important vehicle for establishing one’s 
physical identity vis-à-vis the external 
environment. The high positive correlation 
between incidence of OBEs and lucid dreams 
is consistent with the notion from the theory 
that they have comparable functions. 
(Palmer, 1979) 
  
3. The Psychological Absorption 

model of Irwin 
Psychologist Harvey Irwin (2000) attempts 
to either make the out-of-body experience  

• a pathological condition correlated with 
dissociation or 

• a non-pathological one correlated with 
psychological absorption. Irwin 
emphasizes the experient’s capacity for 
non-pathological dissociative absorption. 
So-called fantasy proneness (Irwin, 
1991), for example, just means that a 
certain trait or personality phenomenon 
may correlate with a certain kind of 
subjective paranormal experience (SPE). 
It neither confirms nor denies the 
veridicality of the experience.  

 Psychological absorption with the 
strong engrossment in one’s mentation 
involving total attention and full 
commitment of available perceptual motoric 
imaginative and ideational resources may 
lead to a unified representation of the 
attentional object (Tellegen and Atkinson, 
1974). An OBE may be a legitimate example 
of a representation of an attentional etiology 
just as Whitlock’s depersonalization 
(Whitlock, 1978) and Spiegel and Cardeña’s 
dissociation (Spiegel and Cardeña, 1991) are. 
These theories have their origins with the 
one originally proposed by Pierre Janet 
(1889) concept. But they do not imply that 
all out-of-body experiences have that origin. 
A and B may precede C or D but we cannot 
directly link C to A and not B or 
combinations. 
 
4. The psychological event may be psi 

conducive 
American psychologist Carlos Alvarado 
proposed an interesting variant (Alvarado, 
1982). It does not have the status per se of an 
OBE model but directly recognizes the role of 
psi in the psychological experience.  
 
BRAIN PATHOLOGY MODEL 
The stimulating brain model empirical 
approaches 
These hypotheses have focused on the brain 
explanation, for example stimulation of 
various brain areas producing out-of-body 
experiences. This is generally a pathological 
model because of rare reports in which 
epileptic patients who underwent 
intracranial stimulation of specific parts of 
the brain in preparation for surgery reported 
OBEs. These are rare empirically induced 
“OBE” descriptions on single epileptic 
subjects undergoing intracranial brain 
stimulation pre-surgery. They have produced 
non-identical loci e.g. Penfield located the 
“OBE” in the temporal cortex, Blanke in the 
right angular gyrus and De Ridder added to 
the puzzle inducing phenomena in the 
parieto-temporal area in an intractable 
tinnitus case. Occurrence across these 
different anatomical loci is problematic as 
are the tiny samples in brain injured 
individuals, and particularly the absence of 
state-specific OBEs.  
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Penfield  
In a classic case study, Canadian 
neurosurgeon, Wilder Penfield (1958) found 
that a patient reported sensations 
characteristic of OBEs when the temporal 
cortex was stimulated. 
 
Blanke 
Olaf Blanke and his co-researchers (Blanke 
et al., 2002) noted that a patient reported 
seeing part of her body from above, as well 
as a variety of other somatosensory and 
vestibular images, while stimulation was 
applied to the right angular gyrus. The fact 
that this case and the one reported by 
Penfield (1958) involved stimulation of 
different parts of the brain illustrates that it 
is unlikely we will be able to link OBEs to 
particular brain loci (Neppe, 2002). On the 
other hand, as noted above, OBEs are really 
a range of experiences, and it is possible we 
might have more success localizing specific 
qualities of images, such as seeing the body 
from above.  
 
De Ridder 
Dirk De Ridder and his associates described 
an intractable tinnitus patient (De Ridder et 
al., 2007). This adds to reports of various 
parieto-temporal electrical stimulations in 
epileptics producing these incomplete 
“subjective out-of-body experiences” (what I 
call “SOBEs”) (Blanke et al., 2002; Penfield, 
1958).  
 
The Phenomenological Question 
Phenomenologically, are these even OBEs? 
Most cogent may be that 
phenomenologically, these induced SOBEs 
variably produced distorted body-image, 
depersonalization and derealization, visual 
perceptions of specific unchangeable loci, 
and associated other parieto-temporal state 
or trait features. These descriptions 
differ markedly from thousands of 
spontaneously reported SOBEs in ostensibly 
“normal” individuals. These frequently 
involve subjectively extracorporeal 
consciousness with locality dependent 
perceptual experiences; clear imagery; 
polymodal perceptions and profound 
cognitive awareness. (Greyson et al., 2008) 
These dichotomous epiphenomena of 
subjectively interpreted “out-of-body 

experiences” require careful 
phenomenological differentiation— the 
induced SOBE apparently greatly differs 
from the spontaneous SOBE. Using one 
term—SOBE—for both endpoint expressions 
could produce incorrect clustering of entirely 
different phenomena (e.g., spontaneous 
SOBE versus complex partial symptoms) or 
subtypes of SOBE: different origins and 
etiologies would be inappropriately 
interpreted as of common basis.  

Neppe and Palmer have argued that 
these physiological theories have problems 
beyond their speculative nature (Neppe and 
Palmer, 2005). To establish a link between a 
certain OBE (and any SPE) component and a 
particular brain function, we would like two 
circumstances to be true: (1) that such 
experiences occur only when that brain 
function occurs, and (2) that no other types 
of experience occur when that brain function 
occurs, i.e., that state specifically produces 
OBEs. However, the physiological theories of 
OBEs, for example, frequently occur in 
various stages of sleep and relaxation when 
there is no threat of death whatsoever. Drug 
theories, such as those drawing analogies to 
ketamine, demonstrate marked 
phenomenological differences from the 
classical OBE (and also NDE) (Neppe and 
Palmer, 2005). OBEs may have multiple 
causes (Blackmore, 1992) and complex 
physiological correlates such as REM (Rapid 
Eye Movement) intrusion have been 
described in NDEs. However, the same 
physiological processes can produce 
different experiences implying our 
knowledge of these mechanisms is 
incomplete.  

Again, this stimulation research 
neither confirms or refutes the validity of any 
kind of subjective paranormal experience 
and does not imply this is the sole cause of 
the experience. 
Psychocerebral Explanations 
Three “psychocerebral explanations” exist, 
namely Persinger’s vectorial hemsiphericity 
(Persinger, 1999), Wettach’s midbrain 
involvement of near-death experiences 
(Wettach, 2000), and Nelson's physiological 
REM intrusion explanation of NDEs are 
relevant (Nelson et al., 2006). The 
commonality here is the brain linked with 
causes but explained through mechanisms of 
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how the events are subjectively experienced 
from a psychological perspective. 

 
Persinger’s hemispheric model  
Canadian psychologist Michael Persinger 
used another model of the brain’s role in 
OBEs. However, this, as well as other 
psychocerebral explanations, does not imply 
brain pathology per se, just a psychological 
variant of other explanations. His model of 
the OBE (Persinger, 1999) posits that it is an 
alteration in the sense of self induced by 
“vectorial hemisphericity,” which he defines 
as “a right-hemisphere homologue to the left 
hemisphere sense of self.” Specifically, it 
occurs when left-hemisphere activation 
accompanies sudden right-hemisphere 
deactivation. It resembles some of the 
explanations of hemispheric dissonance 
found in the déjà vu phenomenon (Neppe, 
1981b; 1983b; 2006b; Neppe and 
Funkhouser, 2006a; 2006b). 
 
Wettach’s midbrain model 
Physician George Wettach (2000), focused 
on the floating sensation, attributing the 
OBE to activity of the midbrain 
unaccompanied by the orienting information 
and spatial cues normally supplied by other 
parts of the nervous system. He felt this was 
typical and reproducible based on a single 
diabetic patient with hypoglycemia 
 
Nelson’s REM intrusion model 
Nelson and his co-researchers (Nelson et al., 
2006) presented a well-publicized model for 
the neurophysiologic basis of the near-death-
experience (NDE). I include it here because 
of the phenomenological component of 
NDEs conforming to some definitions of 
them as a subgroup of OBEs. These 
researchers studied REM state intrusion (a 
more impressive term than “sleep paralysis”) 
and argued that it contributes to the NDE. 
They pointed out that REM intrusion during 
wakefulness is a frequent normal occurrence 
but can occur in other clinical conditions, 
such as narcolepsy. They proposed that NDE 
elements can be explained by REM intrusion 
because cardiorespiratory afferents evoke 
REM intrusion, and persons with an NDE 
may have an arousal system predisposing 
them to REM intrusion. They presented data 
indicating that the life-time prevalence of 

sleep paralysis as well as sleep-related visual 
and auditory hallucinations were 
substantially more common in subjects with 
an NDE. They posited that REM intrusion 
could promote subjective aspects of NDE 
and often associated syncope. Moreover, 
mechanistically, suppression of an activated 
locus ceruleus could be central to an arousal 
system predisposed to REM intrusion and 
NDEs. However, the researchers used a 
questionable sample of 55 Internet located 
respondents compared with age and gender-
matched control participants. 
 
Perspective 
In all these instances, I have stressed that 
even when findings on subjective 
paranormal experiences (SPEs), including 
OBEs, are referable to specific anomalous 
brain functioning, they neither confirm nor 
deny the veridicality of the SPEs (Neppe, 
1979; 1983c). Like pathological 
hallucinations, the SPEs including OBEs may 
have endogenous origins within the brain; 
alternatively, a particular brain function 
pattern may allow experience of an outside, 
usually covert, reality. 
 
PSYCHOPATHOLOGY MODEL 
ILLUSTRATING CONVENTIONAL 
PSYCHIATRY 
There is a fourth approach. I have pointed 
out that psychiatrists can easily enough 
mislabel any out-of-body experience as, ipso 
facto, pathological and describe the OBE as 
extreme ego-splitting with psychological 
dissociation (Neppe, 1982). As a 
consequence this may lead to attempts at 
psychopharmacological modulation. This 
approach should be utilized with the utmost 
caution and in fact rethought thoroughly. 
This interpretation may be inappropriate 
because, in my opinion, one is not 
necessarily dealing with psychopathology. 
  Psychiatric explanations for SPEs 
implying their abnormality should be viewed 
very carefully because of the remarkably high 
incidence of all kinds of SPE in the general 
population demonstrated in at least six 
countries. Labeling all such SPEs 
“pathological” would result in most of the 
population being regarded as abnormal. I 
posit that there may sometimes be 
pathology, as there is with any other 
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experience, but an OBE is not itself reflecting 
pathology, per se. 
 Essentially, all the above theories can 
be and have been found wanting (Greyson, 
2000; Neppe, 2007a; 2007b) as they may 
apply to some aspects of the experience and 
not others. 
 
THE EXPERIENTIAL DESCRIPTIVE 
SCIENTIFIC SUBJECTIVE 
PARANORMAL EXPERIENT 
APPROACH 
Michael Whiteman, the remarkable South 
African mystic, philosopher, mathematician, 
and musician, documented 10,000 of his 
own deliberately induced OBEs (Whiteman, 
2006). His remarkable and detailed 
documentation of each experience 
contributed more than any individual to the 
varieties of mystical components in OBEs. 
Whiteman (1980; 2006) documented the 
progressive stages of his subjective 
“separative experience” (SE) these range 
from SE in the body, SE with consciousness 
both in and out of the body, and SE outside 
the body. He described these as the different 
stages of separation of the out-of-body 
experience, including the sense of being out 
of the body but, nevertheless, unable to 
subjectively “see” the physical body. 
Whiteman also described how in some OBEs, 
one’s consciousness is not necessarily 
detached, but is both in and out of the body.  

Whiteman’s conceptualization, 
therefore, includes states of subjective non-
separation of consciousness from the body 
and separation and non-separation. 
Moreover, his awareness of OBEs in the 
context of different phenomenological 
perceptions of different stages of “separative 
experiences” Possibly most important was 
that this centenarian was able to show how a 
highly functioning and brilliant individual 
could at will induce OBEs and that these 
were phenomenologically similar to those 
typically described by subjective paranormal 
experients and were quite different from the 
limited OBE-like experiences described in 
stimulation of the pathological brain in 
epileptics or a case of tinnitus. 
 
THE PHENOMENOLOGICAL 
MULTIDIMENSIONAL MODEL OF 
NEPPE 

The single question model 
Several OBE researchers including Irwin, 
Palmer, Murray and Fox (Murray and Fox, 
2005a), Alvarado, and Blackmore have, at 
times, based empirical data on one single 
overriding question itself. This is used to 
screen for the out-of-body experience 
(Alvarado, 1989; Alvarado and Zingrone, 
1998-99; Blackmore, 1996; Irwin, 1985, 
2000; Murray and Fox, 2005a; 2005b; 
Palmer, 1994). The question usually derives 
from Palmer’s original research probe 
though with slight later variants. Essentially 
the question that Palmer asked was:  

“I have had an experience that I was 
located outside of or away from my 
physical body; that is, the feeling that my 
consciousness, mind or center of 
awareness, was placed in a different place 
than my physical body. If in doubt, please 
answer false.” 

As single questions go, this is a 
reasonable screen item. But it limits 
respondents in that it does not talk about 
experiences where there are dual localities of 
consciousness (inside or outside) or when 
someone is still inside the body though 
somehow feeling partly outside. It ignores, 
for example, the partial separative 
experiences of Whiteman.  

Another perspective is Charles Tart’s, 
who argued that the experience must be real 
in the sense that “consciousness seems 
completely clear and normal” (Tart, 1975; p. 
149). This is very much a phenomenological 
interpretation but, again, may be too 
restrictive. There is a question as to what 
“normal” is and likewise for “clear” 
particularly as the state of awareness in OBE 
may be interpreted differently, so that even if 
it were “clear” in one sense, it may not be so 
in the subject’s interpretation. 

Consequently, such limitations 
within the defining statement may be 
premature. This is why I have defined OBE 
above broadly: the subjective awareness that 
part or all of one’s conscious awareness is in 
a special location outside the physical body. 
This way all experiences that have met the 
subjective descriptions can be analyzed. 

Can this be done with a single 
question? I have maintained single questions 
are inadequate to study the key issue of 
OBEs (Neppe, 2002). This simply may not be 
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doable by a single screening question 
because the question must be nuanced for 
the subject to appreciate any variants they 
have. I further argue that it is a question of 
debate whether a single broader defining 
question on OBE may be adequate when 
OBEs are only part of the larger picture, for 
example, when screening for subjective 
paranormal experiences or exceptional 
human experiences. I think this may still not 
be adequate on its own and should include 
further screening questions or an interview, 
or requirements to describe in detail such 
“experiences.” It is critical for “like” to be 
compared with “like” and not “unlike” 
(Neppe, 2007a; 2007b; in press, 2009). This 
is so for several reasons, cited below. 
 First, a potential distortion of 
research simply measuring acquiescence to a 
single subjective question must be 
recognized (Neppe, 2007a; 2007b). This 
translates into not obtaining detailed 
subjective information based on a series of 
questions both screening for and amplifying 
subjective out-of-body experiences (Neppe, 
2007a; 2007b). This means that the 
population being analyzed may not 
necessarily be “subjective out-of-body 
experients” but a population reflecting 
differentiation of responders and non-
responders to a single question that we like 
to regard as reflecting the construct of “out-
of-body experients” but it may be an 
incorrect construct to begin with. If so, this 
has erroneous implications for research. 
 Secondly, I argue that when dealing 
with a specific subjective paranormal 
experience we need to carefully define what 
we purport to be measuring subjectively; 
then we must go to great pains to ensure that 
we are indeed measuring subjectively what 
we are purporting to measure. As indicated, 
this approach is slightly less critical if the 
phenomenon (e.g., subjective out-of-body 
experiences) and is only one of a series of 
criteria measuring, for example, the 
construct of subjective paranormal 
experience (SPE), but it is clearly more 
relevant when the whole research is based on 
one question because conclusions are as 
strong as their weakest link. 
 No matter how well a single question 
is fashioned it could create both false 
negatives and false positives due to 

misinterpretation. More powerful at least 
would be a series of questions, for example, 
on out-of-body experiences, clarifying 
whether the participants’ experiences 
conform to operational definitions. 
Sometimes, the limitation is striking: Murray 
and Fox used two well recognized 
questionnaires—the 28 items of the DEQ 
(Dissociation Experiences Questionnaire) 
and the 34 items of the TAS (Tellegen 
Absorption Scale) (Murray and Fox, 2005a; 
2005b) to measure dissociation and 
absorption respectively. If we could divide a 
single critical subjective phenomenon into 
several screen questions we may have greater 
validity and reliability in interpreting results. 
And it would be illogical then to measure the 
other arm of their research, as has been 
done, namely out-of-body experiences using 
a single screening question.  
  This fundamental methodology has 
been empirically tested in my detailed work, 
inter alia, on déjà vu (Neppe, 1981b; 1983b; 
2006b; Neppe and Funkhouser, 2006a; 
2006b), on possible temporal lobe 
symptoms, (Neppe, 1978; 1979; 1983c; 1992-
1999; 2008; Neppe et al., 1991) on subjective 
paranormal experiences (Neppe, 1984; 
1988a; 1988b; 1990; Neppe and Palmer, 
2005), on olfactory hallucinations (Neppe, 
1983e; 1983f), on soft organic brain signs 
(the SOBIN) in questionnaires on narcolepsy 
(the Neppe Narcolepsy Questionnaire)  
(Neppe, 2001-2005, with revisions), and in 
screening for temporal lobe symptomatology 
(Neppe, 1992; 2001 with revisions). This 
approach, therefore, has been empirically 
validated.  

This approach has created a 
significant body of information— in more 
than one hundred of my publications. For 
example, I developed a series of eleven 
screening questions for déjà vu in the 
original Neppe Déjà Vu Screening 
Questionnaire (Neppe, 1981a; 2006a; 
2007c). I did this because no single item was 
sufficient to ensure elimination of false 
negatives.  

As a result, I had a series of questions 
in the Déjà Vu Qualitative Questionnaire to 
ensure that what was being answered 
conformed to the definition of déjà vu 
(Neppe, 2006c; 2006d; Neppe and 
Funkhouser, 2006a; 2006b). I then added 
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specific examples to further clarify the 
measure.  
 This process added to the higher level 
of validity of such items, ensuring that what 
is subjectively measured would be as 
appropriate a measure of the subjective 
phenomenon as possible. In fact, I have 
classified SPEs into “high-score” (meaning a 
lower level of subjective validity but more 
frequent events) and “low-score” SPEs 
(implying fewer SPEs because each has to be 
subjectively validated at a higher level, e.g. 
direct description and memory of a specific 
event, such as writing it down or mentioning 
it to others). (Neppe, 1979; 1983c; Neppe 
and Ewart-Smith, 1982).2 

 There is a major need to classify 
subjective experiences in as much detail as 
possible. (Neppe, 1982; 1988a; 1990; Neppe 
and Ewart-Smith, 1982; Neppe and Palmer, 
2005). For subjective out-of-body 
experiences operationalized as components 
of being completely outside one's body, 
seeing one's own body, and/or obtaining 
information about physical events or places, 
one can begin to compare “like” cases with 
each other instead of with heterogeneous 
experiences.  
 This technique of amplifying detail 
into a coherent whole is fundamental to the 
medical history- taking model allowing the 
more accurate historical elicitation of 
symptoms. Without such a technique there is 
the potential to over-interpret, under-
interpret, and/or misinterpret complex 
subjective phenomena (Neppe, 2009). For 
example, eliciting a single symptom of 
“dizziness” (one screening question or 
comment) is insufficient for diagnosis. The 
clinician then must amplify exactly what the 
patient means by “dizziness” and its specific 
quality, context, and content. This again 
illustrates how the validity of the construct of 
equating one question with one kind of 
subjective experience is limiting. 
Researchers may restrict their potential 
contributions to new scientific endeavors by 
over-generalizing or wrongly interpreting 
based on the single versus multiple question 
approach.  

                                                 
2.http://www.pni.org/research/anomalous/low‐
score_spe_criteria.html 

 

 Similarly, briefly applying the 
multiple screening questions technique to 
out-of-body experiences (or to what some 
consider the subgroup of OBEs called NDEs) 
could yield very different results. This could 
apply to the psychological OBE 
interpretations of Palmer, Irwin, and 
Blackmore to the stimulation descriptions of 
Penfield, Blanke, and De Ridder, to the 
specific cerebral functioning ideas of 
Persinger, Wettach, and Nelson, and to the 
psychiatric interpretations of such 
experiences as well as to spontaneous OBE 
phenomena as well as induced OBEs as with 
Whiteman. To compare them we will have to 
have sufficient details and these may imply 
different causes with different 
interpretations.
 Ironically, collaborating extensively 
as I have with John Palmer in our temporal 
lobe / subjective paranormal experience 
(SPE) studies, Palmer has realized the 
virtues of using multiple measures to more 
clearly interpret key variables information 
(Palmer and Neppe, 2003; 2004). 
Additionally, with respect, having pioneered 
this area of phenomenology, I realize how 
information becomes limiting when we do 
not amplify key items to at least subjectively 
increase validity (Neppe and Palmer, 2005). 
 
The multi-etiological approach 
The multi-question screen approach should 
also lead to precise definitions of SPEs 
including OBEs. This is the case because the 
essential defining characteristics of the OBE 
can be more appropriately interpreted after 
adequate research on any given area of 
study. 
  The possibility that the OBE 
experience might be veridical, in the sense 
that one’s consciousness leaves the body 
during an OBE, has profound implications; 
hence we must be careful not to regard all 
epiphenomena as having a common origin. It 
is logical to propose that we are dealing with 
multifactorial etiologies. These, in turn, may 
manifest with different epiphenomena 
expressed from these several different 
underlying causal bases and produces 
separate nosological categories. This means 
that the four main categories above may 
produce five legitimate hypothetical groups: 
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• subjective paranormal experience/out-of-
body experience in the group that has 
come to know as subjective paranormal 
experients (who report qualitatively 
distinct subjective paranormal 
experiences) 

• OBEs in SPE non-experients who may 
have psychological experiences  

• patients with brain pathology who may 
experience distinct special kinds of OBEs; 
this may include a subpopulation of 
epileptics who may experience distinct 
distorted cerebral-linked OBEs as part of 
their seizure experience or on 
stimulation. 

• patients with psychopathology who 
interpret their experiences as out-of-body 
or who have their own special kind of 
OBE. 

• the general population at large who can 
neither induce such experiences while 
denying spontaneous OBEs. However, 
their psychological experiences may be 
interpreted incorrectly as OBEs as a 
result of different perceptual inputs.  

 If this classification is valid, it implies 
that the phenomenology of the out-of-body 
experience may well be different and 
demonstrable by such techniques as 
multidimensional scaling in N—dimensions 
or via correspondence analysis. This is 
attainable; such techniques were applied to 
my déjà vu research and demonstrated 
qualitatively distinct subtypes (Neppe, 
1983g; Neppe and Bradu, 2006). 

Therefore, the sub-classification 
analyses of SPEs and like events may allow 
greater evidence distinguishing why there 
are several different subtypes, one of which 
may be different enough that the likelihood 
of it being of parapsychological origin. This 
may become more cogent with adequate 
screening. An example is déjà vu. For 
example, at least four distinct descriptive 
entities of déjà vu apparently exist and these 
occur in different diagnostic subtypes. I 
(Neppe, 1981; 1983b) analyzed déjà vu in 
different subtypes using fifty-five different 
parameters and ultimately twenty-two 
different Euclidean dimensions. I 
demonstrated that there are at least four 
phenomenologically distinct subtypes of déjà 
vu. These four categories are also 
diagnostically distinct. Moreover, such 
phenomenological experiences may be used 

in subtyping of type, diagnosis, and 
management—in itself, another descriptive 
criterion. These manifestations can explain 
the wide variety of déjà clinical 
manifestations. Temporal lobe epilepsy déjà 
vu occurs in some temporal lobe epileptics; 
associative déjà vu in so-called “normals”; 
déjà vu in schizophrenics; and, finally, 
subjective paranormal experience (SPE) déjà 
vu is characterized by specific anomalous 
time distortions in SP experients (Neppe, 
1983a; 1983g; 1987).  

Thus, not only is déjà vu not easily 
localized, one can distinguish subtypes that 
likely have entirely different etiologies 
(Neppe, 1983d). Conversely, these different 
etiologies can be used to predict these same 
consistent phenomenological subtypes 
(Neppe, 1983a). My associates and I have 
similarly also demonstrated that olfactory 
hallucinations of a specific kind occur in SP 
Experients and also that there is a 
phenomenological link with the temporal 
lobe and SPEs (Neppe, 1983c). This has not 
been done yet in OBEs or for that matter in 
Near Death Experiences, nor has it been 
demonstrated in almost all other SPE 
phenomena. Similar research on other psi 
phenomena needs to be performed to 
demonstrate that subtypes might exist. 

I suggest applying what I call the 
“Neppe’s phenomenological analysis model.” 
This requires a multi-etiological 
phenomenologic screening approach to 
recognize possible multiple etiologies. This 
accommodates the multiplicity of causes and 
different subpopulations. It allows for 
detailed multi-question OBE screening. 
“Like” experiences must be classified as 
“like” and compared to “like.”  As indicated, 
discrete population sample analysis of form, 
content, circumstance, and predisposed 
populations is an empirically viable method 
in many other areas including temporal lobe 
symptomatology (Palmer and Neppe, 2003; 
2004). Additionally, analyses by 
multidimensional scaling or correspondence 
analysis may not be attainable by a single 
screening question on OBEs. Not all 
epiphenomena have common origins. 
Multifactorial etiologies and epiphenomena 
expressed could produce five distinct 
nosological subtypes based on these 
descriptors. 
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Psychiatrists have for many years 
attempted to detail their diagnosis with other 
factors that may be relevant. Diagnosis is 
commonly linked for example with 
predisposing, precipitating, and 
perpetuating factors in relation to the illness. 
The American Psychiatric Association has, in 
fact, formalized diagnosis into five axes, 
namely I psychopathology, II personality, III 
organicity, IV social precipitants, and V 
recent functionality. Specific diagnostic or 
operational criteria have been adopted 
within each axis producing the 
internationally recognized Diagnostic and 
Statistical Manual–IV-TM (APA, 2000). 

There appears to be an urgent need to 
subdivide all apparently anomalous 
experiences with greater detail from the 
onset. This may allow for creative analyses - 
human, mathematical, statistical, 
computerized, or combinations. These, 
ultimately, will better allow the 
parapsychological researcher, the 
phenomenological psychiatrist, or the 
consciousness researcher greater insight into 
the presence of homogeneous entities. 

Detailed phenomenological analyses 
may demonstrate distinct kinds of out-of-
body experience and therefore ensure that 
“like” is classified as “like” in the context of 
the population samples being examined. We 
should analyze form, content, circumstance, 
and predisposed populations, e.g., the 
predominantly biopsycho-familio-socio 
cultural model of the sick patient in medicine 
as contrasted with the more sociocultural 

model of the normal psychic claimant (or 
“paragnost”) in parapsychology.  

Later, we may be able to apply these 
lessons to analyzing links with the brain, 
particularly the temporal and frontal lobes of 
the brain, geomagnetic approaches, 
psychological test correlates, and diagnostic 
patterning. Such work suggests new 
philosophical standpoints. 

The past reinstates future research in 
these areas. Pioneering initial contributions 
and provisional interpretations must be 
replicated, validated, and expanded. This is 
the future of OBE research and indeed of all 
of consciousness research in medicine and 
psychology. A shift of orientation would 
likely be worthwhile (Neppe and Palmer, 
2005) and would benefit the entire field of 
consciousness studies. 
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  Article

 
Ensuring Homogeneous Data Collection for 
Present and Future Research on Possible Psi 

Phenomena by Detailing Subjective 
Descriptions, Using the Multi‐Axial A to Z 

SEATTLE Classification 
 

Vernon M. Neppe 
Abstract 
Spontaneous  apparently  anomalous  experiences  are  often  inappropriately  bundled 
together based on brief common descriptions. Yet,  they may be phenomenologically
and  etiologically  distinct.  Consequently,  heterogeneous  results  lead  to  mistaken
pooling  of  dissimilar  events,  incorrect  implying  single  etiologies,  though  actually 
reflecting different phenomenological  types  (e.g., “out‐of‐body experiences”  induced 
by  brain  stimulation  in  epileptic  patients  compared  with  spontaneous  events  in
“subjective paranormal experients”). This paper attempts  to motivate  researchers  to 
apply  detailed  multi‐axial  evaluations  of  spontaneous,  experimental  and  induced
anomalous experiences.  It presents a new “Subjective Experience of Anomalous Trait
Typology  Evaluation  (SEATTLE)”  classification. Modeled  on  the  American  Psychiatric 
Association’s  successful  multi‐axial  Diagnostic  and  Statistical  Manual  (DSM) 
psychopathology  classification,  the  SEATTLE  applies  26  detailed  phenomenological
descriptive  levels  (A‐Z)  (Specific,  General  and  Interpretative  subclassifications).The 
same  valuable  approach  can  be  successfully  applied  to  consciousness  studies,
parapsychological research, and to all subjective or objective spontaneous, induced, or
experimental biopsychophysical phenomena. This implies a conceptual shift away from 
the  attempted,  and  at  times,  impossible  objectification  of  parapsychological
phenomena  (or  psi),  to  the  detailed  analysis  of  specific  characteristics  and  events
based  on  detailed  multisystems  of  ethicobiopsychofamiliosociocultural,
anatomicophysiological, and biopsychophysical models that allow for applying detailed
criteria and descriptions. This non‐prejudicial approach of examining spontaneous and 
experimental  "subjective paranormal  / psi experiences"  (SPEs) makes ostensible but
unverified psi phenomena and relative non‐local consciousness easier to tame and far 
less  threatening.  The  shift  in  emphasis  is  from  objectification  and  verification  of
paranormal phenomena to commonalities of, e.g., specific cerebral function. Locating
a  correlative brain area or mechanism or  chemical  for processing of  such  subjective
experiences  becomes  a  legitimate  alternative  correlative  approach  to  conceptualize
psi. By such means, SPEs, such as those involving hallucinations, delusions, déjà vu, and
temporal lobs symptomatology can be measured and scientifically phenomenologically
subtyped. This detailing of anomalistic psychology research, has allowed the author to
extend  the  discipline  of  parapsychology  from  the  objective  approach  into  a  related
discipline, phenomenological parapsychology.  
 
Key Words:  Subjective  Experience of Anomalous  Trait  Typology  Evaluation, déjà  vu,
multidimensional  scaling,  Anomaly,  Heuristic,  Intention,  Neurophysiological, 
Psychiatric / Psychological, Questionnaires 
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Introduction1 
Why Phenomenological Analyses are 
Important in Consciousness Research 
and Parapsychology 
Spontaneous, apparently anomalous 
experiences are often classed together on the 
basis of brief common descriptions. This 
may lead to errors because they may be 
phenomenologically and etiologically 
divergent. Similarly, induced phenomena 
may produce heterogeneous results because 
dissimilar events with hypothesized single 
etiologies may be mistakenly pooled together 
even though, in actuality, they do not reflect 
the same type. An example is what has been 
labeled by some as the induction of “out-of-
body experiences” by electrical stimulation 
of certain brain areas in epileptic patients 
compared with spontaneous reports from 
“subjective paranormal experients.” Finally, 
a finding may not be experimentally 
replicated when the research methodology 
looks identical, but factors such as 
experimenter effects, motivations, attitudes 
and even sidereal time and geomagnetic field 
affects are not taken into account. 

This paper motivates for detailed 
multi-axial evaluations of spontaneous, 
experimental, and induced anomalous 
experiences. It has an excellent model. The 
American Psychiatric Association has spent 
several decades developing the ideas of a 
successfully multi-axial psychopathology 
classification. A consequence has been the 
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (DSM), 
currently DSM IV-TR. This “bible” for 
psychiatrists and other mental health 
practitioners has allowed a gradual empirical 
development of criteria, very often 
phenomenologically based, to achieve more 
exact diagnoses. This, in turn, has allowed 
more precise research to occur. 
 The same approach can valuably be 
successfully applied to parapsychological 
research and, indeed, to all subjective or 
objective spontaneous, induced, or 
experimental biopsychophysical phenomena. 
This implies a conceptual shift away from the 
attempted, and at times, impossible 
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objectification of psi, to the detailed analysis 
of specific characteristics and events based 
on several multi-systems approaches such as 
looking in turn at each of the biological, 
psychological, family, social and cultural 
parameters in the 
biopsychofamiliosociocultural model. 
Similarly, anatomy and physiology are 
strongly intertwined in the 
anatomicophysiological model and detailed 
physical models will all allow 
parapsychologists to apply more detailed 
criteria and descriptions in their research.  
 This non-prejudicial approach of 
examining spontaneous and experimental 
"subjective paranormal / psi experiences" 
(SPEs) makes ostensible but invalidated psi 
phenomena easier to tame and far less 
threatening (Neppe, 1980b). The shift in 
emphasis is from objectification and 
verification of truly paranormal phenomena 
to commonalities of such variables as 
specific cerebral function. Locating a 
correlative brain area or mechanism or 
chemical for processing of such subjective 
experiences becomes a legitimate alternative 
correlative approach to conceptualise psi. By 
such means, SPEs, like, hallucinations, 
delusions, or déjà vu can be measured and 
scientifically phenomenologically subtyped. 
 This detailing of anomalistic 
psychology research has allowed the author 
to extend the discipline of parapsychology 
from the objective approach into a second 
major school, phenomenological 
parapsychology.   
 
The phenomenological approach 
The shift to phenomenological psychiatric 
research and what I’m now calling 
“dimensional biopsychophysics” (a broader 
and less prejudicial term than 
parapsychology,  see Neppe, 2009) implies a 
non-prejudicial focus not of whether or not 
such events are actually paranormal, but 
focuses on an analysis of certain specific 
characteristics and events based on 
physiology.  
 My term "subjective paranormal 
experience" (SPE) implies any happening 
involving either apprehension or 
manipulation of objects or information 
perceived by the percipient or experient to be 
paranormal (Neppe, 1980a; Neppe, 1977; 
Neppe, 1980b). SPE has a wide variety of 
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different sub-categories, e.g., "subjective 
telepathic experience," or "subjective 
clairvoyant experience," or "subjective out-
of-body experiences," "subjective 
mediumistic experiences," "subjective 
psychic healing experiences," "subjective 
psychokinesis," or "subjective spontaneous 
psi" (Neppe, 1980b). One may extend this 
framework to any kind of anomalistic 
experience so that people may not 
necessarily perceive the experience as 
paranormal. On the other hand, it may be 
perceived purely as anomalous. This non-
prejudicial approach of looking at SPE 
(Neppe, 1977) makes ostensible but 
unverified psi phenomena easier to tame. 
There is a shift in emphasis from whether or 
not the events being analysed are truly 
paranormal as opposed to a glitch in brain 
function. More relevant is the attempt to 
locate a correlative brain area or mechanism 
or chemical involved for processing of such 
subjective experiences. By such means, SPEs 
or for that matter, hallucinations, delusions, 
or déjà vu can be measured and subtyped 
(Blumer, Neppe, and Benson, 1990; Neppe, 
1983a, 1983b; Neppe, 1985)  
  The advent of such detailing of 
parapsychological research and of non-
prejudicially examining the reports studied 
in anomalistic psychology, allowed me to 
extend the discipline of parapsychology from 
the objective into the detail required in 
phenomenological psychiatry or what I have 
for many years called “parapsichiatry” 
(Neppe, 1988a, b). By these means, I have: 

• described and analysed the entity of 
Subjective Paranormal Experience 
Psychosis (Neppe, 1984; Neppe and 
Tucker, 1989) 

• shown how the physiological 
features of temporal lobe 
functioning link to SPE 

• demonstrated the plurality of the 
déjà vu phenomenon separating it 
into separate nosological subtypes 
(Neppe, 1983a; Neppe, 2006a; 
Neppe, 2006; Neppe and Bradu, 
2006).   

• discussed pharmacological 
responsiveness and toleration 
differences with SPE-ents 
(experients) versus psychotics 
(Neppe, 1982; 1983a;1983d). 
 

These methods have fostered a more 
empirical approach to what was previously 
purely a philosophical problem by creating a 
valid subjective approach without having to 
demonstrate objectively the specific 
existence during that research project of 
concepts like "extrasensory perception" and 
"psychokinesis." These building blocks of psi 
have profound implications for brain 
functioning but are still not easily tamed.  
 A framework for anomalistic 
experiences ranges from those involved at a 
subliminal level to those requiring psi-
related explanations (Devereux, 1974; 
Neppe, 1984; Neppe, 1985). Because of this, 
I introduced the term "delta" for these 
anomalous phenomena -- those that relate to 
sensory perceptual or afferent kinds of 
experiences are "afferent delta" (Neppe, 
1984); those relating to efferent motor 
experiences are "efferent delta" (Neppe, 
1984). Links of anomalous experiences with 
brain functioning require detailed 
description because one fruitful hypothesis is 
that not all subjective paranormal 
experiences may derive from or be associated 
with the same anatomical locus or be 
predisposed to by the same kinds of 
psychophysiological conditions or states 
(Neppe, 1988a; Neppe, 1989; Neppe, 2002; 
Neppe 2008a). 
 
Empirically demonstrated 
phenomenological brain and SPE 
research 
With my déjà vu research I demonstrated 
how prospective and retrospective analysis of 
the detailed components of these experiences 
indicate a certain pattern of uniform 
responses localizing to a particular area of 
the brain or to a particular 
psychophysiological general brain state in 
one subpopulation but not in others. (Neppe, 
1983a; 2006a; Neppe and Funkhouser, 
2006). In the instance of déjà vu, I have 
demonstrated four distinct nosological 
subtypes, namely temporal lobe epileptic 
déjà vu, which occurs specifically in temporal 
lobe epileptics, psychotic déjà vu occurring 
specifically in schizophrenics, associative 
déjà vu which correlates strongly with so-
called “normal” subjects who do not have 
SPEs (and which also occurs in a “control” 
non-epileptic temporal lobe dysfunction 
group and in an non-temporal lobe epileptic 
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group, and finally subjective paranormal 
experience déjà vu, which appears specific to 
subjective paranormal experients. This 
research therefore demonstrated how 
distinct subtypes can be missed unless 
specific hypotheses are tested and detailed 
phenomenological analyses of symptoms can 
be done. The resulting graph, Figure 1, 
reflecting 22 dimensions superimposed onto 
a 2 dimensional representation, shows how 
these four subpopulations can be 
represented applying median scale geometry 
by multidimensional scaling (Neppe, 1983a; 
Neppe, 2006a). A similar, but less detailed 
study was performed on olfactory 
hallucinations (Neppe, 1983a) and indeed 
the basis of the Neppe studies demonstrating 
bidirectionality of the link of temporal lobe 
symptoms and SPE, implying a medically 
causal link (Neppe, 2009) has been such 
detailed phenomenological analyses. This 
could also unify similar SPEs by a 
psychodiagnostic framework, as is done in 
the American Psychiatric Association's 
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (Editors, 
2000) and indeed the author has also 
phenomenologically described an entity of 
Subjective Paranormal Experience Psychosis 
as well as demonstrating the qualitative 
differences between so-called “functional 
psychoses” (as in schizophrenia) and 
subjective paranormal experients. (Neppe, 
1984; Neppe and Tucker, 1989). 
 

 
Figure  1. Multidimensional  scaling  and  déjà  vu. Medians, 
Column  Geometry.  Differences  between  the  5  Groups 
based  on  the  five‐point  qualitative  parameters  of  déjà  vu 
(Distance  between  two  column  points  approximates  the 
Euclidean distance between the two columns as vectors  in 
R22. 
  

These studies are the empirical 
justifications for the necessity to use some 

kind of multiaxial classification system in 
order to ensure that confabulations of “like” 
with “like” do not occur. (Neppe, 1985). It 
can be perceived positively as in 
phenomenological differentiation. above, 
and negatively too, because if these do not 
occur, misinterpretations of near-death 
experience with Rapid Eye Movement Sleep 
intrusion, of incomplete stimulations of the 
angular gyrus, or other anatomical loci with 
out-of-body experience, but with no 
association to extrasensory perception with 
FMRI can occur. I have previously delineated 
out the following principles to ensure that 
such misinterpretations should not occur. 
These principles are the focus of this paper. 
 
Table 1. Roadmap  for preliminarily  inquiries about SPEs 
and brain links  

1.  Analyze  the  phenomenology  of  the  SPEs  in  as  much 
detail as possible. 
2.  Establish  the  typicality  of  the  SPE;  Compare  the 
phenomenological experiences with the typical features of 
SPEs  as  described  by  experients  without  any  brain 
dysfunction history. 
3.  Establish  the  correct  pathophysiological  context,  e.g., 
exact  clinical  symptoms,  specific  seizure  focus,  and 
medical history. 
4. Collect case series: do not generalize from single cases. 
5.  Apply  past  knowledge:  Compare  the  literature  for 
sources of localization of specific brain and also subjective 
anomalous phenomena. 
6.  Recognize  the  existence  of  nosological  subtypes,  e.g., 
the  already  demonstrated  four  phenomenologically 
distinct variants of déjà vu complicate comparisons across 
these subtypes.  
7.  Don’t overgeneralize  key  associations:  Even when  SPE 
findings,  e.g., OBEs,  are  referable  to  specific  anomalous 
brain  functioning,  they  neither  confirm  nor  refute  the 
veridicality of the SPEs or psi experience. 
8. Brain  events  may  be  explained  dichotomously:  The 
particular  brain  function  pattern  may  have  entirely 
endogenous  origins  within  the  brain,  e.g.,  pathological 
hallucinations; or they could conceivably allow subjective 
experience  of  an  outside,  usually  covert,  unshared 
idiosyncratic, reality. 
9.  Methodologically,  associative  links  do  not  imply 
causality.  To  consolidate  the  causality  hypothesis,  one 
should  compare  analyses  of  brain  function  and  SPEs  in 
controlled  “ostensibly  normal”  groups, with  SPEs  in  the 
brain  pathology,  e.g.,  temporal  lobe  epileptics,  using  a 
well tested medical diagnosis model (Neppe, 2002). 
 
Principles of detailing SPE and the 
brain 
Recent research has postulated specific brain 
areas responsible for producing subjective 
paranormal experiences (SPEs). This 
research has provoked sensational publicity 
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and inappropriate overgeneralizations. This 
paper provides principles for associating 
SPEs, such as transitory out-of-body 
experiences, with specific brain areas. 
Scientists must apply appropriate, justifiable 
methodological critical analyses to 
appropriately advance knowledge and 
balance media hype (Neppe, 2002). Table 1 
provides a roadmap analysing the SPE/ 
brain link (Neppe, 2002). 
 
Empirical Validations Justify New 
Techniques  
A consequence of these empirical 
demonstrations of the need for detailed 
description of phenomena producing robust 
results, yet neglect producing 
misinterpretations of “like” being “like,” and 
of these principles, has been the 
development of a critical, guiding but flexible 
detailed multiaxial classification system. I 
have proposed a 26-point "multiaxial schema 
for anomalous events" in order to easily 
analyze these experiences. This schema is 
reflected in Table 2. This is a derivation of 
several previous schemata beginning with 
the 10-point Neppe Multiaxial Schema in the 
early 1980s (Neppe, 1985) and having a 
commonality with my invited address to the 
Parapsychological Association in 2003 that 
extended the schema to 13 points. The 
classification below is the first alphabetical 
26-point delineation, with moreover, an 
attempt at being logical, with the order being 
appropriate beginning at specifics for the 
state of subjective paranormal experiences 
(A to J) and extending towards the more 
general at trait levels with background 
features (K to X), and finally having 
conclusions (Y and Z). This allows easy 
recall.  
 
The problem of replication without 
phenomenology 
A major difficulty in parapsychological 
research has been the replication problem—
highly significant results are initially found 
in one experiment but when the research is 
repeated by a different group or even in the 
same laboratory, non-significant results are 
found. Alternatively, loosely controlled 
experiments have yielded promising results 
but when greater controls are added, the 
experiments have yielded chance results. So 
prevalent is this pattern that critics have 

argued, quite legitimately, that these results 
do not reflect paranormality (i.e. psi) at all, 
but can be explained within the framework 
of "normal physical and psychological 
experience.” The converse explanation is that 
the original results obtained were non- 
artifactual, but that the tightening of 
experimental controls has removed certain 
very special environmental, interpersonal, 
and psychological aspects that have been 
conducive for psi phenomena. Paranormality 
is perceived as an elusive property not easily 
elicited within the framework of the 
laboratory. This has led to the rather 
facetious comment that Catch 21 is that “psi 
is in the first place difficult to elicit” and 
Catch 22 is “when attempts at replication are 
made the phenomena will disappear” 
because of the differences in psychological 
and physical circumstances. This leads to the 
ultimate paradox: psi phenomena might be 
inherently non-replicable and if this is so, 
parapsychology cannot adopt the present-
day empirical, naturalistic scientific 
framework for research (Neppe, 1990). 
 
The problem of description 
In addition to experimental research, the 
second major domain of parapsychology is 
investigation of spontaneous phenomena. 
These often involve retrospective 
evaluations, and consequently post hoc 
attempts at conclusion. When the researcher 
encounters an ostensible spontaneous psi 
phenomenon that is occurring under some 
kind of condition that can involve immediate 
corroboration or evaluation within days (e.g., 
precognitive dreams about specific 
occurrences), a major difficulty is "typing" 
similar kinds of experiences into 
homogeneous entities. This leads to 
developing subtypologies under Axis H. The 
parapsychologist may talk about a group 
labeled "precognitive dreams." However, like 
any other subjective experiences, these 
dreams may be heterogeneous in origin, in 
development or in causality. The problems of 
replication in research and description of 
spontaneous phenomena may partly reflect 
homogeneous conceptualization of the 
heterogeneous. 
  
PERSPECTIVE 
There is an urgent need to subdivide all 
apparently anomalous experiences into 
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greater detail from the outset using a 
phenomenological approach. This may allow 
analyses—human, mathematical, or 
computerized—that ultimately will provide 
the parapsychological researcher, 
phenomenological psychiatrist, anomalistic 
psychologist, parapsichiatrist, and/or 
dimensional biopsychophysicist (Neppe, 
2009) greater insight into the presence of 
homogeneous entities. This has been 
empirically demonstrated in my previous 
research on the déjà vu phenomenon, 
temporal lobe symptomatology, and 
olfactory hallucinations. Whereas some 
researchers may not believe their work is 
relevant to such analyses now, a future 
researcher conducting meta-analyses 
decades from now may thank them. 

Psychiatrists have for many years 
attempted to detail their diagnoses with 
other factors that may be relevant. Diagnosis 
is commonly linked, for example, with 
predisposing, precipitating, and 
perpetuating factors in relation to the illness. 
The American Psychiatric Association has, in 
fact, formalized diagnosis into five axes, 
namely I psychopathology, II personality, III 
organicity, IV social precipitants, and V 
recent functionality. Specific diagnostic or 
operational criteria have been adopted 
within each axis producing the 
internationally recognized Diagnostic and 
Statistical Manual in its various forms, e.g., 
3, 3R, 4, 4R, 4TR, and DSM 5 (editors, 
2000).  

I believe that a multi-axial schema 
can be applied in the phenomenological 
description of anomalous experiences, i.e., 
reported happenings that apparently do not 
fit within our conventional psychophysical 
framework. The schema that follows is 
tentative and has 26 components. To 
facilitate recall the axes run from A to Z, each 
letter serving as a mnemonic for that specific 
axis. The 26 are listed in Table 1. Clearly one 
could debate such order, because some of the 
choice of order is optional, but what I have 
terms the SEATTLE classification does make 
a useful coherent whole. Moreover, there is a 
natural progression from the specific (A to J) 
to the general (K to Q) to the interpretative 
(R to Z). 

In order to introduce this complex 
classification, which has numerous 
mnemonics, in a concrete and 

comprehensible fashion, I emphasize two of 
the important subgroups in the classification 
table:  

1. First is the phenomenological detail 
under Axis H—Heuristic building blocks: 
We use this regularly and repetitively in 
our precognitions research namely 
TICKLES (PICKLES) referring to 
Timing/ Place/ Person; Intentionality; 
Certainty; Kind of SPE impression; Logic; 
Emotion, and Somatic basis.  

2. Secondly under Axis M—Modifiers is the 
acronym FOLDINGS standing for 
descriptions of the actual SPE 
impression: How much can be: known 
about Fact, Ordinary knowledge, Logic, 
Definite impression, Interpretation 
(often metaphoric), Nonspecific or 
specific, Guesstimate, and Speculation. 
The roles of (D), (F), (I), and (S) are 
especially relevant. 
My colleagues and I have 

accumulated massive amounts of data over 
the past several years in regard to individual 
subjective precognitive impressions, 
although frequently there are information 
gaps. An example would be complex 
"precognitive dreams" containing profound 
psychodynamic elements.  
   To illustrate this point, I now provide 
an example of an ostensibly precognitive 
dream I had in 2005. The reader will note 
how this classification moves relatively 
seamlessly from the top A through to the 
bottom Z. It is not contrived, although it is 
certainly not perfect. I have chosen a 
complex dream because its actualization 
occurred in two parts over a period of about 
16 hours, probably beginning about 14 hours 
after the dream ended. 
 
For Table 1 and 2. Subjective Experience of 
Anomalous Trait Typology Levels Evaluation 
(SEATTLE): Example. Please see Appendix. 
 
This example allows a perspective of the 
workings of this classification. I now give the 
detail of the A to Z axes in Table 2 so as to 
allow a gestalt, and thereafter I discuss each 
axis in detail. The reader may want to 
examine Table 1 and 2 and then Axes A to Z 
and return back to these tables a second 
time.  
 
SPECIFIC FEATURES 
This classification is not cast in stone. The 
key is a detailed phenomenological analysis 
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that can be used as data even in later 
research, if necessary. The more specificity 
the better, but descriptions can indicate 
where uncertainty or speculation exists. 
Specificity refers to state phenomena 
occurring at the time of the SPE as opposed 
to trait descriptions of what the subjects 
experience at other times. 
 
AXIS A—ANOMALY LEVEL 
Axis A is used to describe the kind of 
presumptive psi experience being studied, 
such as a subjective precognitive veridical 
dream as described in Table a. We will use 
this dream as an example throughout to 
illustrate the different levels. Axis A 
describes the level of the basic description of 
the allegedly anomalous experience in a non-
prejudicial manner. This is the most 
commonly used Axis and the starting point 
of phenomenological differentiation. (This 
and sections B, C, I, and J rely particularly 
heavily on my initial classification (Neppe, 
1985). 
 
AXIS B—BASE LEVEL 
"Base" Level refers to the locus— the position 
or direction of the phenomenon. This could 
be on the level of 
incoming/communication/perceptions, i.e., 
"afferent," as in so-called "extrasensory 
perception" (ESP) where anomalous 
information is reportedly apprehended or 
perceived. Alternatively, the base could be 
"efferent" control, influence or manipulation 
of objects or events in so-called 
psychokinesis (PK) or in a controlled 
telepathy experiment where the efferent 
aspect is an "agent." It could even represent 
unconscious elements where one monitors 
(e.g., using fMRI equipment) Percipient B 
after Agent A has been stimulated in some 
way, usually visually or kinesthetically. This 
is an afferent-efferent loop (A-E) (possibly 
monitored in the brain by fMRI equipment). 
Alternatively Efferent-Afferent (E-A) could 
imply a focus on the agent, e.g., in so-called 
"paranormal healing" where the healer is 
attempting to influence the client (E-A, 
healing). In this cybernetic model, the base 
can be neither afferent nor efferent but 
occurs at a central 
integrating/modulating/executive level. An 
example would be an out-of-body 
(separative) experience.  

Thus, Axis B - the Base - can be 
subdivided into Afferent, Efferent, or Central 
with combinations such as A-E, E-A, or C-A-
E. The first letter may reflect the area being 
examined, but the others may still be of 
equal importance. 
 
AXIS C—CORRESPONDENCE 
Axis C—Correspondence Level examines the 
level at which the SPE corresponds with the 
experients’ actual reports either to others or 
by some other external method (e.g., a 
written report of his or her experience). 
Those that were unreported are subjectively 
unvalidated (U), i.e., an experient admits 
only afterwards to a particular kind of SPE—
I (Neppe, 1997) have called this a “high score 
SPE.” Those that are recorded or reported at 
the time are subjectively "validated" (V), i.e., 
the experient told someone or recorded at 
the time. U or V can be further described 
using all of what I have dubbed DRUM 
where D refers to detailed, R refers to 
relationship components. if the SPE is not 
easily contingent or very peculiar but it is 
symbolic or non-equivalent in its 
descriptions, U refers to the report being 
uninterpretable with unclear aspects, and 
finally M if there are metaphoric elements, 
as is often the case in dreaming. All these 
DRUM elements can be so listed. Further, 
quantity can be stated, e.g., V (4 people) or 
V-TV audience.   

Some of these reports may later be 
objectively validated as actually happening 
(Axis V, Verifiability), but the Axis C level 
purely relates to the actual subjective 
experience, not to the actual validation of the 
event, e.g., the precognitive dream reported, 
at the time, detailed specific areas and 
multiple ostensible residua from the day. 
Such experiences, when recorded at V (e.g., 
by speech communication or in writing) 
increase the level of subjective validation. 
This does not mean to say the experience is 
externally validated and happens in the real 
world. This is a function of Axis V, 
Verifiability, which uses an external event, 
happening, or occurrence to objectify the 
subjective. Neppe called these a “low score 
SPE” requiring both V (subjective validation 
plus actual equivalence, a direct cognitive or 
behavioral component, and some kind of 
external validation. This formulation is 
similar to Krippner and Achterberg’s (2000) 
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differentiation between a subjective 
experience and a verified event. 
 
AXIS D – DESCRIPTIVE LEVEL 
Axis D - Descriptive level is the level at which 
content occurs. This is the nitty-gritty 
content. Let us suppose that a dreamer has 
recalled a dream (subjective) that to him is 
possibly precognitive (Axis A), thus is on the 
afferent loop as an hypothesized ESP-type 
experience (Axis B). It has mixed content 
and is subjectively validated in that he has 
reported it to his wife and written it down. 
This represents Axis C—V – wife, written 
with date and time of dream. At this point, 
he reports the detail: I was walking in the 
street, and someone I had never spoken to 
before asked me to play soccer. “I did and 
there were initially only 9 players on our 
side, then 11, then our goalie came out of the 
goal, leaving it open. And the other side 
kicked the ball into the empty net, and I 
found myself scoring a goal on the other side, 
though I was tired, never having played 
before. The dream was so intense that I 
awoke and told my wife about it. I seldom 
recall dreams, but it was strange because: 
Why should I dream of this?” (Axis D-
Description) 
 
AXIS E—EGO CONSCIOUSNESS 
LEVEL 
After examining the fundamental kind of 
experience (the Anomaly) and its locus (the 
Base), level of verification (Correspondence) 
and description, it is logical to examine the 
state of the main focus: The ego, i.e., the 
person (or non-human animal) implicated in 
the experience.  

Consciousness is an extremely 
difficult concept to define, and when defined 
it uses other terms that themselves are also 
difficult to define. Consciousness refers to a 
process of awareness and responsiveness. 
The ordinary day to-day state often is 
referred to as "clear consciousness," and 
impaired consciousness (i.e., due to disease) 
often is described as "clouded." Such clouded 
consciousness may involve progressively 
decreasing levels of awareness of and 
responsivity to the environment, ranging 
from drowsy torpor to stupor to semi-coma 
to coma. From the parapsychological 
perspective, certain people having so-called 
"near-death-experiences" may have had 

them in clouded consciousness and even in 
coma. I call these Unconscious-ASCs or U-
ASCs, where an U-ASC is one of the various 
altered states of consciousness (ASCs). 

There are several classical ASCs. 
Several such states might (disputably) be 
conducive to psi, e.g., hypnotic, sensory 
deprivation (e.g., the Ganzfeld technique), 
meditative, mystical, religious. These can be 
subclassified into different ASCs, 
occasionally in combination, and sometimes 
between states, in which case both can be 
mentioned (Table 3). If it has a self-
referential component an extra s can be 
included as, e.g., R-ASCs. 
 
Table 2. Neppe proposed ASC terminology classification  
ASC type  Abbrev  Variations (W, Split, RBMN) 
Wakefulness  WA  “Normal”  Wakeful 

Consciousness Awareness 
Sleep  S‐ASC  Hypnagogic  (Gs‐ASC), 

hyponopompic (Ps‐ASC), stage 
(1‐4s‐ASC),  dream  (Ds‐ASC), 
Lucid (Ls‐ASC)  

Psychiatric   P‐ASC  Psychotic,  psychiatric, 
transitional  (description 
needed) 

Lucid  L‐ASC  Lucid hyperawareness 
Induced  I‐ASC  Ganzfeld  (Gi‐ASC),  meditative 

(Mi‐ASC),  mystical  religious 
(Ri‐ASC), experimental  (Ei‐ASC 
or Ei‐WA) 

Trance  T‐ASC  Dissociative  (Dt‐ASC),  focused 
(Ft‐ASC), or clear (Ct‐ASC). 

Recreational  R‐ASC  Recreational  drugs  (drug 
should be stated) 

Between  B‐ASC  Transitional  or  between 
states, e.g., Dt‐Ct‐‐ASC  

Mixed  M‐ASC  Combinations 
Nondescript  N‐ASC  Not otherwise specified 

 
AXIS F—FUNCTIONAL FOCUS LEVEL 
Axis F: Functional Focus. Analyses of 
specific presumptive psi experiences include 
the experimental manipulations applying at 
that moment in time. This implies the 
functional state as opposed to trait changes. 
These may be reflected by complex 
functional methodologies such as functional 
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and 
positron emission tomography (PET). 
Electroencephalography EEG, computer 
simulations, conduction studies, 
electromyography,  measures of reflex arcs, 
and measures of marked autonomic 
responses, e.g., in complex 
electrocardiography. Such techniques add an 
up-to-date component to subjective 
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anomalous experience.  
The discussion of Axis E—Ego-

Consciousness shifted from the actual 
anomalous experience to the ego-
consciousness involved. This implies a focus. 
Axis-F deals with this Focus, which may be 
electronic. Alternatively, it may be the 
person allegedly having the paranormal 
experience—the "percipient" in clairvoyance 
or the possible “agent” in recurrent 
spontaneous psychokinesis. Or the focus 
involved may be unclear. If so, this should be 
indicated; occasionally, an experiment may 
focus around the "experimenter." 
Commonly, there may be several foci directly 
involved, e.g., certain telepathy experiments. 
The focus may at times be non-human, e.g., a 
dog, a cat, a rat, a pigeon. A conceivable 
focus could be inanimate. For example, the 
so-called electronic voice phenomenon may 
be argued to be an effect on magnetic tape 
that is not due to the experimenter involved. 
Focus therefore involves one or more 
Percipient, Agent, Experimenter, Animal, 
Inanimate, Relationship, Dyad, or Other. 
The first mentioned “focus” should be the 
one whose ego-consciousness has been 
reported on in Axis E. More than one person 
on Axis E may lead to multiple foci. "Focus” 
can be a controversial area— either 
Speculative or possibly Certain.  
 
AXIS G— GESTALT FACTORS: FEMA 
Axis G —Gestalt Factors—allows for a 
holistic perspective. Axis G lists the 
contextual factors, often best in tabulated 
form. As this kind of information may be 
somewhat peripheral to the actual SPE, the 
data may be "unknown." Whereas Axis F 
reflected state aspects, Axis G may reflect 
more trait elements, but still specific for the 

research being attitudinal at that time (as 
opposed to general attitudes). Gestalt 
Factors reflect the focus, e.g., the percipient, 
or a mouse or cat for that matter.  

The expectancy of psi occurring 
under the specific circumstances of the 
experiment or SPE should be listed for each 
participant, namely high expectancy (HE), 
uncertain (UC), or low expectancy (LE) of a 
positive (+) or negative (-) outcome. Thus 
five designations (i.e., HE +, LE +, UC, LE-, 
HE-) could be used. Such expectancy is a 
rather complex area. These general factors 
generate valuable data for large sample 
numbers or later meta-analyses, but are less 
necessary for routine listing in describing 
single SPEs.  

"Motivation" is rated, in the context 
of the SPE, using a graded system of: Not at 
all motivated (NM), Slightly motivated (SM) 
and Highly motivated (HM). 

 What are each participant’s 
attitudes? Attitudes interact with such 
general factors as attitude to psi (i.e. what 
parapsychologists refer to as “sheep,” 
“goats,” “supersheep,” “supergoats”) and 
with their overall personality. We can 
measure high and low expectancy, as well as 
positive and negative outcome expectancies. 
Finally, what is the certainty of the 
impression of the SPE in this case?  
 
AXIS H— HEURISTIC DIMENSIONAL 
PERSPECTIVE 
The heuristic perspective involves using 
components of Axis A to G in the context of 
the anomalous. These are the building blocks 
of the phenomenological detail involving 
TICKLES and PICKLES. (Table 4), a system 
my associates and I use, for example, in our 
precognition research.  

 
Table 3. TICKLES/ PICKLES system for spontaneous subjective experience 
  TICKLES   GROWTH  E.G. 

T  time range, territory (place)  
self, person 

Extended time or space? 
laboratory, home, work? 

T<24h; R‐T; self in New York 

I  Impression (and intentionality)   W, LD, RD, ID, OD, RV, RV+, W, LW, OW, CW   form combination 
C  Chochma / Certainty  Certainty impression= Chochma level  A, S, M, O 
K  Kind: retrocognitive R, 

precognitive P, 
contemporaneous, C 

no extension n /extension e/ distancing d: 
immediate i / remote r; Spatial extension. 

SE; Red; M, S, F, D 

L  Logic based on data available  estimated chance  S, M, O 
E  Emotional reaction  appropriate/ inappropriate  happy, sad 
S  Somatic (bodily)  sometimes unexplained.  Senses 
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Spatial relationships are qualified by location 
and summarized by "laboratory" (L) or 
"right there" (abbreviated R-T) as opposed 
to "distant" (e.g., a telepathic experiment 
across thousands of miles or a remote 
viewing.) Time should also be quantified in 
detail, e.g., precognition of a few seconds as 
opposed to a few months later. This should 
be recorded (e.g., 12-48h; Vancouver). 

Certain events subjectively involve a 
time or space shift. For example, some déjà 
vu experiences may begin in the present, and 
the person then believes he or she knows the 
immediate future. I have called this 
"precognitive extension" (P.E.). Conversely, 
"retrocognitive extension” (R.E.) jumps from 
the present to the remote past 
("retrocognitive distancing" or RD). 
“Precognitive distancing" (PD) may be 
frequently described in the déjà vu context. 
Similarly déjà vu may have a "spatial 
extension" (SE) component where the 
experience seems to incorporate more and 
more, or demonstrate a non-specific 
"growing" aspect. These terms can equally be 
used to describe other SPEs. 

 I reflects the Impression, i.e., Lucid 
dream (LD), Remote viewing visual dream 
(RD), intense dream (ID), Ordinary dream 
(OD), visual (RV), RV Plus (spontaneous real 
visual; usually big impact RV+), waking (W), 
Lucid waking (LW), Ordinary waking (OW), 
Combination Waking (CW). This list is open 
for further development and can be 
customized to fit each individual. Detailed 
impressions may include subsections picking 
out key data, e.g., dream/visual. This can be 
fleeting, or it can be maintained. (f or m). 
Also under impression we have Remote 
Viewing so that there is also intentionality. 
This can be cited under Axis I. (e.g., 
spontaneous, deliberate, induced in some 
way.) 

C = Certainty, also called “Chochma,” 
reflects subjectively actual (A), strong (S), 
medium (M), or ordinary (O) certainty that 
the event will have occur or has occurred. 
Chochma is intuitive wisdom kaballically. 
The C is critical since sometimes there is very 
strong intensity Sometimes the C 
Chochma/certainty is very strong for certain 
parts but vague for the rest: We can even 
amplify and write in our descriptions (SD) or 
(OD) and in the C score of TICKLES SD and 
OD. 

K as Kind can technically include 
combinations of Precognitive, 
Contemporaneous, and even Retrocognitive 
(going back in the past), e.g., subjective 
paranormal déjà vu is retrocognitive yet 
often has some precognitive extension 
elements. There is also a difference between 
immediate precognitive and distant 
precognitive: If something is going to 
happen, the next batter up. Sometimes 
impressions manifest not only as cognitive 
impressions, but as other electrical 
disturbances, e.g., the time on the clock, the 
number on a bus, a pop-up advertisement in 
Yahoo, or basically anything in the 
environment that gives someone a 
significant impression. Synchronicities may 
happen back to back and come relatively 
close in time.  

L = Logic often reflects prior 
knowledge from various sources. The L for 
logic can be a very powerful indicator in that 
it adds further strength to TICKELS. 
Sometimes there is logic, e.g., a mining 
accident will occur, but we don't know where 
or when. On the other hand, when the papal 
nomination was happening, the current 
Pope, at the time of a precognition, was 8 to 
1 in the betting. If it happened, how broad 
was the prediction? The broader, the more 
individuals or places besides the time, the 
less the predictive strength and the more the 
likely that logic played a role. 

E = Emotion. Sometimes the E 
emotion is congruous with the cognition (the 
thought). But the greatest difficulty comes 
when people report simply a profound 
sadness for no reason. Level ratings like 
Chochma of Strong, Medium, and Ordinary 
are relevant (SMO). Unfortunately, on its 
own, a mood may reflect something, but is 
too non-specific to score. 

Even in dream states, for example, 
experients feel emotion, or wake up (WI) 
with residual emotion, or have a sudden 
inexplicable emotion during the day. 

S = Somatic, i.e., physical sensations, 
smells, tastes, sounds, vibrations, are 
remarkably common and often linked with 
other components.  
“Sub-tickling” for other impressions is also 
useful. 
 
AXIS I: INTENTION LEVEL: 
Axis I — Intention Level focuses on the 
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intentions that preceded the SPE. In a 
research study, some could be spontaneous 
in that they occurred unexpectedly in a non-
laboratory setting. Alternatively, was the 
result a consequence of an "experiment"? 
Was the experiment "controlled” (CE) or 
“uncontrolled” (UE)? Did some kind of ritual 
R precede SPE? The ritual could be, for 
example, meditative or contemplative. The 
intention of such a ritual may or may not 
have been to induce psi. Consequently, one 
can speak of "intended" (II) or “unintended 
induced” (UI). The magical rituals found in 
preliterate cultures, e.g., Malopo dancing 
(Van der Hooft, 1980)) are intended to 
induce psi. Therefore, they would be "II." 
Axis I emphasizes the mechanism that 
precipitated the SPE. This can be 
"spontaneous," experimental (CE, UE) or 
induced (II, UI). Combinations can occur. 
 
AXIS J— JUDGEMENT 
These Judgments involve a "guesstimate” of 
the subjective probability of the SPE, an 
extension of the Logic in TICKLES, because 
subjective SPE information takes into 
account the extent of subjective validation 
(broader than Axis C), reliability of witnesses 
and of the description, the level of the 
anomaly, and level of correspondence. It is a 
higher level than mere TICKLES Logic in 
Axis H, but still based on the subjective data 
without doing the objective evaluations using 
validity, using logic or statistics, probability 
correspondence, or interpretation. It can be 
scored, subjectively, as: Very Evidential 
(VE), Evidential (E), Suggestive (S), or Non-
evidential (NE). If necessary, specific 
judgmental comments can be made under 
Axis J. Research method probability scores 
are indicated under Axis J, because this 
implies a judgment. Axis J still falls short of 
Axis V—Objective Verifiability of the data 
with outside comparisons. 
 
GENERAL FEATURES 
AXIS K—KNOWLEDGE 
These relate to all current information about 
the broader trait situation as opposed to the 
specific state at that moment. This implies 
examining all the 
ethicospirituobiopsychofamiliosociocultural 
factors and the various demographics of the 
subjects (name, age, gender, ethnic 
background, religiosity, education, 

occupation). It also relates to prior 
knowledge and prior training in the area.  
 
AXIS L—LABELS  
Labels imply psychiatric and 
parapsychological diagnoses, e.g., the entity 
of subjective paranormal experience 
psychosis. This differentiation of ostensible 
psychic backgrounds from the psychiatric or 
neurological patient is critical. This does not 
imply great detail, but such summary labels 
like “schizophrenic” or “trance mediums” are 
important. 
 
AXIS M—MODIFIERS 
Experients should amplify each sentence of 
their subjective experience using the 
appropriate modifiers tabulated in a 
mnemonic FOLDINGS in Table 4. This 
allows them to amplify their perceptions, 
types of awareness, and intuitions. The use 
of these Modifiers fits both logic and known 
fact —F, L, N, G of FOLDINGS—hence the 
Modifiers are placed under this General 
Features section; but the Modifiers also 
amplify descriptive Specific Features, namely 
the Chochma/ Certainty—O, D, I, S of 
FOLDINGS and so they overlap 
classifications, Moreover, they amplify Table 
3 TICKLES where both Logic (L) and 
Certainty (C) appear. 
 
Table 4. FOLDINGS classification of MODIFIERS of subjective 
experience 
F FACT (F) specific already known fact based 

on  the  information  that  is  freely 
available  

O ORDINARY 
RESIDUA

ordinary level as in residua of the 
dream or waking  impression but 
nothing striking. 

L LOGIC logical  conclusion  using  the  best 
available data 

D DEFINITE 
INTUITION (D)

An  intuition/  awareness;  less 
powerful than the utter certainty 
awareness of S below 

I  INTERPRETATION 
OF IMPRESSION 
(M) 

Metaphor  or  subjective 
interpretation of impression. 

N NO SPECIFIC 
CATEGORY 

Unsure  of  how  to  categorize 
implying  combinations  (can 
stipulate or provide detail). 

G
  

GUESSTIMATION Logical  speculation  —
guesstimating (G)  

S
  

SPECULATION (S) Speculative impressions based on 
subjective events. 

 
AXIS N—NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL 
COMPONENTS 
Axis N, Neurophysiological Components, 
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include the trait related phenomena, 
measured using questionnaires, objective 
testing, and pharmacological elements. A 
questionnaire and clinical measure probes 
for possible temporal lobe symptomatology 
using the INSET (Inventory of Neppe of 
Symptoms of Epilepsy and the Temporal 
Lobe; Neppe, 2008a) or the preceding NTLQ 
(Neppe Temporal Lobe Questionnaire; 
Neppe, 1983a). It includes the information 
leading to neurological and psychiatric 
diagnoses and labels, including 
pharmacological responsiveness, a key being 
toleration and response to antipsychotic 
doses of medication (Neppe and Wessels, 
1979; Neppe, 1988a, 1988b; Neppe and 
Smith, 1982), genetic components (e.g., 
family pedigree), neurophysiological 
correlates (e.g., interictal EEG), the various 
kinds of neurological testing (e.g., evoked 
potential measures), and anatomical 
measures (e.g., magnetic resonance imaging 
level or computerized tomography of the 
head). Also relevant are medical diagnoses, 
syndromes, and any symptoms and signs 
given by the experient. Does he or she have a 
known temporal lobe seizure disorder? Is 
there a delirious state? Was the near-death 
experience in someone who had been in a 
prolonged coma or under anaesthesia? 
 
AXIS O—OUTSIDE 
Outside factors are relevant. What was the 
sidereal time of the experience? What time 
and space elements pertaining to 
electromagnetism and geomagnetism existed 
at the time? How was the broader research 
done, e.g., Ganzfeld set-ups, the specific 
individuals involved in the experiment or the 
experience, and the outside atmosphere? 
Was the setting public or private? It is 
important to record data pertaining to time 
and space: Where was it? When was it? With 
whom was it? These factors actually reflect 
both one’s state, at the time, as well as 
predisposing trait factors, e.g., of the 
experient over long periods or status on that 
day as opposed to that state moment. 
 
AXIS P—PSYCHIATRIC AND 
PSYCHOLOGICAL 
In Axis L, Labels, single broader diagnoses 
were used. In Axis P, this is amplified 
psychologically and psychiatrically. This 
includes again both state (e.g., mental status 

examination at that time, though not the 
moment of the SPE, or trait elements) and 
trait factors. The underlying 
psychopathology and psychiatric condition is 
most easily done via the multi-axial system 
of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual 
(currently DSM 4-TR, or Fourth Revision, 
Transitional). This can be brief: Mental 
status can just be reported as “normal.” 
Unconscious factors may use psychological 
elements and the unconscious dynamics as 
well as personality components (e.g., 
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality 
Inventory or MMPI; or the Meyer Briggs 
Type Inventory) as well as projective tests 
and attitude tests. From this, one is able to 
move ahead to draw conclusions.  
 
AXIS Q—QUESTIONNAIRES 
Just as there are screening questionnaires 
pertaining to neurophysiological, 
neuropsychiatric, and neurological 
conditions, there are also questionnaires 
pertaining to subjective paranormal 
experiences. A variety have been developed 
over the years, including screening 
questionnaires such as the Neppe Subjective 
Paranormal Experience Questionnaire and 
the more detailed modification, the NEAST 
(Neppe Evaluation of Anomalous Subjective 
Typologies, Neppe, 2006b). Another 
example would be the Neppe Déjà Vu 
questionnaire used in my original déjà vu 
research (Neppe, 1983b) and its latest re-
modification, the New Neppe Déjà Vu 
Questionnaire, the NDVQ (Neppe, 2006a). 
 
 
INTERPRETATIONS 
AXIS R—REFERENCE / REALITY  
Reference allows comparison of current 
results with the available reference data. This 
also allows awareness of the expectation of 
results.  
 
AXIS S—STATISTICS 
Statistical analyses relate to result clusters 
and the probability of events happening by 
chance or expectation without psi. This 
allows quantifications for veridicality and 
suggestive quality. This incorporates 
probability (p) values, correlations, bi-
directionality in terms of causality, both 
internal correspondences, with the 
correlation of the different items, and 
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external correspondences with some outside 
measure, and the extent of the experiences.  
 
AXIS T—TYPICALITY  
In this instance one makes comparisons with 
nosological subtypes. for example, the 
various déjà vu items and how they fit within 
the different nosological subtypes of the 
fabric of the subjects being examined. 
 
AXIS U—UNDERLYING 
PERSPECTIVE 
The evaluation creates an underlying 
summary perspective such as: “Ostensible 
veridical lucid dreaming with several 
corresponding elements and complicating 
psychodynamic elements in a subject who 
has features of temporal lobe 
symptomatology with seven possible 
temporal lobe symptoms but who, on testing, 
did not demonstrate any trait changes on 
EEG or FMRI.” At this point, the final 
elements pertaining to verifiability, 
familiarity, positives, and negatives of the 
summation are examined. 
 
AXIS V—VERIFIABILITY 
Axis V, Verifiability or Veridicality, extends 
the subjective informing of the psi events. 
Axis V moves to objective reality: The written 
record, unseen by anyone else, of the actual 
event (i.e., "subjectively validated" or S-V), 
or communication with someone else, is now 
objectively unconfirmed ("unconfirmed 
validation" or U-V) or reliably confirmed 
("objective reliable validation" or R-V) based 
on the data of what actually occurred. The 
final level of event may also be unvalidated 
or have components of psychosis. In this 
instance the SPE has components of out-of-
touchness with reality and delusional 
influence or self- reference. These I have 
called "psychotic SPEs" (Neppe and Tucker, 
1989) and the level of correspondence is 
"psychotic." This may, if necessary, combine 
with another term, e.g., "psychotic 
unvalidated" (P-V). Alternatively a 
precognition may be awaiting actualization 
(A-V). 
 
AXIS W—WORKING HYPOTHESES 
After examining research and reference data, 
the typicality of the results, statistical 
correlations, exact correspondences, and 
verification of information, one is ready to 

propose working hypotheses and conclusions 
that the final three axes will put into a 
balance of meaning. 
 
AXIS X—X-FACTOR FAMILIARITY 
LEVEL 
Before explaining or describing something as 
ostensibly psi, the anomalistic investigator 
must consider what I call globally 
quasifamiliar explanations (Neppe, 1980a), 
including the "subliminal" (latent 
familiarity), "organic" and "dynamic" 
explanations. These incorporate three 
alternatives to psi as an explanation for a 
happening that appears anomalous, namely: 
(1) subliminal stimuli— Devereux's "latent 
familiarity." organic explanations such as a 
hallucination or memory disturbance 
(paramnesia); (2) What I have called 
"pseudofamiliarity" (Neppe, 1985; Neppe, 
1980b); and (3) psychological non-organic 
explanations based at the level of the 
unconscious, i.e., psychodynamic, or simply 
"dynamic" or antecedent events—
antefamiliarity (Neppe, 1980b). These three 
allow a hierarchy of parsimonious 
explanations prior to interpreting any 
quasifamiliar externally objectively validated 
event as a veridical psi event: If that psi 
event can be regarded as such a kind that a 
modification of our present Newtonian laws 
of physics is necessary, this would be 
parafamiliarity — implying an extension of 
our natural laws (Devereux, 1974); if it 
requires rejection of current laws this implies 
a metafamiliar explanation— "meta-" refers 
to non-physical explanations (Devereux, 
1974). Finally, the experience may be 
anomalous because of its apparent acausal 
synchronicity. This I have called 
"prefamiliarity" (Neppe, 1980); possibly 
"psi" embraces it. If uncertain if meta- or 
para-familiar, or pre- familiar, this is 
queryfamiliarity (Neppe, 1980a). Because 
these anomalous levels—latent, dynamic, 
organic, psi—may be difficult to differentiate, 
I have suggested the term delta for any kind 
of anomalous experience. It is a composite 
term: Delta implies extrachance experience. 
Closing out this comprehensive 
classification, phenomena may easily be 
coincidental with a high chance probability 
of simple chance or unmeaningful 
coincidence (non-familiarity) (Neppe, 1984) 
or may be easily explained by fact or logic: 
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explained familiarity (a new term, better 
than Neppe’s previous real familiarity) 
(Neppe, 1980b). Combinations listed as 
familiarity level interpretations can be 
difficult (Table 2 Axis X: When e.g., psi and 
dynamic components interplay, the 
researcher should preferably place the most 
striking component first. The term 
“psi/dynamic” would imply putative psi with 
possible dynamic factors; dynamic/psi would 
imply the reverse. Terms such as 
chance/delta or chance/psi or psi/chance 
(i.e., psi more likely than coincidence) 
appear legitimate.   
 
AXIS Y—YES 
The Yes Factors: How would one interpret 
the positives, the strengths, in this regard? 
The protagonist would argue from this 
dialectic. 
 
AXIS Z—ZERO 
The Zero factor: The critical negations. Again 
trying to attain a balance, summarize it, 
interpret the negatives, and find any 
alternatives. This is legitimate scientific 
method, and does not refer to the 
“pseudoskeptics” who reject these 
phenomena on illogical grounds. 
 
OVERALL CONCEPTUALIZATION 
Historical background 
I have proposed this multi-axial 
classification system for consciousness 
research, knowing how important and 
successful a similar system has been for 
psychiatry. I am referring to the American 
Psychiatric Association’s Diagnostic and 
Statistical Manual (DSM), currently DSM 
IV-TR].  

Consciousness research needs a 
multiaxial classification system. Historically, 
this system developed originally from my 
Anomalous Multiaxial Event System 
(NAMES). This utilized the first 10 
alphabetical axes, A to J (Neppe, 1980a). I 
later updated it (Neppe, 1985) into the 10-
axis Multiaxial System for Anomalous 
Events. These classifications did not include 
many of what may be the key features. It 
therefore required further amplifications.  

The tentative 26-level axis 
description of consciousness experiences, 
The Subjective Experience of Anomalous 
Trait Typology Evaluation (SEATTLE) 

represents a preliminary and novel attempt 
at developing such a more comprehensive 
multiaxial system for describing subjective 
paranormal experiences (SPEs). These SPEs 
range from spontaneous single ones (e.g., 
precognitions), to laboratory clusters (e.g., in 
psychokinesis experiments).  

The challenge has been the extension 
of SEATTLE to A to Z in a not too contrived, 
workable, easily remembered order that 
appears legitimate and is relevant for 
application to research and clinical 
situations. I still see it as a work in progress 
and this SEATTLE 1 classification will, no 
doubt, at some point, be replaced by 
SEATTLE 2. Every A to Z axis remains 
unique and reflects ongoing developing 
pertinent subdivisions. This will lead to new 
language and further neologisms will happen 
as they did with this process in psychiatry. 

 
The theory 
The SEATTLE ensures that the possible 
errors of classifying heterogeneous 
phenomena into single subgroups can largely 
be eliminated. This means “like” will appear 
with “like” and not with “not like.” The 
following overview bears clarification: 

 However, completing the 26 ordered 
data-bases axes are time-consuming. It is not 
yet ideal, but does allow researchers to 
classify from A to Z. Every A to Z axis is 
special and has ongoing developing pertinent 
subdivisions. As indicated, the first ten 
letters of SEATTLE, namely Axes (A—J), 
detail Specific Features pertaining to the 
data given by the experients. These largely 
correspond historically with the previous 
multiaxial system. Thereafter, the more 
General Factors (Axes K-Q) examine general 
biopsychosocial experient characteristics and 
pertinent factors. Running in further logical 
order, attempted possible Interpretations of 
Phenomena (R—Z) by experts (e.g., 
clinicians, statisticians, parapsychologists) 
follow.  

This multidisciplinary approach can 
be applied to both the experimental and the 
spontaneous situations. Retrospective data 
can be classified, even when there are gaps in 
the data so that not all of Axes A to Z will be 
complete. Such incompleteness is still far 
better than no comparative data.  

Fortunately, there are short cuts to 
this bulky A to Z approach. For example, 
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many information pieces can be completed 
with assiduous attention to detail by 
applying important stylistic classifications, 
such as the TICKLES (PICKLES) building 
blocks and MOLDINGS as modifiers in many 
ESP and particularly precognitive 
experiences. This takes seconds and implies 
a “horses for courses” approach adapted for 
the specific area of consciousness research 
being studied. My associates and I have also 
accumulated large amounts of data over the 
past several years in individual subjective 
precognitive impressions, though frequently 
there are information gaps as exemplified by 
the complex "precognitive dreams" example 
(above) with profound dynamic elements 
with the application of the classification to 
these phenomena.  
 The SEATTLE axes involve 
preliminary, novel attempts to clarify 
developing a multiaxial system for describing 
subjective paranormal experiences. Until we 
consistently document these experiences in 
detail, we will create non-replicable 
heterogeneity, even in our experimental 
protocols. The SEATTLE approach allows us 
to consistently document attitudes and 
expectations of the experimenters, subjects 
and observers. It also emphasizes that a 
supposed replication attempt was not a true 
replication when significant data sets were 
different. Detailed description of subjective 
phenomena produces interpretable results. 
Its neglect could produce inappropriate 
generalizations of the key basic range of 
parapsychological experiences. These 
principles have been critical, guiding sources 
for a flexible, detailed multiaxial 
classification analysis of alleged psi 
experiences. 
 
Applications in practice 
The SEATTLE can be applied to every 
subtype of SPE and objective experience, 
whether spontaneous, experimental, or 
induced. Ultimately, SEATTLE data analyses 
allow research and clinical meta-analyses of 
anomalous events where important 
phenomenological commonalities and 
differences could contribute to significant 
theoretical, paradigmatic and research 
advances.  

Examples of the early attempts to 
classify phenomenological parapsychology 
and consciousness research, relate to the 

author’s published data (1977-on), namely:  
• the diagnostic entity of Subjective 

Paranormal Experience Psychosis 
(Neppe and Tucker, 1989) 

• links of the physiological features of 
temporal lobe functioning to SPEs 
(Neppe, 2009) 

• biological measures of outcome such 
as pharmacological responsiveness 
and toleration differences with 
Subjective Paranormal Experients 
versus Schizophrenics (Neppe, 
1988a, b) 

• demonstrable plurality of the déjà vu 
phenomenon demonstrating four 
different nosological groups. This 
very large Neppe déjà vu study is a 
particularly good example of detailed 
phenomenological analysis 
illustrating the real-life research 
application of such 
phenomenological analyses (Neppe, 
1983b). 

These examples demonstrate that the 
empirical phenomenological analytical 
parapsychological approach is valuable and 
useful.  
 Specifically, such research allows 
fruitful hypotheses that not all subjective 
paranormal experiences derive from or are 
associated with the same brain locus or are 
predisposed to by the same specific 
psychopathological or psychological 
conditions, states or traits [e.g., out of body 
experiences induced by stimulating the brain 
are quite phenomenologically different from 
spontaneous OBEs; Neppe, 2008b). Such 
dissimilarities empirically justify the need 
for a consistent multiaxial classification 
system. This allows clustering of similar sets 
of occurrences and differentiation from the 
dissimilar.  

Experimental psi research may also 
benefit from this approach. Rare non-
artifactual positive original results may not 
be replicated because tightened or different 
experimental controls might remove special 
environmental, interpersonal, and 
psychological psi-conducive effects. 
Experimenters must be listed and described 
to account for experimenter effects and there 
is no getting around the importance of their 
attitudes (e.g. Schmeidler, 1976) and the 
previous success of the research participants. 
Such details as local sidereal time and 
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geomagnetic conditions will only make a 
possible difference if they are recorded 
(Spottiswoode, 1997). 

 Contradictory results have become a 
norm as replication attempts produce 
declining psi phenomena. Some of these 
non-replications may result from different 
biopsychophysical circumstances; 
experimenters may not know that they are 
attempting a different experiment, with 
subtle though different key variables. This 
leads to the paradox of the inherent non-
replicability of psi because of subtle 
experimental changes. In reality, 
epiphenomena may reflect vastly different 
origins: documentation of differences in 
experimental protocol is the key to the future 
of the discipline. Similarly, we must detail 
more completely the second major domain of 
consciousness research, namely investigation 
of spontaneous phenomena.  
 
Integration 
The SEATTLE can be applied to every 
subtype of SPE and laboratory experience, 
whether spontaneous, experimental, or 
induced. Ultimately, SEATTLE data analyses 
will allow for research and clinical meta-
analyses of anomalous events where 
important phenomenological commonalities 
and differences could allow significant 
theoretical, paradigmatic and research 

advances. 
The SEATTLE axes involve 

preliminary, novel attempts to clarify 
developing a multiaxial system for describing 
subjective paranormal experiences. But until 
we consistently document these experiences 
in detail, we will create non-replicable 
heterogeneity, even in our experimental 
protocols. Applying a multi-axial 
phenomenological approach allows us to 
consistently document attitudes and 
expectations of the experimenters, 
participants, and observers and to realize 
that a supposed replication was not a true 
replication, because significant data sets 
were different.  

The SEATTLE classification allows 
for potential worldwide collaborations and a 
major new funding direction. Most 
importantly a more unified multiaxial 
database could arise with developments like 
those that occurred in psychiatry through the 
DSM. 

Dialing a complex telephone number 
produces entirely divergent results when one 
digit is in error: In psi experiments and in 
consciousness research, we need to realize 
that non-replicability may be due to the fact 
that the overall phenomenology was not 
researched. SEATTLE now requires 
empirical testing and routine use in research.  

 
APPENDIX 

Table 1. Subjective Experience of Anomalous Trait Typology Levels Evaluation (SEATTLE): Example. *= Axis; ^ = 
Classification; S= specific, G=general, I=Interpretations 
I. II. LEVEL  ^  DETAIL OF ACTUAL SPE Vernon’s soccer and speaking theme dream 
A  Anomaly  S  spontaneous precognitive 

dream 
Precognitive Dream

B      afferent information, known 
time and place of event; 
spontaneous 

Spontaneous. Dream date: Likely Saturday 1/22/05 approximately 07 
(pre‐waking) (5% uncertain: Was it the AM on the Friday 1/21/2005 
and only recognized that Saturday? Dream at home in Seattle in my 
bed before waking. Wife present but asleep 
 

C  Correspondences 
DRUM 

S  Subjectively validated
objectively validated before 
Sunday events after Saturday 
events, nonpsychotic 

Initially subjectively validated: I didn't recognize as a precognitive 
dream actualizing itself from 14 to 27 hours after the dream when 
the actual soccer game mirrored the content of the dream. 
Objectively validated witness: After the events of the Saturday 
evening late I had told my wife; Objectively validated recording by 
Dictaphone on the Sunday AM 9am before second events. 
 

D  Description 
DSMF 

S  Content with perspective and 
concomitant features; definite, 
speculative, metaphor, fact 
(DSMF) 

There was going to be a soccer game. I was on the soccer team. 
Somehow, there were only 8 people on the team and we were going 
in a microbus (the term in South Africa for a 10 or 12 seater SUV type 
car and somehow there was a South African flavoring almost as if the 
soccer game were connected with South Africa). As we’re about to 
enter the microbus, suddenly somebody said “she’s a good soccer 
player, lets include her” and a lady came with us on the bus to play 
soccer. 
We went to the soccer field and started out our soccer game. 
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I was perplexed because there were only 9 of us, but suddenly there 
were 11 players playing and me: I was told that I’m the reserve —the 
substitute if anyone cannot play; so it’s not likely that I will play. 
The team started out terribly. They appeared completely 
disorganized and one goal was scored by the opposition without 
anyone even confronting the other team—an open goal.  I felt 
frustrated, because I knew I was the best soccer player there on my 
team, and could potentially contribute greatly for my team. 
Only one goal was seen in my dream, the one early on. 
It seemed that the other team could then not score. (The contents of 
the dream that matched the actual soccer game are highlighted.) 
 

E  Ego‐ consciousness 
W, split, RBMN 

S  Spontaneous precognitive
dream of ordinary kind. 

Ordinary. Only feature: I don’t remember many dreams and certainly 
not in this detail. I know I had a second dream too but had no recall 
of it by that morning. 
 

F  Functional focus  S  Focus = dreamer (Vernon) Individual experient dreamer; occurring to myself 
 

G  Gestalt  
FEMA 

S  Focus, e.g., percipient. Human.
Expectancy: anticipated 
outcome strong once started; 
did not anticipate the soccer 
addition 
 subjectively: motivation, e.g., 
High attitude, e.g., sheep,  

Prior to occurrence of the dream: no predisposing features. 
No anticipation of this dream actualizing until it began with the 
dinner. 
No anticipation of the soccer in the dream actualizing until invited. 
Knew about the dinner but did not link the dream with it. 
 

H  Heuristic 
TICKLES/ 
PICKLES 

S  Phenomenological detail 
T(P)ICKLES 
Time <24hours onset default; 
Person: Self 
I ordinary dream; not 
experienced as veridical dream. 
C ordinary impression 
K Precognition 
L Soccer component 1 in 40 
years so < 1 in 10,000 
E frustration;  
S No bodily symptoms 
 

Information based on dream and based on the individual having the 
dream scoring it as soon after the dream as possible.  
However, this relates to dictated information and scoring of the 
events which initially I perceived as 12 Ds but reviewing now it is 17 
Ds and 1 S.  

I  Intention  S  spontaneous, unexpected. Spontaneous
J  Judgement  S  Profoundly unlikely event (once 

before in 40 years) (p<0.0001); 
correspondence exact for 11/12 
and anticipated the 12th; 
Extremely strong 
correspondence, unexplained; 
highly veridical interpretation 

A. 16/17evemts happened; 17th then modified itself as in the dream 
due  to  my  intervention.  Second  part  on  soccer  objectified  and 
validated. 

      1. PRE‐EXISTING 
FEATURES 

K  Knowledge  G  Profound knowledge of area ordinary individual in terms of SPEs; significant interest in 
parapsychology; loaded FH; Age 54; M; married; USA ex South 
African. MD, PhD 
subject has profound knowledge of literature on precognitions 

L  Labels   G  psychiatric, subjective 
paranormal experient 
evaluation 

no psychiatric history; no psychotropic medications; no abuse; 

M  Modifiers  G  (M)FOLDINGS: 
 
1 metaphor (1M) 
no known facts at the time of 
the dream, 
 extraordinary information, 
illogical because content so 
unexpected, 
 definite impressions (17 D),  
 
interpretation of party and 
talking is metaphoric but 
unknown at the time, 
 
 No guesstimate,  

There was going to be a soccer game (D). I was one of the soccer 
team. (D) Somehow, there were only 8 people (D) on the team and 
we were going in a microbus (D)—the term in South Africa for a 10 or 
12 seater SUV type car (my estimate) and somehow there was a 
South African flavouring almost like the soccer game was connected 
with South Africa. (M). As we’re about to enter the microbus, 
suddenly somebody said “she’s a good soccer player, lets include her” 
and a lady came with us on the bus to play soccer. (D) 
We went to the soccer field and started out our soccer game. (D) 
I was perplexed because there was only 9 of us (D) but suddenly 
there were 11 players (D) playing and me (D): I was told that I’m the 
reserve (D) —the substitute if anyone cannot play; so it’s not likely 
that I will play. (D) 
The team started out terribly. They appeared completely 
disorganized ((D) and one goal a was scored by the opposition (M) 
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1 Speculative impression 
(vague, uncertain in dream) 

without anyone even confronting the other team—an open goal as 
the goalie was out of the goals (D).  
I felt frustrated (D), because I knew I was the best soccer player there 
on my team ((D), and could potentially contribute greatly for my 
team (D) but somehow I was playing in the game as well despite 
being on the bench regarded as the best in the field (S) 
Only one goal was seen in my dream, the one early on. 
It seemed that the other team could then not score. (D) 
Perplexity: 
I was perplexed by one component of the dream. Why was I 
dreaming about soccer? Was this a metaphor? The fact was that I 
was a good soccer player as a kid of eleven—I had childlike 
aspirations to play professionally in fact—and I lecture and publicly 
speak professionally now and therefore was almost certainly the best 
speaker available. Was this the parallel? 
Also why did South Africa come up? Was it my soccer link there? 
And why did the transportation of all the players come up? 
I didn't recognize this as a precognitive dream actualizing itself from 
14 to 27 hours after the dream. I first recognized the precognitive 
component at the dinner below. 
 

N  Neurophysiological  G  Neurophysiological, 
neuropsychiatric, neurological 
and medical; INSET, NTLQ; 
diagnosis; pharmacological; 
genetic; Neurophysiological 
correlate; neurological testing 

no testing performed. However, neuropsychologically normal, special 
skills, INSET: Negative, SOBIN: several exceptional, mild 
prosopagnosia; intelligence has been tested: Confidential (but 
available) 

O  Outside  G 
S 

No sidereal time measures.
No special information available 
about that time. 
 

Spontaneous. Dream date: Likely Saturday 1/22/05 approximately 07 
(pre‐waking) (5% uncertain: Was it the AM on the Friday 1/21/2005 
and only recognized that Saturday. Dream at home in my bed before 
waking. Wife present but sleeping. Seattle, WA 
 

P  Psychiatric / 
Psychological 

G  No psychiatric diagnosis (DSM‐
4‐TR); 
 Mental status examination 
WNLs.  
Unconscious dynamics; some 
stressors that weekend. 
MBTI: E 67  N75   F50 
  J56 
No MMPI. 
No MRI head.  
No induction.  

No psychiatric history.
MBII done.  
Some stressors that weekend. 

Q  Questionnaires  G  Screening Questions: 
Questionnaires: Screening 
 
Occasional lifetime validated 
SPEs.  
 
 
 
 

Several previous rare subjectively validated Subjective Paranormal 
Experiences. 
Objectively scored slightly positively in formal Ganzfeld testing.  
Scored once very highly on ESP‐ertise usually chance  
Scored consistently initial hits informally on Internet dice game. 
 

      INTERPRETATIONS 
R  REALITY  I  information as described

2 distinct parts: The dinner and 
the soccer game. 
 
 
Hits M = metaphoric because 
was in soccer game. 5.  
 
F= fact. 
 
first time ever I had dictated a 
dream. 
 
aft the soccer game: 
 
 
every D definite dream 

Reality: Part 1 Dinner.
For several weeks I had been due to go with my wife Lis to a 
community dinner, honouring a stalwart (President) in the 
community who is a very close personal friend. 
I had very much wanted to talk and say a few words about him. On 
the evening before the dream, the 21st January evening, somebody 
who was peripherally involved but influential, spontaneously said, 
“maybe you can speak but I don’t know if you’ll be asked because I’m 
not organizing it.” He said, “you know if you were asked to speak 
spontaneously would you be able to speak” and I said that I would. 
Later on when I came to the dinner, this was confirmed, like “have 
you prepared something” and in fact, the friend who was being 
honoured, it turns out, had specifically requested that I speak. The 
evening program was never pre‐announced and the typed program 
was only received once one we arrived at the community dinner so I 
didn’t know who was speaking. There was a master of ceremonies 
(MC) and he made the decision as to who would speak.  
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information expressed in either 
the dinner (scored as 
metaphoric) or the soccer game 
(literal; but at times duplication 
like the 8 players, the goal 
metaphor, the opposition, the 
disorganization). 
 

Based on my previous knowledge (Fact F) I was consciously certain I 
would be speaking because it seemed like a certainty. 
 
The evening began with some appetizers upstairs. Though we were 
due to go downstairs and begin at 8.30pm, no‐one did, no‐one knew 
where to sit, no‐one welcomed us, and no‐one took the initiative 
until 20 minutes into getting the food. This to me was significant 
disorganization (F) (hit M). 
There were two theme speakers. Then it was opened up to the 
audience who were called up individually each time by the MC. 
Effectively, the first speaker who spoke the longest and was asked 
first was one of the ladies who was effectively speaking in my 
place(hit M).. I never got to speak and the person who originally 
approached me said afterwards, “Oh, you know we kept you on 
reserve (hit M) in case anything went wrong;” … in case someone 
didn’t want to speak. Virtually the same phrase used in the soccer 
game dream. (hit M) 
 
How many spoke? Eight people as in the dream (hit M)—except then 
one invited speaker was from the catering staff spoke (making 9) (hit 
M ) and insisted the three other crew members also spoke making up 
eleven (hit M). 
The whole proceedings had one goal (hit M) To honour the couple 
(particularly the male who was the President; and one of the 
speakers was his wife speaking about her husband). This President 
spoke briefly—the one on the other side receiving (hit M). 
 
I felt exceedingly frustrated at not having the opportunity to speak to 
the extent that I verbalized this (hit M) as I felt I was the best 
available and most appropriate speaker. (note at the dinner there 
were possibly 100). 
 
 
SUNDAY after recording this information: 
Bizarrely after dictating this on the Sunday morning, I met up with 
somebody who I had barely uttered four words to me in my life 
before this. 
He recognized me and said, “You're Australian or South African, 
aren't you.” (F‐D) 
“We're having a soccer game (F‐D) at the park and you’ve got to 
come and play.” 
 
“How many will play” I asked. 
“Oh. We’ve got enough for eight a side” (F‐D) 
 
And he arranged for the kids and some adults all to come. 
They piled into a car (some walked the quarter mile) and were 
transported to the field. 
So, for the first time in 40 years, I was invited to play soccer and 
basically, from 10am to noon, I played a full scale, full‐length soccer 
game, with kids and adults. There were probably 30 of us eventually, 
with tiny makeshift goals (maybe 4 feet wide, 4 feet high, and angled) 
(I had played some years before a couple of times with my son [not 
invited} and on the odd occasion at a little picnic {not specifically 
invited}, but never a full length game and never also for a full period 
of one and a half or two hours. 
And I had never been even solicited in a group to play before other 
than at the two picnics. 
 
The score was 0 to 0. However, according to those who were playing, 
the person who was regarded as the best in the field was myself, as in 
my dream. Eventually, five of the opponents would be marking me! 
And afterwards, I had two adults coming up to me and admiring my 
soccer skills. 
 
There were 0 goals scored, although with the tiny makeshift goals, I 
hit the goal post and came the closest to scoring on several 
occasions, compared with anyone else.  
In the dream, I knew the goalkeeper had abandoned the goals and 
the opponents had scored: Consequently, I made sure this did not 
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happen, as per my dream, as the goalie at an early stage came out of 
his goals to play up the field and I sent right back so the initial 
abandonment of our goals (maybe reflecting what I call the Neppe 
law of cause and effect, where cause can be altered, altering the 
effect. (S)) 
 I kept wondering if the score was going to be 1 to nothing. Strangely 
enough with 1 1/2 minutes left to go, that was when I hit the goal 
post. But it didn’t go in. 
 

S  Statistic  I  Very evidential, No official P 
values but probability of soccer 
that weekend? P <0.0001, and 
of all these facts coming true or 
metaphorically expressed 
extraordinarily low.  
correlates; correspondence: 
and qualitative parameters all 
profound. 

a great deal was metaphoric in that dinner paralleling the soccer 
dream profoundly. 
Direct. 
My dream had twelve key pieces of information. 
All of them came about in the speaking and the soccer. The 
differences of modification above were only in the soccer game, not 
the speaking. 
Time period: From the Saturday evening event so very close indeed. 
 

T  Typicality   I  Comparison with typical 
nosological subtypes 

Typical precognitive dream

U  Underlying      12 key pieces. All 1 2 came 
about. 

corresponding elements 

V  Validation     This one I didn't recognize as a precognitive dream actualizing itself 
from 14 to 27 hours after the dream. I never initially told this dream 
to anyone, although I kept having the thought on Saturday of 
mentioning it to my wife, Lis. But at least the second part was pre‐
recorded.) 
I recorded it Sunday 1/22/2005 (on computer digital dating) at 9am. 
I told my wife at that point. 
Detail of what happened:  
This second part was recorded at 12.30 pm Sunday 1/22/2005 after 
the game 
Differences: 
No women played soccer. (But the lady was the main speaker doing 
the honoring) 
The score was 0‐0. (But one goal to honor the speaker) 
There were eventually more than 11 per side. (But initially 8 per side 
and the transportation there.) 
And I played soccer. (but the reserve speaker) 
Even the open goal was the way the function was arranged: All open, 
uncertain what will happen, open goal to honor the President. 
But somehow, I intuitively understood this later all as part of the 
speaking not the soccer. 
 
Factors correlating are numerous. The 8 being transported yet far 
more playing, the woman who plays the major role, the 11 on the 
soccer dream and eleven speaking though eight were asked, yet 
somehow 9, the one goal to honor the particular person, the fact that 
I was not asked to speak, despite being the only professional speaker 
there and in my dream being most hurt not playing and in reality 
being most hurt not speaking, the invitation to play soccer, my first 
full‐length soccer game. The South Africa reference. 
 

W  Working 
hypotheses 

I  Strong evidence for externally 
validated SPE statistically 

no physiological elements

X  X‐factor familiarity  I  Ante— dynamic, Para— psi 
minimal,  
Meta— psi radical familiarity  

Metafamiliar nexus with extremely unlikely psi events 
Likelihood of ante‐familiarity with psychodynamics 

Y  Yes  I  Protagonist balance; Strength: 
Very strong evidence for psi 

subjectively and objectively strong supportive data for spontaneous 
psi. 

Z  Zero  I  Fraud or initial paramnesia not 
proven; even was uncertain 
which night it was dreamt. 

Skeptical negations; did not record until the Sunday morning. Did not 
externally validate outside family Was not date and time stamped 
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Table 2. Subjective Experience of Anomalous Trait Typology Levels Evaluation (SEATTLE). *= Axis; ^ = Classification; S= 
specific, G=general, I=Interpretations 
III. IV. LEVEL  ^  DETAIL OF ACTUAL SPE Dreamer (below) Example

A  Anomaly  S  kind of SPE  Regular precognitive dream 
B  Base ACE  S  direction, timing, place, lab vs. spontaneous (afferent, e.g., ESP; 

efferent, e.g., PK, central, combinations) 
afferent, unknown time and place; 
spontaneous 

C  Correspondence 
DRUM 

S  Unvalidated U, subjectively validated V, objective O, psychotic P. Dreamer; V—dr 

D  Description 
DSMF 

S  Content with perspective and concomitant features; definite, 
speculative, metaphor, fact (DSMF),  

Dreamer’s detailed description

E  Ego‐ 
consciousness 
W, split, RBMN 

S  WA, ASCs: S‐ASC, P‐ASC, L‐ASC, I‐ASC, T‐ASC, R‐ASC, B‐ASC, M‐ASC, 
N‐ASC 
spontaneous s, induced i, experimental e. self‐referential S, other‐
referential O 

Dreamer: S‐ASCs 

F  Functional focus  S  Experimental elements, extra: brain: X‐Rays, FMRI, PET, EEG, data 
comparisons, e.g., computer simulations or comparisons, 
pharmacology  

Focus =  Dreamer. 
 

G  Gestalt  
FEMA 

S  Focus, e.g., percipient. agent, experimenter. human, dog, plants etc. 
Expectancy: anticipated outcome subjectively: motivation, e.g., High 
expectancy of negative outcome; attitude, e.g., “sheep” (believers), 
goats (non‐believers), supersheep, supergoats 

Percipient, HE +. Strong chochma. 
Sheep. HM, 

H  Heuristic 
TICKLES/ 
PICKLES 

S  Phenomenological detail 
T(P)ICKLES 
Specific with event: Emotional, Somatic elements; Timing, Territory; 
Detail of waking ESP 
Separative Experience complete 
Veridical Dream 
TICKLES; T=t, t, p; I =Axis i; C=p; K=a; e; L=s; E=p, S=u 

T<24h; R‐T; self 
I OD 
C ordinary 
K Pni 
L Illogical 
E No emotion 
S No bodily symptoms 

I  Intention  S  Prior aims e.g., Spontaneous, Experimental (CE, UE), Induced; II, UI. Spontaneous 
J  Judgement  S  Logic or statistic, probability correspondence, interpretation

VE, E, S, NE  
non‐evidential 

A. Suggestive 

      PRE‐EXISTING FEATURES 

K  Knowledge  G  Ethicospirituobiopsychofamiliosociocultural factors; Demographics; 
Prior Knowledge 

known “paragnost”; self 
component.  

L  Labels   G  psychiatric, subjective paranormal experient evaluation not psychiatric 
M  Modifiers  G  FOLDINGS: fact, ordinary, logic, definite, interpretation, no category, 

guesstimate, speculation 
Detailed each section 

N  Neurophysiologic
al 

G  Neurophysiological, neuropsychiatric, neurological and medical; 
INSET, NTLQ; diagnosis; pharmacological; genetic; 
Neurophysiological correlate; neurological testing 

no testing performed 

O  Outside  G 
S 

Outside: atmosphere, setting; time and space, specific individuals= 
experimenter, subjects, geomagnetic field, sidereal time 

specific information re date and 
time and participants 

P  Psychiatric / 
Psycho‐logical 
Status 

G  Psychiatric diagnosis (DSM‐4‐TR); Mental status examination. 
Unconscious dynamics; MMPI; Meyer Briggs, Other personality tests, 
Projective techniques; observed attitudes 

Myer Briggs category: intuitive;
normal mental status. 

Q  Questionnaires  G  Screening Questions: Questionnaires: Screen, e.g., SPEQ, NEASTS; 
DVQ; 

no testing done 

      INTERPRETATIONS
R  Reference 

REALITY 
I  Research data and expectation comparisons literature literature examined 

S  Statistic  I  p values; correlates; correspondence: qualitative Evidential, suggestive 
 

T  Typicality   I  Comparison with typical nosological subtypes Typical precognitive dream
U  Underlying      Underlying whole, with corresponding elements corresponding elements  
W  Working 

hypotheses 
I  Subjective or objective correlates bidirectionality; temporal lobe; 

MMPI) 
X  X‐factor 

familiarity 
I  Non‐familiarity— Non‐meaningful coincidence: chance

Explained familiarity— Ordinary explanations, e.g., fraud, 
misperceptions  
Quasi‐familiarity (7 subtypes: Latent— subliminal, Pseudo— organic, 
Ante— dynamic, Para— psi minimal, Meta— psi radical, 
Prefamiliarity —acausal synchronicity 
 Query— uncertain)  

Alleged parafamiliar may have 
ante /quasi familiar and real 
familiarity aspects 

Y  Yes  I  Protagonist balance; Strength Interpret the positives 
Z  Zero  I  Skeptical negations; Balance; Summary Interpret the negatives 
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Reflections about Parapsychology and the 
Philosophy of Science 

Has Parapsychology Progressed As a Science to the Point Where 
Science Can Include Psi and Transpersonal Views In Its Hard Core? 

 
Jalmir Freire Brelaz de Castro 

Abstract 
This  paper  proposes  to  evaluate  the  relationship  of  scientific  criteria  to
parapsychology.    It  is herein argued that the most effective ways for the discipline of
parapsychology to progress, are: a) to face psi, firstly, as a conceptual problem; b) to
combine several approaches containing psi in their essence; and c) to try to build a psi
“hard  core”  through a  theoretical approach  to  resolving and  clarifying  the problems
raised. To understand psi  it will be necessary to explore not only empirical problems,
but especially  such  conceptual problems as mind,  consciousness, and altered  states.
Only  then  can  science  in  general  and  parapsychology  in  particular,  progress. 
Furthermore,  parapsychology  needs  to  develop  its  own  heuristics  –  that  is,  new 
scientific  methodologies  that  will  include  the  roles  of  the  researcher  and  of
consciousness  itself. Based on  the work of  the philosophers of  science  Larry  Laudan
and Imre Lakatos, the current analysis proposes a “hard core” for psi studies. Based on
Laudan’s  work  especially,  it  is  argued  that  the  conceptual  problems  are  more 
important  than  the  empirical  ones.  A  psi  hard  core  may  be  studied  in  two
complementary ways: using  Lakatos’ empirical  and  Laudan’s  theoretical approaches.
The  theoretical approach offers a greater chance  to see and clarify psi as a problem 
and  lead  to  an  understanding  of  the  metaphysics  and  ontologies  behind  it.  For
parapsychology to progress,  it  is necessary  to establish a psi hard core of constructs,
beliefs, and assumptions,  less  testable and more operational, where  the problem of 
ascertaining effectiveness is what matters. 
 
Key Words: paraphsychology, psi phenomena,  transpersonal psychology, philosophy
of science, metaphysics of science, research tradition, research program 
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Introduction1 
At the beginning of the second decade of the 
21st century, psi phenomena seemed to alter 
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the way we understand the concepts of 
space, time, mind, and energy. These 
phenomena raise questions about the limits 
of reality and also appear to reflect on the 
relationships between parapsychology and 
the philosophy of science. Krippner (1997) 
considers that psi phenomena may not be 
understandable using standard linear, 
reductionistic research methods and that psi 
research may require more holistic 
approaches that lend themselves to 
describing psi as a complex system. If that 
were to happen, it might be possible to 
describe psi in terms of specific mechanisms. 
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It means that psi may reflect the operations 
of an interactive, nonlinear, dynamic system. 
If so, chaos and complexity theories, as well 
as systems methodologies, are needed to 
study psi phenomena. 

Today in science the prevailing 
metaphysics is based on physics. One of its 
pillars is the principle of strong objectivity 
(Goswami, 2003), which holds reality (from 
the Latin res or thing) to be independent 
from us. Psi suggests a role for subjectivity 
and consciousness, even in the so-called real 
world. Mariotti (2006) calls 
representationism the prevailing 
epistemological mark of our culture – that is, 
mind as a mirror of nature. Objectivity is 
privileged, and subjectivity is thrown away as 
something that can endanger scientific 
precision. According to Marriotti, the biggest 
epistemological problem in our culture is 
how to deal with the subjective and the 
qualitative.  

Psi shows the possibility of another 
nature of reality. It means another ontology, 
from the Greek ontos (being) and logo 
(knowledge), with new conceptual 
assumptions regarding nature. Psi also 
suggests an enlarged understanding of the 
world and its essence (i.e., its metaphysics, 
from the Greek meta [beyond] and physis 
[nature]). Psi brings epistemological 
problems about the role of subjectivity and 
consciousness into the so-called real world. 
The standard limitation of reality is also 
reflected in the relationship of 
parapsychology and the philosophy of 
science. Bringing them together requires the 
development of new concepts that may 
include a transpersonal approach (i.e., 
research on non-ordinary states of 
consciousness, including hallucinogenic 
experiences and the mystical states of world 
religions).  
 Metaphysics provides the heuristics 
(from the Greek ευρίσκω, heurísko, the same 
etiology as eureka, or discovery) guiding the 
formation of theories. Heuristics is part of 
epistemology and the scientific method. A 
heuristic procedure is defined as a method of 
approximation of solutions that does not 
follow a clear path, because it is based on 
intuition and on circumstances in order to 
generate new knowledge. Psi and its 
relationship to consciousness indicate that 

the principle of strong objectivity is 
incomplete. This can lead, from a general 
perspective, to new factors in heuristic 
research such as the role of the researcher in 
determining the results of the research and 
the role of consciousness in investigations 
involving living beings.  

During the 20th century, the 
impossibility of establishing a unified 
heuristics of science became clear. Of course, 
the development of any science occurs in 
uneven ways based on very different 
evolutions (as in theoretical changes, 
empirical results, or cultural changes). 
Nowadays, heuristic studies are mainly 
concentrated within each science. It can be 
said, for example, that there are heuristic 
aspects of biology, chemistry, and physics, 
just to mention the natural sciences. Why 
not talk about a heuristic aspect of 
parapsychology? Although parapsychology is 
highly interdisciplinary with other sciences, 
it has developed its own heuristics without 
fanfare, perhaps as a way to validate itself 
vis-à-vis other sciences.  

Concepts that progressively have 
been incorporated into mainstream science, 
such as verification, confirmation (the higher 
the number of tests, the better the degree of 
confirmation of a theory), repetition, 
explication, demarcation, and falsification, 
are strongly present in the development of 
parapsychology. So far, however, it seems 
that they have not been enough to make 
parapsychology widely accepted in 
mainstream science. 

In the last decades of the 20th 
century, two approaches to science were 
dominant: the Research Program of Lakatos 
(Lakatos and Musgrave, 1979) (with an 
empirical basis) and the Research Tradition 
of Laudan (1977) (with a theoretical basis). 
Laudan’s and Lakatos’ concepts can enlarge 
science, because they propose a solid hard 
core based on a set of theories of 
metaphysical assumptions. Using these two 
approaches, the scientific method may be 
broadened to involve ontologies that contain 
psi assumptions and transpersonal angles. 

Radin (1997) makes a simple 
assumption of what science is, defining it as 
a well-accepted body of facts and a method 
of obtaining those facts, although individual 
scientists may disagree on the exact meaning 
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of “well-accepted facts and methods.” He 
places psi into two general categories. The 
first involves perceiving objects or events 
beyond the range of the ordinary senses, 
while the second considers psychic action on 
matter. It can be noted that Radin does not 
refer to conceptual problems. Other 
philosophers of science, such as Laudan, say 
that the major problems to be considered are 
indeed the conceptual ones. It is on these 
that parapsychologists must concentrate. 

 
Problems in Parapsychology and Its 
Implicit Conceptual Aspects 
What are the main problems in 
parapsychology? Does psi exist? Why is it so 
hard for parapsychological problems to be 
accepted in mainstream science? Some 
propositions of outstanding researchers 
aimed at answering these questions are 
presented below. 

Caruso (2002) argues that 
parapsychology has inherited philosophical, 
religious, and scientific issues. According to 
him, the main ones are the following: the 
mind-body dichotomy; the physiology of 
perception and other brain functions such as 
thought and memory; individual differences; 
the question of how time reactions are 
developed in individuals; and the ethical 
positions of experimental investigators. 
Caruso notes that the majority of 
parapsychological knowledge is descriptive 
rather than explicative. Moreover, in today’s 
parapsychological paradigm, there is little 
attention paid to the effect of psi phenomena 
on any neural processes of the central 
nervous system. On the other hand, some 
researchers, such as Roll and Persinger 
(1998), based on the neurophysiologic 
studies of Sean Harribance, suggests that 
extrasensory perception – ESP – is primarily 
a function of the right side of the brain. 

Other researchers such as Kreiman 
(2003), whose works have a process-
oriented approach, refer to paranormal 
cognition. They state that paranormal 
phenomena imply the existence of a mental 
aspect of nature, and that the telepathic, the 
clairvoyant, and the precognitive are present 
in the psyche of human beings. They think 
that parapsychology should ask the following 
questions, among others: How does ESP 
work? Which mechanism or dynamism 

makes the unconscious come to 
consciousness? What favors ESP? What 
disturbs it? In what ways does ESP impel our 
behavior? How can ESP receptivity be 
measured?  

Krippner (2006) considers that 
parapsychology is the disciplined study of 
interactions between organisms and other 
organisms, and between organisms and their 
environment, that seem to transcend 
mainstream science’s understanding of time, 
space, and energy. He relates parapsychology 
to transpersonal psychology, indicating that 
the transpersonal states of mind/body can be 
understood in terms of chaos and complexity 
theory as self-organizing and self-creating 
(autopoiese). He admits as alternatives to 
Western cause-and-effect thinking the 
approaches of Eastern philosophies such as 
the Buddhist, Vedic, and Taoist, as well as 
the cycles found in Native American 
traditions. Krippner believes that 
parapsychology and transpersonal 
psychology present world views that could 
supplement and enrich Western psychology 
and philosophy. 

Biologist Rupert Sheldrake (2004) 
claims that there are signs indicating the 
existence of a seventh sense. He suggests 
that we adopt a broader point of view in 
which not only the human mind but also the 
animal mind leaves the body and projects 
itself towards the outer world. He believes 
that mental fields that extend themselves 
beyond the brain may help to explain 
telepathy. They seem to be extremely 
common in the animal kingdom, which 
makes it part of our biological nature as well. 
The sixth sense has already been found by 
biologists who have studied electric and 
magnetic fields in animals such as eels, 
sharks, and rays. Sheldrake defines the term 
“seventh sense” as expressing the idea of 
telepathy, including the sense of being stared 
at and premonitions. The seventh sense is in 
a category clearly different from the 
commonly known five senses and from the 
sixth sense already identified. 

Teixeira (2000) advises that the first 
questions to be raised by the philosophy of 
mind are the following: Are mind and body 
the same? And, what is the nature of mental 
phenomena? He defines the mind/body 
problem as ontological. Is mind made of only 
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one substance? Or is it made of two different 
types of completely distinct substances with 
irreducible properties? Indeed, are there two 
substances, or just one?  This is a long-
standing ontological problem, dating back to 
Plato and his world of ideas. 

All these problems are inherently 
conceptual. The current analysis is designed 
to verify if parapsychology, as a science, can 
work out its conceptual problems, such as 
mind and consciousness, in a way to earn 
inclusion in the context of mainstream 
science. 

 
Scientific Criteria and Parapsychology 
The most commonly used scientific criteria 
nowadays are verification, confirmation, 
repetition, explication, prediction, 
demarcation, and falsification. These criteria 
are related below to the progress of 
parapsychological research. 
 
Verification, Confirmation, 
Explication, Prediction, and 
Parapsychology 
Since Rhine, ways have been sought to 
“verify” and “confirm” the existence of psi. 
The Rhinean approach is termed “proof-
oriented.” The typical experiments are 
through Zener cards and their variations. In 
the “process-oriented” approach, ways are 
sought to uncover how psi occurs and under 
what conditions. The typical experiment is 
the Ganzfeld procedure, but there are several 
other consciousness studies supported by 
random numeric generators and the meta-
analyses of these experiments. The proof-
oriented approach attempts systematically to 
check statistically if the presented results are 
significant. It also tries to replicate the 
results. This is the “reality” for 
parapsychologists today.  

Dantas Lins Filgueira (2000) objects 
to replication as a scientific criterion. Based 
on chaos theory, he explains that, even if an 
experiment has worked in the past, it may 
not work in the future, due to slight 
variations that may or may not be perceived. 
Chaos theory brings, as a consequence, 
imprecision and an absence of replication of 
certain phenomena. It applies especially to 
psychokinetic phenomena, where it seems 
that mind can influence a moving object 
more easily than a stationary one. This 

theory can be applied to parapsychological 
research with random systems, using dice or 
subatomic particles.   

Parapsychology has favored a 
typically positivist approach. Positivism 
involves a scientific focus firmly based on 
empirical facts. It also includes a belief in the 
testability of theories. Facts have a huge 
weight. Positivism implies the idea of an 
external reality and the correspondence of 
reality to this theory. In sum, it means that 
this theory is a mirror of reality. If the theory 
is true, the revealed ontology is true. Most of 
the time parapsychology tries to demonstrate 
the principle of verification as a science, not 
to surpass it. Parapsychologists attempt, 
above all, to verify the existence of psi and to 
demonstrate to the scientific community that 
it exists. This holds true even in process-
oriented research.  

Bunge (2003) states that scientists 
ordinarily accept positivist dogmas, insisting 
that nothing matters but experiences 
themselves and the theories resulting from 
the experimental or observable data. He 
warns that those who attach themselves to 
this crude philosophy condemn themselves 
to gather data without knowing why and for 
what purpose. Is not that what happens to 
the critics of psi research? 

The failures of the explicative and 
predictive aspects of psi elicit the strongest 
criticisms about parapsychological 
knowledge. Psi information, besides being 
inconstant, seems also to be stochastic, for it 
changes with time. Radin (1997) argues that 
psi may also react to the experimental 
situation itself, altering its characteristics 
because of the experiment. He notes that in 
the social and behavioral sciences it is 
virtually impossible to guarantee that an 
individual tested once will react in exactly 
the same way when tested later. When 
dealing with living organisms, we cannot 
expect strict stability of behavior over time.  

The existing models in 
parapsychology are merely descriptive rather 
than explicative. For instance, the approach 
proposed by Borges and Caruso (1996), 
based on cybernetics, is a good example of a 
descriptive model. In this model, there are 
three circumstantial elements in psi: the psi 
agent (PA), the psi environment (PE), and 
the psi flux (PF). The psi function = {(PA), 
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(PE), (FP)} and is the result of the 
interactions among these elements. There is 
no explanation of how the process occurs.  

The problem of prediction in 
parapsychology may not be its Achilles heel. 
The point is the usefulness of 
parapsychology in a technological context. 
Usefulness is a fundamental issue in Western 
technological society, though it is not a 
scientific criterion. Investments are made in 
research according to the usefulness it may 
bring about. The usefulness of 
parapsychology cannot yet be proven, 
despite the optimistic musings of Radin 
(1997) about a possible utility for psi 
diagnosis in such areas as health (e.g., Edgar 
Cayce), military and intelligence 
applications, crime detection, technology, 
and intuitive decision making in business. 
 
Demarcation and Falsification, 
Relativism, and Parapsychology 
Starting in the 1930s, Popper’s (1985) theory 
of falsification gradually became the most 
decisive scientific criterion. It implies that a 
theory is a complex loop of decisions that 
involves risks. The more a theory forbids, the 
more it says. It is the creation of 
demarcation. Theories that were not refuted 
by tests continue in the form of conjectures, 
substituting induction for deduction. The 
theory is first formulated, and only then 
tested. It is a convention that demarcates 
science from non-science. 

Parapsychology, with its etymology of 
para = aside (in this case, aside from 
psychology), has attempted to associate itself 
with this definition of science. It seems not 
to have its own object of study, but a 
borrowed one. The demarcation of psi 
phenomena as different from other sciences 
was a victory for parapsychology. The 
affiliation in 1969 of the Parapsychological 
Association with the American Association 
for the Advancement of Science reflects this 
advancement. 

Popper’s convention and it’s a 
historical character were modified by the 
introduction of relativism. Some 
philosophers of science, such as Kuhn (1970) 
and Feyerabend (1993), based on the history 
of science, shifted the debate away from the 
field of logic, making new propositions. Also, 
parapsychologist Ian Stevenson (1999) 

considered neither falsification nor 
prediction as essential scientific criteria; 
instead, he emphasized the publication of 
methodological rules and reports. 

Kuhn’s (1970) contribution was to 
show that science progresses in a 
revolutionary way, and scientists’ work is 
molded by paradigms, or relative truths. 
Parapsychology has waited for a long time 
for somebody capable of presenting a 
revolutionary theory. Kuhn’s proposition 
weakens Popper’s falsification view, resting 
in the belief of scientific truth and a temporal 
methodological rules.  

For Feyerabend (1993), the tenacity 
principle leads to the proliferation of 
theories and to the progress of science, as if 
the mere perception of facts and the 
interpretation of the significance of scientific 
concepts were conditioned by theory. Thus 
an increase in the number of theories results 
in a higher range of perceptions and 
significances. The advancement of science 
occurs when rules are put aside. 
Feyerabend’s ideas can stimulate the debate 
about the progress of science. They 
particularly reflect the field of 
parapsychology, which has a wide variety of 
phenomena and anomalous situations, 
which may proliferate theories. From 
telepathy, clairvoyance, and micro-PK, there 
are plenty of anomalous situations such as 
out-of-body experiences (OBE), near-death 
experiences (NDEs), suggestive cases of 
reincarnation, apparitions, poltergeists, and 
others. They all raise speculations and 
hypotheses about the limits of the 
interactions of mind/mind, mind/body, and 
mind/environment. 

The concept of paradigmatic 
revolution raised by Kuhn lifted expectations 
that parapsychology could turn revolutionary 
and be assured as a science. But these 
expectations were not met. The 
parapsychologists’ search for a psi theory 
(still lacking today) is not methodologically 
adequate if based on Kuhn (1970) and 
Feyerabend (1993), who seem to deny 
rationality, supporting the choice of theories 
favoring cultural relativism with elements 
such as power, prestige, age, and propaganda 
(Feijó, 2003). All the named elements are far 
from happening in parapsychology as a 
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science. So, how can a revolution be expected 
to occur? 

Psi research so far has not been 
revolutionary. Krippner (2004) indeed 
reaffirmed the same position as outlined in a 
previous paper presented with Holvelmann 
in 1986, namely, that until that moment 
parapsychology had not brought to light any 
evidence of a magnitude to deserve to be 
called revolutionary. Krippner (2007) 
expressed a skeptical position about the 
dissemination of parapsychological 
knowledge. He stated that these are the best 
of times and the worst of times for psi 
research. There are a lot of good books and 
research, but few have the necessary 
financial resources. Psi knowledge on the 
Internet is growing fast, at a speed that 
would have been unpredictable ten years 
ago. Subscriptions to “skeptical” magazines 
are doing well also, due to the fact that they 
are directing their efforts to counter anti-
evolutionists and religious fundamentalists, 
among others. Krippner suggests that 
breakthroughs may come from other 
researchers than parapsychologists, which 
would be ironic.  

A more optimistic position on the 
progress of parapsychology as a science is 
taken by Bauer (2007). He shows the 
proliferation of the discipline of 
parapsychology in the United Kingdom, 
where ten universities are offering courses 
on parapsychology within their psychology 
departments. Bauer proposes that the 
Rhinean paradigm of mind as a real force 
should be abandoned, and that quantum 
physics may provide enormous contributions 
to parapsychology as time goes on. 
 
Metaphysical and Ontological 
Assumptions for the Understanding of 
Psi 
Larry Laudan (1977) introduced the concept 
of Research Tradition – RT – and Imre 
Lakatos (1979) brought forward the concept 
of Research Program – RP. In these two 
concepts there is no unified theory, but 
rather a group of theories with common 
metaphysical and ontological assumptions. 
These assumptions, or hard core, constitute 
the central commitment of a world view. 
Both recommend an amplified metaphysics 
of science. 

It is here proposed that these two 
concepts can enlarge the scientific approach 
to psi phenomena. It is entirely possible that 
the path to the affirmation of parapsychology 
as science will not come from the verification 
or confirmation of a psi theory, nor from the 
falsification of psi hypotheses or a 
paradigmatic revolution. The acceptance of 
psi as science must happen through an 
amplified metaphysics, where its hard core 
belongs to a system of beliefs and implicit, 
non-falsifiable, psi assumptions.  
 Lakatos’ RP hypotheses are 
metaphysical – that is, they are not 
questioned. These hypotheses constitute its 
hard core, and they can only be taken all 
together. Lakatos defends that construct by 
organizing a belt of protection known as 
“auxiliary hypotheses” around its core. Thus, 
instead of asking if a hypothesis is true or 
false, Lakatos asks if the RP is progressive or 
degenerative. Empirically based, it rescues 
Popper’s rationalism principle that was set 
aside by Kuhn’s (1970) and Feyerabend’s 
(1993) relativist approach. Lakatos also 
includes a historical interpretation, claiming 
that, instead of falsifying a theory, a 
temporal chain of theories should be 
examined to determine if it is progressive or 
degenerative. Aside from the individual 
theories, there is a structure connecting 
them to the same system of beliefs. It offers 
the paths for scientific research (the oriented 
heuristic) and the paths to avoid (the 
negative heuristic).   
 The rationality in Lakatos is not 
instantaneous; it develops slowly. Change in 
the research program is not a psychological 
process as happens in the change of 
paradigms. It is slow and gradual, not a 
methodological recommendation for science 
(Feijó, 2003). It shows what has happened to 
parapsychology since Rhine – that is, a slow 
evolution of methods and scientific 
acceptance. 

Lakatos considers Popper’s 
falsification naïve, because scientists do not 
change just because facts falsify a theory. On 
the contrary, they do not hesitate to invoke 
auxiliary hypotheses to save a theory. They 
do not see facts as refutations but as simple 
anomalies that do not require an immediate 
solution. Of course, not all changes in 
auxiliary hypotheses are acceptable. A 
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hypothesis is considered progressive if it 
explains apparent refutations and has the 
ability to produce new facts. If it does not 
explain, it is considered an ad hoc 
hypothesis. That is what is happening to 
parapsychology. Many psi manifestations or 
their correlates (telepathy, apparitions, 
poltergeist, out-of-body experiences or OBE, 
near-death experiences or NDEs, cases 
suggestive of reincarnation, etc.) have 
hypotheses for each case. This may explain 
why many psi anomalies are put aside, 
because they are not seen as refutations. 
They are considered ad hoc, or 
circumstantial, cases. 

The RP approach, although it 
philosophically opens perspectives for 
parapsychology, is not based on conceptual 
problems. It is proposed herein that the 
alternative concepts brought forward by 
Laudan are more open to focusing on 
conceptual problems and defining science as 
a problem-solving activity. Because of its 
empirical basis, RP seems to be more 
adequate for PK phenomena and dealing 
with psi as a complex function, because 
paranormal phenomena cannot be “seen” by 
the so-called skeptics. Laudan proposes a 
theory of science whose aim is the resolution 
and clarification of problems. He believes 
that the most important debates in science 
are not about empirical problems but mainly 
about conceptual problems, which are non-
empirical. This argument may be extended to 
parapsychology. 

Laudan (1977) holds that conceptual 
problems have been largely ignored by 
historians and philosophers of science, even 
though they represent the most important 
debates in the field. Simply defining 
conceptual problems as non-empirical, he 
describes them as characteristic of theories 
and without an existence independent of the 
theories that inspire them. Thus, they do not 
have the limited autonomy that empirical 
problems, which are easier to illustrate than 
to define, sometimes possess.  A classic 
example of a conceptual problem is reflected 
in the argument of Berkeley and Leibniz 
against the idea of action-at-a-distance as 
proposed by Newton. A parapsychological 
example might be that the human mind is by 
nature one in which the telepathic, the 
clairvoyant, and the precognitive are present. 

Laudan’s (1977) view of science as a 
problem-solving system has more hope of 
capturing what is most characteristic about 
science than any alternative framework. He 
argues that, if we take seriously the doctrine 
that the aim of science (in all its various 
manifestations) is the resolution or 
clarification of problems, then we see a 
different picture of the historical evolution 
and cognitive evaluation of science. For 
Laudan there does not seem to have been 
any such thing as a “normal science.” 
According to Feijó (2003), the major 
advantage of defining science as a problem-
solving activity is that this definition makes 
possible a rational reconstruction of science, 
allowing non-empirical or conceptual factors 
to direct the investigation. 

The advantage of Laudan’s 
propositions for psi research is to bring 
assumptions – for instance, that mind can 
directly influence matter – into a verifiable 
context, standing at a distance from 
philosophical questions and focusing instead 
on the resolution of problems. Laudan’s 
(1977) approach questions the nature of 
different types of problems. What makes one 
problem more important than another? 
Which criteria determine if the solution 
proposed is adequate? What is the relation of 
nonscientific problems to scientific ones? 
Why does science progress and how is it 
actually carried out? Laudan questions 
confirmation and falsification as scientific 
criteria, proposing that rationality (an 
atemporal concept) and progressiveness are 
closely linked. He questions the positivist 
inheritance of science as the search for truth 
(convention and method) and 
epistemological realism. He rejects 
irrationalism and extreme relativism. For 
Laudan (1977), it is the solution that allows 
us to recognize the problem as genuine in the 
first place. For this reason, it is not always 
clear at the start if an apparent problem is 
really an empirical problem, i.e., whether 
there is any natural phenomenon to explain 
at all. He gives the example of extra-sensory 
perception. According to Laudan, most 
scientists claim to be uncertain that there is 
any evidence of ESP that needs theoretical 
explication. 

The RT proposed by Laudan brings 
with it a set of directions for the 
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development of specific theories, as well a 
general ontology of nature and a general 
problem-solving method. Parapsychology 
never stops bringing up such problems as 
telepathy, clairvoyance, or micro-PK, just to 
mention those investigated in laboratory 
situations. But what is the ontology behind 
them? 

The RT delimits, by its methodology 
and ontology, the types of theories that can 
be developed in its domain. Individual 
theories bring predictions and can be tested. 
RT is not predictive and it does not solve 
specific problems. It is also not explicative 
nor is it tested directly. RT is fundamentally 
normative and metaphysical. It provides the 
tools for the solution of problems, defining 
them and ascertaining their importance. 

Laudan (1977) considers that a fact 
becomes an empirical problem only when 
someone decides it is interesting and 
important enough to deserve explanation. 
Early societies, for example, knew that 
certain drugs could produce hallucinations. 
But it is only relatively recently that this has 
become a recognized problem for 
physiological theories. Unsolved problems 
generally count as genuine only after they 
have been solved. Until then, they are 
ordinarily considered to be “potential” 
problems rather than actual ones, as with the 
Brownian motion of the comets during the 
Middle Ages. Scientists generally do not 
consider matters of truth and falsity when 
determining whether a theory does or does 
not solve a particular empirical problem. 

These considerations, brought up by 
Laudan, may well be useful when directed to 
parapsychology. It turns us now to the core 
of the question of why parapsychology does 
not seem to have progressed as a science. 
 
A Proposition for a Psi Hard Core – 
How the Metaphysics and Ontology of 
Science May Be Altered 
It is hereby proposed, based on a hard core 
of constructs and assumptions regarding psi, 
which it should be possible to build a RT or 
RP to clarify and answer the problems raised 
by psi. This proposed ontology of science is 
based on the approach used in information 
technologies. To establish a better 

understanding of psi, a future paper will deal 
with high-level, domain, task, and 
application ontologies. For now, the table 
below is presented as a preliminary analysis, 
aimed at listing a hard core of psi 
assumptions and how the metaphysics and 
ontology of science may be altered. 

The proposed psi hard core may be 
studied in two complementary ways. It may, 
in fact, be demonstrated that both Laudan’s 
and Lakatos’ approaches can be applied to 
parapsychology through a hard core of 
assumptions for psi.  It is plausible; however, 
that Laudan’s conceptual approach is better 
suited to interpret this psi hard core than the 
empirical approach that constitutes Lakatos’ 
hard core. The latter never changes; it does 
not allow for the revision of the core 
ontology of its world view or paradigm, its 
methodology, or its axiology. It does seem to 
recognize that psi can be supported by 
different types of evidence. 

On the other hand, Laudan’s RT 
admits some movement of ideas in and out. 
Laudan, whose work was done after Lakatos’, 
develops the concept of acceptance and 
pursuit. Acceptance is close to belief – that 
is, treating the information being considered 
as true. In pursuit, the scientist explores an 
idea for reasons other than confidence in its 
probable truth. It can, indeed, be rational to 
pursue an idea that one does not 
fundamentally accept, as, even though the 
idea is not likely to be true, it may still be 
worth investigating. This pursuit of ideas for 
their own sake is more suited to exploring 
uncommon problems such as those 
presented by psi.  

Laudan himself (1984) proposed a 
hierarchical structure of scientific debate, 
finding mixed results: there do seem to be 
circumstances where both factual and 
methodological disagreements can be 
brought to a rational resolution by seeking 
shared assumptions at a higher level. That is 
what has been presented here, namely: a 
higher level of metaphysical and ontological 
assumptions for psi problems. The following 
table summarizes the possibilities and 
difficulties of Lakatos´ and Laudan’s 
approaches towards the understanding of 
psi. 
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Table 1. Proposition for a Psi hard core  

Hard core/  Approach 

(group of theories and 
assumptions that show 

evidence of psi) 

Enlarged Metaphysics  Altered Ontology  Problem 

Biological  The existence of a seventh 
biological sense  (Sheldrake, 
2004) 

Psi as one of the integrating levels of 
a living system 

Telepathy , clairvoyance, the 
sensation of being observed, 
and the identification of 
associated fields 

Cultural  Interconnection  of human 
beings with each other 

Psi as belonging to human kind   

Telepathy, clairvoyance, PK, 
transpersonal experiences. 

Transpersonal  Interconnection and 
entanglement of human beings 
among each other and Nature 
(Krippner, 2006) 

Human psyche is, by its nature, a 
mind where the telepathic, the 
clairvoyant and the precognitive are 
present (Kreiman, 2003) 

 

Telepathy, clairvoyance, PK, 
transpersonal experiences 

Psychological  Interconnection and entan‐
glement of human beings with 
each other and nature 
(Krippner, 2006) 

Human psyche is, by its nature, a 
mind where the telepathic, the 
clairvoyant, and the precognitive are 
present (Kreiman, 2003) 

 

Out‐of‐body experiences (OBE), 
near–death experiences (NDE), 
Psi‐related experiences, 
anomalous healing experiences  
(Cardeña, Lynn,  and Krippner, 
2000) 

Phenomenological  Interconnection and 
entanglement of human beings 
with each other and nature 
(Krippner, 2006) 

Human psyche is, by its nature, a 
mind where the telepathic, the 
clairvoyant, and the precognitive are 
present (Kreiman, 2003) 

 

Building of    psycholog‐ical 
markers for psi, such as 
absorption, disso‐ciation, and 
hypnotizability. 

 

Neurophysiologic  The Ancestral Mind (part of the 
human mind related to reptilian 
and mammalian brains) gives 
support to psi experience  

Human psyche is, by its nature, a 
mind where the telepathic, the 
clairvoyant, and the precognitive are 
present (Kreiman, 2003) 

 

Telepathy, clairvoyance, PK, 
transpersonal experiences 

Technological  Existence of psi anomalies that 
can be measured and/or 
induced 

Human psyche is, by its nature, a 
mind where the telepathic, the 
clairvoyant, and the precognitive are 
present (Kreiman, 2003) 

 

Measurement with the usage of 
imaging tech‐niques and 
electronic devices,  for instance,   
measuring and inducing 
electromagnetic fields, or 
generating stationary acoustic 
waves to mediate psi 
phenomena 

Physics  Ways to support psi 
connections (transcending the 
ordinary limits of space and 
time) (Radin, 2006) 

Entangled minds (Radin, 2006)  Telepathy, clairvoyance, 
precognition, and PK 

Mathematical 

 

 

Existence of abstract mind 
structures, based on mathe‐
matical concepts and struc‐
tures,  including also a Gen‐eral 
Topology (Dantas Lins Filgueira, 
2000) 

Human psyche is, by its nature, a 
mind where the telepathic, the 
clairvoyant, and the precognitive are 
present (Kreiman, 2003) 

Telepathy, clairvoyance, 
precognition, and PK 

Psychobiophysics  Mind can influence matter 
through biophotons  – very 
weak visual light emissions 
from living systems  

(Kokub, 2008) 

Human psyche is, by its nature, a 
mind that can influence matter 

Psi (bioPK) abilities for cure 
expressed through quantitative 
measurement of biophotons 
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Table 2. Empirical and Theoretical Approaches ─ Lakatos and Laudan ─Two Complementary Ways to Study a Psi Hard Core  

  HARD CORE 

(group of theories 
and assumptions that 
show evidence of psi) 

 

APPROACH 

 

FOCUS OF THE 
APPROACH 

 

PSI  

DIFICULTY 

 

POSSIBILITY OF 
UNDERSTANDING PSI 

 

RESEARCH 
PROGRAM 
(LAKATOS) 

 

 

Biological 

Cultural 

Transpersonal 

Psychological 

Phenomenological 

 Neurophysiologic 

 Technological 

Physics  

Mathematical  

Psychobiophysics 

 

 

EMPIRICAL 

Progressive or 
degenerative 
theories (the 

accumulation of 
evidence for 
accepting or 
rejecting the 
entire hard core)   

 

Psi is not seen 
as a problem 

The empirical approach  
probably will not take psi into 
account. If it does, it will con‐
sider psi as a com‐plex 
function de‐pending on envi‐
ronmental varia‐bles. 

 

RESEARCH 
TRADITION 
(LAUDAN) 

 

THEORETICAL 

Conceptual 
Problems are 
more import‐ant 
than the empirical 
ones. 

What is impor‐tant 
is the clarification 
and resolution of 
problems. The 

hard core permits 
some movement 
of ideas in and out 

Psi is seen as a 
problem but  is 
not clarified 

Due to its theoretical 
approach, the understanding 
of the metaphysics and 
ontologies behind psi is 
probable 

 

 
Reflections and Discussion 
Psi can be understood only through an 
integrated approach based on several 
different sciences. In this way, it will be 
possible to build a hard core of constructs 
whose basic assumptions take psi into 
account in an expanded metaphysics and 
ontology that contain psi in its essence. The 
aim should be the resolution and 
clarification of psi problems. It should be 
clear that it is the conceptual problems that 
are to be considered by parapsychology, not 
just the empirical problems that have been 
emphasized to date. The dominant 
metaphysics in the 20th and at the beginning 
of the 21st centuries has been physically 
oriented, as in the “brick” of reality, called 
“upward causation,” it means that chemistry 
is nothing but physics, biology is nothing but 
chemistry, psychology is nothing but biology, 
and so on. The causation that starts from 
fundamental physics leads at the end to 
biology, life, and consciousness. In the 21st 
century it is likely that the best approach will 
be biological. Despite the high acceleration 
of information technologies (at heart, a 
quantitative paradigm) in such forms as 
artificial intelligence, robotics, and 
telecommunications, the prevailing view will 
focus on the relationship between living 

beings and the environment. Led by such 
biological consequences as climate change, 
issues related to the disposal of worldwide 
garbage and waste, food shortages, and other 
matters that threaten the survival of living 
beings across the planet, the prevailing view 
seems to be biological. It also includes the 
development and use of DNA information 
and advances in the knowledge of 
neurophysiologic processes, among others.  

If biology includes the existence of a 
seventh sense in the mode proposed by 
Sheldrake, it may begin to explain the 
interaction at a distance among members of 
the same species and other species and the 
environment, especially the aspects 
concerning the survival of individuals and 
the species themselves. Transpersonal 
studies and psi are closer to a world where 
the dominant metaphysics is biological, with 
ontologies that allow for the entangled minds 
of living beings, and the human psyche is 
admitted to be, by its nature, a mind where 
the telepathic, the clairvoyant, and the 
precognitive are present. 

The great difficulty in psi research 
will not be only in terms of its verification, 
confirmation, testability, prediction, and 
falsification, but mainly in terms of the lack 
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of an established set of unified beliefs on 
which the research can be based; this 
situation rather resembles the Research 
Tradition. For the progress of 
parapsychology, it is proposed that we accept 
psi as a conceptual problem (Castro, 2009) 
and admit the following propositions: 

a) That we require, as a hard core, an 
expanded view of human consciousness, 
for psi seems to contradict mental 
functioning based only on the brain 
structure and its correlate 
electrochemical activities. 
b) That we accept psi as an empirical 
anomaly, on the basis of both 
phenomenological and laboratory 
research.  
c) That we recognize that psi raises 
essential problems about the nature of 
reality, such as the acquisition of 
information without the usual limitations 
of space, time, and energy, and that the 
accepted views of the nature of 
perception, memory, cognition, and 
communication are incomplete. 

For parapsychology to progress as a 
science, researchers will have to use a hard 
core of assumptions and constructs, a set of 
beliefs that is more general and less testable 
than might be desired, in order to create its 
own Research Tradition, no longer focused 
only on empirical problems as in the past. If 
parapsychologists themselves do not 
establish a hard core of psi research, the 
discipline will progress very little. 
Continuing a discussion among 
parapsychologists as to whether psi exists or 
not seems fruitless at best. 

This paper has tried to demonstrate 
that the greatest difficulties are not the 
empirical ones. They are theoretical and 
conceptual. The role of parapsychologists 
should be to propagate plausible theories, as 
recommended by Feyerabend (1993). It is a 
huge and stimulating task, because 
parapsychology has a multiplicity of 
interactions and is extensively 
interdisciplinary. 

If parapsychologists want to create 
their own RT, they will need to become less 
committed to the traditions of other 
sciences. For instance, psychoanalysis 
(although its non- scientific character has 
developed in Brazil and in other parts of 
Latin America) has created its own self-

reference, thereby liberating itself from 
dependency on any branch of science that 
used to discredit it, and continues to expand 
its followers. 

The proposal here (Castro, 2006) is 
to concentrate on the complementary use of 
researches and methodologies for a unified 
understanding of psi as a construct 
interacting with: 

• The biological model (identification of 
such fields as those specified by 
Sheldrake),  

• The cultural model (culture as a 
permeable element),  

• The contributions of transpersonal 
studies admitting the interconnection 
and entanglement of human beings 
with each other, 

• The psychological model (obtaining 
psychological markers for psi agents),  

• The understanding of hypnosis (and the 
use of induction techniques, repeatable 
and manipulable),  

• The phenomenological approach (the 
experience from the viewpoint of those 
experiencing it),  

• The technological approach (for 
anomalous registration – 
measurements and mediations – to 
facilitate or modulate the occurrence, 
such as by measurement or induction of 
electromagnetic fields, the generation 
of stationary acoustic waves, among 
others),  

• The neurophysiologic approach to 
fulfilling certain needs (real, perceived 
or psychological) stated by Braude 
(1999) as examples to be included,  

• The physics approach and ways to 
support psi connections (transcending 
the ordinary limits of space and time),  

• The mathematical approach 
(incorporating abstract mind 
structures, based on mathematical 
concepts and structures, including a 
general topology), and 

• The psychobiophysics approach  (mind 
influencing matter through 
biophotons).  

In summary, the most effective way for 
parapsychology to progress, thereby leading 
to a better understanding of human beings, 
is to face psi first as a conceptual problem. 
Including psi in the essence of several 
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different approaches is the second step. The 
third is to try to build a psi hard core through 

a theoretical approach for the resolution and 
clarification of the problems raised. 
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The Antique Roadshow: 
How Denier Movements Debunk Evolution, 
Climate Change, and Nonlocal Consciousness

 
Stephan A. Schwartz 

Abstract 
This paper describes the rise of three “denier” movements in the United States, and 
describes  how  each  is  actively  engaged  in  trying  to  debunk  and  impede  the  free 
development  of  science:  the  Creationist  Anti‐evolutionists,  the  Climate  Change 
Deniers, and  the Consciousness Deniers. The  last, a group  that cannot, or will not, 
consider  consciousness  as  anything  other  than  physicalist  processes.  Each  Denier 
group  is described,  and  something of  its history  is  given.  The  charges of  a  lack of 
ethics  that  dog  these movements  are  discussed  through  examples.  The  strategies 
and tactics of the three groups are detailed, showing that Denier movements have a 
great deal  in common, and are growing closer. The  lack of substance  in the Denier 
arguments  is described, as  is  the  fact  that regardless of  this  lack  these movements 
represent  powerful  forces  in  the  American  culture  that  have  already  produced 
detrimental effects, which are described and discussed. The paper argues that while 
the controversies  involving  the  three Denier movements might superficially appear 
to  be  “inside  baseball”  arguments  of  interest  only  to  the  various  research 
communities these three Denier movements all, in one way or another, impede the 
quest  for  fact‐based  knowledge.  All  are  manifestations  of  the  growing  anti‐
intellectualism  arising  against  science,  a  trend  of willful  ignorance with  profound 
implications  for America  in  the 21st century. The paper concludes  that Deniers are 
like pranksters putting up  false direction  signs;  they waste precious  resources and 
time. Worse, they poison the atmosphere of scientific inquiry itself, serving not truth 
but bias. 
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Introduction1  
In our culture right now we have several 
“denier” movements actively engaged in 
trying to impede the free development of 
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science: the Creationists (e.g., Hornyanszky 
and Tasi, 2002), the climate change deniers 
(e.g., Lomborg, 2008), and the 
consciousness deniers who cannot, or will 
not, consider consciousness as anything 
other than materialistic processes. For all 
their lack of substance, these movements 
represent powerful forces in the culture, 
producing substantial detrimental effects.  

Creationism, on its face, seems 
medieval and absurd. However, the Pew 
Research Center for the People and the Press 
(2008), just one of several organizations 
tracking the Creationist issue for many years, 
reports that 55 percent of Americans believe 
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the world was created within the last 10,000 
years with all the species pretty much as they 
are today. As appalling as that is, I want to 
point out in the context of this essay it is 
getting worse. Creationists are winning the 
hearts and minds of the American public. 
Consider, Table 1, a 2005 poll by the Harris 
organization. 

 
Table 1. "Do you believe apes and man have a common ancestry or 
not?" Base: All Adults. Percentages may not add up exactly to 100% 
due to rounding. (Harris, 2005, online) 

   July 1996  June 2005 

Yes,  apes  and  man  do  have  a 
common ancestry 

51  46 

No, apes and man do not have a 
common ancestry 

43  47 

Not sure/Decline to answer  05  07 

 
Climate change deniers have 

seriously impeded the development of 
rational policies to deal with what the best 
scientific research tells us is happening with 
our climate, a distortion that may prove to 
have fatal consequences.  

Consciousness deniers are 
materialists who conceive of all aspects of 
consciousness as entirely a construct of 
physiological processes, in spite of hundreds 
of studies demonstrating this conclusion is 
not justified. This, just as Creationists in the 
face of hundreds of studies, demand that 
evolution be considered no more than an 
unproven theory, or that climate deniers see 
extreme snow storms as proof that climate 
change is a fallacy. As a result of these denier 
efforts, research in all three areas has been 
made more difficult, and this has had both 
unfortunate scientific and social 
implications. 

The denier disruptions created in 
evolutionary and climate research are well-
known. The impact of consciousness deniers 
is less known or understood. But here is one 
consideration: progress in understanding the 
nature of consciousness, particularly that 
aspect, the nonlocal that has not been 
explained by physiology, but is addressed by 
nonlocality and quantum processes, has a 
very direct social consequence. The nonlocal 
aspect of consciousness may very well 
account for the insight of genius, for 
religious epiphany, as well as for psychic 
experiences. In an age when the acquisition 

and analysis of information as well as the 
fostering of innovation that produces 
breakthroughs will be critical determinants 
of societal success, learning how individuals 
make intuitive leaps that change the game is 
no small matter. More profoundly these 
studies, the collective product of multiple 
disciplines, are beginning to describe how 
consciousness and matter interact. 
Collectively they are defining a new 
paradigm. 

The three denier movements — 
Creationists, climate change deniers, and 
consciousness deniers — all share certain 
commonalities. Deniers from all these 
movements make a point of defining 
themselves as skeptics, so we should begin 
by noting that “skeptic” comes from the 
Greek root skepsis meaning “inquiry and 
doubt.” Yet any objective analysis of these 
movements makes it clear that their 
hallmarks include a lack of interest in further 
inquiry, and an absence of doubt concerning 
their own positions. So if deniers are not 
skeptics what are they? 

I believe these movements represent 
classic examples of defense positions 
concerning a cherished paradigm slowly 
moving into crisis, just as described by the 
physicist and philosopher of science Thomas 
Kuhn (1962). With Creationists it is the 
inerrancy of the Bible and the presentation 
in Genesis of the creation of the world. For 
climate change deniers it is the conviction 
that human intervention is not the source of 
massive climate change. For consciousness 
deniers it is a materialistic perspective. 

In this essay, I draw comparisons 
amongst the denier movements and 
particularly focus on the consciousness 
deniers, because their attacks and the 
disruptive friction they produce have a 
particularly deleterious effect on many of the 
lines of research covered in these pages. 

If one follows the threads of 
consciousness denier criticism over the past 
century it is notable that while, in the early 
years, attacks mostly centered on 
methodology, after an exchange between 
psychologist Ray Hyman and statistician 
Jessica Utts that line of criticism largely 
ceased (Hyman, 1995; Utts, 1995). Why did 
this happen? In 1995 the United States 
Congress commissioned the American 
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Institutes for Research (AIR), a Washington, 
DC based not-for-profit think tank with a 
long history of work in human performance 
and close government ties, to assess the 
reality of remote viewing in research the U.S. 
government had previously funded (Utts, 
1995). Remote viewing is a protocol for 
obtaining objectively verifiable information 
that can only be obtained through accessing 
nonlocal awareness, that aspect of 
consciousness presumptively outside of 
conventional conceptualizations of 
space/time. 

To make the assessment, AIR 
selected the nationally recognized statistics 
professor Jessica Utts of the University of 
California at Davis, and the well-known 
skeptic Ray Hyman, a psychology professor 
on the faculty of the University of Oregon 
and a fellow of the Committee for the 
Scientific Investigation of Claims of the 
Paranormal (now the Committee for 
Skeptical Inquiry). Both had previously 
written on this topic and were notably 
sophisticated in the issues involved. Utts 
(1991) had already addressed the question 
that Congress was asking in a paper 
published in the journal Statistical Science. 

Hyman and Utts were each asked by 
AIR to produce an independent report by a 
fixed date (Utts, 1995). Utts complied, and 
submitted her report by the deadline. 
Hyman did not.  As a result he was able to 
see her report before writing his own, and 
the approach he chose to take, when he did 
write, was largely a commentary on her 
analysis. To compensate for this inequity, 
AIR allowed Utts to write a response that 
was incorporated into the final document 
submitted to Congress (Utts, 1995). It is in 
this unplanned form of exchange that the 
essence of the two positions is revealed. Utts’ 
initial statement is remarkable for its clarity. 
She wrote: 

Using the standards applied to any other 
area of science, it is concluded that 
psychic functioning has been well 
established. The statistical results of the 
studies examined are far beyond what is 
expected by chance. Arguments that 
these results could be due to 
methodological flaws in the experiments 
are soundly refuted. Effects of similar 
magnitude have been replicated at a 
number of laboratories across the world. 

Such consistency cannot be readily 
explained by claims of flaws or fraud. The 
magnitude of psychic functioning 
exhibited appears to be in the range 
between what  social scientists call a 
small and medium effect. That means 
that it is reliable enough to be replicated 
in properly conducted experiments, with 
sufficient trials to achieve the long-run 
statistical results needed for replicability. 
(Utts, 1995; Chap. 3, p. 23) 

In responding to Utts’ report, Hyman (1995) 
wrote: 

I want to state that we agree on many 
[other] points. We both agree that the 
experiments [being assessed] were free of 
the methodological weaknesses that 
plagued the early... research. We also 
agree that the… experiments appear to be 
free of the more obvious and better 
known flaws that can invalidate the 
results of parapsychological 
investigations. We agree that the effect 
sizes reported… are too large and 
consistent to be dismissed as statistical 
flukes. (Hyman, 1995; Chap. 3, p. 63) 

This is important because what 
Hyman is conceding is that the way in which 
the kinds of laboratory experiments 
described in the AIR report had been 
conducted, and the way in which they were 
analyzed, is no longer a matter for dispute. 
In other words, nonlocal perception cannot 
be explained away as some artifact resulting 
from how the data were collected, or 
evaluated.  

Nor is this research vulnerable to 
criticisms based on blindness and 
randomness. In my own opinion, no other 
field of science is so obsessed with the gold 
standard issues of blindness and 
randomness.  

English biologist Rupert Sheldrake 
(1999) conducted a survey of leading 
journals published between October 1996 
and April 1998. The papers these journals 
had published were broken into three 
categories: “1.) Not applicable: papers that 
did not involve experimental investigations, 
for example theoretical or review articles; 2.) 
Blind or double-blind methodologies used; 
and, 3.) Blind or double-blind methodologies 
not used” (Sheldrake, 1999; p. 90). The 
reader may find the results surprising. As 
can be seen in Table 2, parapsychology 
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overwhelmingly utilizes this third protocol 
more than does any other discipline. 

 
Table 2. Blind Methodologies Used by Various Disciplines. 
Numbers  of  papers  reviewed,  and  the  number  involving 
blind or double‐blind methodologies in a range of scientific 
journals. Only papers  reporting experimental  results were 
included  in  this  survey;  theoretical  papers  and  review 
articles were excluded. All publications appeared  in 1996‐
68 unless otherwise indicated (Sheldrake, 1999, p. 90). 

Area of Science Number 
of Papers 

Number with Blind 
Methodologies Not 
Used Percent of 
Total (0.00%) 

Physical  
Science  

237 00 

Biological 
Science  

914 07 (0.8%) 

Medical  
Science  

227 55 (24.2%) 

Psychology and 
Animal 
Behavior  

143 07 (4.9%) 

Parapsychology 27 23 (85.2%) 

 
Five years later Caroline Watt and 

Marleen Nagtegaal (2004), working at 
Edinburgh University, restudied the use of 
the double-blind protocol in the various 
disciplines of science and reported that in 
the ensuing years little had changed. 

With the Utts/Hyman (Hyman, 1995; 
Utts, 1995) exchange, the work by Sheldrake 
(1999), and Watt and Nagtegaal (2004) on 
record, the deniers have been denied the line 
of attack that parapsychological methods are 
typically faulty. 

Their focus now is centered, as the 
denier commentaries in this book illustrate, 
on replication rates — it works but not as 
well as we demand it should — and the fact 
that a single paradigm-achieving theory has 
not emerged. To anyone familiar with Kuhn 
(1962), of course, consciousness research is 
evolving just as it should, and, equally 
predictably, the deniers are mounting 
increasingly implausible paradigm defenses 
just as Kuhn’s model predicts.  

What the deniers do not acknowledge 
is that paradigms do change, and that it is 
theories, and the experiments that test them, 
that create paradigms. Further, no one 
discipline can create a new paradigm; only 
many disciplines reaching a consensus can 
do that. This is the process now going on 
and, in this context consciousness 
researchers such as parapsychologists are 
simply early-adapters. Science, in its many 

manifestations, is finally grappling seriously 
with consciousness and nonlocality, but the 
deniers will not join this quest.  

How ironic it is then that Kuhn 
(1962), whose mind conceived of the 
paradigm concept in science – and paradigm 
is the core of all denier arguments – fully, if 
somewhat uncomfortably, recognized the 
nonlocal aspect of consciousness. In his 
classic book, The Structure of Scientific 
Revolutions, he wrote: 

No ordinary sense of the term 
“interpretation” fits these flashes of 
intuition through which a new paradigm 
is born. Though such intuitions depend 
upon the experience, both anomalous 
and congruent, gained with the old 
paradigm, they are not logically or 
piecemeal linked to particular items of 
that experience as an interpretation 
would be (pp. 122-123).  

Comparing this with the statements 
made by people upon whom history confers 
the title genius, prophet, or seer, reveals that 
Kuhn (1962) echoed their words almost 
exactly. As Einstein (1931) explained it, “I 
believe in intuition and inspiration; I feel 
certain I am right while not knowing the 
reason” (p. 97). Einstein's assistant Banesh 
Hoffman, himself a major physicist, 
observed, “When excited discussions failed 
to break the deadlock [of a problem], 
Einstein would quietly say in his quaint 
English, ‘I will have a little tink’” (as cited in 
Infeld and Isacsson, 2007, para 1). As 
Hoffman and Leopold Infeld, Einstein’s 
other major assistant (also a renowned 
physicist), looked on in silence, Einstein 
would pace the room, coiling and uncoiling 
his signature hair around a finger as he 
walked, his sockless ankles winking into view 
as his pants flapped. “There was a dreamy 
faraway, yet inward look on his face,” (as 
cited in Infeld and Isacsson, 2007, para. 1). 
Hoffman recalled, but “no sign of stress. No 
outward indication of intense concentration” 
(as cited in Infeld and Isacsson, 2007, para. 
1). Neither assistant felt he could say a word. 
After a few minutes, Einstein would 
suddenly come back to ordinary 
consciousness, “a smile on his face and an 
answer to the problem on his lips.” Hoffman 
noted that the ideas “seemed to come from 
left field, to be quite extraordinary” (as cited 
in Infeld and Isaacson, 2007, para. 1). 
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Johannes Brahms described his own 
moments of creative breakthroughs this way:  

In this exalted state I see clearly what is 
obscure in my ordinary moods; then I 
feel capable of drawing inspiration from 
above as Beethoven did…. Those 
vibrations assume the form of distinct 
mental images…. Straightaway the ideas 
flow in upon me…and not only do I see 
distinct themes in the mind’s eye, but 
they are clothed in the right forms, 
harmonies, and orchestration. Measure 
by measure the finished product is 
revealed to me when I am in those rare 
inspired moods (as cited in Abell, 1964, 
pp. 19-21). 

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart and 
Aaron Copland also seem to have had similar 
experiences (in Abell, 1964). In Mozart’s case 
the connection was so clear and strong the 
pages of his compositions show few 
alterations; they appear to be finished 
transcriptions.  
 Remote viewers say of their 
experiences: “I kind of space out,” or “It’s 
sort of like focusing my mind at some middle 
distance” (Schwartz, 2007, p. 34). They 
describe the moment itself by saying, “It 
came in a flash,” or, “It was like a 
hologram…. Images are all there... as if it 
were a hologram hanging in my mind” 
(Schwartz, 2007, p. 34).  
 Poincare’ described his work on a 
mathematical problem in the same vein: 
“One day, as I was crossing the street, the 
solution of the difficulty which had brought 
me to a standstill came to me all at once” 
(Goldenberg et al., 2009, p. 3).  

Consider also one of history’s most 
renowned psychics, Edgar Cayce, describing 
what he was doing. Speaking from his self-
induced trance, in 1923, in response to a 
question about the process and source of his 
nonlocal ability: 

“The information as given or obtained 
from this body is gathered from the 
sources from which the suggestion may 
derive its information. In this state the 
conscious mind becomes subjugated to 
the subconscious, superconscious or soul 
mind; and may and does communicate 
with like minds, and the subconscious or 
soul force becomes universal. From any 
subconscious mind information may be 
obtained, either from this plane or from 
the impressions as left by the individuals 

that have gone on before, as we see a 
mirror reflecting direct that which is 
before it...Through the forces of the soul, 
through the mind of others as presented, 
or that have gone on before; through the 
subjugation of the physical forces in this 
manner, the body obtains the 
information” (Cayce, 1923, reading 
number 3744-3). 

 How is it that the great geniuses of 
history in both science and the arts, as well 
as ordinary remote viewers, and one of 
history’s great clairvoyants all have reported 
similar experiences in the process of 
attaining insight -- and yet consciousness 
deniers feel this is not an appropriate area 
for serious scientific inquiry? Inasmuch as 
our history is largely defined by the 
breakthroughs resulting from such insights, 
surely understanding the processes involved 
should be of primary importance. 

Because they are not data based, all 
three denier movements have a certain 
antique quality about them. Each speaks 
about the field it attempts to debunk from a 
position far behind the cutting edge of the 
science being attacked. This antique 
roadshow is a sure sign that denier 
arguments are based on attitude not data. 
Deniers all display what can only be called 
willful ignorance. In the case of the 
Creationists this is easy to see, since, to 
maintain their position, they have to discard 
geology, paleontology, anthropology, 
chemistry, astro-physics, astronomy, and the 
rest of modern science, except perhaps for 
medicine.  

Climate change deniers simply will 
not deal with the mass of data collected 
showing not only that climate change is real, 
but that human activity not natural cycles is 
the dynamic driving it. This creates severe 
political problems for democracies where 
forcing endless debate becomes a weapon. 
Nobel laureate economist Paul Krugman 
(2009) has described the denier’s behavior 
in the debate leading up to the passage by 
the U.S. Congress of the Waxman-Markey 
climate-change bill:  

“If you watched the debate… you didn’t 
see people who’ve thought hard about a 
crucial issue, and are trying to do the 
right thing. What you saw, instead, were 
people who show no sign of being 
interested in the truth. They don’t like the 
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political and policy implications of 
climate change, so they’ve decided not to 
believe in it — and they’ll grab any 
argument, no matter how disreputable, 
that feeds their denial” (p. A21). 

 
Notably, corporations who live in the 

continuing glare of profit and loss, in its way 
a more stringent standard even than 
scientific protocol have no time for such 
unworldly bias. As I write this essay in 
January, 2010, at the United Nations 
Investor Summit on Climate Risk, 450 of the 
world’s largest investors have issued a 
statement calling on the United States and 
other governments to “act now to catalyze 
development of a low-carbon economy and 
to attract the vast amount of private capital 
necessary for such transformation” 
(Environmental News Service Website, 2010, 
para.1).  

The U.S., European, and Australian 
investor groups, who together represent $13 
trillion in assets, have called for “a price on 
carbon emissions” and “well-designed 
carbon markets” to provide “a cost-effective 
way of achieving emissions reductions” 
(Environmental News Service Website, 2010, 
para. 2). 

In consciousness deniers, willful 
ignorance can similarly be seen. They speak 
about a parapsychology that has not existed 
in decades, if it ever did and, even more 
revealingly, they ignore all the other areas of 
research where work is going on that is 
essentially parapsychological by another 
name. Therapeutic intention research such 
as immunologist Leonard Lebovici’s (2001) 
study on remote retroactive intercessory 
prayer, or the near-death experience studies 
of cardiologist Pim Van Lommel and his 
associates (2001, 2006) are two examples. 
One wonders if these studies are even known 
to the denier community. This is not really a 
rhetorical question. At a conference in 
Vancouver, British Columbia, when asked 
directly in open session whether he was 
familiar with the remote viewing literature, I 
recall well-known denier psychologist 
Richard Wiseman recognizing he was about 
to be asked a specific question about this line 
of research, confessing he had not read it, 
and did not know where it was to be found 
(Personal communication, Meeting of the 

Minds on Anomalous Cognition Conference, 
2007).   

The denier commentaries do not 
seem to apprehend that some of the largest, 
most important, and best-funded research 
studies on consciousness and nonlocality 
have been carried out in disciplines other 
than parapsychology — Leibovici (2001) and 
van Lommel et al. (2001, 2006) being only 
two examples.  Let me cite a few of more 
lines of inquiry to give a sense of how far 
behind the times the consciousness denier 
community actually is. And let me point out 
that all of this could be discovered in half an 
hour by a college sophomore searching a 
freely available recognized index such as 
PubMed. 

First I will cite a paper by three 
leading physicists who have explored the 
issue of consciousness in the context of 
physics. Because of its unequivocal clarity I 
quote the entire statement:  

Neuropsychological research on the 
neural basis of behavior generally posits 
that brain mechanisms will ultimately 
suffice to explain all psychologically 
described phenomena. This assumption 
stems from the idea that the brain is 
made up entirely of material particles 
and fields, and  that all causal 
mechanisms relevant to neuroscience can 
therefore be formulated solely in terms of 
properties of these elements. Thus, terms 
having intrinsic mentalistic and/or 
experiential content (e.g. “feeling,” 
“knowing” and “effort”) are not included 
as primary causal factors. This 
theoretical restriction is motivated 
primarily by ideas about the natural 
world that have been known to be 
fundamentally incorrect for more than 
three-quarters of a century [emphasis 
added]. Contemporary basic physical 
theory differs profoundly from classic 
physics on the important matter of how 
the consciousness of human agents 
enters into the structure of empirical 
phenomena. The new principles 
contradict the older idea that local 
mechanical processes alone can account 
for the structure of all observed empirical 
data. Contemporary physical theory 
brings directly and irreducibly into the 
overall causal structure certain 
psychologically described choices made 
by human agents about how they will act. 
This key development in basic physical 
theory is applicable to neuroscience, and 
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it provides neuroscientists and 
psychologists with an alternative 
conceptual framework for describing 
neural processes. Indeed, owing to 
certain structural features of ion channels 
critical to synaptic function, 
contemporary physical theory must in 
principle be used when analyzing human 
brain dynamics. The new framework, 
unlike its classic-physics-based 
predecessor, is erected directly upon, and 
is compatible with, the prevailing 
principles of physics. It is able to 
represent more adequately than classic 
concepts the neuroplastic mechanisms 
relevant to the growing number of 
empirical studies of the capacity of 
directed attention and mental effort to 
systematically alter brain function. 
(Schwartz et al., 2005; p. 1)  

 
Second, let me cite a report by 

Frecska and Luna (2006) of the National 
Institute for Psychiatry and Neurology in 
Budapest, in which they present a neuro-
ontological interpretation of spiritual 
experiences: 

“The prevailing neuroscientific paradigm 
considers information processing within 
the central nervous system as occurring 
through hierarchically organized and 
interconnected neural networks. The 
hierarchy of neural networks doesn’t end 
at the neuroaxonal level; it incorporates 
subcellular mechanisms as well. When 
the size of the hierarchical components 
reaches the nanometer range and the 
number of elements exceeds that of the 
neuroaxonal system, an interface 
emerges for a possible transition between 
neurochemical and quantum physical 
events. “Signal nonlocality,” accessed by 
means of quantum entanglement is an 
essential feature of the quantum physical 
domain. The presented interface may 
imply that some manifestations of altered 
states of consciousness, 
unconscious/conscious shifts have 
quantum origin with significant 
psychosomatic implications” (p. 143). 

 
Nowhere in any of the denier 

commentaries is there any recognition of this 
work. Clearly there is a whole world beyond 
arguing whether nonlocality is real or a 
statistical artifact or a magic trick. But one 
would not know it from reading 
contemporary parapsychological criticism, 
just as one would know nothing of modern 

paleontology by reading a Creationist tract, 
or fully comprehend the acidification of the 
world’s oceans by reading climate change 
denier literature. 

Another hallmark of denier criticism 
is that nothing ever really changes and, 
depending on the audience, issues long 
settled will emerge from their crypts to 
distort and confuse once again. Remember 
the exchange between Hyman (1995) and 
Utts (1995)? Well, here is an example of what 
I mean. Almost five years after his exchange 
with Jessica Utts, Professor Hyman, in July 
2002, was interviewed by a reporter from the 
Austin American-Statesman. Hyman is 
reported as saying: “The issue is, what kind 
of evidence do they have? I didn’t see any 
science at all, any evidence they got anything 
right other than pure guesswork” (Leblanc, 
2002, online). Even if remote viewing 
worked, Hyman stated, it would be too 
erratic to rely on. “People who believe it 
admit that only 15 percent of what remote 
viewers tell you is true, which means 85 
percent is wrong,” he remarked, although he 
did not mention the origin of this statistic, 
and it directly contradicts the published 
research. He concluded, “You don’t know 
which is which, so it’s of no practical use.” If 
remote viewing could be demonstrated, “It 
would overturn almost everything we know 
in science” (Leblanc, 2002, online). 

How does one reconcile Hyman’s 
words in 1995 with his interview in 2002? 
The answer, of course, is one cannot. It is 
worth noting that the “15 percent of what 
remote viewers tell you is true” (Leblanc, 
2002, online) is fanciful, and could not 
produce the statistical outcomes that are part 
of the published AIR record. Moreover it 
directly contradicts what has been reported 
in the peer-reviewed literature for almost 
four decades. I will cite here only one such 
report showing what the most casual 
research in the peer-reviewed remote 
viewing literature will quickly yield. In their 
initial 1976 paper on their research at SRI 
International, physicists Harold Puthoff and 
Russell Targ reported: “Using Edington’s 
method for combining the probabilities from 
independent experiments, the probability of 
observing these six experimental outcomes 
by chance alone is 7.8 x 10-9, one-tailed” 
(Puthoff and Targ, 1976, online). When one 
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sees comments such as Hyman’s it becomes 
clear that to deniers a preconceived 
conclusion is far more important than actual 
data. As George Orwell (1962) wrote in his 
novel 1984, “And if the facts say otherwise, 
then the facts must be altered. Thus history 
is continuously rewritten” (p. 213).  

This leads to a final point, a very sad 
one that only rarely turns up in the scholarly 
community, where a conscious and 
purposeful commitment to integrity is a 
basic part of science. There is a propensity in 
denier movements, all of whose members 
ostensibly ground their arguments in 
science, to behave in ways that are 
demonstrably unscientific and even, on 
occasion, of dubious ethicality.   

In climate change, where there are 
vast sums at risk, the frauds are biggest and 
most complex, carefully filtered through a 
network of denier institutes and think tanks. 
One brief account will serve as 
representative. Mitchell Anderson, a 
Vancouver-based researcher and writer and 
former staff scientist at the Sierra Legal 
Defense Fund, describes the back-story 
behind the climate denier Skeptic’s 
Handbook. This manual was compiled by the 
Heartland Institute, created and funded by 
oil interests including $676,000 from 
ExxonMobil (Anderson, 2009). In a typical 
denier move to manipulate media and policy, 
they sent 150,000 copies of the Handbook 
across the U.S. including 850 journalists, 
26,000 schools, and 19,000 “leaders and 
politicians.” The Handbook coaches 
“skeptics” to keep from being pinned down 
by the evidence demonstrating climate 
change (Anderson, 2009). Anderson (2009) 
noted: 

“It is also interesting that this latest 
product of the denial machine is washing 
over the nation less than a month after 
the U.S. government released their 
Climate Change Literacy brochure – 
cosigned by 13 federal agencies and 24 
educational and scientific partners. 
Membership in the supposed climate 
change conspiracy now includes what 
deniers term “eco-freaks” as the U.S. 
Department of Defense, the U.S. 
Department of the Interior and the U.S. 
Forest Service.” (Online, no page 
specified). 

Exactly these same techniques of 
widespread distribution of false or highly 
distorted information are employed by the 
other denier movements. Creationists, using 
the political power they wield, in 2006 
pressured the Bush Administration to direct 
the Grand Canyon National Park that it was 
not to provide an official estimate of the 
geologic age of the canyon. “In order to avoid 
offending religious fundamentalists, our 
National Park Service is under orders to 
suspend its belief in geology” (Public 
Employees for Environmental Responsibility 
Website, 2006, online), said Public 
Employees for Environmental Responsibility 
Executive Director Jeff Ruch. “It is 
disconcerting that the official position of a 
national park as to the geologic age of the 
Grand Canyon is ‘no comment’” (Public 
Employees for Environmental Responsibility 
Website, 2006, online). 

Consciousness deniers similarly 
maintain an active media influencing 
program. Because it is both representative 
and reveals a state of mind, I want to draw 
attention to one particular example, drawing 
on the published words of a few of the 
principal players, a nationally prominent 
astronomer and two highly regarded 
professors of psychology and sociology, all of 
whom became so appalled by what they saw 
that they not only resigned, they put their 
views quite deliberately on record in the 
public press.  

Since this story is an integral part of 
the founding of the Committee for the 
Scientific Investigation of Claims of the 
Paranormal (CSICOP) now the Committee 
for Scientific Inquiry (CSI), and still the 
principal consciousness denier group in the 
United States, it is instructive to consider it. 
In my opinion, it is probably the clearest 
story in the record illustrating the difference 
between deniers and genuine skeptics.  

The story has an almost Greek 
tragedy mytho-poetic quality, in which a 
group of scientists, some quite prominent in 
their fields, are presented with the most 
fundamental choice a scientist can face: Do I 
go with the data, or with my prejudice? Some 
rose to the challenge, some did not. It is a 
complex, cautionary tale that I will go into 
only to the point of illustrating the relevant 
denier skeptic issues. However, I strongly 
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encourage any reader interested in better 
understanding the psychology of denier 
movements to go to the websites cited, where 
references to the original papers are located, 
and to pursue what is to be found there. 

In brief, here is the story: In 1975 
astronomer Dennis Rawlins, already famous 
for debunking the claims of polar explorers 
Richard Byrd and Robert Peary and 
demonstrating that Ronald Amundsen was 
the first man to reach either pole, decided to 
join a team headed by philosopher Paul 
Kurtz (the founder of CSICOP) to launch a 
frontal attack against presumptive 
“planetary influences” on human behavior 
reported by the French investigators Michel 
and his wife (at the time) and research 
partner Francoise Gauquelin. Earlier, The 
Humanist had published a paper that 
included an attack on the Gauquelins. It was 
a curious attack; the Gauquelins had their 
own reservations about astrology; indeed, 
they would go on to dismiss, on the basis of 
their research data, many claims of Western 
astrology. Ironically, Michel Gauquelin 
(1979), a psychologist and statistician, later 
wrote a book debunking traditional Western 
astrology’s planetary effects that was 
published by Prometheus Books, which was 
founded by Kurtz.  Gauquelin (1978) also was 
to write an article critical of astrology for The 
Humanist, a magazine edited by Kurtz. Even 
so, exactly because they were rigorous 
scientists, the Gauquelins reported 
identifying small but statistically significant 
relationships between some planetary 
positions at the time of the birth and later 
outstanding performance, most notably the 
position of Mars in a natal chart and later 
athletic prowess (Gauquelin, 1973, 1975; 
Gauquelin and Gauquelin, 1970-1972). It was 
not a huge effect but, to many CSICOP 
members, these reports were intolerable.  

The Humanist group focused their 
attack on the Gauquelins’ statistics (Rawlins, 
1981) but it soon became clear that Michel 
Gauquelin was the better statistician and the 
denier case collapsed. Undeterred, the group 
went on for round two, which involved an 
attempted Committee-sponsored replication 
of the “Mars effect” and a dispute over the 
interpretation of the data. Rawlins describes 
what happened next as a comedy of 
incompetence, bombast, and a commitment 

to denialism so powerful it overturned good 
sense and ethics, until the deniers were 
thoroughly tarred by Rawlins (among others) 
for their unscientific disdain for 
experimental evidence and integrity.  

After furious public exchanges, 
Rawlins, a skeptic but not a denier, publicly 
resigned from the group. Shortly thereafter, 
he put the entire sorry tale in the record via a 
paper entitled, sTar baby, a play on Joel 
Chandler Harris’ late 19th century Uncle 
Remus stories, where Br’er Rabbit, the Loki-
like adventurer around whom many of the 
stories are built, attacks a tar baby and, each 
time he hits it he becomes more and more 
mired in the tar (Rawlins, 1981). Rawlins 
would not be alone and his was followed by 
the resignations of several other members of 
the Committee. These resignations illustrate 
the difference between skeptics and deniers. 

The person who saw this distinction 
most clearly was the sociologist Marcello 
Truzzi (e.g., 1997), who acted on his beliefs 
by first resigning from the committee and, 
then, publishing a new journal The Zetetic 
Scholar (Zetetic from the Greek zētētikos, 
from zēteō to seek to proceed by inquiry) in 
which he decried what he called “pseudo-
skepticism.” Truzzi (1982) wrote,  

“The current evidence strongly indicates 
that (a) a Mars Correlation was validly 
found by the Gauquelins, (b) a 
correlation was found in several 
replications by the Gauquelins using 
different samples, (c) a similar 
correlation was found in replications 
conducted by Kurtz-Zelen-Abel (KZA) [in 
the CSICOP-sponsored research study]. 
In regard to a) and b) the key question 
concerns the validity of the Gauquelins’ 
data. It has repeatedly been incorrectly 
stated that there is no way to check this 
data. Not only have the Gauquelins 
published all their data (so computations 
can easily be checked), they have kept all 
original records from the birth registries, 
and these have been made available to 
any serious researchers. In fact, the 
Gauquelins have urged critics to check 
this data.” (p. 76) 
 
Truzzi’s reasons for resigning from 

the Committee state clearly the problem with 
denier movements. He recalled:  

“Originally I was invited to be a co-
chairman of CSICOP by Paul Kurtz. I 
helped to write the bylaws and edited 
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their journal. I found myself attacked by 
the Committee members and board, who 
considered me to be too soft on the 
paranormalists. My position was not to 
treat protoscientists as adversaries, but to 
look to the best of them and ask them for 
their best scientific evidence. I found that 
the Committee was much more 
interested in attacking the most publicly 
visible claimants such as The National 
Enquirer. The major interest of the 
Committee was not inquiry but to serve 
as an advocacy body, a public relations 
group for scientific orthodoxy. The 
Committee has made many mistakes. My 
main objection to the Committee, and the 
reason I chose to leave it, was that it was 
taking the public position that it 
represented the scientific community, 
serving as gatekeepers on maverick 
claims, whereas I felt they were simply 
unqualified to act as judge and jury when 
they were simply lawyers.” (Truzzi, 1989; 
online). 

 
New Zealand psychologist Richard 

Kammann, the third person to resign, would 
write in his exegetic essay of the whole 
Gauquelin affair, “When the whole record is 
examined over five years, there is almost no 
instance in which merit wins out over self-
serving bias” (Kammann, 1982, online). The 
one clear exception was providing Rawlins a 
carte blanche space in the CSICOP 
publication, The Skeptical Inquirer, and 
even this was undermined by a flurry of 
simultaneous misstatements (Rawlings, 
1981; 1982; pp.29-30). Kammann (1982) 
wrote: 

“The bottom line is that an apology is 
owed the Gauquelins for the 
mistreatment of their data, and the 
aspersions cast on their authenticity. I 
don't wish to convey that I'm a believer, 
because I also have skeptical reservations 
about the Mars effect. What makes this 
claim suspect is the scientific perversity 
of the proposition that the location of 
Mars in the sky at the time a person is 
born has some effect on that person's 
athletic performance 30 or 40 years 
later.” (p. 56) 

 

More than a decade later Suitbert 
Ertel, a German researcher of the next 
generation, uninvolved with the bitter fight 
that had gone before, meticulously went back 
through this entire chapter of denierism 
(including a subsequent denier round in 
Paris, France) and confirmed by a variety of 
statistical analyses, both Kammann’s and 
Truzzi’s assessments (Ertel, 1998/1999). 
Perhaps even more important was the 
graceless acknowledgement of Paul Kurtz 
who had begun it all: “It is time, to submit, to 
move to other more productive topics” 
(Kurtz, Nienhuys, and Sandhu, 1997; p.38). 

The Gauquelin controversy continues 
even as further confirmations come in. 
Fuzeau-Braesch (2009) reported data on 
twins that could be interpreted to support 
the Gauquelins’ data. And this controversy is 
not an isolated event. The “sTarbaby 
incident” has been followed by numerous 
subsequent incidents of alleged falsification 
and distortion amongst consciousness 
deniers. Both Rupert Sheldrake and Jim 
Lippard have been subjected to denier 
attacks; have created websites listing the 
relevant documents and transcripts of these 
and other such events. The reader is invited 
to go through these archives and reach their 
own conclusions (Lippard, 2009; Sheldrake, 
n.d.).  

The controversies involving the three 
denier movements might superficially 
appear to be “inside baseball” arguments of 
interest only to the various research 
communities. However, stop and think about 
this for a moment: The truth about our 
species and our planet, the processes of our 
planet’s climate, and the nature of our 
consciousness, are the essence of our search 
to understand who we are, and what it 
means to be a human being. These three 
denier movements all, in one way or another, 
impede the quest for this knowledge. Like 
pranksters putting up false direction signs, 
they waste precious resources and time. 
Worse, they poison the atmosphere of the 
inquiries. They serve not truth but bias.  
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Visions, Hallucinations, and Dreams  
in the Context of Body Wisdom and  

Chaos Theory  
 

Kenneth C. Bausch 
Abstract 
Our  bodies  before  language  are  one  with  our  mothers  and  the  universe.  With
language, we build our conscious individuality while still retaining our embodied unity 
with  the universe and unconscious access  to  its unspoken mysteries. With  language,
we  build  our  individuality  as we  struggle  to make  explicit  those mysteries  as  they
pertain to us. Dreams, hallucinations, and visions are some of the ways that our bodies 
move unconscious knowledge into our conscious (languaged) reality. This effort takes 
place in what is called the imaginal realm. In this realm, we may be talking to ourselves
as we  try  to  figure out what  is going on. We may have  imaginal  companions, write 
fiction, dream, pray, engage in fantasy, and play. They imaginal realm is the workshop
where our egos  tap our unconscious body wisdom and construct  the narratives  that
become our lives.   
 
Key Words: Body wisdom, endo knowing, Subject 3, strange attractor, F in 0, imaginal 
realm 
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Introduction1 
This paper is the result of a long-festering 
dissatisfaction with the Cartesian concept off 
a disembodied ego. I have concluded, in 
opposition to this concept, that the body is 
the mind and is our point of contact with the 
mysteries of the universe. I develop these 
ideas in my book, Body Wisdom (2010). This 
paper presents a drastic condensation of that 
book’s argument and shows its relevance to 
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dreams, hallucinations, and visions.   
            One day, Freud (1920) was watching 
the antics of his grandson who was about to 
develop the ability to speak.  Recently, the 
grandson had been very upset when his 
mother was absent.  This day, he was quietly 
playing with a spool attached to a thread, 
which was hooked over the edge of his crib.  
The boy was raising and lowering the spool 
in such a way that at times the spool was 
hidden by the side of the crib.  As it was 
hidden, he said “Fort” (gone); when it 
reappeared he said: “Da” (here). Freud 
(1956), Lacan (1977), and Ricouer (1970) 
spell out the amazing consequences of this 
achievement (Bausch, 2010). 
            For this article, we will just note that 
newborn infants are almost undifferentiated 
from their environments.  As such, they 
approximate what are called “Original 
Subjects” symbolized as “Subject0.” As 
infants differentiate themselves through 
mirroring, imagination, and eventually 
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language, they create rifts between 
themselves and their nurturing 
environments so that the Original Subject is 
divided into Ego and Other, that is: 

Original Subject  Ego + Other 
Or 

Subject 0  Subject1 + Subject2 
The contents of Subject2 are two-fold: the 
external nurturing environment and all 
unconscious bodily functions and awareness. 
              Because of this primal split there is a 
built-in ambivalence every time we use the 
word “I” as the subject off a sentence.  “I” can 
theoretically express the standpoint of 
Subject0 (original subject), Subject1 (ego), or 
Subject2 (my unconscious, which we are 
calling Other).  In addition, the word “I” can 
also stand for Subject3, which is a 
communion of ego and other. 
             This existential situation brokered by 
language enables us to traverse life making it 
uniquely our own, and then to reunite with 
our Source as an aware, consciously 
articulated being.  In other words, 

Ego + Other  Communion 
Or 

Subject1 + Subject2  Subject3. 
 
Endo Knowing 
Visions, hallucinations, and dreams are 
variations of endo knowing common to 
everyone. They are communications from 
our bodily unconscious that have their own 
logics and languages.  They have been 
described from different perspectives: 
primary process thought (Freud), pre-
reflective experience (phenomenology), 
symbolic thought (Jung), the discourse of the 
Other (Lacan), right-brain activity, and 
imaginal dialogues (Watkins). 
 Freud considered primary process 
thought to be primitive and considered 
secondary process thought to be more 
mature. Primary process thought is 
incomplete, symbolic, and unrealistic.  
According to him, secondary process is 
rational and reality-tested; it is real thinking, 
not whimsy. 
 Pre-reflective thought is a term used 
by phenomenologists. It focuses on the 
content of perception before we take a 
second look.  We adjust our perceptions later 

to fit into our conceptual reality. The content 
of this pre-reflective experience is described 
as gestalts and symbols. Gestalts, because we 
experience wholes and not discrete 
unconnected sensations; that is, before we 
ecto/meso think about what we perceive we 
have already endo organized the perceived 
reality. Symbols, because our first 
perceptions have a connection to us and a 
meaning for us; that is, we make sense of our 
individual realities before we grow into an 
ecto understanding of what they are. We are 
not isolated from our world in the manner of 
the Cartesian box (a disembodied soul with 
an impossible task: to contact and make 
sense of a totally other and material world). 
 Symbolic thought, according to Jung, 
arises from our innate [meso] quest for 
meaning. Symbols (personages, animals, 
physical organs, myths, etc.) well up from 
both the individual and the collective 
unconscious. They are valued keys to a 
person's and a culture's identity. They have a 
validity of their own as communications 
from the unconscious. They provide a 
standard against which conventional reality 
is to be understood and not just vice versa. 
 Lacan, following Freud, sees these 
activities as communications from the 
unconscious, speaking a language of signs in 
the manner of a rebus (e.g. eye-heart-U).   
The language is to be deciphered by 
interpreting the signs as figures of speech. 
 Right brain thinking is endo thinking.  
It is symbolic, creative, non-linear, and 
irrational. It is directed by our attention, 
intention, and emotional intensity. Our 
emotions generally draw our attention to 
survival and relationship needs.  As a result 
messages from our unconscious generally 
involve love and survival. Our attention, 
intention, and emotionality can also be 
channeled through discipline to achieve ends 
that we might desire. Following the lead of E. 
J. Bion (1983), this discipline can be called 
Faith, so that we can state that disciplined 
faith can direct our unconscious to provide 
the enlightenment that we need. 
             The science of chaos theory and its 
strange attractors provides a pattern for how 
such discipline can randomly attract element 
into our though that lead to answers for our 
life problems. The chaotic attractors draw 
random elements out of chaos that 
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seemingly have no coherent theme, but 
which after many iterations draw forth a 
meaningful pattern.  In a similar way we can 
see Faith drawing forth meaning from our 
chaotic unconscious. In other words, in endo 
thinking Faith (F) acts as a strange attractor 
in the chaos (0) of the unconscious (F in 0).   
 
The Imaginal Realm 
Mary Watkins (1976, 1986) has written great 
deal about imaginal realities. She has 
demonstrated that human thought is 
universally dramatic; in other words, we are 
always talking to ourselves. Anyone who 
recognizes the human truth in the works of 
Shakespeare is compelled to agree with her.  
In our imaginal dialogues we make sense out 
of our worlds. These dialogues are, of course, 
not solely verbal. They are often in the 
symbolic language that Jung, Freud, and 
Lacan have described. 
 Watkins points out that the term 
“hallucination” became current only after the 
arrival of psychoanalytic thought in the 
nineteenth century. Before then people 
talked of visions. Visions and hallucinations 
are basically the same thing. 
 In the middle Ages, theology had 
many classifications for visions; today 
psychology has similar classifications for 
hallucinations. In theology’s main 
distinction, good and bad, visions are better 
defined than are hallucinations. Because of 
our rationalistic bias, that regards all 
hallucinations as bad, we denigrate an 
important part of our psychic makeup.  Some 
sort of distinction between toxic and non-
toxic hallucinations needs to be established. 
 With her term “imaginal dialogues,” 
Watkins makes it clear that hallucinations 
are normal and often salutary experiences.  
The test for pathology cannot be the 
presence of hallucinations because they are 
universally present.  The test is the quality of 
the hallucination. She provides these signs of 
pathology in imaginal dialogues: 

1) Lack of autonomy for self or imaginal 
other; either self or other feels like a 
puppet, is told what to do and say. 

2) Passivity of one with respect to the 
other; one enacts or suffers the 
other's wishes without successfully 
asserting his/her own agency or 

wishes.  This impotence may be 
reflected in such things as not being 
able to terminate an imaginal 
dialogue when desired. 

3) The mode of relation is egocentric, 
where one figure is known only 
insofar as he/she affects the other; 
depth of characterization, where a 
figure known from more than one 
perspective, is lacking.  

4) Absence of a reflecting ego (a self-
reflective representation or narrative 
voice) who notices the difference 
between figures of the perceptual 
world and those of the imaginal, who 
appreciates the latter metaphorically, 
and who can communicate these 
distinctions when necessary to others 
(Watkins, 1986; pp.146-147). 

    
The core of the pathology of hallucinations is 
well expressed in the following quotation: 

[The] patient is denied any spontaneous 
and free survey of the world; his thoughts 
being heard, his mind being read, denote 
that the barriers of his intimate life have 
been leveled off, that the innermost 
sphere of his existence has been invaded 
(Erwin Strauss, quoted by Watkins, 1986; 
p.  142). 

 

Unhealthy dialogues cannot be assimilated; 
they lead to delusional beliefs that dominate 
a person's life. 
 Ordinary hallucinations/visions, on 
the other hand, are the means we use to 
explain our world to ourselves and to pose 
problems to ourselves.  “To be or not to be” is 
the address given by Hamlet to his 
unconscious other. With it he places a 
strange attractor in his personal chaos, the 
necessary step toward creative problem 
solving.  The apparition of his father’s ghost 
had previously been a communication from 
his unconscious that brought into focus his 
distress at that time. These imaginal 
dialogues of Hamlet mirror dialogues that go 
on in us constantly. 
 Watkins (1986) proposes formal 
criteria for differentiating imaginal dialogues 
as they occur in “private speech, 
hallucinations, imaginary companions, 
praying, the writing of fiction, dreams, 
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fantasy, and play (pp.149-150).” She 
demonstrates the richness of the dialogue 
between what we are calling ego and other in 
the communion that is Subject3. In 
particular, she related the Persian, Sufi 
mysticism of Ibn Arabi for whom to return to 
one’s Lord is to “return to his self.” Watkins 
wrote: 

In Ibn Arabi’s words, “We have given 
Him to manifest Himself through us, 
whereas He has given us (to exist 
through Him).   Thus the role is shared 
between Him and us....If he has given us 
life and existence by His being, I also give 
Him life by knowing Him in my heart” 
(1986; p.73). 

If we remove the theological trappings of 
these thoughts and replace them with 
psychological clothes, we have the drama of 
Subjects 0, 1, 2, and 3. 
 In her book, Watkins (1976) draws 
distinctions between waking dreams, 
daydreams, and hallucinations.  The waking 
dream is one manifestation of what we have 
termed Subject 3 activity.  It is the somewhat 
meditative activity of withdrawing from ecto 
and meso immersion in experience.  
According to Watkins, it is: 

…an attempt to get our awareness [out of 
immersion so that]...we can then 
discriminate what is moving. This does 
not mean one steps out of the experience, 
becomes unrelated, and begins to 
analyze.  It means that our sensitivities 
and awareness are freed to participate 
independently as themselves and to bring 
their unique qualities into the situation 
(p. 16). 

This kind of attention can be employed while 
awake, in reverie, or, with practice, in lucid 
nighttime dreaming.  It is serene F in 0. 
 Merleau-Ponty (1964b) contributes 
this observation about waking dreams: 
“What one too deliberately seeks, he does not 
find; and he who on the contrary has in his 
meditative life known how to tap its 
spontaneous source never lacks for ideas and 
values” (p.83). 
 Daydreams are like waking dreams in 
that they deal with imaginal material.  They 
are unlike waking dreams in the laxity of 
their attention; in their attention they are 
simply involved in what is going on in the 
imaginal realm with the same kind of 

attention that they fasten on external 
concerns. Watkins (1976) says, “In 
daydreaming, the ego’s attention becomes 
attached to the imaginal contents in the 
same way it does to our daily concerns.  
There is no awareness during it or memory 
afterward of what was going on” (p. 18).  The 
quality of F in 0 distinguishes Subject3 
attention from both daydreaming with 
imaginal realities, and immersion in physical 
and social reality.  The Sufis held that the 
imaginal world (the mundus imaginalis) was 
the sacred realm of the soul, and that it 
required rapt attention to dwell there.  As 
Watkins put it: 

In the Sufi idea of creative imagination it 
was believed that whenever the 
imagination is allowed to “stray” and to 
be “wasted recklessly, then it ceases to 
fulfill its function of perceiving and 
producing the symbols that lead to inner 
intelligence,” the intermediary world 
(that of the mundus imaginalis and of 
the soul) can be considered to have 
disappeared (p. 18). 

The idea of hallucination has been 
used to discredit the imaginal. Watkins 
(1976) points out that, “Waking dreams and 
hallucinations... rely on two distinctly 
different psychic functions: imagination and 
perception. Hallucinations purport to deal 
with external material and perceptual reality, 
whereas waking dreams and dreams pertain 
to imaginal reality” (pp.18-19).  She claims 
that the “hallucinator is asleep” with regards 
to awareness of the imaginal. If a person 
obtains Subject3 awareness he or she is no 
longer the victim of hallucination. 
 This point is well-taken, yet it is 
necessary to point out that all perception is 
hallucinatory in the broad sense. We 
perceive wholes (gestalts) which have 
meaning for us (symbols) and initiate a 
dialogue about their 
friendliness/unfriendliness, importance/ 
unimportance, clarity/density of meaning, 
and so on.  The dialogues that generate these 
gestalts are often under the threshold of 
consciousness.  For various reasons we often 
do not perceive things that are sensibly 
presented to us.   

Dreams give way to our imaginal 
dialogues often turning them into full-scale 
dramatic productions.  When these dialogues 
and dramas occur in the hypnagogic state 
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between sleeping and waking they are called 
visions. Almost all remarkable visions occur 
in this state which is induced by a variety of 
methods: sleeping, meditation, dancing, 
reverie, sensory deprivation or overload, 
exhaustion, fasting, epilepsy, migraines, 
medication, drugs, etc. 
 Imaginal dialogues are grounded in 
our bodies, our histories, and our cultures.  
They gather their material and intensity from 
the preoccupations of our waking life, which 
act as the strange attractors of perception, 
hallucination, dream, and vision. In the 
conflict-resolution dream, they give 
emotional release to our day’s unresolved 
tensions and also clue us in to the nature of 
those tensions.  In problem-solving dreams, 
they present us with answers which are 
arrived at while our rational minds are 
asleep. 
 Because our boundaries are porous in 
endo awareness we may sometimes dream 
for someone else or dream for our society, 
especially if we are caught up in their 
concerns.  Again, our attention or Faith acts 
as the strange attractor in these dreams.  
Also, because we are not two, our imaginal 
dialogues sometimes have racial and 
universal significance, especially in the form 
of archetypical themes: 
birth/death/resurrection, war and peace, 
creation, the quest, etc. 
 Our imaginal dialogues are usually 
tied to our time and place for their raw 
material.  For reasons of survival, we do not 
often obsess on events of another place and 
another time.  If we did, as Toynbee did, we 
might have flashbacks to earlier historical 
events as he did, and so breach the relative 
divisions of space and time. Likewise, if we 
were to intensely focus on spiritual matters 
in the context of a dominant mythology, we 
would create the strange attractor that would 
draw religious visions from our unconscious. 
Ordinarily, however, we focus on our 
personal, familial, and social concerns, and 
for good reason. Focusing for no reason on 
existentially irrelevant concerns creates a 
scattered unconscious, which fosters 
personal and societal disorganization or 
disintegration. 

 The immersion we experience today 
in the sea of media/information/ 
entertainment dilutes the focus of our 
imaginal life. On the one hand, this is good 
because we enter into imaginal dialogue with 
so many different viewpoints, cultures, and 
situations. On the other hand, we lose the 
focused mythology that sustained our 
ancestors and their societies. In a strange 
irony, the Internet allows us to live within 
intellectual smokestacks where everyone 
thinks the same way.  In our global village we 
are forced, more than ever, to attend to the 
quality of our F in 0. 
 During situations of great urgency 
breaches of time and space are more likely to 
occur as, for example, in the documented 
premonitions and visions of plane crashes.  
When there is a strong human bond, and 
therefore a certain steadiness of the strange 
attractor, spatial boundaries sometimes fade, 
as when a mother knows from a distance that 
her daughter has died.  Sometimes physical 
dysfunction is the catalyst.  It is thought that 
Toynbee's famous historical visions were a 
partial result of temporal lobe epilepsy.  
While visions such as Toynbee’s possess 
remarkable clarity, many are not so clear, 
especially when they are induced by mind-
confusing chemicals or when they are 
experienced by people whose attention is not 
as disciplined as his. 
 In summary, visions, hallucinations, 
and dreams are closely related endo 
experiences that have a limited freedom with 
regard to space and time. Their content is 
determined by the focus of our conscious and 
vital attention. The clarity of their content 
depends on the single-mindedness of that 
focus and the steadiness of attention (Faith) 
with which it is endowed. The principle at 
work is that of the strange attractor in chaos.  
These endo experiences have their own logic 
and language. 

In closing, I reflect on the following: 
Is there some way that the work of chaotic 
attractors in the imaginal realm can be 
expressed in terms of neurons, 
neuropeptides, and quanta?  There probably 
is, but exactly how that might work is beyond 
me. 
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  Article

   

Addicted to Bliss:  
Looking for Ecstasy in All the Wrong Places 

 

Stanley Krippner* and Dustin Dunbar†
Abstract 
Ecstasy (from the Greek, ekstasis: distraction; derangement; astonishment)  is defined 
by dictionaries as (1) an emotional state so intense that one is carried beyond rational 
thought or self‐control; (2) rapture associated with mystical experience.  In this essay,
we  take  the  position  that  “addiction”  is  a  social  construct,  a  term  that  reflects  a
societal convention as much or more so that its manifestation in the consensual world. 
Its  definition  differs  from  “expert”  to  “expert”  and  from  culture  to  culture.
Nonetheless,  “addiction”  (from  the  Latin  addicre)  to  ecstasy  is  a  serious  mental 
disorder for many people, whether the ecstatic feelings are due to substances (such as 
alcohol) or behavior  (such as gambling). We have  focused on substance addiction  in
this  essay  because  of  the  plethora  of  research  on  this  topic.  “Bliss”  is  a  desirable
human condition, but can be attained through spiritual practices, human relationships, 
and  positive  artistic,  athletic,  cognitive,  and  other  activities where  the  possibility  of
addiction is still present but less likely to occur. 
 
Key Words: addiction, behavior, bliss, ecstasy, mystical experience 
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History and Overview1 
Since prehistoric times, most human 
cultures and many animal species knew 
about and used psychoactive, or mind-
changing, substances. Historical records 
indicate that many ancient societies had easy 
access to powerful plants and human-made 
concoctions, yet were able to regulate their 
use. Some of these substances were used for 
medications to alleviate distress and 
diseases, some were used to evoke 
transcendence during sacred rituals, and 
some were used to enhance hedonic pleasure 
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during celebrations. In the Middle East, 
Eastern Asia, and North America, Cannabis 
compounds found a place in all three of 
those venues. Ancient Egyptians crushed the 
psychoactive blue lotus and mixed it with 
wine to induce euphoria. For two millennia, 
Grecian priests led initiates besotted with 
kykeon (a brew laced with a psychoactive 
ergot fungus) through the Eleusinian 
mysteries. Amazonian shamans concocted 
yagé from a combination of rainforest 
plants. Psychoactive cacti and morning glory 
seeds were used by religious functionaries 
throughout Mexico and Latin America; in 
some areas, they also utilized psychoactive 
mushrooms, relatives of those ingested from 
time immemorial by Siberian shamans.  
Various liquors, inebriants, teas, and herbs 
were eaten, swallowed, and smoked to attain 
ecstasy, and when a participant overindulged 
or reacted, there were rites and antidotes to 
ease the hapless voyager back to consensual 
reality. Mircea Eliade (1951/1972) referred to 
shamans as “masters of ecstasy,” although he 
considered the use of drumming, chanting, 
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and dancing superior to consciousness-
altering substances. 

Many tribes in the Americas used 
tobacco or coca leaves in their ceremonies, 
and fermented beverages were imbibed 
around the world to attain bliss. When 
Western societies learned how to distill 
alcohol and manufacture opium, the stage 
was set for epidemics of what would later be 
called “substance abuse.” The colonists’ sale 
of distilled spirits to Native Americans, 
followed by rampant alcoholism and 
Britain’s lucrative opium trade in China 
following the 18th century Opium Wars were 
examples of commercial greed preempting 
traditional patterns of controlled inebriation.  

In recent decades, “drug cartels” and 
“drug lords” have undermined governments 
and corrupted legitimate businesses. In 
many parts of the world, thefts committed by 
users of illicit substances to support their 
“habit” are an everyday occurrence. 
Intravenous drug use has spread the HIV 
virus; entire communities are broken by 
drug procurement and use; impoverished 
young people often consider the local drug 
dealers their “role models” and are all too 
eager to serve as apprentices. Soaring health 
costs, broken families, and lost wages are 
some of the other side products of this 
“addiction to ecstasy.” The filmmaker and 
actor Woody Allen once sardonically 
commented, “Life is full of misery, 
loneliness, and suffering – and it’s all over 
much too soon.”  Hence, to paraphrase a 
popular song lyric, depressed, dispirited, and 
despairing searchers of ecstasy are looking 
for bliss in all the wrong places. 
 
“Addiction” as a Social Construct 
Kenneth Gergen (2000) has noted that 
humanity delights in labeling objects and 
experiences, but often forgets that these 
social constructs might not be adequate 
maps of the territories they are describing. 
The label of “drug addiction” was socially 
constructed by physicians in the 19th century, 
who considered it a vice, a symptom of 
akrasia, a Greek term indicating the 
weakening of “will power.” During the 20th 
century, the term was medicalized and “drug 
addiction” was reconceptualized as a 
“disease” (e.g., Leshner, 1997). The 
consequences of this “addiction” were 

brought to public attention, where they 
became the subject of negative and 
sensationalized media publicity and served 
as stimuli for restrictive legislation.   

However, the resulting laws varied 
from region to region and from historical era 
to historical era (Haskell, 1993). For 
example, In the United States, alcoholic 
beverages survived the eras of prohibition to 
become an economic windfall when legal 
distilleries reopened. For many years, opium, 
heroin, and cocaine were used medicinally 
and as ingredients in cough syrups and/or 
soft drinks until they were declared illegal 
and their manufacture and use was severely 
punished. In 1875, “opium dens” were 
outlawed in San Francisco, the first legal 
measure taken against illicit drugs in the 
United States. The Pure Food and Drug Act 
were passed in 1906, requiring testing and 
standardization of consumable items, 
including medicines. 

Nonetheless, illegal trade has 
flourished and entire communities make 
their livelihood in the growth of these plants 
and the extraction of their mind-changing 
ingredients. Many stimulants (e.g., 
methamphetamine) and psychedelics (e.g., 
mescaline) were synthetic compounds based 
on ingredients found in plants that have 
distinct mind-changing properties.  Military 
and medicinal uses were found for many 
stimulants (i.e., the amphetamines), but 
psychedelics were too unpredictable to find 
military applications and too controversial 
for their medical and psychotherapeutic 
potentials to gain widespread acceptance. 

In this essay, we take the position 
that “addiction” is a social construct, a term 
that reflects a societal convention as much or 
more so that its manifestation in the 
consensual world. Its definition differs from 
“expert” to “expert” and from culture to 
culture. It is no wondered that Gene Geyman 
(1996) observed that “research findings on 
addiction are contradictory” (p.561). Further, 
“addiction” (from the Latin addicre, to 
announce the transfer of a possession to 
another person) has accrued a variety of 
meanings (Hillman, 1991). 

From our perspective, the term 
“addiction” implies a compulsive repetition 
of a pleasurablebehavior to the point that 
other activities are neglected or overlooked, 
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to the detriment of the “addict,” his or her 
family, and/or society-at-large. Because 
many addicts realize that the compulsion is 
not beneficial to their superordinate goals, 
bizarre reactions often result. F. Scott 
Fitzgerald, the celebrated author, ordered his 
household staff to keep him away from 
liquor, but sneaked drinks when they were 
not looking. Another writer, Samuel Taylor 
Coleridge, moved into his physician’s home 
under the condition that he not be allowed 
any opium. He immediately suffered acute 
withdrawal symptoms until his publisher 
smuggled laudanum, an opium-laced 
tincture, into the doctor’s house. 

 With the development of the 
neurosciences, psychologists, psychiatrists, 
and neurologists have developed new 
insights into how the pleasure-seeking, 
hedonic use of psychoactive substances can 
lead to a repetition of certain actions so 
frequently and with such compulsivity that it 
qualifies as an “addiction.” Some of the same 
mechanisms are at work in addiction to 
substances with few psychoactive properties 
and to repetitive activities that evoke ecstasy, 
at least at the beginning of their 
employment. Examples would include 
compulsive food consumption, compulsive 
gambling, compulsive sexual activity, and 
compulsive ritualistic behavior (from 
shoplifting to religious observances), among 
others. Most people can enjoy the bliss 
provided by these experiences, finding ways 
to integrate them into their overall repertoire 
of life activities. For others, there is a 
disruption of responsible behavior and social 
commitments to the point where one might 
say that these men and women have become 
“addicted to ecstasy.” This essay focuses on 
hedonic drug use, since that is the area that 
has evoked the most scientific research, 
especially from the perspective of 
neuropsychology. However, other activities 
will be cited to round out the spectrum. 
Further, we note that “ecstasy” (from the 
Greek, ekstasis: distraction; derangement; 
astonishment) is defined by dictionaries as 
(1) an emotional state so intense that one is 
carried beyond rational thought or self-
control; (2) rapture associated with mystical 
experience. 
 
DSM and ICD 

The American Psychiatric Association’s 
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental 
Disorders (2000) (DSM) does not give a 
specific diagnostic category to “addiction,” 
but it classifies “addictive disorders” and 
uses the term dependence synonymously 
with “addiction.” It states that 
“addiction/dependence” be “considered a 
manifestation of a behavioral, psychological, 
or biological dysfunction.   
 The World Health Organization’s 
International Classification of Mental and 
Behavioral Disorders (1992) (ICD-10) states 
in its clinical descriptions and diagnostic 
guidelines that “addiction is considered a 
dependence syndrome, and is, a cluster of 
physiological, behavioral, and cognitive 
phenomena in which the use of a substance 
or a class of substances takes on a much 
higher priority for a given individual than 
other behaviors that once had greater value. 
A central descriptive characteristic of the 
dependence syndrome is the desire (often 
strong, sometimes overpowering) to take 
psychoactive drugs (which may or may not 
have been medically prescribed), alcohol, or 
tobacco. There may be evidence that return 
to substance use after a period of abstinence 
leads to a more rapid reappearance of other 
features of the syndrome than occurs with 
nondependent individuals (p.4). 
 We will keep these synonymous uses 
of “dependence” and “addiction” in mind 
while we examine the neuropsychological 
and the neurobiological substrates of 
addictive behavior. 
 
The Neuropsychology and 
Neurobiology of Hedonic Drug Use 
Both neuropsychology and neurobiology aim 
to understand how the structure and 
function of the brain and body relate to 
specific psychological and biological 
processes (Figure 1).  They are scientific in 
their approach and share an information 
processing view of the brain with cognitive-
affective neuroscience (Kesner and Martinez, 
2007; Rains, 2002). They are 
interdisciplinary in nature, overlapping at 
times with areas such as neuroscience, 
biology, philosophy (particularly philosophy 
of mind), social psychology, psychiatry, and 
computer science (particularly by making 
use of artificial neural networks). As 
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mentioned earlier, we take the position that 
“addiction” is a social construct; 
nevertheless, it is important to determine the 
neuropsychological and neurobiological 
bases for behaviors that quality for that label 
(Erickson, 2007). This allows us to 
incorporate data into our model that indicate 
that there are important genetic (Derringer 
et al., 2008) and psychosocial (Burnham, 
1993) factors at play in hedonic drug use. We 
surmise that susceptibility to addiction may 
be epigenetic, due to an interaction between 
genes and their environment in the womb. 
This susceptibility sets the infant on a 
trajectory that can lead toward or away from 
addiction, depending on later interaction 
with family, peers, and the social 
environment.  Hence, addiction can be seen 
as having predisposing, actuating, and 
maintaining factors, as is the case with many 
other human behaviors (Krippner and 
Winkler, 1996). 
 

 
Figure 1. Brain Structure and Function 

 
 The brain’s nucleus accumbens is a 
common neuroanatomical focus for the 
molecular actions of so-called “addictive” 
drugs in experimental animals, and probably 
in humans as well. Thus, addiction can be 
viewed as an adaptive response of the rest of 
the brain to the chronic effects of these 
agents. The nucleus accumbens is at the 
junction of a number of interacting memory 
systems in the brain that link emotions to 
behavior (Marlatt et al., 1988; Robinson and 
Berridge, 2003). 
 Hedonic drug use, when it transitions 
to addiction and, in some cases to relapse (or 
re-addiction), can be understood as forms of 
aberrant learning in which substances (or 

neurochemical changes resulting from 
compulsive behaviors not associated with 
substance ingestion) have subverted the 
natural "conditioning" mechanisms that 
organisms employ to anticipate important 
events and make constructive plans (Szasz, 
1996). A somewhat different position has 
been taken by Robinson and Berridge (2003) 
who stressed the aberrant motivation aspect 
of addiction, and the triggering by cues as a 
learned motivation response of the brain. In 
either event, environmental stimuli that 
predict hedonic drug effects come to exert 
increasing influence on behavior in the drug-
dependent individual. This learning is 
affected by structures of the brain (e.g. the 
amygdala, the hippocampus, the prefrontal 
cortex). These structures communicate 
directly with themselves and the nucleus 
accumbens, serving to regulate its output 
(Robbins, 2009). In other words, the process 
of addiction can be viewed from a social 
psychological and cognitive-affective level 
(involving learning, memory, emotion, and 
social milieu) as well as from a 
neuropsychological and neurobiological level 
(involving brain and body mechanisms).  

From these points of view, addictive 
behavior can be seen as a repetitive, 
compulsive self-defeating pattern of 
activities accompanied by intense emotion 
and that is impervious to rational thought 
and self-regulation. We would not describe 
frequent lovemaking or skydiving, extended 
periods of crocheting or meditation, or the 
enjoyment of dark chocolate or kumquats as 
“addictive” unless they became self-defeating 
rather than directed toward goals that the 
individual considers being conducive to life 
mastery. 

Both of these perspectives are 
necessary to resolve some of the 
contradictory data that appear in the 
literature about addictions. On the one hand, 
it is claimed that a person who uses a drug 
frequently becomes “tolerant” and 
“dependent,” undergoing withdrawal 
symptoms when the drug is no longer 
available. However, this does not apply to 
gambling and compulsive shopping, which 
trigger endorphin-like opioids that produce a 
“high.” It does not apply to patients who 
receive large doses of morphine-like opioids 
with little or no subsequent addiction. It 
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does not apply to people (musicians, writers, 
and psychiatrists themselves) who are casual 
users of substances that the media considers 
so addictive that one injection will “hook” a 
person for life. It does not apply to the U.S. 
combat veterans who became “addicted” to 
high grade heroin in Vietnam, most of whom 
quit “cold turkey” on their return to the 
United States. It does not explain the 
mounting evidence that there are strong 
genetic, social, and environmental 
determinents of addiction that can mitigate 
drug use and other behaviors (Cheung and 
Erickson, 1997; Cohen, 1989; Robins et al., 
1974). 
 
The Development of an Addiction 
There is controversy over whether activities 
such as compulsive gambling, compulsive 
sex, or compulsive computer use should be 
placed in the same category as shooting, 
snorting, or sniffing heroin (e.g., Robinson 
and Berridge, 2003; p.46). Although we 
understand the logic of this argument, for 
the purposes of this essay, we will tilt toward 
those writers who consider them 
“addictions,” since all lead to the experience 
of ecstasy, bliss, and euphoria, at least in 
their initial stages. Therefore, we 
conceptualize addiction as a compulsive life-
denying craving for the effects of a substance 
or behavior that takes precedence over life-
affirming activities. These individuals are not 
addicted to gambling per se, but to the 
“rush” that the experience provides. Nor are 
they addicted to methamphetamine per se, 
but to the “high” it yields. Someone might 
joke that they are “addicted” to chanting 
mantras, to working out in a gym, or to 
playing chess. From our perspective, these 
pastimes all enhance a person’s quality, 
enjoyment, and affirmation of life. Only if 
they are done to the exclusion of social 
engagements, work commitments, and 
healthy living habits could they be 
considered life-denying. Until recently, this 
description would have been considered 
unduly “subjective,” but the advent of 
“positive psychology” has brought with it a 
number of operational definitions of 
“strengths” and “virtues,” as well as ways in 
which they can be measured (e.g., Snyder 
and Lopez, 2007).   

 In an attempt to construct an 
integrative and eclectic biopsychosocial 
model that could help resolve these 
contradictions, we propose that the 
development of an “addiction” involves a 
simultaneous process of 1) increased focus 
on and engagement in a particular behavior 
and, 2) the attenuation or "shutting down" of 
other behaviors, especially those that could 
service as life-enhancing alternatives. For 
example, under certain experimental 
circumstances such as social deprivation and 
boredom, animals allowed the unlimited 
ability to self-administer certain 
psychoactive drugs will show such a strong 
preference for that activity that they will 
forgo food, sleep, and sex for continued 
access (Goeders and Smith, 1983). The 
neuroanatomical correlate of this is that the 
brain regions involved in driving goal-
directed behavior grow increasingly selective 
for particular motivating stimuli and 
rewards, to the point that the brain regions 
involved in the inhibition of behavior can no 
longer effectively send "stop" signals. A 
useful analogy is to imagine flooring the gas 
pedal in a car with very bad brakes. In this 
case, the limbic system is thought to be the 
major "driving force" and the orbito-frontal 
cortex is the substrate of the top-down 
inhibition. However, consistent with our 
model, the animals in the cited study did not 
compulsively choose to ingest drugs if other 
enjoyable alternatives were available. 

A specific portion of the limbic circuit 
known as the mesolimbic dopaminergic 
system has been hypothesized to play an 
important role in translation of motivation to 
motor behavior- and reward-related learning 
in particular. It is typically defined as the 
ventral tegmental area (VTA), the nucleus 
accumbens, and the bundle of dopamine-
containing fibers that are connecting them. 
This system is commonly implicated in the 
seeking out and consumption of rewarding 
stimuli or events, such as sweet-tasting foods 
or sexual interaction. However, it’s 
important that addiction research goes 
beyond its role in what is considered to be 
“natural” motivation. While the specific site 
or mechanism of action may differ, all known 
drugs with the propensity for addiction 
elevate the level of dopamine in the nucleus 
accumbens. This may happen directly, such 
as through blockage of the dopamine re-
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uptake mechanism (as with cocaine and 
tobacco). It may also happen indirectly, such 
as through stimulation of the dopamine-
containing neurons of the VTA that synapse 
onto neurons in the accumbens (as with the 
morphine-like opiates). The euphoric effects 
of these drugs of abuse are considered to be a 
direct result of the acute increase in 
accumbal dopamine (Pich et al., 1997). 
 The human body has a natural 
tendency to maintain homeostasis, and the 
central nervous system is no exception. 
Chronic elevation of dopamine will result in 
a decrease in the number of dopamine 
receptors available in a process known as 
downregulation. The decreased number of 
receptors changes the permeability of the cell 
membrane located post-synaptically, such 
that the post-synaptic neuron is less 
excitable, in other words less able to respond 
to chemical signaling with an electrical 
impulse or action potential. It is 
hypothesized that this dulling of the 
responsiveness of the brain's reward 
pathways contributes to the inability to feel 
pleasure, known as anhedonia, often 
observed in many longtime addicts. The 
increased requirement for dopamine to 
maintain the same electrical activity is the 
basis of both physiological tolerance and 
withdrawal associated with addiction. 
 Downregulation can be classically 
conditioned. If an activity consistently occurs 
in the same environment or contingently 
with a particular cue, the brain will adjust to 
the presence of the conditioned cues by 
decreasing the number of available receptors 
in the absence of the behavior. We suspect 
that many drug overdoses are not the result 
of a user taking a higher dose than is typical, 
but rather that the user is administering the 
same dose in a new environment, one in 
which the conditioned cues are no longer 
operating. 
 In cases of physical dependency on 
depressants of the central nervous system 
such as morphine-type opioids, barbiturates, 
or alcohol, the absence of the substance can 
lead to symptoms of severe physical 
discomfort. Withdrawal from alcohol or 
sedatives such as barbiturates or 
benzodiazepines (such as the valium family) 
can result in seizures and even death. By 
contrast, withdrawal from morphine-type 

opioids (such as opium and heroin), which 
can be extremely uncomfortable, is rarely if 
ever life-threatening. In cases of physical 
dependence and withdrawal, the body has 
become so dependent on high concentrations 
of the particular chemical that it has stopped 
producing its own natural versions (the 
endogenous ligands) and instead produces 
opposing chemicals. When the addictive 
substance is withdrawn, the effects of the 
opposing chemicals can become 
overwhelming. For example, chronic use of 
sedatives (such as alcohol, barbiturates, or 
the benzodiazepines) results in higher 
chronic levels of stimulating 
neurotransmitters such as glutamate. Very 
high levels of glutamate kill nerve cells, a 
phenomenon called excitatory neurotoxicity.   

This discussion has described how a 
person’s brain and body become physically 
dependent on a substance (Robbins, 2009). 
However, we have emphasized that the 
addict typically becomes psychologically 
dependent upon the experiences evoked by 
that substance (or activity). Hence, our 
eclectic model proposes that a 
neuropsychological and neurobiological 
understanding of addiction needs to be 
understood in tandem with associated social 
and cognitive-affective data. For the former 
disciplines, the term “dependence” would 
seem to be a more appropriate descriptor 
than the term “addiction.”  

In either event, we would consider 
many people not to be “addicts” but “users,” 
drinking regularly without becoming 
alcoholics or experimenting with illicit 
drugs; 90% of Americans who have tried 
illegal stimulants, depressants, psychedelics, 
or marijuana do not become addicted 
(Heyman, 1996; p.563). We would identify 
another group as “abusers,” for whom drug 
use leads to serious problems but not to 
withdrawal symptoms or compulsive use. 
Users and abusers might end up as addicts, 
but we conjecture that most of them do not 
cross that line. 
 
Educational Models: Learning, 
Memory, and Choice in Addiction 
Some psychologists and psychiatrists have 
suggested that the terms “addict” and 
“addiction” have become unduly reified and 
that this has led to punitive legislation and 
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counterproductive social practices. For 
example, Thomas Szasz has denied that 
“addiction” should be considered a 
psychiatric problem. Rather, he has 
considered it a metaphor for a ritualized 
social habit that reflects a choice, and that a 
“drug addict” is a person who simply prefers 
to ingest a socially taboo substance rather 
than, say, to engage in team sports. In his 
1996 book, Our Right to Drugs, Szasz cited a 
statement of the social activist Malcolm X to 
corroborate his views towards the way that 
the term “addiction” is applied to users of 
some substances and not to others. Malcolm 
X claimed that quitting cigarettes was more 
difficult than shaking his heroin “addiction,” 
but society did not label him a nicotine 
“addict.” Szasz postulated that humans 
inevitably have a choice, and it is simplistic 
to call someone an '“addict”' just because he 
or she prefers a drug-induced euphoria to a 
more conventional pastime. 
 Szasz is not alone in questioning the 
disease model of addiction. John Booth 
Davies (1998) in The Myth of Addiction, has 
proposed that “people take drugs because 
they want to and because it makes sense for 
them to do so given the choices available” as 
opposed to the position that “they are 
compelled to by the pharmacology of the 
drugs they take” (p.18).  Davies used an 
adaptation of attribution theory (one he 
called the theory of functional attributions) 
to argue that the statement “I am addicted to 
drugs” is functional, rather than veridical; it 
refers to behavior rather than to the person 
engaging in that behavior. Stanton Peele 
(1989) put forward similar views, arguing 
that addiction occurs with regard to 
educational experiences generated by 
various involvements, whether drug-induced 
or not. He proposed that addiction is both 
more temporary and situational than the 
medical model claims, and (in accord with 
our eclectic model) is often outgrown 
through natural processes. To Peele, the 
fallacy of the disease model of any kind of 
addictive behavior is that it does not treat the 
activity in question as something for which 
the individual assumes some degree of 
responsibility. Peele insisted that the aim of 
treatment should be to help people replace 
the concept of themselves as “recovering 
victims” with a self-concept of self-efficacy. 
The disease model promulgates a 

dependence on others and an excuse to avoid 
taking responsibility for one’s own behavior.  
 Heyman (1996) agreed that drug 
consumption is a goal-oriented act, but 
asked how such an act, one that often 
requires considerable planning and 
preparation, can be “out of control”? In their 
definitions of “addiction,” both the American 
Psychiatric Association’s Diagnostic and 
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (4th 
edition, TR) and the World Health 
Organization’s International Classification of 
Diseases (10th edition) use the term “out of 
control.” This dilemma is at the heart of the 
disagreement between the medical model of 
drug addiction, one that sees it as 
“involuntary,” and the educational models of 
Szasz, Davies, and Peele who see it as a 
voluntary preference.  
 The author Williams Burroughs 
(1977) wrote, “You become a narcotics addict 
because you do not have strong motivations 
in any other direction. Junk wins by default” 
(p.xv). In examining this and other 
autobiographical accounts, Heyman (1996) 
found several common themes: recreational 
drug use slides into addiction, sometimes 
imperceptibly; addiction wreaks havoc on 
friendships, occupations, family life, and 
health; attempts to stop the addiction have 
mixed results; drug use becomes the focal 
point of everyday life. The street addict’s 
daily routines become organized around the 
ability to “score” drugs; the professional 
worker’s social life become organized in 
terms of the amount of liquor the host is 
likely to provide. If the addict ever gains 
control over the drug use, it frequently 
follows “hitting bottom” or some other 
dramatic event (p.562). For example, the 
“bottom of the barrel” is a common theme in 
the stories told by members of Alcoholics 
Anonymous (AA), a group that never quite 
accepted the medical model, preferring to 
replace the “spiritual rapture” reported by 
many alcoholics with “surrender” to a 
“higher power.” For AA, there is nothing 
amiss about searching for bliss as long as one 
finds it in all the right places. 
 
An Attempt to Resolve the 
Contradictions in Addiction Research 
As we noted early in this essay, there are 
many ways of ingesting a natural substance 
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or a chemically constituted drug just as there 
are many different cultural ways of eating or 
drinking. Many ancient cultures knew how to 
regulate taboo substances and high risk 
social behavior (before we romanticize 
indigenous societies, we need to recall that 
several of them provided leadership 
opportunities to women and to sexual 
minorities, and nurtured their children well; 
but other societies were sexist, homophobic, 
and abused children both emotionally and 
physically). Nonetheless, in our opinion, too 
many contemporary cultures are 
maintaining taboos on ecstatic experience 
that have outlived what usefulness they ever 
had, a restriction that is especially punitive 
to those seekers of pleasure and euphoria in 
ways that if properly regulated would harm 
nobody but themselves, and may even be of 
social value. 

The disease model holds that 
addiction comes about as a result of either 
the impairment of neurobiological or 
neuropsychological processes, or some 
combination of the two.  In the United 
States, the American Medical Association, 
the American Psychiatric Association, the 
National Association of Social Workers, and 
the American Psychological Association all 
have policies which are predicated on the 
theory that addictive processes represent a 
diseased state. Most treatment approaches, 
as well, are based, at least to some extent, on 
elements of physical or mental disease 
(Prescott and Kendler, 1999).  

An example of the educational model 
has been proposed by  Nils Bejerot (1980) for 
whom addiction is an emotional fixation (or 
sentiment) acquired through learning, either 
intermittently or through the force of a 
natural drive, aiming at a specific pleasure or 
the avoidance of a specific discomfort. The 
pleasure mechanism may be stimulated in a 
number of ways and give rise to a strong 
fixation on repetitive behavior. Stimulation 
with drugs is only one of many ways, but one 
of the simplest, strongest, and often also the 
most destructive. If the pleasure stimulation 
becomes so strong that it captivates an 
individual with the compulsion and force 
characteristic of natural drives, then an 
“addiction” exists. The pleasure model is 
used as one of the reasons for advocates of 
“zero tolerance” programs for illicit drug use. 

Numerous models of addiction 
compete for attention, for example, those 
that highlight genetic predispositions 
(Iacono et al., 2008), “opponent processing” 
(in which an addict’s pleasure turns to pain, 
leading to more drugs, more food, or more 
alcohol; Solomon, 1980), and the influence 
of an addiction-prone culture, ethnicity, or 
family (Bennett and Holloway, 2005). 

Heyman (1996) has read numerous 
biographies of addicts, both unknown and 
celebrated, finding exceptions to each of 
these explanations. For example he has cited 
evidence that cost, probability of arrest, and 
embarrassment are potent factors in curbing 
addictive behavior but did not easily fit into 
existing explanations, especially the disease 
model. Eliciting stimuli and reinforcing 
consequences are difficult to separate 
because they act in conjunction. Withdrawal 
symptoms indicate that drug consumption 
has brought about biological changes, but 
not all addictions produce withdrawal when 
terminated; hence it is neither a necessary 
nor sufficient condition for addiction (p. 
566). Most educational models postulate that 
behavior can be controlled by its 
consequences. However, in operant 
conditioning, aversive consequences are held 
to decrease behavior, a phenomenon not 
found in addiction (p.567). Learning theory 
also holds that pleasure is reinforcing, but 
the addict has many other reinforcements in 
his or her life, many of them at odds with the 
addictive behavior (p.567).  
 Instead, Heyman proposed a 
“matching law” theory of choice for addicts. 
The elementary process governing choice is 
not maximization of costs and benefits 
(which hardly explains addictive behavior) 
for “ameliorization,” where existing choices 
compete against each other and the choice 
that seems best at a given moment is the one 
that prevails. Immediate pleasure may win 
out over long-term gains. A quick “fix” and 
the euphoria it brings are chosen over future 
adverse effects. Many drug effects are 
marked by tolerance; the addict must take 
more and more of a drug to obtain a similar 
effect. In hospital settings, a patient with 
access to his own dispenser might increase 
his daily dosage tenfold. Tolerance also 
occurs with alcohol, stimulants, and 
nicotine. The increased demand for the 
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addictive substance of activity exacts steep 
costs on the addict’s everyday 
responsibilities. The process of 
ameliorization causes these activities to 
retain a diminishing value as the addiction 
continues. As what seems to be the “best” 
local value goes up, the value of the 
competing local and global rewards goes 
down. It is as if there is a hidden bookkeeper, 
one whose function needs to be switched 
from focus on immediate local values to 
long-term global values. When drugs are 
inaccessible and choices are under scrutiny 
(such as by fellow members of an AA or 
other 12-step program), the addict is less 
likely to use them. But if the drugs become 
available at a time when the support group is 
not present, relapse may easily occur. 
 In summary, Heyman’s model is not 
compatible with the idea that addiction is an 
involuntary state or that the addict is “out of 
control.” The addict is very much in control, 
but is making choices, even if the reward is 
small in comparison with a “larger but later” 
reward (p.572). Since addiction depends on 
elementary choice mechanisms, “everyone is 
a potential addict” (p.573). Addictive 
behavior is voluntary even though its effects 
are aversive. “The matching law” emphasizes 
local and immediate rather than global, 
overall values. Finally, Ainsle (1996) has 
applied Heyman’s “matching law” and 
“meliorization” to gambling, credit card 
abuse, sexual exhibitionism, and other 
behaviors often considered “addictive.” He 
concluded, “Meliorization is the product of 
an experimental procedure that 
unfortunately confounds two processes, 
over-evaluation of immediate consequences 
and mis-estimation of delayed 
consequences” (p.574).  
 The eclectic model that we have 
advocated in this essay finds eloquent 
expression in Heyman’s resolution of the 
contradictions in addiction research. It 
explains why the mechanism of dependency 
is different for different individuals, and that 
each case must be considered on its own 
merits. As a result, it presents a challenge to 
social policy and to psychological therapy. 
However, a collection of essays published by 
the American Psychological Association 
(Marlatt and Witkiewitz, 2009) is an 
example of an attempt to present what is 

currently known about the effects of drug 
action, the epidemiology and etiology of drug 
and alcohol abuse, the design of prevention 
programs, understanding the trajectory of 
substance abuse and family risk factors, 
screening and assessment, identifying the 
most suitable models of treatment, and 
comprehending the needs of specific 
populations.  
 
Coda 
Some readers of this essay may be puzzled 
why we have not mentioned the popular 
drug “Ecstasy” in our discussion. We have 
saved it to make a final provocative remark. 
In 2009, the Chair of the British Advisory 
Council on the Misuse of Drugs called for 
Ecstasy (M-Methylenedioxymethaphetamine 
or MDMA) to be downgraded to a Class B 
(rather than a Class A) substance. He 
observed that an “addiction to horseback 
riding” caused some 100 road accidents and 
10 deaths in 2008 compared with about 30 
deaths attributed to organ failure due to 
ingestion of contaminents found in street 
MDMA or Ecstasy (Bates, 2009). Although 
heavily criticized for this remark, it serves as 
a reminder that social policy often uses drugs 
as scapegoats for political reasons, when 
there are other social ills, and even socially 
approved paths to ecstasy (e.g., horseback 
riding, deep-sea diving, installing home 
electrical appliances, and mountain 
climbing) that put more people at risk for 
health, for safety, and for life itself. Eckhart 
Tolle (1999) has reminded us that: 

For most humans, the only respite 
they find from their own minds is to 
occasionally revert to a level of 
consciousness below thought. Everyone does 
that every night during sleep.  But this also 
happens to some extent through sex, alcohol, 
and other drugs that suppress excessive 
mind activity. If it weren’t for alcohol, 
tranquilizers, antidepressants, as well as the 
illegal drugs, which are all consumed in vast 
quantities, the insanity of the human mind 
would become even more glaringly obvious 
than it is already. The drugs, of course 
simply keep you stuck in dysfunction. The 
widespread use only delays the breakdown of 
the old mind structures and the emergence 
of higher consciousness. While individual 
users may get some relief from the daily 
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torture inflicted on them by their minds, 
they are prevented from generating enough 
conscious presence to rise above thought and 
so find true liberation (p.102). In other 
words, ecstasy, euphoria, and bliss are great 
– but look for them in all the right places. 
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For over one hundred  years parapsychological  and  intuition  research has  supported
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atomic  level  of  connectedness  that  Schrödinger  described  as  “entanglement.”
Electrophysiological evidence of  intuition has  shown  that  the heart’s  and  the whole 
body’s  perceptions  are  constantly  receiving,  processing,  and  decoding  intuitive
information.  Perhaps the heart, or the heart’s electromagnetic field, may be a source
of  intuition.    Telepathic  interspecies  communication may  be  facilitated  by  utilizing 
specific meditation  techniques  to  quiet  the mind,  slow  the  brain  waves,  and  shift
consciousness to a level outside of time and space.   
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Introduction1 
For many years telepathy and intuition have 
been dismissed by mainstream science 
because they do not fit the mainstream 
scientific model of having data that are 
repeatable.  Yet, for about 125 years a small 
group of other scientists have been 
investigating telepathy with significant 
results. From the 1880s to the 1940s, 142 
published articles described 3.6 million trials 
with positive hit rates that were statistically 
significant, even though the effect was small 
(Pratt et al., 1966). During the 1960s and 
1970s, controlled dream research results 
were published in 25 studies, covering 450 
trials, and again the overall hit rate was 
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significantly above chance expectation 
(Radin, 1997). In 1985, a meta-analysis 
covering 28 parapsychological studies 
showed a hit rate of 37 percent. A leading 
member of the Committee for Scientific 
Inquiry, a “skeptical” organization 
performed a meta-analysis of the same data 
and also found that the odds against chance 
were astronomical (Hyman, 1985). 

Additional quantum physics research 
during the last 20 years has discovered that 
physical objects are not as separate as we 
once thought they are. At the quantum 
particle level, all separateness disappears 
and everything is connected.  Schrödinger 
described this process as “entanglement.”  
Einstein more descriptively called it 
“spukhafte Fernwirkung" or “spooky action 
at a distance.” He believed that quantum 
entanglement would someday be seen as a 
mathematical error in calculation.   

Instead, scientists continue to be 
baffled by repeated discoveries at the sub-
atomic level that simply do not subscribe to 
the previously-known laws of physics.  
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“Reality is woven from strange, ‘holistic’ 
threads that aren’t located precisely in space 
or time.  Tug on a dangling loose end from 
this fabric of reality, and the whole cloth 
twitches, instantly, throughout all space and 
time” (Radin, 2006; p.3).   

 
Intuition and Telepathy: How do we 
know what we know? 
Intuition is a term that has been used by 
many different disciplines.  It’s generally 
known as an apprehension or cognition of 
knowledge without the direct involvement of 
the known physical senses; it may be 
described as knowing something without 
knowing how one knows.  “Converging 
insights and methodologies from psi 
research, the testimony of spiritual 
experience, and the broad field of intuition 
suggest... that we have the potential to use 
intuitive consensus in a disciplined fashion 
as a tool for exploring realms of 
consciousness that have previous been 
relegated to philosophy,  mythology and 
theology” (Mishlove, 1998; p.4). 

As mentioned previously, there have 
been hundreds of telepathy trials yielding 
positive results. One study was conducted by 
the Bastyr University/ University of 
Washington Consciousness Science 
Laboratory. The experiment investigated 
correspondences in brain activity between 
people at a distance who had practiced a 
meditation technique called Primordial 
Sound Meditation, which had been 
developed by Deepak Chopra (Radin, 2005). 
Sixteen people participated in pairs on three 
different occasions at the lab.  They first 
meditated together for 30 minutes, then 
were separated into distant rooms and were 
each connected to an electroencephalograph 
(EEG) monitor to record brainwaves. One 
partner (Jack) was exposed to a flashing 
stimuli that created a recordable response in 
the brain while the other person (Jill) sat 
quietly. Then their roles were reversed. The 
hypothesis was that Jill’s brain should 
become physiologically activated when Jack 
was viewing the stimuli, and vice versa. The 
findings confirmed this prediction and 
repeated findings were reported from other 
studies in Germany, Scotland, and at the 
Institute of Noetic Sciences in California, 
supporting the theory that when pairs of 

people keep each other in mind, “their 
brainwaves become more intercorrelated 
than one would predict based on 
conventional theories of brain-mind 
interaction” (p.38). 

 
Animal Psi Research 
Animal telepathy was first written about by 
William J. Long (1919) who was a minister 
and well-known naturalist of the early 
twentieth century. He accepted animal 
telepathy as “a natural gift of faculty of the 
animal mind, which is largely unconscious, 
and it is from the animal mind that we 
inherit it… that the animals inherit this 
power of silent communication over great 
distances is occasionally manifest even 
among our half-natural domestic creatures” 
(p.29). 

A small group of scientists conducted 
psi (telepathy, clairvoyance, etc.) animal 
research beginning in the 1950s and 
continuing through the focused period of 
experimental parapsychology research in the 
1960s and 1970s. One of the earliest studies 
was conducted by Osis (1952) who explored 
human ability to influence the actions of a 
cat. Two cups of food were available, with 
scent and other sensory clues minimized. A 
human experimenter selected a target cup, 
and then six domestic kittens were tested for 
their accuracy of choosing the target cup.  
Variations in the trials included the human 
identifying the target cup by choosing a card 
from a random pack; the human isolated in a 
cubicle attempting to influence the kittens 
while another experimenter watched and 
recorded results; and negative stimuli such 
as an electric shock when the kitten chose 
the incorrect cup. Exploratory trial results 
showed above-chance scoring, but only for 
some of the kittens; one of the best-scoring 
kittens had a close relationship to Osis and 
his family. Another series of trials using an 
independent experimenter showed no 
positive deviation from chance, and the 
electric shock trials showed a significant psi-
missing condition. 

In a follow-up study, Osis and Foster 
(1953) attempted to control for experimenter 
psi and whether differences in animal 
handling affected results.  Food was placed 
in only one cup and the kitten was to discern 
the correct cup using psi without any 
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influence from the human experimenter.  
Kittens that were handled roughly or food 
was withheld scored significantly below 
chance, while kittens that were handled with 
affection scored significantly above chance, 
which appears to suggest that animal 
performance may be influenced by the 
human/animal social interaction. 

Additional studies and publications 
by Morris (1967; 1970; 1977) continued 
testing and discussing the influence of 
experimenter psi with goldfish and rats. 
Duval and Montredon (1968a; 1968b) 
conducted shock-avoidance research, where 
a random-number generator determined 
which side of the cage would be subjected to 
shocks, and mice were tested as to whether 
they could anticipate which side of a light- 
and sound-shielded cage the shock was going 
to be sent. After stereotypical responses were 
removed from the analysis, significant 
results were shown. However, later studies 
by other researchers using a similar design 
did not show similar results, and were 
different in some important respects. A clear 
issue with the Duval and Montredon design 
was that the negative effects of the shock 
introduced abnormal and non-random 
behavior, as the mice attempted to avoid the 
shock.    

Long was the inspiration for animal 
telepathy studies by Sheldrake (2000) where 
thousands of people wrote to him, reporting 
remarkable telepathic and precognitive 
behavior of their pets, particularly dogs who 
seemed to know when their owners were 
coming home.  One of the most unusual 
writers was Aimee Morgana, guardian of a 
(then) 10-year old African Grey parrot 
named N’kisi.  N’kisi was reported to 
respond to Morgana’s thoughts and 
intentions in a direct manner that appeared 
to be telepathic in nature.   

Starting when he was five months 
old, Morgana worked to train N’kisi with two 
techniques known as sentence frames and 
cognitive mapping. “By the time he was five 
years old he had a contextual vocabulary of 
more than 700 words… and by January 
2002, [N’kisi] had recorded more than 7,000 
original sentences” (Sheldrake and Morgana, 
2003; p.601). Morgana reported that N’kisi 
had awakened her by commenting on the 
actions in her dreams. 

Video-taped trials were conducted in 
2003. Morgana and N’kisi were separated in 
different rooms, on different floors, while a 
video camera filmed each of them separately.  
Morgana would open an envelope with a 
photo in it, and study it for about 20 
seconds.  N’kisi was to pick up her thoughts 
and state out loud appropriate keywords 
and/or sentences to describe the picture. A 
variety of scoring methods and statistical 
analyses were used. According to them all,  

N’kisi scored very significantly more hits 
than would have been expected by 
chance.  But even though our procedures 
probably underestimated N’kisi’s 
performance, the results were highly 
significant statistically and imply that 
N’kisi was influenced by Morgana’s 
mental activity while she was looking at 
particular pictures, even though he could 
not see her, hear her, or receive other 
normal sensory clues (Sheldrake and 
Morgana, 2003; p.614). 

More recently Dutton and Williams 
(2009) have published an exhaustive review 
of animal psi research, exploring two main 
threads.  The first is experimental research 
that has been generally conducted within a 
classical conditioning paradigm; animals can 
be trained to respond to a stimulus and a 
baseline response is measured that “has 
tended to explain animal psi as an 
evolutionarily adaptive process of 
information transmission” (p.43). The 
second is animal fieldwork, which recognizes 
the importance of the human-animal 
relationship for the occurrence of psi.  They 
argued that “the evidence suggests that 
animal psi may function as an expression of 
relationship or ‘resonance’ between 
individuals” (p.43). 

 
Electrophysiological Evidence of 
Intuition 
The heart has an electromagnetic field that 
can be detected and monitored by scientific 
instruments several feet away from an 
individual. Neurocardiology, a new discipline 
of heart research, is showing that the heart is 
a sensory organ with its own nervous system 
which allows it to remember, learn, and 
make decisions without the brain’s cerebral 
cortex (McCraty et al., 2004). A network so 
sophisticated as to be described as a “heart 
brain,” the heart is continuously sending 
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neural network signals that influence the 
brain’s higher processing centers involved in 
perception, cognition, and emotional 
processing, as well as signals to the body in 
four different ways: neurologically, bio-
physically, hormonally, and energetically 
(Global Coherence Initiative, 2008). The 
heart’s rhythmic electromagnetic field is 
about 60 times greater in amplitude than the 
brain, and is absorbed by every cell in the 
body. “The magnetic component is 
approximately 5000 times stronger than the 
brain’s magnetic field and can be detected 
several feet away from the body with 
sensitive magnetometers” (McCraty et al.,  
2004b;  p.16).     

A stressful situation can stimulate the 
body to release 1,400 such different 
biochemicals as hormones and 
neurotransmitters, which affect how one 
perceives and feels. The experience of an 
emotion results from brain, body, and heart 
all working collectively.  So what are 
emotions, really?  Emotion is “energy in 
motion” and is the word is derived from the 
Latin verb meaning “to move.” Emotional 
energy is neutral, until added to a thought, 
which transforms its power for either 
positive or negative behaviors.  If someone is 
irritated and emotional energy is added, this 
irritation transforms into the negative 
emotion of anger.  When emotion is added to 
a positive feeling of affection, it transforms 
into the positive emotion of kindness and 
compassion.  In short, our emotions give our 
thoughts power, both positive and negative.   
 The emotional energy of the heart 
travels faster than the speed of thought -- 
information related to an emotional state is 
communicated throughout the body via the 
heart’s electromagnetic field.  The Institute 
of HeartMath conducted studies suggesting 
that the heart’s field is directly involved in 
intuitive perception outside the space and 
time perceived by the recognized senses. 
“Using a rigorous experimental design, we 
found compelling evidence that both the 
heart and brain receive and respond to 
information about a future event before the 
event actually happens.  The heart appears to 
receive this intuitive information before the 
brain” (McCraty et al., 2004b; p.17).    

Is the heart’s field linked to so-called 
subtle energy fields outside of what people 

perceive as space and time? Additional 
studies which are discussed below have 
supported similar presentiment (future 
feeling) effects. Presentiment describes a 
hunch, or gut feeling, and comes from the 
Latin words sentir (to feel) and pre- (before):  
To feel an event before it occurs. 
 Radin (1997) designed a study that 
measured heart rate, skin conductance, and 
peripheral blood volume of participants 
while they were viewing calm, pleasant 
scenes of nature or happy people, or 
disturbing, violent, or erotic images. He 
hypothesized that extreme graphics of a 
violent or erotic nature would product 
classical presentiment physiological “pre-
sponses” before the pictures were seen by the 
participants. Calm graphics were not 
expected to have any physiological responses 
before after display. Thirty-one participants 
were involved in four experiments and 
viewed a total of 1,060 target photos. “In 
accordance with a presentiment hypothesis, 
there was a clear orienting pre-sponse that 
peaked with a four standard error difference 
in physiological measures between extreme 
and calm targets one second before the 
target photo was displayed” (p.163).   
 In another study Bierman and Radin 
(1997) produced even more robust results.  
Erotic versus violent material created a 
different pre-sponse pattern, with the erotic 
material peaking just before the display 
begins, while the electrodermal activity 
preceding violent material peaked about 
three seconds earlier: The heart field 
responded to the violent material 
significantly sooner than the erotic material. 
In a later study using fMRI, Bierman and 
Scholte (2002) observed brain regions near 
the amygdala (where people process certain 
strong emotions, including fear and the 
sexual drive) exhibit activation before the 
violent and erotic pictures were seen by the 
participants. 
 Radin (2004a) returned to this 
research topic with three new double-blind 
experiments to replicate the original studies.  
The same basic design was used, but with 
new physiological monitoring hardware, 
software, stimulus photos, subject 
populations and testing environments. These 
four experiments covered 4,569 trials with 
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133 participants resulting in a significantly 
positive correlation of p = 0.008.   
 A recent precognitive study by Bem 
(2011) at Cornell University covered nine 
experiments involving more than 1,000 
participants, which tested for retroactive 
influence by “time-reversing well-established 
psychological effects so that the individual’s 
responses are obtained before the putatively 
causal stimulus events occur” (p.1). His 
design included precognitive tests of a 
participants’ approach to erotic stimuli; 
precognitive avoidance of negative stimuli; 
retroactive priming (the flashing of a word in 
milliseconds before or after an image); 
retroactive habituation; and retroactive 
facilitation of recall. All but one of the 
experiments yielded statistically significant 
results.   

Is the heart the emotional and 
energetic source of intuition?  Repeated 
positive results from these multiple studies 
appears to create compelling evidence that 
the heart and brain’s perceptions are 
constantly aware of the future. The data 
suggest that the heart and brain, together, 
are both involved in receiving, processing, 
and decoding intuitive information. It 
appears to be a system-wide process in 
which both (and perhaps other bodily 
systems) play a critical role; it is not localized 
to only the brain (McCraty et al., 2004a). 

 
The Intuition / Telepathic Animal 
Communication Connection 
Hunt (1996) claimed that thoughts are 
energy. “Thought is an organized field of 
energy composed of complex patterns of 
vibrations which consolidate information” 
(p.133). When the accompanying emotional 
energy attached to the thought is strong, the 
field is energized and integrated. It’s well 
recognized that many of our most creative or 
powerful ideas are generated during 
daydreaming, preceding or following sleep, 
or during meditation – the “energy field” 
never sleeps.     

My work with animals has convinced 
me that telepathic interspecies 
communication is possible by utilizing 
specific meditation techniques to quiet the 
mind, shift consciousness, and slow brain 
waves into a pattern similar to daydreaming, 
or the hypnagogic and hypnopompic states 

on the edge of sleep. This shifts 
consciousness and so-called “thought 
energy” to what Hunt (1996) describes as a 
higher vibrational level, one outside of time 
and space. “In order to decode human 
thought vibrations, we must leave behind the 
constructs of space and time as we know 
them. We must enter the neutral state, 
neither past nor future, but now” (Hunt, 
1996; p. 142).  Consistent practice in learning 
any skill increases confidence, accuracy, and 
precision. “As one becomes more skillful in 
tapping one’s own field and projecting 
thoughts, one is better able to decode rapidly 
the information from others’ fields” (p.143).  
This applies to telepathic connection with 
animals as well; regular practice allows for a 
faster shift of consciousness and more 
accurate intuitive understanding in the 
messages during the transactions of so-called 
“thought energy.”   
 
The Heart Coherence / 
Telepathic Animal 
Communication Connection 
Heart rate variability (HRV) is the naturally 
occurring beat-to-beat variation between 
consecutive heart beats. Although it seems 
like the heart beat is steady and regular, the 
pattern of a healthy heart is surprisingly 
irregular, with the time interval between 
consecutive beats constantly changing and 
variable. This variability of heart rate is the 
result of the synergistic action of the two 
branches of the autonomic nervous system 
(ANS), which regulates most of the body’s 
internal functions without conscious effort.  
The heart rate is accelerated by the 
sympathetic nerves, while the 
parasympathetic (vagus) nerves slow it 
down.  These two branches of the autonomic 
nervous system are constantly interacting to 
maintain optimal heart action given the 
changing environment and conditions.   

In order to gain insight into what I 
call the “intuitive heart sense,” expanded 
awareness of your emotions and feelings is 
essential. This can be accomplished through 
regular practice of meditation techniques to 
increase heart coherence, balance breathing, 
and calm emotional states. 
Psychophysiological coherence is a state of 
optimal function of both one’s psychological 
(mental and emotional) and physiological 
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(bodily) processes. Calming the brain and 
emotions - being in high coherence ratio - is 
critical to conducting a successful telepathic 
animal communication session. This 
requires practice and may necessitate 
changes in lifestyle to avoid harmful 
substances and environmental conditions 
that agitate or dull the mind.  Habits that 
reduce stress and increase calmness, like 
yoga, meditation, nutritious food, regular 
exercise, adequate rest, and spending time in 
nature or with animal companions will all 
support increasing one’s heart coherence and 
balanced emotions. 

Meditation and regulated breathing 
enables the mind to focus on the physical 
body rather than on random thoughts.  
Grounding and calming visualizations also 
quiet the mind and shift consciousness. 
Experienced communicators recognize that 
expanding intuitive skills, which translates to 
telepathy skills, is an important factor to 
increasing accuracy in animal 
communication.  The following guidelines 
are suggestions to observe and maintain a 
heart-centered space: 

• Believe in your own intuitive skills 
and don’t invalidate the messages, 
images, or impressions you receive. 

• Be mentally quiet, receptive, alert and 
emotionally peaceful.  If your mind is 
confused and full of thoughts and 
background static, you can’t listen 
and receive.  Don’t try to force the 
communication. 

• Be humble and receptive and allow 
animals to teach you.  Your attitude 
influences how receptive you are to 
their communications.   

• Be flexible and don’t cling to 
conventional notions of 
human/animal communication.  
Expect the unexpected and be open to 
surprises. 

• Remain open-minded and non-
judgmental.  Don’t analyze, criticize, 
or evaluate any feelings, impressions, 
thoughts, verbal messages, sounds, or 
specific ways of knowing. Let the 
sense of meaning unfold at its own 
pace. 

• Practice frequently with a variety of 
animal species, and ask for spiritual 
help from any source that you trust. 

 
Conclusion 
In a comment regarding psychic insight, 
Schwartz (2010) warned that “grinding the 
diamond down to carbon dust in an attempt 
to study its sparkle... does not appear to be 
meaningfully addressing the nonlocal 
experience we know as… psychic 
functioning” (p.231). Moreover, Bernstein 
(2005) observed that from these multiple 
studies attempting to study the sparkle, 
several general conditions emerge: 

• The human ability to acquire 
information intuitively does not 
decrease with distance. 

• Intuition is not limited by the 
ordinary causal relations of time. 

• Electromagnetism cannot be the 
“carrier wave” for intuitive 
information. 

• Intuition appears to be a more highly 
developed skill in some people, and 
can vary over time. 
Some theorists have proposed three 

possible explanations for intuitive 
information transfer observed in laboratory 
data. For example, Bernstein (2005) has 
elaborated, 

“Because of intuition’s apparent 
independence of distance, theorists have 
explored the quantum phenomenon of 
entangled non-locality. And because of 
intuition’s independence of forward-only 
time, they have delved into elaborations 
of Einstein & Minkowski’s space-time 
model. In an attempt to account for 
intuition’s access to information about 
seemingly any location, theory-builders 
have explored the holographic principle, 
by which information about the whole 
can be contained in any of its minute 
parts” (p.8). 

Rauscher and Targ (2006) delved 
deeper into a geometrical model of space-
time. “This eight-dimensional metric is 
known as complex Minkowski space, and has 
been shown to be consistent with our present 
understanding of the equations of Newton, 
Maxwell, Einstein, and Schrödinger” (p.1). 
All of these theories are extremely complex 
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models of mathematics and physics; very 
advanced scientists are continuing to explore 
the major elements of experimental 
parapsychology within the structure of 
quantum physics.   

Dean Radin has stated that the 
continuing studies of quantum entanglement 
are pointing in a promising direction.  “After 
the initial experimental verifications of 
quantum non-locality in the 1980s, there was 
no longer any question that the fabric of 
physical reality supported the time-space 
anomalies presented by psi. I expect that 
common sense may evolve into a new, 
uncommon sensibility in which psi is 
regarded as boringly normal” (Radin, 2004b; 
p.14).  

Parapsychology has been an 
embattled research ground, unwelcome by 
both mainstream science and fundamentalist 
religion. But let us consider what could 
happen in a world where psi becomes a 
recognized and accepted extension of human 
consciousness. It would raise mutual 

openness and transparency, and intimacy, 
empathy and sympathy would emerge. It 
would be harder to witness the sufferings of 
others with detachment or indifference. 
“Telepathy might also help us penetrate the 
interior worlds of nonhumans, thus 
intuitively supporting the notion of animal 
liberation. It would be more natural to 
acknowledge that nonhumans suffer as well 
as experience pleasure, and we would more 
readily share their pathos and enjoyments” 
(Grosso, 2010; p.3). Grosso expressed his 
agreement with the pioneering 
consciousness researcher Frederick Myers 
who proposed a link between telepathy and 
love, stating “Love is a kind of exalted and 
unspecialized telepathy” (p.4). Grosso 
continued with the observation that 
“Generosity of spirit would be commonplace, 
not exceptional, and love a byproduct of 
ordinary perception. Thus, in the flitting 
epiphanies of what today we call telepathy, 
we may be seeing signs of a new order of 
love” (p.4).   
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Entanglement, Correlation, Causality and the 
Analogy of the Dreaming Brain 

 
Thomas G. Schumann 

Abstract 
The problem of entanglement as discussed by Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen (Einstein,
1935) and modified by Bohm  is discussed using the analogy of the dreaming brain. A 
clear distinction must be made between correlations, even those called "spooky action
at a distance", and causal events.  It  is shown  that  the metabrain model clarifies and
helps to resolve the issues. 
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Introduction1 
Consider a particle at rest in some reference 
frame with zero angular momentum. It 
decays into two spin 1/2 particles. The decay 
particles each have spin 1/2 component 
along some line of direction. We may take 
one direction along the line as positive and 
the opposite direction as negative. Because 
of conservation of angular momentum if the 
line is along the z axis, and the component of 
spin for each particle is measured along the z 
axis, one particle will have z component of 
spin +1/2 and the other will have spin -1/2. 
Which particle has z component +1/2 is not 
predictable. 
 If the component of spin of each 
particle is measured along the x axis or along 
any other direction, one particle will have 
component of spin in that direction, +1/2, 
and the other particle will have spin 
component -1/2. Again, which particle will 
have spin +1/2 is not predictable. The space-
time situation is shown in Figure 1. 
 Let us suppose that observer A (call 
him Alex) near particle A measures the spin 
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component of particle A in the z-direction 
and measures +1/2 and that observer B (call 
him Bob) near particle B measures the spin 
component of particle B in the z-direction 
and measures -/2. Alex and Bob are 
separated by a space-like separation and 
cannot communicate with each other.  
 Alex and Bob then repeat the 
experiment and measure the spin 
components again. But this time Alex 
decides, in the last moment, to measure the 
spin component of particle A along the x-
direction (without telling Bob of the change 
in direction) and Bob measures the spin 
component of particle B in the z-direction as 
before. Alex happens to find particle A with 
x-component of spin -1/2. Then, as Alex has 
knowledge of quantum theory he figures that 
there is a 50% chance that Bob will observe 
+1/2 along the z-direction and a 50% chance 
that Bob will observe -1/2 along the z-
direction. This is correct; Bob could observe 
either result. Bob has no way of knowing that 
Alex has changed direction as no signal or 
message can travel across a space-like 
interval. This is due to the fact that no signal 
or message can travel faster than the speed 
of light. 
 If, by chance, Bob had also decided to 
measure the spin along the x-direction he 
would have found that particle B had spin 
component of +1/2 along the x-axis, the 
opposite of particle A. How did the B particle 
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"know" that it should have spin +1/2 rather 
than -1/2? Or, an equally meaningful 
question, how did particle A "know" to have 
spin component opposite to particle B? As 
they are separated by a space-like interval 
there exist reference frames in which the 
measurement of particle A precedes the 
measurement of particle B and other 
reference frames in which the measurement 
of particle B precedes the measurement of 
particle A. Because the time order of the 
measurements depends on the frame of 
reference neither result is the cause of the 
other. 
  

 
Figure 1.  Spin zero particle C decays into spin 1/2 particle A 
and spin 1/2 particle B. The spin components are measured 
at  M(A)  and  M(B)  respectively.  M(A)  and  M(B)  are 
separated by a   space‐like interval. 

  
 This strange relationship, 
guaranteeing that if the particles are 
measured along the same line, the spin 
components must cancel, no matter what 
that direction might be, has been called a 
"spooky action at a distance". The particles 
can be light years apart and yet the 
relationship is expected to hold. It is not a 
causal relationship but it is a non-classical 
relationship and has puzzled scientists for 
many years. How can we understand it? Let 
us change the subject temporarily. 
 
Flipping Coins onto Glass Tables 
Let us first consider a simple example, 
actually oversimplified, to show that the 
observations of Alex and Bob can be 
correlated though each observation is 

unpredictable. This example is designed for 
the case of looking at the z-components and 
the x-components. It only works because 
they are perpendicular. It is not a good 
example for comparing components in 
directions which are not perpendicular. 
 There are two glass tables, Table Z 
and Table X. Two coins are tossed, one lands 
on Table Z and the other lands on Table X. 
 Alex looks down on table Z and sees 
the head/tail of the coin. He makes a 
decision based on what he sees, perhaps 
whether to spin clockwise or 
counterclockwise. Bob looks from below 
Table Z and sees the tail/head of the coin 
and makes a similar decision based on what 
he sees. Bob cannot see Alex and Alex cannot 
see Bob and neither knows what the other is 
doing. Their decisions are correlated and 
opposite though unpredictable individually. 
If a coin is observed by neither Alex nor Bob 
it does not affect anything; it is as if it did not 
exist. 
 Suppose Alex decides to look at Table 
X instead of Table Z. He makes his decision 
on how to spin depending on the coin which 
lands on Table X. Table Z is now totally 
irrelevant to Alex. Bob's results remain 
unchanged. Bob has no way of knowing that 
Alex has changed his (Alex's) table. But now 
suppose that Bob, by chance, decides to look 
at the underside of Table X instead of Table 
Z. Again his results will be correlated and 
opposite to Alex's results. Neither Alex nor 
Bob can look at more than one table at a 
time. We see that this simple example 
mimics the special case of entanglement 
when the two possible component directions 
are perpendicular. 
 The crucial problem for EPR is the 
great space-like separation between the 
correlated measurements of the two 
particles, in sharp contrast to the proximity 
of one side of a coin with the opposite side of 
the coin in our oversimplified example. This 
is an issue we must resolve. 
 
Siamese Twins 
Siamese twins are twins who are biologically 
joined at birth. Through some problem in the 
development of the fetuses they never 
separated. Let us consider two Siamese twins 
joined at the brain. Thus they share some 
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brain cells but also have individual brain 
cells. Let us name the twins Alex and Bob. 
Typical cells in Alex's portion of the 
compound brain are called A cells and 
typical cells in Bob's portion of the 
compound brain are called B cells and cells 
that are shared in common by Alex and Bob 
are called C cells. Alex and Bob have separate 
consciousnesses but may share certain 
memories, personality traits and desires. 
Their desires may be correlated. Some of the 
C cells may be control cells. When they 
influence some A cells, causing Alex to be 
hungry for an apple they may simultaneously 
influence some B cells causing Bob to desire 
a banana. That is, they produce a correlation 
between the experiences of Alex and Bob. 
 If, however, Alex wishes to 
communicate with Bob (or vice versa), he 
may have to use the external world outside of 
the brain. He may write a note or he may 
speak to Bob. If Alex speaks to Bob the signal 
from the mouth with which Alex speaks 
travels to the ear with which Bob hears at a 
speed no faster than the speed of sound in 
air. It is influenced by the physics of the 
world outside of the brain. This is different 
from the physics of communication within 
the brain such as from some "control" cells C 
to cells A and/or B. 
 
The Metabrain and Observed Reality: 
An Analogy with the Dreaming Brain     
In previous articles by this author various 
aspects of quantum theory have been derived 
from an analogy with a dreaming brain. The 
"dream" is our ordinary observed reality in 
space-time and the "brain" is the unobserved 
"metabrain" (Schumann, 2010; 2009; 2007; 
1997; 1991). In this section I attempt to 
"derive" characteristics of EPR entanglement 
from this model.   
 Many sections of the metabrain 
correspond to separate conscious beings 
though there will also be sections which the 
various conscious beings have in common. In 
their "dream-reality" Alex and Bob may on 
occasion be in the same room. They will then 
share similar experiences and observations 
related to their common location. Thus there 
must be "nerves" in the metabrain 
connecting Alex's section to Bob's section. 
Their "dreams" will partially overlap. The 
laws of physics in their "dreams" will be the 

same.  
 In an ordinary brain a common 
memory may influence different parts of a 
brain. For example, if you remember an 
opera you saw years ago, this might trigger 
both the sight of a tenor singing his aria and 
the sound of the melody of the aria. The 
visual part of the brain is located in a 
different section than the audio part and 
thus different parts are stimulated.  Suppose 
that the corpus collosum of a person's brain 
has been cut but there are still nerve 
connections between the right and left 
hemisphere. Two consciousnesses have been 
produced but with many common memories 
and personality traits. Thus the experiences 
of the two consciousnesses will be correlated 
by memories of the past. This situation has 
been studied by Roger Sperry, Michael 
Gazzaniga and others (Sperry, 1968).  
 We have previously argued 
(Schumann, 2000) that "currents" in the 
metabrain correspond to quantum 
probability amplitudes and that when a 
current triggers a "synapse" 
("neurotransmitters" conduct a signal across 
the "synapse") this corresponds to a 
conscious experience. The entanglement 
situation has been described by the 
mathematics of the quantum probability 
amplitudes. That has not been the problem. 
The problem has been in finding an intuitive 
model which makes the space-like 
correlations seem reasonable. The metabrain 
model serves that purpose. 
 The sections of the metabrain which 
the various conscious beings have in 
common may simultaneously influence the 
experiences of those consciousnesses and 
thus produce correlations in those 
experiences. This may occur though in the 
"dreams" of those consciousnesses they have 
the experience of being very far apart in the 
space-time of the dreams (which they 
partially share). Those correlated 
experiences may involve large space-like 
separations. The physics of the unobserved 
metabrain is very different from the physics 
of the shared observed "dream-reality" of the 
conscious personalities brought about by the 
metabrain, just as the physics of the Siamese 
twin brain(s) is different from the physics of 
the world outside that brain. 
 Next we must discuss causality. 
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Imagine that one consciousness, Alex, has 
the experience within his "dream", of 
signaling to another consciousness, Bob. 
Later, perhaps much later, Bob has the 
experience within his dream of receiving a 
signal from Alex. The two dreams partially 
overlap and they "share" the same space-
time. The signal, within that dream space-
time must travel no faster than the speed of 
light and the interval between sending the 
signal and receiving it must be time-like or 
light-like. The laws of physics are observed 
within the dream space-time. What happens 
within the metabrain is not observed. 
 The correlation conducted within the 
metabrain is clearly very different from any 
causal signals sent in the observed dream-

reality experienced by Alex and Bob. If, in 
that dream-reality, Alex and Bob are 
separated by a space-like interval, no signal 
can be sent from one to the other within that 
interval. There is no reason to talk of "spook-
like action at a distance". The correlations 
are not paradoxical. 
 
Conclusion 
The goal has been to bring the strange 
behavior of quantum physics into an 
intuitive model. Previous articles have 
"tamed" a number of these quantum 
characteristics; this article has attempted to 
bring the very important Einstein-Podolsky-
Rosen problem of entanglement into the 
"cage" of the metabrain model.  
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  Opinion and Perspectives

   

Extrasensory Perception As a Natural,  
But Not Supernatural Phenomenon  

 
Alexander Ya Temkin 

Abstract 
In  the  present  article  the  results  of  observations  are  considered  1)  of  a  person  A  by 
another  person B  and  2)  by himself when  he  is  in  such  a  state  that  he  is not  able  to 
determine  his  place  in  space  and  time  (we  call  such  a  state meditation  state).  It was 
shown that results of these two kinds of measurements are complementary reciprocally,
if  to  express  it  in  quantum  terms.  This  consideration  shows  how  a  person  in  the 
meditation state can obtain information on the past and the future, as well as on places
being at the large, even big distances (e. g., even in other Galaxy), while from the point of 
view of  the person B he, A, did not change his place  in space‐time.  It  is  important  that 
among the information obtained A being in the meditation state is the one on somebody
thinking, i. e., A in the meditation state is able to  the telepathy with other human being 
in other places of space‐time. It is clarified that the telepathic information is trasferred in
space and time by human wave de‐Broglie, but not by any radiation. It is very important 
because the propagation velocity of De‐Broglie waves is not limited by the light velocity, 
and  can  reach  any  point  of  the Universe  in  zero  time.  It  can  be  important  for  space 
research  and  communications  between  space  crafts.  However,  communications  using
human  De‐Broglie waves,  for  example,  telepathy,  are  not  reliable  (exactly, much  less
reliable than ordinary electromagnetic communications, e. g., the radio ones): a message 
may be  lost partially or completely, may be distorded.  It would be  interesting  to  study
this  problem  in  detail.  The  concept  of  observer  is  introduced  and  studied  in  the 
connection with the human thinking. Our approach allows one to define the concept of
soul, personality in mathematical terms, and to introduce the notion of states of mind. 
 
Key Words: ESP, extrasensory perception, de Broglie wave, quantum mechanics 
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Introduction1 
In (Temkin 1999; Ch. 4) the concentration of  
one person on different subjects of his 
thinking was considered. In the present 
article we shall consider the situation when  
one person A  can be concentrated or on the 
processing of the information on the 
surrounding world provided by his organs of 
sense (maybe with the help of measuring 
instruments) or on the study of his own 
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thinking processes, while  another person B  
is occupied all the time with the receipt of 
the information on the person A  and 
surrounding world, using with this purpose 
observations and measurings. Our approach 
corresponds to the one of the modern 
physics that is based on the recognition that 
1) the description of physical phenomena 
principally depends upon the nature and 
state of measuring instruments and 
observers interpreting the results of 
measurements; 2) the set of all possible 
measuring instruments can be divided into 
reciprocally complementary sub-sets such 
that it is impossible to perform 
simultaneously measurements by 
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instruments belonging to different sub-sets; 
3) for instruments belonging to each of these 
sub-sets their own reality exists; there is no 
reality independent of the kind of measuring 
instruments (Einstein 1905; 1953; Bergman 
1942; Bohr 1928; 1934; 1935; Dirac 1958; 
Heitler 1956; Heisenberg 1930; Shiff 1955; 
Messiah 1961). For example, an electron has 
a co-ordinate, but not the corresponding 
linear momentum for one class of 
measurements, but for the other class of 
measurements it has linear momentum, but 
not the corresponding co-ordinate. To 
consider measurements performed on 
human beings with the purpose of providing 
information on their states, thinking 
processes,  etc., it must be taken into account 
that a person A can himself measure his state 
as well as his thinking processes and 
interpret the results of these measurements, 
i.e., he is at the same time a measuring 
instrument and an observer of himself, 
which is impossible in the world of 
elementary particles. An elementary particle 
is too primitive, and so it can only be an 
object of measurements. 

Thus, the set of measuring 
instruments (together with observers) 
necessary to measure the state of a man A  
consists of the man A  himself and all other 
men iB . A man iB  can measure time, all co-
ordinates, configurations a. o. geometrical 
and mechanical parameters of A , as well as 
some physical, chemical and physiological 
quantities of A . He can also obtain some 
information on the thinking processes of A  
from speaking with A , from psychological 
tests, from electroencephalography (EEG),  
etc., but such information is very limited and 
not exact. Maximum information on his 
thinking processes can be provided by A  
himself to A  himself,  if he is concentrated 
on them. But at the same time he deprives 
himself of information about the time, co-
ordinates, his own configurations and other 
geometrical, physical and physiological 
quantities, which are measurable by all iB . A 
similar situation occurs when A  is sleeping 
(and dreaming) or is in a hypnotic state. For 
short, we shall call  meditation states all 
such states of A  in which he is able to obtain 
maximum information about his own 
thinking processes. We see that in our case, 
as well as in quantum mechanics, all 

measuring instruments are divided into two 
incompatible classes: 1) the man A  himself, 
and 2) all other men iB . In quantum 
mechanics, for example, they are 1) 
instruments measuring co-ordinates and 2) 
those measuring the corresponding linear 
momenta. These two classes (or sub-sets) of 
measuring instruments are reciprocally 
complementary. This principle of 
complementarity in quantum mechanics was 
formulated by Nils Bohr. In his lectures 
(Bohr 1933; 1937), Bohr mentioned 
arguments that this principle and the 
uncertainty principle of Heisenberg are also 
valid for biological systems. An uncertainty 
principle represents relations between errors 
of measurements of the same object, 
performed simultaneously by two 
reciprocally complementary measuring 
instruments: for example, measurements of 
the co-ordinate and the corresponding linear 
momentum of an electron (in quantum 
mechanics) or measurements of the state of a 
person A  performed simultaneously by A  
and by iB  in the considered case. If A  is in a 
state of meditation, his reality does not 
contain his localization in space and time, 
but it contains, for example, his dreams and 
other things produced by his brain. It is not 
less real than for all iB  the localization of A  
in space and time as well as other 
parameters measurable by iB  are real. 

This means that for A  his own reality 
exists and for a iB  his own reality exists. Any 
discussion about which of these realities  is 
more real is nonsense, like the discussion 
about what is more real: that an electron has 
a co-ordinate or the corresponding linear 
momentum. If being in a meditation state A  
"sees" that he is in another place (maybe in 
another country) in an epoch other than the 
one determined by a iB  by means his 
measurements, it is still the reality for A , the 
data forming the reality of iB  do not exist for 
him. This means that the clairvoyance, the 
"memory" of events of hundreds years ago, 
meetings with persons who are in other 
towns or even other countries, etc., 
represents consequences of uncertainty and 
complementarity as properties of the human 
thinking. For example, it is possible that in 

iB 's reality A  is in Paris at noon on June 30, 
1996, while in A 's reality he is in London in 
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Shakespeare's time, or, on the contrary, in 
London in the year 2100. It may seem that 
the person iB  is superfluous because the 
uncertainties responsible for extrasensory 
perception (ESP) phenomena arise as a 
consequence of A  concentrating on his 
thinking processes. However, this opinion 
would be not correct because A 's "travel" in 
space and time has meaning only relative to 
B 's measurements of A 's position in space 
and time, while from A 's point of view he 
does not "travel", in general, but really in 
those places and epochs. The fact that the 
thinking of only one person produces 
different realities depending on its 
concentration on different subjects of the 
thinking means that the considered creation 
of different realities  when two persons A  
and iB  are involved (that is the mechanism 
of ESP) loses its exclusiveness and becomes a 
particular case of more general 
phenomenon. This in its turn means that in 
particular the  parapsychology becomes 
simply an aspect of psychology 
characterized by a certain concentration of 
the mind, losing its character as something 
special, existing separately from natural, or 
may be even something supernatural, mystic, 
esoteric, as many people think. 

 
On Observer 
In the classical mechanics it was supposed 
that a) errors of measurements are results of 
the imperfection of our measuring apparatus 
and  principally can be reduced to the zero 
by the subsequent, step by step improvement 
of the measuring techniques, and b) 
properties of the observer and even his 
existence itself are not important. The theory 
built on the grounds of these principles did 
not take into account errors of the 
measurements, the observer existence and 
his properties as well as the measurement as 
the source of the information on the 
examinated object. It reflects the intention to 
create the (not an!)  objective picture of the 
World as a perfect one, independent of 
human beings with their imperfect 
measuring equipment and brain. The World 
was considered perfect, and it was 
unaxeptable to spoil its perfection. 

The relativity and quantum 
mechanics have rejected this point of view 
and the scientific approach to the physical 

World study based on it. Simply because it 
was impossible to build on this grounds a 
physical theory able to explain new 
experimental facts. 

The new physics rejected the 
oversimplified concept of the objectivity of 
physical theory created by the absolutization 
of the classical mechanics which, really, is no 
more than  one of possible models for the 
approximate description of a certain class of 
physical phenomena. There was (and still is) 
a very difficult psychological problem: our 
personality  is created mainly by our every-
day-life experience. The information on the 
surrounding World is provided by our organs 
of senses. Such an experience continues 
during the whole life confirming and 
reinforcing this personality structure. All 
that is in the framework of this personality  
structure, is (often) unwillingly interpreted 
by us as natural, correct and objective. The 
whole "great" philosophy (the materialistic 
philosophy) was created on these grounds. 
This philosophy  really is not so great, but 
simply expresses in never-ending fluxes of 
high-flown words and phrases the point of 
view that only such a theory can be 
considered as acceptable that can be 
squeezed into the framework of concepts and 
views engendered by our every-day life. No 
more. The materialistic philosophy is now 
the main obstacle in the scientific progress. 
It influences the thinking of scientists 
limiting it artificially because its demands 
and conditions seem very natural and 
fundamental, even unquestionable. In 
addition, even in the Free World any theory 
contradicting to the materialistic philosophy 
meets serious objections in the community 
of scientists, not to mention communist 
countries where it is considered as a heavy 
crime (ideological diversion) that merits a 
cruel punishment up to long term jail in 
prison camps. 

The modern physics recognizes the 
fundamental role of measurements in 
physical theory and introduced the concept 
of observer to the theory. However, only the 
fact of its existence is taken into account, but 
not his/its properties. Consider this problem 
in more detail. The observer can be a human 
being or a computer. His tasks are to plan 
measurements, to perform them by means of 
measuring instruments and to interpret their 
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results on the grounds of theories (models) 
that he has. They can be theories already 
existed or a new one that needs checking by 
measurements. If no of such theories is fit 
for the interpretation of new measurements 
made by (the observer + measuring 
equipment), a new theory should be created 
for this purpose. It is clear that without 
interpretation made by the observer 
measurements' results provide no 
information. 

In physics, however, an observer is 
considered simply as a physical body, its/his 
own properties and activity are not 
considered. At the same time taking into 
account the observer's properties and 
activity can lead to changes of physical laws 
and, generally speaking, of those in other 
fields of science. Indeed, an observer-human 
being or an observer-automaton has an 
enormous number of states. Their activity in 
the interpretation of measurements' results 
means an enormous number of all kinds of 
transitions between these states. Such a 
transition has, maybe small, but finite 
duration in time. This means, the 
information  provided by the observer refers 
not to the time when we have gotten its 
output, but to the past, maybe close past, but 
past. Moreover, if the transfer of this 
information from one observer to another is 
considered, not only the time of the signal 
propagation (with the light velocity) between 
these two observers must be taken into 
account, but also the time  necessary to emit 
the detailed information on all interstate 
transfers of the first observer, to accept and 
decode it by the second observer . It is a very 
important point because transformation laws 
in physics are based on the consideration of 
the information transfer from one reference 
system to another. There is one way to 
shorten the time necessary to forward, 
accept and decode the information: instead 
to transfer the whole information from the 
first observer to the second one, to limit it by 
an incomplete information. Then an 
inequality is expected to be between the 
error in information obtained and decoded 
by the second observer, and the time delay, 
in other words, an uncertainty principle 
between the transferred information and 
time delay. Thus, for example, the validity of 
Lorentz transformations in the case of living 
systems becomes questionable, and, 

therefore, for example, the Twin Paradox 
must be reconsidered. 

 
Human Waves of de Broglie 
In (Temkin, 1999; 2011) it was argued that 
the behavior of the mind is described by an 
algebra of non-commuting operators acting 
upon points of the metric space of states of 
the mind, in other words, that the mind is a 
quantum  system. As it was written there, 
such a point ψ  depends on the set of 
thoughts existing in the mind. When A  is in 
a meditation state, among these thoughts are 
those on his location in the space and time. 
Then the point ψ  is his wave function in 
space and time (as function of the 
corresponding variables), i. e., his De Broglie 
wave, and we shall call it  human wave of De 
Broglie. Now the mechanisme of the 
telepathy  and other ESP phenomena can be 
expressed in terms of human waves of De 
Broglie: this function is delocalized in space 
and time (when A  is in a meditation state!) 
and may be overlapped with the De Broglie 
wave of another person A′  that may lead to 
their interaction being resulted of the 
initiation of thoughts in the mind of A′  by 
those existing in the mind of A , and vice 
versa. Why there are so much "may"? This 
situation is like the overlapping of wave 
functions of two fields in the quantum  
theory of fields. But they interact only if the 
interaction constant is non-zero. Thus, to get 
rid off of these "may" it is to check 
theoretically or experimentally whether 
something corresponding in the considered 
case to the fields' interaction constant is non-
zero. To understand why the overlapping of 
A 's and A′ 's wave functions may lead to ESP 

phenomena, e. g., telepathy, it must take into 
account that the wave function depends not 
only on space co-ordinates and time , but 
also on all other sets of thoughts. There is a 
principle difference between the considered 
case and the case of two-particle (e. g., two 
electrons) system in quantum mechanics. In 
the considered case the set of variables 
corresponds to that measured by A   or by 
A′ , while in the case of two electrons (or 

other quantum particles) the set of variables 
includes the linear momenta (or co-
ordinates) and spins of both particles. This 
difference is a consequence of the fact that 
measurements upon the system of two 
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electron are made by an external observer 
(by his measuring instruments), while those 
made upon the system A A′+  are performed 
by A   or by A′ . The delocalization of the 
wave function of 1A  and/or 2A  can lead to 
their overlapping in a certain region of space 
and time. In this region the wave function of 

1A  and 2A  can interact as two overlapped 
quantum  fields interact,  if their interaction 
constant is non-zero. If this interaction 
exists, the thinking processes of 1A  can 
influence the thinking of 2A  and vice versa. 
The point ψ  of the metric space  of states of 
the mind is a function of the set of thoughts 
existing in the mind, therefore, inside the 
region of the overlapping of the wave 
functions of two persons ACRs existing in 
one mind can initiate ACRs in the second 
mind, in other words, to realize the 
telepathic communication between 1A  and 

2A . Thus,  the telepathy is realized by 
human waves of De Broglie represented by 
the above mentioned ψ -functions, but not 
any kind of radiation and, therefore, 1)the 
velocity of the telepathem propagation is not 
limited with the light velocity, and 2)screens 
shielding electromagnetic waves do not 
prevent the telepathem propagation. These 
two consequences of the proposed theory 
allows one to check it experimentally: a) 
telepathy  between persons separated by 
cosmic distances can be used to determine 
the telepathem propagation velocity and 
whether it is really not limited with the light 
velocity; b) experiments with screens can 
show whether or not they prevent the 
telepathy  (for example, a layer of water 
between sender of telepathems being on the 
earth surface and recipient being in a 
submarine deep in the water is such a 
screen). 

 
ESP, Personality and States of Mind 
If two atoms are considered, the ability of 
one of them to absorb photons emitted by 
the second one depends on the quantum 
level set structures of the both atoms and on 
their state at the moment of photon 
emission. By the analogy it can be expected 
that the telepathic communication (Leek 
1971; Murphy 1961; Rogo 1975; Rhine 1975; 
Sinclair 1971; Hunt 1964) between two 
persons  A and  B depends on structures of 

their personalities and the actual states of 
their minds. Consider it more in detail by 
taking into account that the personality is 
defined for a given representation of the 
mind, i.e. for a given concentration of the 
thinking. Firstly, the both communicated 
minds (or at least one of them) must be 
concentrated each on its own thinking  
processes to achieve the delocalization in 
space and time, which makes the telepathy  
possible (Temkin, 1982). However, in the 
framework of such concentration, each mind 
can be concentrated on various subjects of 
the thinking . If the sender and the recipient 
are concentrated on the same subject of the 
thinking , i.e. are in the same representation, 
then telepathems are able to influence the 
conscious processes of the recipient. It can 
be experimentally checked in the following 
way. The recipient must be instructed that at 
a certain time interval he must think of a 
given subject chosen so that there is a 
difficulty at a certain point of the reasoning 
and the recipient does not know how to 
advance beyond this point. If, for example, 
both persons know the mathematics, the 
chosen subject may be the proof of a 
theorem. During the first trial the recipient 
works without help of the sender. During the 
second trial the sender performs the same 
work as the recipient, but the sender knows 
how to advance at this difficult point. In this 
case, then his telepathems may complete the 
knowledge of the recipient and the last will 
perform the reasoning up to the experiment 
termination. In fact, even without this 
telepathic help some probability exists that 
the recipient will cope with his task. Because 
of this a large number of such trials is 
necessary to compare probabilities of 
recipient success with and without the 
telepathic help. We have discussed the 
telepathic communication between two 
minds occupied with conscious thinking. 
Consider now the telepathy when the sender 
is occupied with conscious thinking on the 
same subject as in the previous series of 
trials, e.g., he is proving the same 
mathematical theorem, while the recipient 
begins to think about quite another subject, 
e.g., his forthcoming weekend,  since he 
unsuccessfully attempted to cope with the 
abovementioned difficulty at the given step 
of the reasoning. According to our work he 
may continue to think,  but subconsciously, 
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about the subject of the first series of trials, 
and may detect the results of this 
subconscious thinking when he returns to 
the conscious thinking about the previous 
subject. Therefore, if the telepathem is 
accepted when he thinks subconsciously on 
this subject, it could help the recipient to 
accomplish his task. Thus, two parallel series 
of trials can be performed to compare the 
probabilities of the recipient's success with 
and without the telepathic help. Of course, 
each trial must include the change of his 
representation  (concentration) at the two 
certain stages mentioned. By this way the 
existence of the telepathic communication 
when the recipient thinks subconsciously, 
could be checked. The comparison of the 
probabilities obtained in this experiment and 
in the first one could reveal the connection 
between the consciousness and telepathy. 
These probabilities are calculated as 
repetition frequencies of corresponding 
issues. If to continue the analogy with two 
atoms emitting and absorbing photons, it 
could be expected that telepathy is more 
probable between two persons with the same 
(or, exactly, similar) personalities. However 
in the case where dominating personality of 
the recipient is quite different from the one 
of the sender, another basic personality of 
the recipient may have the structure close to 
the one of the dominating personality  of the 
sender. Telepathems can then be received by 
means of this basic personality (Temkin, 
1982). Of course, as it is seen from this 
reasoning, it is not obligatory that at least 
one of personalities (of the sender or 
recipient) would be dominating one. The 
telepathic communication can be realized by 
basic, but not obligatory by dominating 
personalities of both persons. Telepathic 
experiments with pairs of twins compared 
with those when sender and recipient are not 
relatives, would help to establish connection 
between telepathy and personalities. Notice 
that sometimes twins may have quite 
different personalities, and therefore the 
similarity (exact identity evidently does not 
exist) of their personalities must be checked 
before the beginning of the proposed 
experiments. 

Notice that the telepathem can be 
received not obligatory by the dominant 
personality (Temkin 1999; 2011) of the 
recipient, but also by one of his other basic 

personalities (Temkin, 1999; 2011). In this 
case the reasoning of this Section are 
referred to the likeness of the sender 
personality "responsible" for the sending the 
telepathem (it also can be not his dominating 
one) and that of recipient's basic 
personalities which accepts the telepathem. 
In view of this it would be reasonable to 
suppose that individuals like Wolf Messing 
in the USSR, who are able to "read thoughts" 
of different persons having different 
personalities, have comparable probabilities 
of their basic personalities, possibly, none of 
them (defined in the representation when 
such man is concentrated on the "reading of 
thoughts") is the dominating one. For such a 
man "voices" that he hears can be produced 
by the interference of his different basic 
personalities and be a symptom of a mental 
disease, if he is not able to establish that this 
is their source, but not the external world. 
But "voices" can also be produced by 
telepathems sent by different external 
sources, and in this case his talking about 
"stories" that he "heard" cannot be 
considered as a symptom of mental disease, 
even if these stories seemed very strange. 
Just as a non-stationary perturbation of a 
quantum  mechanical system can provoke its 
transitions from one state to others, the 
telepatic influence on a person, depending 
on time (non-stationary), can provoke 
transition from a state with one dominating 
personality to a state with another 
dominating personality, in other words, the 
change of his personality. This means, the 
brainwashing can be accomplished by the 
telepathy. 

 
Soul and ESP 
The concept of mind (Temkin, 1999) 
includes CRs ("raw materials for thoughts") 
as well as ACRs (thoughts) as realized CRs. It 
is evident that when the mind consists only 
of CRs, the human being is dead. Thus, ACRs 
(thoughts) form an especially important 
subset of the mind that merits to be 
identified with a very important attribute of 
human beings such that without it life is 
impossible. To reflect this fact the following 
definition is introduced: 
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DEFINITION   
SOUL-t IS THE SET OF ALL ACRs 
(THOUGHTS) EXISTING IN THE BRAIN 
OF A PERSON AT A GIVEN MOMENT t OF 
TIME. 
Without the soul-t a human being is dead 
because then his mind consists only of CRs. 
It is clear that the soul-t defined above 
depends on time. 

Perhaps a "massive" telepathy is 
possible when all thoughts of a person 
(existing at a given moment of time) are 
accepted by a recipient. In our terms this 
means that the recipient got the soul-t of the 
sender. Perhaps, the phenomenon of  
reincarnation (Rogo 1975; Rhine 1975;  
Hunt 1964;  Parker 1975) can be explained 
on these grounds, if we take into 
consideration also "travels" in space and 
time to include the reincarnation when two 
participating persons are separated in time 
and/or space. However, it must remember 
that soul-t must not be identified with the  
soul used in the poetry, religion etc. The 
latter is apparently something characterizing 
a human being very profoundly, almost 
independently of the time, a characteristic 
existing constantly, may be only weakly 
depending on the time. 

At the death of a person the 
realization of CRs is stopped irreversibly 
which, according to the definition of soul-t, 
means that "the soul-t leaves him". With this 
connection it would be interesting to think 
about the possibility of soul-t transfer to 
another person just during the dying process 
because this process provokes the rapid 
change of the ACRs set. If at a certain stage 
of dying the human being looses his contact 
with the outside world and is able to be 
concentrated only on his thinking processes, 
then in his reality he may be at a time and at 
a place occupied by another person. For this 
second human being this rapid change of the 
ACRs set could create a rapidly changed 
perturbation of his mind, which increases 
the probability of thoughts transfer. This last 
conclusion was made by the analogy with 
the quantum mechanical perturbation theory 
and so is only a hypothesis needed for 
scientific proof. It would be interesting to 
check whether the telepathy , including the 
"massive" telepathy, i. e., the transfer of a set 
of thoughts (that may be, in particular, the 

soul-t) can be described in terms of thoughts' 
radiation and absorption, and to try to 
construct with this purpose an analogue of 
the second quantization and Fock columns 
(Heitler 1954; Fock 1932) in the proposed 
quantum theory of states of mind, which, in 
particular, can be applied to processes of the 
thoughts and their combinations emission 
and absorption by mind. If future researches 
confirm that it is possible, the following 
processes should be considered: a) a thought 
(or thoughts) emitted by a person A  is 
absorbed by another person B , b) a thought 
(or thoughts) emitted by A  is absorbed by A  
himself (virtual emission), c) the structure of 
A 's mind was changed abruptly after the 

thought (or thoughts) emission so that it 
already is not able to absorb this thought (or 
these thoughts) and there is no other person 
able to do it, then it (they) remains free. The 
option c) may be a result of the death of A , 
and if the emitted thoughts form his soul-t, it 
remains free in the space at least for some 
time. However, one must be extremely 
careful in that what concerns hypotheses in 
the ESP field, not forgetting that they are 
only a subject of future researches, and not 
yet results of a theory. This caution is 
necessary to remain in the framework of the 
science, but not to replace it carelessly by 
science-fiction. 
 
On the Telepathic Brainwashing 
If A  receives telepathems from B  who emits 
them with the purpose to thrust his opinion 
onto A , or even to thrust onto A  that all 
fundamental ways of thinking of A  are 
nonsense and must be replaced by those 
thrusted by B  (brainwashing), it is 
important whether A  is concentrated on the 
subject of telepathems or not. If he is 
concentrated on the subject(s) of the 
telepathem, he can check thoghts induced in 
his mind by the telepathems and to reject 
those of them that he considers as incorrect. 

Thus, in this case the attempt of 
B brainwashing can be rejected. This means, 
the attempt of B  brainwashing is expected to 
be successful, if A  is in a state when trial 
sets of thoughts (Temkin, 1999; 2011)  
content is other than the content of 
telepathems,  i. e., when A  is not 
concentrated on the telepathem subject area. 
Then telepathems can create in A 's mind 
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thoughts that cannot be checked by trial sets 
of thoughts existing in A 's mind in the 
considered representation. From these 
"injected" thoughts new trial sets of thoughts 
can be constructed, and, as a consequence, 
criterions of A 's thoughts correctness will be 
checked by these new, originated from B , 
trial sets of thoughts. 

 
Conclusions 
The principal result of the present work is to 
show that the telepathy  is realized by the 
human waves of De Broglie  rather than by a 
kind of radiation. This mechanism was 
expressed, in other terms, so that the 
existence of the telepathy is a result of 
uncertainties of time and space location of a 
person from his own point of view when he is 
concentrated on his thinking processes. It 
must be emphasized that that we did not yet 
prove that just this mechanism is responsible 
for the telepathy  and other ESP phenomena. 
Strictly speaking, it was indicated that such 
an ESP mechanism exist which is not 
supernatural, esoteric, but, on the other 
hand, is not based on the use of a kind of 
radiation. The missing proof can be obtained 
by the comparison of consequences of our 
theory with experimental results. Some 
indications of possible experimental ways to 
check the proposed theory are contained in 
this chapter. Some of them are based on the 
use of the theory of quantum states of mind 
(Temkin, 1999; 2011), as it is described in 
Sec 4 of the present article. Other 
experiments are not based on any theory as, 
for example, the examination the influence 
of screens or other obstacles preventing the 
electromagnetic or other kinds of radiation 
propagation, on the telepathy. According our 
theory the telepathy  can exist even between 
two persons separated by metallic screens, 
layers of the earth, by water  etc.. Good and 
unambigouos experiments on the telepathic 
communication between one person on the 
earth surface and the second in a submarine 
deep under water could be considered a 
serious test of the proposed theory. The 
second test could be telepathy experiments 
when the distance between two persons is 
extremely great, the best would be the use of 
cosmic distances, so that it would be 
impossible to explain the communication by 
electromagnetic or another radiation 
because even in the absence of the 

absorption (really, the absorption exists) the 
intensity if a radiation decreases with the 
distance from the source increase as 2r− , and 
the brain of the sender of telepathems could 
be a very powerfull radio station to send 
telepathems (by electromagnetic radiation) 
which could be accepted by a recipient 
separated from him by so big distance. The 
third text (admittedly very difficult to 
execute) could be the measurement of the 
time of the telepathic propagation between 
two persons. The velocity of the propagation 
of a radiation cannot be more than the the 
light velocity. Therefore, if the velocity of 
telepathem propagation is larger than the 
light velocity, it would be very serious 
argument in favour of our theory because the 
propagation of (human) waves of De Broglie 
is not connected with the transfer of the 
matter so its velocity is not limited by the 
light velocity. 

The views presented and described in 
this chapter can be applied not only to 
human beings, but also to any system able to 
perform self-measurings that can be clasified 
into subsets so that self-measurements 
belonging to two different such subsets, are 
incompatible. Then complementarity and 
uncertainty principles exists for such a 
system, and it is expected that the proposed 
theory is valid. Possibly, animals, plants, 
some types of computers, as well as some 
kinds of cosmic objects are such systems. If it 
is correct, the telepathy can be expected 
between different object of such kind, e.g., 
between human beings and animals, human 
beings and plants, human beings and  
quantum Universe. Possibly, the psycho-
kinetic effect can be understood in terms of 
the telepathy  between human being and 
non-living body by human waves of De 
Broglie interaction with the quantum 
mechanical wave function of the non-living 
body. The Helmut Schmidt theory of psycho-
kinetic effect based on the consideration of 
the collapse of the wave function, makes the 
proposed explanation of the psycho-kinetic 
effect reasonable. Perhaps the collapse of 
wave function can be described as a result of 
the information transfer from the human 
mind to this non-living object by the 
telepathy . But it is still only a hypothesis. It 
must build a theory of the considered 
information transfer by the telepathy to 
confirm or disprove it. 
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  Opinion and Perspectives

   

The Role of the Observer in the Collapse of 
the Wave Function:  

A Cognitive and Linguistic Analysis of the 
Double Slits Experiment 

 
Wasney de Almeida Ferreira 

Abstract 
The  goals  of  this  paper  are  to  analyze  cognitively  and  linguistically  the  Double  Slit
Experiment,  trying  to  understand what  the  functions  of  the  observer  in  the  collapse
function wave are. To do it, a didactic video that explains the experiment in great detai
was  selected,  and  the  audio  (Brazilian  Portuguese)  was  transcribed  and  rigorously
analyzed. The  theory  that enabled  to do  this analysis was  the Conceptual Metaphor, a
central  theory  in  the  Cognitive  Linguistics field.  The  results  were:  DOUBLE  SLIT
EXPERIMENT was  conceptualized  and understood  in  terms of  TRAVEL;  ELECTRON was
conceptualized sometimes  in terms of OBJECT (PARTICLE); ELECTRON was another time
conceptualized  in  terms  of  FLUID  (WAVE).  How  a  TRAVELER  is  an OBJECT  and  not  a
FLUID,  the  particular  ELECTRON  properties  are  highlighted  during  the measurement
whereas  wave  properties  keep  hiding  in  cognition.  As  a  conclusion,  the Description
Prescription Principle was proposed  in this paper trying to solve the problems between
the realism of Natural Sciences and the idealism of Social Sciences. 
 
Key  Words:  Double  Slit  Experiment,  epistemology,  quantum  physics,  linguistics,
psychology 
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Introduction1  
In this section, the literature review will be 
presented with reference to the observer 
problem in Quantum Mechanics since the 
wave collapse depends on an observer, that 
is, someone concrete (Dugald, 1987). 
However, before presenting this problem of 
the observer, the history of contemporary 
physics will be presented due to the 
paradoxical nature of light. Light, as it is 
known today, has paradoxical properties, 
because it is able to behave like a wave as 
well as a corpuscle, depending on the 
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experimental context (Tipler, 1995). The 
waves have properties of diffraction and 
interference, whereas the particles have 
properties of reflection and refraction 
(Figure 1). These physical properties are seen 
as contradictory by classical physics, since a 
moving car cannot cross another with 
nothing happening; they would clash as 
particles reflect. It’s important to do a brief 
review about corpuscular and wave 
properties, which will make the paradox 
more comprehensive. 
 It's important to consider that this 
introduction, at least in the first part, is 
based on old discussion in quantum 
mechanics, since the goals of this paper is 
working with language and cognition, which 
are always supported by cultural models. 
Then, it’s very important to do a brief 
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recapitulation of this discussion, which came 
from of the dichotomy between classical 
mechanics and wave studies, since the great 
problem that researchers, thinkers and 
philosopher had in the past was to integrate 
the corpuscular properties (reflection and 
diffraction) and wave properties (diffraction 
and interference). We know that this 
dichotomy division is not absolutely correct 

or exact according to quantum mechanics 
today. However, this didactic division was 
indispensable to explain the results. For 
example, a simple experiment using a ball 
and a bathtub full of water is enough to 
explain the wave properties and the 
corpuscular properties in a classical way 
(Figure 1).   

          

 
Figure 1. Wave and corpuscle properties. 01: the ball is reflecting; 02: the ball is refracting; 03: the water is diffracting; 04: 
the water is interfering.      

  
From a certain point of view, reflection may 
be considered as a corpuscular phenomenon 
and occurs when an object or a light touches 
on a surface, changing its direction, but 
without changing the medium (Halliday et 
al., 2009). When a person, a woman, for 
example, is standing in front of a mirror, 
dressing up to go a party, she is experiencing 
the phenomenon of reflection (Figure 1; 01). 
The light is emitted by a lamp (or sun) and 
focuses on the person's body, and some of 
these reflected rays go on toward the mirror, 
where they are reflected again. The ray that 
touches on the surface is called an incident 
ray, whereas the other, which is reflected, is 
considered a reflected ray. These rays make, 
each one, an identical angle with the normal 
line, which is an imaginary perpendicular 
line on the surface. They can be understood 
like “billiard balls” (Figure 1), because the 
light is reflected according to these laws, that 
are widely used by engineers from different 
areas. 
 Refraction may be also considered as 
a corpuscular phenomenon and occurs when 
an object or a light changes from one 
medium to another, changing its direction 
and speed, according to the properties of the 
medium (Tipler, 1995). For example, when 

someone dips a stick into full glass water, he 
or she notes that the object apparently bends 
because of refraction. The light ray that 
focuses on water is called the incident ray, 
while the ray that penetrates the water and 
changes its direction and velocity is called 
the refracted ray. The stick apparently bends 
because the light in water has a lower speed 
than the light in the air, and then the 
refraction angle is smaller than the angle of 
incidence. Situation like this occurs when a 
person fires shot into a pond, because the 
bullet loses speed and changes its direction 
when it penetrates the water. The angle of 
refraction, as in the case of light, is less than 
the angle of incidence, when the bullet 
passes from the air to the water.  They can be 
perceived like “billiard balls”, the light loses 
speed and changes its direction when 
moving from one medium to another, 
characterizing the phenomenon of 
refraction. 
 On the other hand, interference is a 
wave phenomenon, and occurs when two or 
more waves, when crossed, superimposed 
constructively or destructively at one point 
(Halliday et al., 2009). When two people 
produce with their hands two waves in a 
bathtub full of water, these waves propagate 
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and interfere with each other. Constructive 
interferences occur when two crests (high 
points of the waves) or two valleys (low 
points) overlap, whereas the destructive 
interferences occur when the valleys and 
crests are subtracted. The wavelength is the 
distance between two crests (or valleys) in 
succession, while the frequency concerns just 
the oscillations per second. The frequency of 
a wave is dependent only on its source (in 
the example, it would be the speed with 
which the person touches the water), while 
its wavelength may increase or decrease 
according to the environment (water, oil 
etc.). Since the wave intensity concerns its 
amplitude, that is, how tall it is, and 
corresponds to the distance between the 
resting sate of the wave, without any 
disturbance, and its crest or valley. In order 
to be understood like a wave, light rays can 
be seen to pass each other (interfering 
constructively or destructively) without 
anything to happen.  
 Like interference, diffraction is also a 
wave phenomenon and occurs when a wave 
passes through one slit or circumvents an 
object whose size is of the same order of 
magnitude of the wavelength (Tipler, 1995). 
If a wave in the sea has a wavelength in the 
same order of the magnitude of an object, 
like a rock, the wave can get around it. If the 
object were larger than the wavelength, the 
wave of the sea would be reflected as a 
"billiard ball", and not circumvent the object. 
If a wave goes toward a loophole that has the 
same order of magnitude as the wavelength, 
it will be diffracted when passing through the 
hole. If the gap is too large, outside of the 
magnitude order, the wave is not diffracted 
and passes straight through the hole. For to 
be perceived like a wave, but as an 
electromagnetic wave, the light can diffract 
according to the principles mentioned 
before.  
 In nineteenth and early twentieth 
century, the wave- corpuscle duality was 
questioned by many researchers, who often 
adopt postures exclusionary (Hussein and 
Salinas, 2001). While some proved by 
experiments that light behaved as a 
corpuscle, others proved that it behaved like 
a wave, and that is the source of the paradox. 
For example, Thomas Young, in the first half 
of the nineteenth century, by his famous 

Double Slit Experiment, proved that the light 
is diffracted and interfered in passing 
through two tiny holes (Hewitt, 2002). It was 
an empirical and experimental evidence that 
light behaved like a wave, not as a corpuscle. 
On the other hand, Albert Einstein, in the 
first half of the twentieth century, also 
proved that an electron could be torn from a 
metal plate from the emission of an 
electromagnetic wave such as light. This 
Photoelectric Effect, as it became known, 
was also empirical and experimental 
evidence that light consists of photons 
(packets of energy), and behave like a 
corpuscle.  
 How to solve this wave-corpuscle 
paradox, since both hypotheses were tested 
and proved by important research theories, 
yet in different experimental contexts. The 
researcher who gave an answer to this 
paradox was Niels Bohr, which said that the 
corpuscular and wave properties are not 
exclusive, but complementary (Dugald, 
1987). This became known as the Principle of 
Complementarity. In a given experimental 
context, as in the case of the Double Slit 
Experiment, light behaves like waves, since 
these properties are mobilized. However, in 
another experimental context, as in the case 
of the Photoelectric Effect, light behaves as a 
corpuscle, as the wave properties are not 
being mobilized. Therefore, the wave- 
corpuscle duality is similar to the definitions 
of yin and yang presents in Chinese 
Philosophy, and there is evidence that it 
inspiring Bohr (Capra, 2006).  
 The wave-corpuscle paradox has 
become more bizarre with the experimental 
evidence that larger particles, like electrons, 
protons and neutral also behave like waves 
(Tipler, 1995). De Broglie was the one who 
said that all matter, including macroscopic, 
behaved as a wave-corpuscle, and it would 
depend on the so-called "Wavelength of De 
Broglie" (Oliveira, 2005). It means that all 
objects in the world, despite the apparent 
corpuscles principles, also have wave 
properties associated with, but do not 
manifest themselves in everyday life. When a 
person goes through a door, the person does 
not diffract like waves do, because its 
Wavelength of De Broglie is infinitely 
smaller than the doorway. However, there 
was a big problem in reconciling the 
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corpuscular and wave properties, because 
the question of the equations that describe 
these waves of matter. It was studied by 
Erwin Schrödinger, who solved this problem 
developing the so-called Schrödinger 
equation, which is a mathematical function 
that describes a distribution of matter 
(Nagasawa, 1993).  
 The Schrödinger equation, despite 
describing the distribution of matter, 
brought new problems to the physics of his 
time, because it was such a wave function of 
complex quantity, not measured directly by 
any physical instrument (Oliveira, 2005). It 
means that the Schrödinger equation was a 
mathematical abstraction, which used to 
represent just the state of a given system. It 
was solved by Max Born, who reformed some 
aspects of the Schrödinger equation, 
enabling the interpretation of quantum 
phenomena in terms of probabilities. 
However, this quantum probability is not 
similar to the one already studied by 
Classical Physics, like flipping a coin and 
waiting head or tail probabilities. For 
classical physics, the probability is related to 
the control of all variables, because if the 
researcher knows the weight, the speed and 
the angle of the hand, he would be able to 
predict the results.  The probability that 
quantum physics, set forth in the center of its 
mathematical formalism, is a kind of 
uncertainty inherent in nature (Dugald, 
1987).  
 Now, the physics cannot be further 
treated in a deterministic way, because 
obtaining information of the measurement 
beforehand does not provide subsidies to 
forecast results. The Uncertainty Principle of 
Heisenberg had already made it clear that 
the momentum and position of a particle 
could not be described with exact precision 
at the same time (Oliveira, 2005). If the 
researcher wants to measure the velocity of a 
particle, it necessarily loses information 
about its position in the space, or vice versa. 
The best thing that physics is able to do, 
from a repetitive series of experiments, is 
describe the properties of a system in terms 
of these probabilities:  (1) the probability of a 
particle being in a position X; (2) the 
probability of it having the trajectory Y, and 
(3) probability of the particle having the 
energy Z in a given moment. Niels Bohr was 

a defender of this intrinsic randomness of 
quantum nature, while Albert Einstein, a 
determinist, used to say that "God does not 
play dice" (Whitaker, 2006).  
 This problem about free will and 
determinism, which incorporates the Greek 
philosophers, put the indetermination as 
central to quantum mechanics, especially 
from the Copenhagen Conference 
(Petruccioli, 1993; Dugald, 1987). In the 
Copenhagen interpretation, Bohr, Born, 
Heisenberg and others have defined as 
intrinsically paradoxical quantum 
phenomena, emphasizing the importance of 
the [perception of the] observer in the 
measurement process. Before the researcher 
performs the measurement on his 
equipment, the quantum properties staying 
in a superpositional state of self-states, thus, 
indefinable. When the researcher, someone 
concrete, interacts with the object-
experiment by his equipment, the wave 
function collapses into one of the possible 
states, according to the laws of quantum 
mechanics. For example, if an electron has a 
probability in a given experiment to go 
through four different paths, it does not 
present a given state before the 
measurement. It’s not possible, according to 
Quantum Mechanics, to acquire information 
about the electron (such as position and 
speed) in an instant before the 
measurement, and predict its future 
behavior. The presence of the observer is 
indispensable for the wave function collapse 
into one state possible (position, speed, path, 
energy and so on), and the goals of this paper 
are understand it in terms of cognition and 
language.  
 Recently, Conte (2010) has finally 
demonstrated some results about this 
discussion, proofing that the brain works not 
in a deterministic way, but in a quantum 
probabilistic manner. His conclusions can be 
summarized, but not exhaustively, as:   
1) Quantum wave function collapse is 

demonstrated and no more assumed as a 
postulate in quantum mechanics; 

2) A quantum measurement is a semantic 
act, that is to say, a cognitive act;  

3) The entities of quantum mechanics are 
conceptual entities interfaced with 
matter; 

4) There are quantum interferences effects 
in mental states. 
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 His works were specially based on 
physics, mathematics and neuroscience, that 
is, from natural sciences’ point of view, and 
not from a social science framework. 
However, this work, proposed here, seeks to 
analyze the Double Slit Experiment, trying to 
understand what the importance of the 
observer in the collapse of the wave function 
in a cognitive and linguistics paradigm. Is 
the observer able to create the reality? Or 
observer only knows the world “out there”? 
Is the observer external to the experiment? 
Or is the observer also part of the 
experiment? Why the mathematic language 
says one thing and experiential reality says 
another? What is the nature of cognitive and 
linguistic paradox of wave-corpuscle? These 
are some questions that may or may not be 
answered from the analysis of Double Slit 
Experiment. For the analysis of the Double 
Slit Experiment, we used the Cognitive 
Linguistics, a subarea of Cognitive Sciences, 
which considers language as a manifestation 
of the conceptual system.  
 
Methodology 
Step 1- The choice of the experiment 
The experiment that was selected for 
linguistics and cognitive analysis was the 
famous Double Slit Experiment2, conducted 
initially by Thomas Young in the first half of 
nineteenth century (Hewitt, 2002). This 
experiment was initially conducted with 
light, and later, by other researchers, with an 
electron, proving its wave-corpuscle duality 
(Tipler, 1995). With the purpose of making 
this work more comprehensible, a cartoon of 
Dr. Quantum, which aims to explain the 
Double Slit Experiment, was selected 
(Experimento da Fenda Dupla, 2010). Its 

                                                 
2 The Double Slit Experiment was select to analyze, instead 
of  another  simplest  experiment,  because  its 
conceptualization  depends  on  complexes  cognitive 
schemas.  For  example,  in  the  results  of  this  paper,  the 
metaphor  QUANTUM  PHENOMENA  ARE  UNKNOWN  AND 
MYSTERIOUS  LANDS  (CONTAINER)  explains  the  old 
dichotomy:  classic  phenomena  versus  quantum 
phenomena. Because, If a "macroscopic thing" (researcher) 
is  in a "container"  (quantum phenomena),  it  (he or she)  is 
not able  to be out of  the "container"  (classic phenomena) 
at  the  same  time.  Then,  a  simple  experiment  could  have 
been  less productive  than  the  analyses of  the Double  Slit 
Experiment,  which  requires  high  level  of  cognition  and 
language, and explains that nobody is discovering the world 
“out there”, like defends ingenuous realism.       

audio (Brazilian Portuguese) was transcribed 
into a document, and then rigorously 
analyzed from the theoretical framework of 
Cognitive Linguistics. This theory will be 
more fully explained below, in the next sub-
chapter, after a detailed explanation of the 
Double Slit Experiment. 

 
Figure 2. Double Slit Experiment 

 
 The experiment (Figure 2) consists in 
throwing electrons toward a bulkhead that 
has two slits, and the electrons that pass 
through can make a design in the back 
bulkhead (Hewitt, 2002).  When slit 1 (one) 
is covered, the electrons are able to pass 
through slit 2 (two), or vice versa, and it 
makes a design of corpuscles in the back 
bulkhead. The electrons are behaving as well 
as corpuscles, yet they make just two lines in 
the back of the bulkhead in this case. 
However, when the two slits are 
simultaneously uncovered, that electrons 
don’t behave anymore like corpuscles, but 
instead of, they behave like waves. A lot of 
lines made in the back bulkhead are parallel, 
yet the electrons are behaving as well as 
waves on water. In sum, the electron leaves 
the source, passes through a slit (while the 
other remains closed), or both in the same 
time, and hits the bulkhead behind. 
 With the aim of discovering which of 
the two slits the electron has passed in the 
bulkhead, the researchers put a measuring 
instrument behind of the slit. According to 
the mathematics of Quantum Mechanics, the 
electron has 4 options for passing through: 
(1) slit 1 (one); (2) slit 2 (two); (3) both slits; 
and (4) neither slit. When the researchers 
tried to figure out which of the two slits the 
electron passed, they became even more 
shocked, because the electron has returned 
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to form a pattern of corpuscle in the 
bulkhead behind. This means that before 
measuring, the four options were vague, in a 
superposition state of self-states. The 
presence of the observer, someone concrete, 
caused the collapse of the wave function, that 
is, the manifestation of just one empirical 
reality. 
 
Step 2 - Referential Theory 
The referential theory that was used in this 
study was the Cognitive Linguistics theory 
(Evans and Green, 2006; Geeraerts and 
Cuyckens, 2007), that understands the 
language as a manifestation of the 
conceptual system embodied. The theory 
that allowed a detailed analysis of the Double 
Slit Experiment was the Conceptual 
Metaphor Theory (Lakoff and Johnson, 
1980; Kövecses, 2002; 2006), which 
considers the cognitive processes in terms of 
conceptualization. Conceptualizing is 
understand and organizing a domain in 
terms of another domain, establishing 
conceptual mapping between the 
corresponding elements. These processes 
occur in the mind of the speaker or the 
writer when they are living in the world 
through their bodies, and manifest in their 
speech, gestures and behaviors. Analyzing 
the video “O Experimento da Fenda Dupla” 
(Double Slit Experiment), the cultural 
models and cognitive schemas were much 
better understood during the collapse of the 
wave function.   
 For instance, when someone says 
“Christmas is coming”, “the New Year is 
after Christmas”, “Easter has passed”, 
he/she is conceptualizing the TIME in terms 
of a MOVING OBJECT. Although TIME is an 
abstract thing, it can be understood in terms 
of a MOVING OBJECT, since the time is able 
to come and to pass by the speaker. When a 
person says “don’t waste your time”, “invest 
your time in good things”, “don’t rob my 
time”, now he/she understands the TIME in 
terms of MONEY. The source domain (the 
one that is used to understand something) is 
usually more concrete and less complex, 
while the target domain (the one that is 
comprehended by another domain) is more 
abstract and complex. In these examples 
above, the target domain is TIME, whereas 
the source domains are the MOVING 

OBJECT domain and the MONEY domain 
respectively.  
 A phenomenon that occurs during 
this process of conceptualization and needs 
to be mentioned is the phenomenon called 
highlighting and hiding (Evans and Green, 
2006). When someone understands a 
domain in terms of another, the source 
domain puts some elements in evidence on 
the target domain, while others remain in 
the background. For example, when a person 
understands the LIFE in terms of WAR, 
she/he puts some source domain elements 
(enemy, battle field, borders, weapons, etc.) 
in evidence on the target domain LIFE 
(competition, hard work etc). As a 
consequence, loves, peace, cooperation, 
which are also parts of the LIFE domain, 
remain during the process of the 
conceptualization in the background. That 
person wouldn't be able to experience good 
feelings and good relationships in his or her 
life, because he or she is used to 
understanding LIFE in terms of WAR.    
 
Results 
The results were organized into two parts: (1) 
the cognitive metaphor DOUBLE SLIT 
EXPERIMENT IS TRAVEL 
(EXPERIMENTO DA FENDA DUPLA É 
VIAGEM) will be presented; and then (2) the 
metaphors ELECTRON IS OBJECT 
(ELÉTRON É OBJETO) and ELECTRON IS 
FLUID (ELECTRON É FLUIDO). This 
division is only didactic, because, in fact, all 
these results are essential to understand the 
experiment as a whole. The results will be 
presented in English translation and also its 
original version, Brazilian Portuguese.  
 The first result was that the DOUBLE 
SLIT EXPERIMENT (EXPERIMENTO DA 
FENDA DUPLA É VIAGEM – target domain) 
was being understood and conceptualized in 
terms of TRAVEL (VIAGEM – source 
domain). Although it is imperceptible to 
human senses, the quantum phenomena 
were being understood by the sensor motor 
experiences of the body in the world. Below 
there are the cognitive metaphors and some 
examples, underscores, in both languages, of 
metaphorical expressions in language.  
 
DOUBLE SLIT EXPERIMENT IS TRAVEL  
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(EXPERIMENTO DA FENDA DUPLA É 
VIAGEM) 
ELECTRON SOURCE IS JOURNEY ORIGIN 
(FONTE [DE ONDE SAEM OS ELÉTRONS] 
É ORIGEM) 

[A1] (...) the electron leaves [from the source] 
as a particle (…). 

[A2] (...) o elétron sozinho sai [da fonte] como 
uma partícula (...).  

  
 The emission source of electrons is 
being understood metaphorically in terms of 
travel origin; that is, the electron can leave 
the electron font as well as a traveler can 
leave a city X and go to another city Y.  
 
BULKHEAD IN THE BACK IS DESTINE  
(PAREDE DE TRAZ [AONDE CHEGAM OS 
ELÉTRONS] É DESTINO) 

[B1] If by chance we throw a little object 
through the slit, maybe a marble for example, 
we can see a model on the back bulkhead.  
[B2] Se por acaso lançarmos um pequeno 
objeto pela fenda que pode ser uma bolinha 
de gude podemos ver um modelo na parede 
de trás. 

            
 The bulkhead in the back is being 
understood in terms of the travel 
destination; that is, the electron leaves the 
font, goes ahead on a path, passes through a 
slit, and arrives at the bulkhead.  At the same 
time, a traveler leaves a city X and arrives at 
another city Y by a path Z.  
 
POSSIBILITIES ARE DIFFERENT PATHS  
(POSSIBILIDADES SÃO CAMINHOS NA 
ESTRADA) 

[C1] All these possibilities are in superposition 
with one another. 

[C2] Todas essas possibilidades estão em 
superposição uma com a outra. 
            
 The possible trajectories of an 
electron are being understood in terms of 
different paths in the journey; that is, 
between origin/font and 
destination/bulkhead in the back there are a 
lot of possible paths.  
 
SLITS ARE PASSAGES ON THE ROAD  
(FENDAS SÃO PASSAGENS NA ESTRADA) 
           [D1] (...) passes through two slits and by 
neither and passes through just one and passes only 
through the other. 

[D2] (...) passa por duas fendas e por 
nenhuma e passa por uma só e passa só pela outra. 

 

           The slits on the bulkhead in the middle 
of the path are being understood 
metaphorically in terms of passages; that is, 
a traveler can pass through a passage on a 
wall as well as an electron can pass through a 
slit.          
            
BULKHEADS ARE IMPEDIMENTS ON 
THE JOURNEY  
(ANTEPAROS SÃO IMPEDIMENTOS NA 
ESTRADA) 
            [E1] Thus the balls have passed through the 
slot and hit there [on the back wall]. 

[E2] Pois as bolinhas passaram pela fenda e 
bateram lá [na parede de trás]. 
            
 The bulkheads are being understood 
in terms of impediments on the journey; that 
is, an electron can’t go ahead because of the 
bulkheads on the way as well as a traveler 
can’t go on the journey because the 
impediments are like a wall.     
 
ELECTRON IS HUMAN TRAVELER  
(ELÉTRON É VIAJANTE HUMANO) 

[F1] The electron decided to act because it 
knew it was being observed. 

[F2] O elétron decidiu agir já que ele sabia 
que estava sendo observado. 

 
           The electron is understood 
metaphorically in terms of a human traveler, 
that is, there is a process of 
anthropomorphizing the electron, which is 
regarded as a thing that thinks, knows and 
behaves. 
 
THE PAST IS THE ROAD TAKEN  
(PASSADO É CAMINHO PERCORRIDO)  
THE FUTURE IS THE ROAD NOT YET 
TAKEN  
(FUTURO É CAMINHO A SE PERCORRER)  
THE PRESENT IS THE PLACE OF THE 
BODY ON THE ROAD  
(PRESENTE É LOCAL ONDE SE 
ENCONTRA O VIAJANTE NA ESTRADA) 

[G1] When they observed, the electron went 
back to behaving like a marble. 

[G2] Quando eles observaram, o elétron 
voltou a se comportar como uma bolinha de gude 
 
           Time is being comprehended in terms 
of space; that is, the past corresponds to the 
back space behind the traveler, the future 
corresponds to the front space not yet 
known, and the present (here and now) 
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corresponds to the traveler’s position on the 
journey.      
 
MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENT IS 
OBSERVER  
(INSTRUMENTO DE MEDIDA É 
OBSERVADOR) 

[H 1] The observer ended the wave function 
simply by observing. 

[H 2] O observador acabou com a função de 
onda simplesmente por observar. 

            
 Measurement is being understood in 
terms of the observer apart from the journey; 
that is, a traveler can cross curious observers 
out on the road as well as an electron can 
pass through a slit being observed by 
equipment.         
 
QUANTUM PHENOMENA ARE 
UNKNOWN AND MYSTERIOUS LANDS 
(CONTAINER) (FENÔMENOS QUÂNTICOS 
SÃO TERRAS DESCONHECIDAS E 
MISTERIOSAS [CONTÊINER]) 

[I 1] And so physicists have got in that 
strange and mysterious land of quantum events. 

[I 2] E foi assim que os físicos entraram nessa 
terra estranha e misteriosa dos eventos quânticos. 
           
 Quantum phenomena are being 
understood metaphorically in terms of 
unknown and mysterious lands; that is, a 
traveler is able to get in or get out a land as 
well as researchers can get in or get out 
quantum phenomena.  
 The other results which complement 
those presented results above were that 
ELECTRON (target area) was being 
understood metaphorically sometimes as 
OBJECT (field source) and sometimes as 
FLUID (source domain). Below, there’re the 
metaphors ELECTRON IS OBJECT and 
ELECTRON IS FLUID, as well as their 
respective metaphors hyponymy, which 
contains all the features. 
            
ELECTRON IS OBJECT 
 (ELÉTRON É OBJETO)  
ELECTRON IS SMALL BALL  
 (ELÉTRON É BOLINHA) 

[J 1] They [physics] thought "maybe these 
little balls are jumping on each other and making this 
model." 

[J 2] Eles [os físicos] pensaram “talvez essas 
bolinhas estejam pulando umas nas outras e criando 
este modelo”. 
 
ELECTRON IS A PIECE OF MATTER  

(ELÉTRON É PEDAÇO DE MATÉRIA) 
[L 1] How piece of matter can create a model 

of wave’s interference? 
[L 2] Como pedaços de matéria podem criar 

um modelo de interferência como o das ondas?  
 

 The electron, although it has never 
been directly observed by researchers, is 
understood metaphorically in terms of an 
object in space; that is, the same way that a 
marble has content, form, size, speed and 
position, an electron is understood as a 
spherical ball of matter and very small. 
 
ELECTRON IS FLUID  
 (ELÉTRON É FLUIDO)  
ELECTRON IS WAVE  
 (ELÉTRON É ONDA) 

[M 1] (...) [Electron] interferes with itself (...). 
[M2] (...) [o elétron] interfere consigo mesmo 

(...). 
 
           An electron, although it’s not a 
mechanical wave, is being understood 
metaphorically in terms of fluid; that is, the 
same way as a water wave has a frequency, 
amplitude, interference, wavelength etc., an 
electron is regarded as a fluid wave that 
spreads through space indefinitely. 
 
Discussion 
In this section, the discussions of results will 
be presented, seeking to deepen the 
importance of the observer, an embodied 
observer, on the co-construction of 
phenomenological reality.3 

First, the differences between 
language and parole will be explained, 
because mathematics language and verbal 
language have very different characteristics 
(Fiorin, 2002). Mathematics, like music and 
plates of traffic, is a form of language, a 
system of signs, socially shared. The sign is 
an entity composed of two indivisible parts, 
the signifier (concrete in nature) and 
significance (abstract in nature). For 
example, the significant “+” means addition, 
the significant “-” means subtraction, the 
signifier "8” means eight units, and so on. In 
order to be a kind of language, mathematics 

                                                 
3  It  is  important  to  consider  that  the  phenomenological 
reality  is  being  used  here  in  the  sense  of  the  embodied 
thesis  ‐  embodied  experience,  embodied  cognition  and 
embodied  realism  (Varela,  Thompson  and  Rosch  2003; 
Lakoff  and  Johnson,  1999)  ‐ where  there  are  a  structural 
and functional coupling between body and environment.      
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are a socio-historical convention, which 
allows researcher to formalize their 
observations and experiments. The 
mathematical formalism, although it has a 
series of rules, algorithms, doesn’t have the 
same rules of verbal language, the grammar, 
it has defined characteristics.  
 
 
Table 1. The cognitive metaphor DOUBLE SLIT EXPERIMENT IS TRAVEL (EXPERIMENTO 
DA FENDA DUPLA É VIAGEM) in English (translated version) and Brazilian Portuguese 
(original version).4   

DOUBLE SLIT EXPERIMENT IS TRAVEL 
(EXPERIMENTO DA FENDA DUPLA É VIAGEM) 

Source domain  Target domain 
TRAVEL 
(VIAGEM) 

DOUBLE SLIT EXPERIMENT 
(EXPERIMENTO DA FENDA DUPLA) 

Journey origin 
(Origem) 

Electron source 
(Fonte ‐ de onde saem os elétrons) 

Jorney destine 
(Destino) 

Bulkhead in the back 
(Parede de trás ‐ aonde chegam os 

elétrons) 
Path 01 

(Caminho 01 ‐ passar pela 
passagem 01) 

Probability 01 
(Probabilidade 01) 

Path 02 
(Caminho 02 ‐ passar pela 

passagem 02) 

Probability 02 
(Probabilidade 02) 

Path 03 
(Caminho 03 ‐ passar pelas 02 

passagens) 

Probability 03 
(Probabilidade 03) 

Path 04 
(Caminho 04 ‐ passar por nenhuma 

passagem) 

Probability 04 
(Probabilidade 04) 

Passages on the wall 01 
(Passagem 01) 

Slit 01 
(Fenda 01) 

Passages on the wall 02 
(Passagem 02) 

Slit 02 
(Fenda 02) 

Impediments on the road 
(Impedimento no caminho) 

Bulkhead with two slits 
(Anteparo com as 02 fendas) 

Human traveler 
(Viajante ‐ humano) 

Electron 
(Elétron) 

The road taken 
(Caminho percorrido) 

Past 
(Passado) 

The road not yet taken 
(Caminho a se percorrer) 

Future 
(Futuro) 

The place of the body on the road 
(Local onde se encontra o viajante 

na estrada) 

Present 
(Presente) 

Observer on the roadside 
(Observador na passagem) 

Measurement instrument 
(Instrumento de medida) 

Unknown and mysterious lands 
(Terras desconhecidas e 

misteriosas) 

Quantum phenomena 
(Fenômenos quânticos) 

Macroscopic object 
(Objeto) 

  Electron 
(Elétron) 

  Small ball ‐ form 
(Bolinha ‐ forma) 

    Spherical ‐ form 
(Esférico) 

  A piece of glass ‐ 
contend. 
(Vidro ‐ conteúdo) 

    A piece of matter ‐ 
contend (Matéria) 

Macroscopic fluid 
(Fluido) 

  Electron 
(Elétron) 

  Water waves 
(Onda na água) 

    Matter waves 
(Onda de matéria) 

 
 The verbal language, although it is 
also a system of signs, has its own properties, 
as articulation and hierarchy of constituents 
(Fiorin, 2002). When an American speaker 
says "The boy threw the ball at the window," 
the competent listener understands, because 
this sentence is grammatical; build a 

                                                 
4 Portuguese language, the grammar, is very different from 
English  language,  and  no  generalization  can  be  made, 
because grammar can change thought process according to 
the Linguistic Relativity Principle.    

hierarchy of constituents. If someone says 
"threw the ball in the window boy", the 
listener does not understand anything, 
because this sentence is ungrammatical; not 
building any hierarchy. Besides being 
organized hierarchically, the verbal language 
is articulated morphologically and 
phonologically, which ensures greater 
retension and convenience in 
communication. When an American speaker 
says "boy and boys", he or she needs just put 
“-s” in the end, because this morpheme “-s” 
means plural. When he or she put “-s” in the 
end of the word “boy”, it is not necessary to 
give all the information again, two times, as 
human being, small, young and male, 
because “boy” means it already.  
 This articulatory property and that 
hierarchy of constituents are not present in 
mathematical language, but only in the 
verbal language, both verbal and written. 
Mathematically, when a researcher says that 
the electron passes through a slit one (25% 
chance) and passes through slit two (25%) 
and passes through the slits one and two 
simultaneously (25%) and do not pass 
through any slits (25%), it is absolutely 
consistent. Physicists do not see problems in 
the mathematical equations used in 
quantum mechanics. Statisticians, like 
physicist, are always "cutting off" people in 
fractions, as in government research, when 
they use rational numbers. For example, 
when statisticians say that three point four 
people (3.4) die every minute is 
mathematically consistent, although it is not 
possible to kill just four tenths of a person. 
Therefore, the paradox is not in the relation 
between mathematical language and world, 
but only in the relation between verbal 
language and world. It’s important to 
remember that mind, according to Linguistic 
Relativism (Evans and Green, 2006), works 
with verbal language, words and grammar, 
and the perception of the reality is mediated 
by them. 

The metaphor DOUBLE SLIT 
EXPERIMENT IS TRAVEL means that the 
domain of the TRIP is projected onto the 
domain of DOUBLE SLIT EXPERIMENT, 
trying to comprehend it. This conceptual 
mapping between these two domains 
highlights some elements in DOUBLE SLIT 
EXPERIMENT domain, while other 
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elements remain hiding in cognition. This 
means that TRAVEL domain constricts the 
conceptualization of DOUBLE SLIT 
EXPERIMENT domain, putting in evidence 
the corpuscular properties, while wave 
properties remain obscure. That is why the 
electron behaves like a corpuscle at the same 
time of measurement, because the researcher 
uses the domain of the TRAVEL to 
understand in conceptualizing the DOUBLE 
SLIT EXPERIMENT.  The researcher's 
cognition is habited to see travelers passing 

through a hole in the wall or another hole, or 
neither ones, but never through two holes 
simultaneously. This sensory motor 
experience (travel) was learned from the 
macroscopic world, and it is being projected 
onto DOUBLE SLIT EXPERIMENT. How 
the ELECTRON is conceptualized and 
understood in terms of the TRAVELER (A 
DEFINED OBJECT IN SPACE), then 
corpuscular properties are manifested in 
phenomenological reality.

  
 

Table 2. Highlighting and hiding processes in cognition 
Source domain Mapping Target domain 

The traveler passes through two passages 
and by no one and passes just one and 
pass through another. (superficial 
structure)  
 

 
 

 
 
 

The electron passes through two passages and by 
no one and passes just one and pass through 
another. (superficial structure)  
 

“O viajante passa por duas passagens e por 
nenhuma e passa por uma só e passa só 
pela outra”. 

 
 

 
 
 

 “O elétron passa por duas fendas e por nenhuma e 
passa por uma só e passa só pela outra”. 
 
 

Syntactically consistent, but semantically 
impossible. 

 
 

Else, syntactically consistent, but semantically 
impossible. 

  
The metaphors ELECTRON IS OBJECT and 
ELECTRON IS WAVE reinforce the 
previously stated arguments, because the 
source domain always constricts the 
conceptualization of the target domain 
(Evans and Green, 2006). The ELECTRON, 
though invisible, was being understood 
sometimes in terms of the OBJECT, and 
sometimes in terms of the WAVE (FLUID), 
but never both ways simultaneously. Why? It 
so happens that there is a lot of cognitive 
details, which put some properties in 
evidence, while others necessarily do not. 
For instance: if a traveler is in a place (x, y 
and Z), he necessarily can’t be in other 
places. If a traveler is moving, he can’t be 
stopped, and vice versa. If a traveler passes 
by a path X, he necessarily has not passed by 
other paths (Y, K, and so on). If a traveler is 
facing two holes on a wall, he is able to 
decide to pass through one, and necessarily 
can’t pass through another, and vice versa. If 
someone says “the traveler is moving and 
stopped”, it is a semantic contradiction, 
because these two things don’t occur 
simultaneously in the world. When these 
relations in TRAVEL domain are mapping 

onto the ELECTRON domain, they put the 
corpuscular properties in evidence 
(highlighting), while the wave properties 
remain hiding in cognition (Table 02). As a 
result, the electron will not behave like a 
wave, because a traveler is not a fluid in 
source domain, but an object in a defined 
space-time. Then, the researcher watches a 
phenomenological reality where electron 
behaves like a corpuscle, not like a wave5. 
   When Democritus, a pre-Socratic 
philosopher, started to say that everything in 
the world came from atoms (infinitesimal 
and indivisible pieces of matter), he was not 
just describing the world “out there”, but 
also prescribing a phenomenological world 
for the future generations. It was rescued by 
Newton and, more after, by Dalton, 
Thompson, Rutherford and other chemists 
that reformulated that idea, which was 

                                                 
5 It explains why nobody is able to watch, at the same time, 
an  electron  behaving  like  corpuscle  and  wave  in  a 
phenomenological reality, because, in the course of history, 
the  electron  has  been  conceptualized  in  terms  of  very 
different  elements: macroscopic  objects  and macroscopic 
fluids.   
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sanctioned by culture along the time. Today, 
everyone experiences a world where 
everything is made from atoms, and working 
as particles, although nobody has never seen 
directly any electron. Based on observations, 
mathematical formalism and experiments, 
General Relativity, Quantum Physics, 
Ecology and other knowledge areas 
understand the world more in terms of 
systems, processes and complex fields. It 
means that the description of reality (the 
thing in itself) is, at the same time, a 
prescription of a phenomenological reality, 
based on cultural models, which can be 
formalizes as:            

Description-prescription principle: 
The description of A in terms of B is, 
necessarily, a prescription of C; where, A 
is a target domain, B a source domain 
and C a cultural model.     

 When Isaac Newton described the 
universe in terms of forces and mechanisms, 
he was not describing the universe “out 
there”, but also prescribing the cultural 
model UNIVERSE IS MACHINE, which was 
gradually sanctioned throughout history. If 
the machines had not been invented during 
the Industrial Revolution, according to 
economical and political interest, the 
MACHINE domain would not have had 
existed, and then the phenomenological 
reality would be quite different today. There 
would be no metaphors like BODY IS 
MACHINE, DEPARTMENT IS MACHINE, 
HARD WORK IS A PRODUCTIVE 
MACHINE, UNIVERSE IS MACHINE and 
others. Then, nobody would able to 
experience the world and say “the kidneys 
filter blood”, “the department doesn’t work 
so much”, “the hard worker is a good 
producer” and so on. When astronomers say 
the stars “are born”, “grow” and “die”, they 
are not only describing the stars “out there”, 
but also prescribing a cultural model STARS 
ARE HUMAN BEINGS. If a researcher 
discovers by his mathematical equations that 
a given star “dies” even before “born”, the 
astronomical community would feel trapped 
in a paradox.  
 These simple examples make it clear 
that nobody has directly access to the reality 
“out there”, since it is mediated by his or her 
language, cognition and culture that are 
embodied. What is the universe? Is it a 

machine, like defended René Descartes in 
the beginning of the modern age? Or, is it a 
hologram, like defended David Bohm more 
recently? Because, UNIVERSE IS A 
MACHINE and UNIVERSE IS A 
HOLOGRAM are not reality in itself, but just 
embodied metaphors, that is, a way to 
conceptualize a thing in terms of another 
thing. What is an electron? Is it a corpuscle? 
Is it a wave? Is it a piece of matter? Is it a 
traveler? What is the double slits 
experiment? Is it a travel? Because, 
everything that has been presented until here 
are not realities about the world “out there”, 
but just conventionalized and entrenched 
embodied metaphors. What are the new true 
and reality which will give up in the future of 
the natural science? Cognitive linguistics is 
not based on ingenuous realism (analytic 
philosophy, positivism and so on), but 
supported by Kant, Hussel, Merleau-Ponty, 
Sapir, Whorf, Humboldt, and others. 
       Traditional cognitive science (TCS) 
defends that reality is "out there", and it has 
its own inherent properties, that can be 
known by researcher, that have his or her 
own brain. Then, the researcher needs just to 
have a good methodology, a very neutral 
method, to describe the world “out there”, 
and needs to leave his or her own opinions 
and interests out.  The concept "observer", 
very common in traditional epistemology, 
makes clear that the function of the subject is 
just knows, observer, the reality "out there", 
not building the reality. However, it is 
absolutely wrong, because (as it was 
exemplified before) nobody has direct access 
to the reality in itself, and there is not such 
thing as absolute neutrality. Every 
researcher needs to use a domain to 
conceptualize another domain, and it is a 
cognitive process, based on cultural models, 
that can be observed in language. There are, 
according our searches, two ways of co-
building5 the phenomenological reality, that 
makes the human being a little different 
from plants and animals: the ability of 
working and the ability to language. These 
two properties, “work” and “language,” were 
based on Vygotsky (1984).  

The ability of Working: 1) Human being 
act on the world, using his or her body, 
and makes things and culture (cars, 
computer, pants, sun glass and so on); 2) 
the world changed by human being 
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reaction, gives a feedback on the human 
being, that will watch the world in a new 
way, including his or her body, mind, 
emotions, thought and so on. It is a 
dialectic interaction!  

       Computers, machines, pants, pencil 
and holograms are not found in nature as 
well as plants, rocks, rivers, animals and so 
on can be found since prehistoric age. 
Prehistoric human beings are not able to use 
those complex domains to conceptualize the 
world, because they had not such a complex 
culture as we have today. Metaphors like 
MIND IS A CONTAINER, SELF IS AN 
OBJECT IN THE SPACE, EMOTIONS ARE 
TEMPERATURES, BODY IS A PLANT and 
CONSCIOUSNESS IS LIGHT are very old. 
Because prehistoric man already had 
experiences with rocks, containers, plants, 
animals, temperatures, light and dark. On 
the other hands, metaphors like MIND IS A 
COMPUTER, MIND IS AN HOLOGRAM, 
CONSCIOUSNESS IS ELECTRON 
MAGNETIC FREQUENCY and BODY IS A 
MACHINE are very new. It is obvious, 
because nobody is able to conceptualize a 
thing in terms of another thing, whether a 
domain, like computers, doesn’t exist in 
environment. It explains why the metaphor 
DOUBLE SLITS EXPERIMENT IS TRAVEL 
is experienced by all researchers around the 
world as real, true and universal, because the 
travel domain is very old, and it’s entrenched 
and conventionalized in many cultures. 
Human beings have traveled on the world 
since they used to have a nomadic life, yet 
computers, machines and others domains 
are very new, when they are compared with 
travel domain.         
       It means that “work ability” has a 
central role in ontology, because human 
being co-builds the phenomenological reality 
using his or her body (many time using 
instruments) at the same time that co-builds 
him or her-self. A person that makes shoes is 
not just a person in commonsense, but 
actuality a “shoemaker”, that is, a human 
being more complex, and he or she is able to 
say happy “I’m a shoemaker!”. When a 
researcher makes an experiment he or she is 
altering the world at the same time that he or 
she is altering him or her-self, in a dialect 
interaction, because there’s no any 
dichotomy division between creator and 
creation. What are the evidences in 

language? “I’m a psychologist” (co-building 
“myself” and “psychologist classes”); “I am 
from UFMG University” (co-building 
“myself” and the “UFMG university classes”); 
“I’m a Brazilian scientist” (co-building 
“myself” and the “Brazilians scientists’ 
classes”) and so on. If someone says 
“Brazilians researchers are bad researchers”, 
I can feel bad, because there is a part-whole 
schema between “Brazilian researcher’s 
class” and “myself”. There’s no dichotomy 
division between object and object, body and 
environment, individual and society, because 
the part-whole schema are involved in many 
metonymic processes.   

The ability of language: 1) Human being 
act on the world, using his or her 
language (speak, gestures and so on), not 
just describing, narrating or arguing 
about the world “out there”, but also 
make thing and culture (ideology, 
scientific theory, myths, lies, and so on); 
2) the world changed by human being 
action, gives a feedback on the human 
being, that will watch the world in a new 
way, including his or her body, mind, 
emotions, thought and so on. It is a 
dialectic interaction too!   

       Formal semantics (FS), which has a 
strong influence on classical cognitive 
science, defend the thesis that language has 
the properties of referring the objects on the 
world “out there”. The word “electron” is a 
language expression that referring an object 
on the world and the object has its own 
properties, that is independent of language, 
cognition and culture. If someone says “an 
electron is a ball”, it can be false or true, 
independently if the researcher is an 
American, a Brazilian or Japanese, because 
the electron is “there” and has its own 
properties. This kind of sentence (“electron 
is a ball”, “electron is a wave” and so on) is a 
constative sentence, because it depends on 
just contacting the true conditions. If the 
electron was a visible object, the researcher 
must just watch the electron and says “it is 
true” or “it is false”, confirming or refuting 
his or her hypothesis experimentally. Is 
formal semantics right? No! Because, formal 
semantics has considered mind 
disembodied, and FS has been separated 
semantic process from pragmatic process.   
       There’re a lot of sentences that can’t 
be put in this traditional true conditions, and 
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Austin (1962), a pragmatic philosopher, 
called this sentences of performative 
utterance. For example, the sentences “I 
declare he and she married” and “I name this 
particle of Pity” are not true or false, but in 
fact happy or unhappy. A police probably 
would be not happy in says “I declare he and 
she married”, but a renamed scientist (in this 
case, a physicist) probably would be happy 
when he says “I name this particle of Pity”. 
Thus, there is a conventional and cultural 
context, where a speech act occurs, and has 
more or less probabilities to be happy. Not 
just performative sentences works in this 
way, but also constative sentences, which are 
not true or false, but actuality happy or 
unhappy. It means that if a language 
expression is used in culture for a long time, 
this happy language expression in use can be 
turn in a conventionalized expression, that 
will be experienced as true and real by 
people. An example will be present in the 
next paragraph, about the sky color. It is a 
manner of doing things with words, as 
argued Austin, because speech has the same 
effect on the reality that arms and legs.      
       If someone says “the sky is blue”, it is 
a constative sentence, because everybody are 
able to look up and prove or disapprove it, 
but it is actuality a speech act, that can be 
happy or unhappy. In commonsense 
language, this sentence has great probability 
to be true (happy) in Brazil, because many 
people have listened “the sky is blue” since 
childhood. However, if someone says “the 
sky is blue” in front of a neuroscientist, it can 
be considered false (unhappy), because the 
scientist may say “no, the universe is non-
color, indoor, insipid, hence the sky is not 
blue”. Actuality, these constative sentences 
can be also considered in its deeps 
structures, in language and cognition, like a 
performative sentence: “I am 
arguing/believing/defending that ‘the sky is 
blue’”. It means that describing things in the 
world “out there” is also a manner of 
prescribing phenomenological realities. This 
same idea can be generalized for all 
expressions that have been presented in this 
paper, because “electron is a corpuscle”, 
“electron is a wave” and so on, are not true or 
false, but happy or unhappy. Commonsense 
is a kind of knowledge, that has its 
properties, and scientific theories are 
another kind of knowledge, that also has its 

own vantages and advantages. This paper 
defends no radical dichotomy division 
between science and others knowledge, but 
supports the idea of paradigm (Kuhn, 1971) 
and the principles proposed by Karl Popper 
(1972).  
       It means that “language ability” has a 
central role in ontology too, because human 
being co-builds the phenomenological reality 
using his or her language abilities, at the 
same time that co-builds him or her-self. 
When Americans insists in say “Arabs are 
terrorists”, “Arabs are fundamentalists”, 
“Arabs are crazy”, Americans are not just 
describing the Arab in the world “out there”, 
but also prescribing a cultural model. It is 
not true or false, but happy or unhappy, 
because the rest of the world will not behave 
in relation with the Arabs in the world “out 
there”, but behaves in relation with these 
cultural models. It is the genesis of the 
prejudice and ideology! When Isaac Newton 
started to describe the world in terms of 
forces and rules, he was not just describing 
but at the same time prescribing a cultural 
model. It is as Newton was saying 
unconsciously “hey people, a have a model to 
the world, and you need to believe in me, 
because I am an intelligent thinker, and I 
know what the best for the world is”. The 
society, especially bourgeoisie, in its turns, 
unconsciously answered “ok, Newton, we 
believe in you, and we will support your 
ideas, because Industrials Revolutions are 
important for us, and we need to take it for 
the rest of the world”. Then, the iluminism, 
the humanism, the industrial revolution, the 
imperialism, the classicism and others 
Europeans knowledge and ideas were 
disseminated throughout the world, and 
many of they were happy; not true or false.    
       In sum, today, especially in 
occidental society, everybody is living 
(behaving, thinking, speaking, acting, and 
feeling), more and less, this 
phenomenological reality that was 
described-prescribed in the past. Germans 
lives in a phenomenological reality where 
person are autonomous, individuals, and 
freedom to compete (PERSON IS AN 
AUTONOMOUS – humanism and iluminism 
description-prescription). Many Brazilians 
lives in a phenomenological reality where 
human being is a special creation of god, and 
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Darwin have no sense in this context 
(PERSON IS A CREATION OF GOD – 
christianism description-prescription). Many 
physicists live in a phenomenological where 
electrons are corpuscles, piece of matter, and 
waves (ELECTRON IS A PARTICLE, 
ELECTRON IS A PIECE OF MATTER – 
Democritus and Epicurus description-
prescription). To sum it up, language and 
work are the two ways, the two instruments, 
by means of which people are able to co-
build the phenomenological reality, because 
when human being acts on reality, reality 
reacts on human being; there’s not any 
division between mind and matter, like 
David Bohm (1990) defended.        
  
Conclusion 
What can be concluded from the cognitive 
and linguistic analysis of the Double Slit 
Experiments? The observer function in the 
collapse function wave is co-building the 
phenomenological reality, since the observer 
doesn’t have access to the tautological reality 
(the thing in itself), and always needs to 
conceptualize and understand a domain 
(more abstract) in terms of another domain 
(more concrete). In other words, the 
observer function is conceptualizing, that is, 
giving order and meaning on the chaos, 
structuring a domain in terms of another 
domain, because the observer is embodied. 
Is this process individual or collective? What 
are the relationships between subject and 
object? Here, there are paradoxes due to 
"part-whole" schema, since western society 
has emphasized physiology and anatomy 
(part), and has not considered that a person 
(body, thought, language, morality) is 
shaped by culture too (whole). When a 
researcher says "I am a doctor" or "I am 
married", it is a metonymic 
conceptualization, because this person is 
more than just a doctor or just a husband. 
He is also "a son of", "a husband of", "a 
friend of", "a Homo sapiens sapiens that 
belongs to the "X" species, that is, he builds 
an indivisible totality with environment. 
 A person (as a totality) is built in a 
culture, and the culture, in turn, has 
“persons”, which internalize, processing and 
externalizing cultural activeness, consciously 
or unconsciously. Then, there is a dialectical 
interaction between subject and object, 

where the subject is co-building the 
phenomenological reality and, at the same 
time, he or she co-builds himself or herself. 
When Charles Darwin used to describe the 
HUMAN BEING in terms of ANIMAL, he 
was not just describing, but, at the same 
time, prescribing a cultural model of 
HUMAN ANIMAL. It's a metonymic 
conceptualization, a little part of the whole, 
because a human being is more than an 
irrational animal. There isn’t any a priori 
human being or observer in the Cartesian 
sense, neither a post-modern structuralist 
human, but an observer embodied here-and-
now (Varela et al., 2003; Lakoff and 
Johnson, 1999). But, why does the 
phenomenological reality, the everyday lives, 
appear to work in a classical way, not in a 
quantum manner, since everyone is more or 
less able to judge, decide, solve problems and 
make some inferences about the world?  
 For the ingenuous realism, 
represented by natural sciences, the function 
of the observer is just to watch the reality 
"out there" in a impartial way, because it has 
its own properties, which are considered 
separated from the culture, the cognition and 
the language. For example, the animals and 
plants are in the world “out there”, each one 
has its properties, and the function of the 
biologist is just to take it and then classify it. 
It is not right, because this paper tried to 
demonstrate that nobody has directly access 
to the reality, and everybody must 
conceptualize a thing in terms of another. 
Metaphors like ELECTRON IS A PARTICLE, 
ELECTRON IS A WAVE and ELECTRON IS 
A PIECE OF MATTER are not realities about 
the “electron” in the world “out there”, but 
embodied metaphors. On the other hand, for 
the radical idealism, represented by social 
sciences, the function of the observer is to 
build the world, because everything is a 
social and cultural construction. For 
example, the idea that the occidental society 
has about the world (animals, plants, human 
beings, physical world and so on) is a 
product of ideologies, dominations, myths, 
power relationships and so on. It is not right 
either, because this article tried to prove that 
the body has a central role in the experience, 
since the sensor-motor system is 
accomplished with environment, in a 
dialectal interaction. For example, the 
metaphors PROBABILITIES ARE PATHS 
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and ELECTRON IS A BALL explain why the 
human being is not able to watch the 
electron pass through the two slits at the 
same time, because nobody watches a ball in 
everyday life passing through two holes in a 
similar situation.             
 If we decided to use the term “build”, 
this paper would seem idealist, subjectivist, 
and we have no intention to be it when we 
said “co-build phenomenological reality”. 
The term “co-build” is more exact than 
“build”, because we defend the idea that the 
world has its own process, but the human 
beings are also able to co-construct. It was 
based on Lavoisier, who said that “in nature 
nothing can be created or destroyed, but just 
changed”, and we add to that saying that 
“the language ability” and “the work 
ability” are two ways of co-building. 
Computers, books, clothes, dances, cars, etc. 
are examples of co-constructions through 
work, whereas myths, narratives, ideologies, 
science theories are examples of co-
construction by language ability. When a 
person acts mediated by his or her body, the 
world reacts, and then we have a dialectal 
interaction between body and environment.  
The term “phenomenological reality” is a 
way to say that people don’t behave, feel, 
speak, and act in relation to the “real world 
out there”, but actually they do it in relation 
to his or her own phenomenological 
meaning. It is learned, and it changes in each 
culture, because nobody has direct access to 
the world “out there”. For example, many 
people, especially women, who have a curly 
hair feel bad and ugly, not because this kind 
of hair is so in the world “out there”, but 
because these people are living a European 
and American description-prescription: “you 
have to be skinny; you need to have straight 
hair; you must not be fat; you are able to be 
like famous people; have a plastic surgery in 
your body, and you will happy”.  

 It’s a simple example of ideology, 
which is not necessarily based on facts and 
evidences, where language had a central role 
in co-creation of the phenomenological 
reality, including people. The scientific 
theories are not absolutely different from 
ideologies, myths and narratives, because 
scientific theories are also metaphors, 
although rigorous metaphors, that must be 
tested, proved, replicable, based on 
evidences and fact, and so on (Popper, 1972). 
The double slits experiment, analyzed here 
(Table 1), is a good example of scientific 
metaphor, because it is conceptualized and 
understood in terms of travel. It’s important 
to consider that every researcher around the 
world has the same results about the double 
slits experiment (including electron) not 
because they are discovering the reality “out 
there”, but actuality because the domain of 
travel is very old and universal in cultures; it 
is experienced like real and true. Human 
beings have traveled since their nomadic life, 
and it is entrenched and conventionalized in 
his or her conceptual system, that is 
embodied and accomplishing with 
environment. Sciences should be more open-
minded to other cultures, and trying to pick 
new domains up and trying to test it 
scientifically, yet the Description-
Prescription Principle is a manner to 
approximate natural sciences and social 
sciences.  
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Abstract 
This  paper  focuses  on  aspects  of  quantitative  and  quantum  approaches  to  the 
phenomenon of hallucination. Consideration  is given  to  the molecular hypothesis of
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Introduction1 
Psychosis is defined by psychiatrists as a 
state of being "out of touch" with reality.  In 
this context, hallucinations experienced by 
patients suffering from schizophrenia and 
other psychotic disorders are commonly 
considered to represent a perceptual subset 
of detachments from reality, with non-
perceptual detachments categorized 
separately as delusions. Psychiatric 
designations of any and all “unreal” 
subjective experiences, whether 
hallucinatory perceptions or delusional 
cognitions, depend on metaphysical 
controversies about what counts as “real”; 
these historically protracted theoretical 
tensions among philosophers remain 
unresolved.    
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One way of bypassing the above 
metaphysical morass with respect to 
hallucinations is to regard them as failures of 
metacognitive discrimination between two 
sets of equally “real” informational sources: 
self-generated and external (Kumar, 2009).  
The perceptual release theory (West, 1975) 
operationalizes such a notion by postulating 
the existence of a neural censorship 
mechanism which actively excludes from 
consciousness most of the sensory 
information continuously received by the 
brain.   

The censor can function only when 
there is a continuous flow of afferent inputs.  
If by chance there is an interruption or 
impairment of such input (e.g. in "functional 
psychosis" associated with prolonged periods 
of sensory deprivation), perceptional 
fragments of previous memory traces emerge 
in consciousness, and the individual then 
experiences corresponding hallucinations. 
This model specifically explains the 
occurrence of those hallucinations resulting 
from sensory deprivation (Lilly, 1956, 1977; 
Sireteanu, 2008). 
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A possible relationship between 
aspects of consciousness, including 
perception, and quantum theory has been 
considered by several authors (Vannini, 
2008; Smith, 2009). From those 
considerations have emerged possible formal 
descriptions of the most empirically 
elementary mental events, i.e., the subjective 
experience of the perceptual process 
(Manousakis, 2009).  Quantum foundations 
of conscious processes as theorized in 
particular by Hameroff and Penrose (1996) 
fit especially well with the interactome 
hypothesis of depressed consciousness 
described by us in the current issue of this 
journal (Cocchi, 2010c).  In that light it 
seems reasonable to ask whether or not both 
perceptions detached from external “reality” 
and commensurately altered states of 
consciousness are mediated by the same 
molecular pathway that subserves ordinary 
states of consciousness.  In other words, 
might such psychopathological 
manifestations as depression (Cocchi, 2010a; 
b) and/or schizophrenic psychosis (van 
Woerkom, 1990; Benitez-King, 2004), 
implying different kinds of consciousness 
(Morin, 2006), involve cytoskeletal 
quantum-nanowire network substrates? 

Toward the end of addressing this 
issue, the present paper has been organized 
into the following sections: 

1. Quantitative and quantum 
approaches to psychopathology 

2. The temporal latency of antipsychotic 
drug action 

3. The platelet membrane: a bridge 
between enteric and brain serotonin 

4. The molecular hypothesis and 
quantification of hallucinatory 
consciousness 

5. Conclusion. 
 
Quantitative and quantum approaches 
to psychopathology 
Recent articles by Mender (2010), Globus 
(2010), and Woolf et al., (2010) have 
compared traditional mainstream 
neurobiological models of psychopathology 
to new quantum-oriented theories.  All three 
papers elaborate ways in which orthodox 
perspectives offer less adequate foundations 
for explaining mental illness than do 

quantum neurodynamical approaches.  
Mender’s critique explores many internal 
inconsistencies of the now dominant 
biopsychosocial paradigm, which is based on 
“classical” formalisms antedating quantum 
physics. Gordon Globus demonstrates the 
inadequacy of classical nonlinear dynamics, 
shorn of any quantum elements, as a sole 
basis for understanding schizophrenia and 
other psychiatric illnesses. Woolf and her 
collaborators show that theories based only 
on disruption of chemical neurotransmission 
and neuromodulation in non-quantum 
neural networks contradict at least some 
empirical evidence, and that quantum 
wetware components of the brain may 
provide a more plausible fit with 
experimental data.  Mender, Globus, and 
Woolf et al., all argue that, since standard 
frameworks employed by psychiatrists fall 
short of quantum neurodynamical 
potentialities, remedies mobilizing a deep, 
radical paradigm shift incorporating 
quantum perspectives are needed. 

New neurodynamical models 
incorporating quantum principles may well 
lead to an improved understanding of mental 
illness. Nevertheless quantum theories of 
psychopathology have so far not made 
substantive progress in moving beyond 
abstraction into the concrete domain of 
experimentally validated biological structure 
and function (Bruza, 2010).  Hence, there 
exists a need to establish links between 
higher level, qualitative concepts of 
psychiatric illness and biophysically 
grounded, quantified instantiations of 
quantum neurodynamics (Woolf, 2009). 

In fact, Woolf and her colleagues 
(2010) have begun the process of inquiring 
into ways that malfunctions of cytoskeletal 
proteins, i. e. of microtubules and their 
subunits, could underlie some psychiatric 
diseases.  She and her co-authors have 
drawn upon the work of Penrose and 
Hameroff (1996; 2010) to argue that 
aberrations of tubulin superposition might 
subserve quantum-computational anomalies 
relevant to psychopathology.  

Building upon this proposal by Woolf 
et al., we have already sketched a 
hypothetical pathway linking cell 
membranes and cytoskeletal structures.  We 
have recognized that, while the step leading 
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from membrane fatty acids to tubulin 
harbors a merely classical albeit strongly 
non-linear sensitivity to initial conditions of 
membrane viscosity (Figure 1), quantum 
concepts of psychiatric illness may play a 
crucial role in the transitional sequence 
viscosity of membrane / Gsα protein / 
tubulin encompassing the interactome. The 

molecular hypothesis of the interactome 
proposed by Cocchi et al., (2010c) implies 
powerful correlations among membrane 
viscosity, G protein dynamics, and quantum 
neurophysics vital to states of consciousness 
which may include pathological experiences 
such as hallucinations. 

 

 
Figure  1.  The  figure  describes  the mathematical  steps  delineating  at  a  cellular  level  the main  hypothetical molecular 
pathways involved in major depression (MD) and in consciousness (see, text for explanations).   
 
Temporal latency of psychotropic drug 
action  
As Woolf (2010) points out, antidepressants 
and antipsychotic drugs require a latency of 
2-6 weeks to exert their therapeutic actions.  
The fact that the first part of this period (2 
weeks) corresponds to reorganization of the 
neuronal cytoskeleton suggests that 
psychopharmacological agents may initiate 
ameliorating clinical effects through 
cytoskeletal alterations (Woolf, 2009). 
Additional actions, including not only 
dopaminergic and glutaminergic effects but 
also more pointedly inhibited serotonin re-
uptake by many psychotropic drugs, raise the 
possibility that such phenomena in neurons 
are heralded by similar events in platelets 
(Axelson, 2005). Woolf’s suggested 
cytoskeletal substrate for the therapeutic 
effects of psychotropic drugs, linked to the 
additional context of serotonin re-uptake, 
may imply, as outlined by Cocchi et al., 
(2009a; b), that a multi-staged chain of 
pharmacologically induced consequences, 

mediated by the bidirectional transfer of 
arachidonic acid between platelets and the 
brain, modifies molecular steps underlying 
psychopathological processes, i.e., those 
involving membrane viscosity, Gsα protein, 
and tubulin, in turn  influencing neural 
correlates of pathologically altered 
consciousness.   

Rasenick (Donati, 2008) has 
specifically proposed the so-called "suicide 
shift," i.e., rapid Gsα protein changes 
associated with suicide. Depressed patients 
with suicidal tendencies demonstrate a high 
proportion of Gsα protein in their neuronal 
lipid raft membranes. A similar finding may 
perhaps occur in platelets. This kind of 
modification depends on changes in 
membrane viscosity (Donati, 2008). Under 
conditions of elevated arachidonic acid 
concentration in platelets, one would expect 
the normal exchange of the arachidonic acid 
between platelets and the brain to be 
disrupted (Cocchi, 2009a; b);  a significant 
increase of arachidonic acid in the brain with 
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a decrease in the viscosity of neuronal 
membranes would reduce serotonin uptake 
by neurons and platelets (Heron, 1980). A 
clinical outcome with impact on the mood 
coloration of consciousness, possibly 
including suicidal depression, might follow. 

 
The platelet Membrane: a bridge 
between enteric and brain serotonin 
The connections between neuronal and 
platelet cell membrane viscosity (Tonello, 
2010) together with its probable central role 
in regulating the interactome are often 
overlooked.  Heron (1980) describes the 
correlation between membrane viscosity, 
related to fatty acid characteristics, and 
serotonin receptor binding capacity, the 
latter influencing the emergence of 
psychopathological states.  It is now possible, 
due to the creation of a mathematical model 
for the classification of psychiatric disorders, 
to demonstrate that platelet membrane 
viscosity mediates at least some forms of 
psychopathology with arachidonic acid (AA) 
as a critical element (Cocchi, 2010c).   

However, this research alone does 
not explain the platelet-brain-serotonin 
connection. The hypothesis of a platelet-
brain-serotonin connection, formulated by 
Cocchi (2010c), proposes that in major 
depression a high concentration of platelet 
membrane AA (Cocchi, 2008) and 
consequently decreased viscosity generates a 
defect in platelet receptors binding serotonin 
issuing from enterochromaffin cells, thus 
decreasing the 5-HT concentration. The high 
concentration of AA in platelets will prevent 
mutual exchange with the brain (Cocchi, 
2009a; b), increasing neuronal 
concentration of AA, which tends toward 
greater accumulation as the brain receives 
AA from other sources. A significant 
reduction in neuronal membrane viscosity 
should thus lead to a commensurate 
reduction of serotonin. This would explain 
similarities between neurons and platelets in 
major depression (Takahashi, 1976; 
Edwards, 1978; Marangos, 1979; Kim, 1982; 
Rotman, 1983; Dreux, 1985; Wirz-Justice, 
1988; Camacho, 2000; Plein, 2001; Maurer-
Spurej, 2007). 

Theoretical developments have 
elaborated the basic steps of a complex 
network that might plausibly support 

consciousness in not only normal but also 
depressed states (Tonello, 2010) involving 
the molecular circuitry through which 
serotonin and AA interact with platelets and 
neuronal membrane viscosity.  Microtubules 
(MTs) and actin filaments are the primary 
interactive partners of lipid rafts.  Tubulin, 
the bulding block of MTs, is anchored on the 
lipid raft of the plasma membrane. It is 
known that Gsα proteins in concert with 
tubulin promote GTPase activity and 
increase the dynamical behavior of MTs 
(Wang, 1991; Layden, 2008).  Tubulin 
activates signal transduction in 5-HT 
receptors coupled to protein Gq/11α through 
a direct transfer of GTP from tubulin to 
Gq/11α (Popova, 2002).  This substrate 
comprises a series of molecular events 
leading to the activation of protein kinase C 
(PKC) through a mechanism involving 
hydrolysis of phosphatidyl inositol-2 (PIP2) 
by the membrane-bound enzyme 
phospholipase C (PLC), which through the 
same reaction produces inositol 
trisphosphate (IP3) and diacylglycerol 
(DAG).  IP3 diffuses into the cytosol and 
stimulates release of calcium ions from the 
smooth endoplasmic reticulum while DAG 
remains within the plasma membrane and 
activates PKC. The activated PKC is involved 
in receptor desensitization, in modulating 
membrane structure, in regulating 
transcription, in mediating immune 
responses, in controlling cell growth, and in 
learning and memory.  These functions are 
achieved through PKC-mediated 
phosphorylation of other proteins. 

The above molecular events, which 
map a route converging on tubulin (Wang, 
1991), are closely related to the Penrose-
Hameroff model linking consciousness to 
quantum processes in microtubules (1996).  
A related construct, invoking gamma 
synchrony, offers the prospect of quantifying 
a variety of psychopathological conditions 
like major depression and hallucinatory 
psychosis as expressions of different states of 
consciousness (Hermann, 2005; Flynn, 
2008). 

This entire framework considered as 
a whole argues strongly for the workability of 
a quantitative approach to psychopathology 
(Cocchi, 2010b). Membrane viscosity, 
platelet modulation, serotonin re-uptake, 
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and exchange of AA between platelets and 
the brain may prove to be some of the basic 
parameters quantifying major depression. 
From that perspective it might also be 
possible to understand whether similar 
molecular substrates in addition apply to 
consciousness that is detached from reality, 
as in hallucination. 

 
The molecular hypothesis and 
quantification of hallucinatory 
consciousness 
The foregoing considerations along with 
“many worlds” arguments advanced by 
Werneke in this issue of NeuroQuantology 
(Werneke, 2011) suggest that hallucinations 
may be regarded as expressions of 
temporarily hidden phenomenological 
“reality” i.e. of a latent, alternate, quantum-
superposed life dimension. Structures 
comprising the cytoskeleton, insofar as they 
relate to the problem of “normal” 
consciousness, could also contribute in 
aberrant form to the emergence of 
hallucinatory experience. Perceptual 
detachment from ordinary reality testing 
during hallucinations specifically might 
entail dysfunctional modifications of the 
interactome (Joachim, 2006; Rual, 2005). 

The well-established involvement of 
serotonin among other neurotransmitters in 
hallucinations (Kumar, 2009) strongly 
implies a connection between hallucinosis 
and the molecular bases of other 
psychopathological conditions. One can 
reasonably expect to find correlations 
between hallucinations and not only cellular-
molecular interactions but also measurably 
aberrant gamma synchrony, the latter 
germane to variations of consciousness 
framed in terms of meditative states and 
some psychiatric diagnoses (Flynn, 2008; 
Hameroff, 2010). Psychopathology 
notwithstanding, connecting molecular 
aspects of cell membrane viscosity with 
hallucinations might facilitate theoretical 
and experimental investigation of “normal” 
non-waking phenomena in the form of 
dreams, which are detached from the 
ordinary reality of wakefulness (Tonello, 
2010). Relevant interpretations in terms of 
quantum neurophysics must take into 
account what has already been outlined 
regarding the movement of serotonin, since 

as demonstrated 5-HT is inextricably bound 
to physico-chemical properties of the cell 
membrane interfacing with the cytoskeletal 
quantum-nanowire network.  Major or 
minor changes in membrane viscosity may 
increase or decrease the responsiveness of 
serotonin receptors (Heron, 1980) and 
thereby modulate platelet as well as neuronal 
function, potentially impinging upon 
psychopathological phenomenology 
including hallucinatory symptoms.  Despite 
our lack of definitive experimental proof at 
this juncture, it is not difficult to imagine a 
map potentially leading us from the 
relationship between serotonin and 
membrane viscosity to specific expressions 
of alternative consciousness, including 
dreams and hallucinations.   

If the foundations of that map prove 
to be consistent, we might reasonably argue 
that perception detached from ordinary 
reality originates in molecular changes at the 
cellular level and unfolds in an unusual 
dimension, whose extension depends on a 
self-governing phenomenological process 
conditioning the kinds of perceptions that, 
whether real or unreal in classical terms, 
may seem real in a superposed sense. 
Regarding this point one wonders whether 
hallucinations might reproduce perceptions 
rooted in experience initially overlapping the 
normal conscious process of perception, but 
in such a way that molecular changes within 
the cell induce an entirely new, divergent 
level of consciousness. In the course of that 
divergence, do hallucinogenic molecular 
alterations, once having determined their 
own birth, then collapse, thus boot-strapping 
a new, second, independently liberated level 
of consciousness, albeit upon the back of the 
original singular molecular mechanism 
underlying all conscious perception?  We are 
probably facing here an exotic form of 
quantum “self-reference,” the proximate 
genesis of which will most likely prove 
difficult to understand, given that the subject 
subsequently lives through a whole 
anomalous experience of him- or herself.   

Perhaps identifying critical molecular 
changes in tubulin function will be the 
means by which crucial missing knowledge 
relevant to this issue will be filled in. 
According to Hameroff and Penrose’s Orch 
OR theory, during natural or induced sleep 
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(another condition of detachment from 
reality), conscious processes become 
quiescent. Might this interlude of quiescent 
consciousness correspond to a steady, 
perhaps unitary state of activity within the 
molecular-cytoskeletal “interactome”?  
Clearly, the interactome must work even 
during sleep, but at which level does it 
operate during dreams and, by extension, 
during hallucinations?  Jonathan Winson’s 
theory concerning the neurobiology of 
dreaming (Winson, 1986) may pertain to 
these questions.  Winson speculates that off-
line information processing within the brain 
merges new information with old memories 
to produce strategies for future behavior.  He 
offers empirical support for the idea that 
dreams are the bridge between “the 
conscious and the subconscious.”  Winson’s 
ideas, adapted to the classical and quantum 
perspectives of the interactome, might be 
useful in understanding not only dreams but 
also hallucinations. 

Are there grounds for thinking that 
the mechanisms subserving perception and 
consciousness escape normal “on-line” 
molecular pathways when generating the 
dream-like psychopathology of 
hallucinations? What are the alternative 
mechanisms that might be activated at the 
point of bifurcation? Specifically, given that 
cytoskeletal proteins implicated in 
consciousness contribute to the regulation of 
neuroplasticity (Woolf, 2010), how may they 
participate in the modulation of 
hallucinatory perception? 

These problems are complex and 
imply several further salient questions: a) Is 
it possible or impossible to tease apart 
complex changes of the interactome 
detached from reality during hallucinations 
and dreams in the same way that we might 
analyze the molecular substrates of other 
psychopathological conditions? b) Is it 
possible or impossible to model a divergent 
molecular pathway for hallucinatory 
consciousness beyond other manifestations 
of psychopathology? c) Is any heuristically 
constructive scientific advantage offered by a 
consideration of hallucinations and their 
“unreal” perceptual status as off-line guards 
against a total blackout of the mind?  How 
might such a function fit with Winson’s 
theories? 

There are reasons to think that we 
can address these questions through the 
transitional sequence viscosity of membrane 
/ Gsα protein / tubulin, which will not only 
bolster the plausibility of other levels of 
consciousness but may also lend credence to 
a quantum-biomolecular basis for perceptual 
detachment from reality. The phenomenon, 
notwithstanding its neuroanatomical 
context, should also demonstrate molecular 
parameters characteristic of dreaming and 
hallucinatory experience; debate will then 
hinge on empirical comparison of those 
parameters with expected normal waking 
conditions.  If Winson’s work can be shown 
to be fully consistent with ours, then a 
unified quantum-biomolecular paradigm for 
hallucinations and dreams supporting a truly 
scientific approach to phenomenological 
detachment from reality can move forward 
in earnest. 

There is a third condition of 
detachment from realty; it is known as 
anesthesia.  Anesthetics are thought to cause 
unconsciousness by blocking the brain's 
ability to integrate information (Alkire, 
2008). A model enlisting anesthetic drugs 
that induce complete loss of consciousness 
might lead to correlations with platelet 
membrane viscosity and Gsα protein-tubulin 
interactions.  It should be possible in turn to 
extend that research toward inquiries into 
changes involving the cytoskeletal network of 
microtubules. Hence, studies on molecular 
modifications during anesthesia might 
become a template against which to compare 
interactome function and malfunction 
during dreams, hallucinations, and other 
psychopathologies (major depression, 
bipolar disorder, etc.) potentially 
characterized by different levels of 
consciousness. It might then be possible to 
understand in concrete, measurable terms 
whether divergent conscious dimensions do 
in fact exist under bifurcating conditions of 
detachment from realty.  
 
Conclusion 
The present paper makes no claim to provide 
answers but rather only asks whether 
quantum-biomolecular processing 
alterations operate in different levels of 
consciousness.  This inquiry is central to the 
debate on the dreaming and/or hallucinating 
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body, starting with the following questions:  
1) Is consciousness on-line or off-line?  2) If 
dreams, in Freud’s words, provide the royal 
road from consciousness into the 
subconscious, then what defines the 
subconscious in terms of a quantum-
biomolecular conception of dreams?  3) Can 
we map a route by which the functional 
response arising from afferent “variables,” 
whether attached to or detached from 
“reality,” may rejoin the concrete steps 
subserving the physics of quantum 
consciousness, i.e. through the tubulin 
interface as interpreted by Hameroff and 
Penrose, or must a "non-quantum 
consciousness” be assumed? 

For purposes of argument let us 
stipulate, despite many dissenting voices, 
that there is a consciousness which identifies 
itself with our personal ego; this assumption 
is unlike, for instance, Metzinger’s Ego 
Tunnel (Metzinger, 2010) and the related 
“aporia” (απορια), according to which 
everything is played out in the ego tunnel – 
these examples constituting but useful 
fictions in plumbing our fundamental 
relationship with reality. Given the 
identification of consciousness with our 
personal ego, then all conscious experiences 
will possess quantum or non-quantum 
legitimacy.  For example, during 
hallucination there can be no interruption of 
the self but only a different narrative, 
operating “off line” at another level.  In 
short, even dreams and hallucinations, 
though in different ways, shades, and colors, 
participate in the stream of consciousness 
and are not necessarily confined to a non-
conscious domain.  

In the Greek word “syneidesis” and 
the German word “Bewusstsein,” which 
appear to carry the meaning of 
consciousness, the particles “be and syn” 
indicate an intentional link between 
consciousness and the world as developed 
through the phenomenological tradition of 
Brentano, Husserl, Heidegger, Bergson, 
Merleau-Ponty, and Binswanger.  The 
relationship between subjectivity and the 
world belonging to each conscious 
perception, whether online or offline, 
suggests that even in hallucination the 
subject organizes perceptual data according 
to his or her own forms of lived experience 

(Erlebnisse). Phenomenologically 
hallucinatory consciousness assumes a 
bracketed role a la Husserl similar to that 
played under "normal" conditions.  
Therefore, it must be subject to the same 
interpretive keys, i.e. the quantum and/or 
non-quantum processes of "normal" 
consciousness. 

From these insights follow important 
questions: 1) what does the hallucinating 
person see or hear?   2)  What does he or she 
think or believe, and might or must it be 
delusional?  3) If the content of his or her 
vision, audition, thinking or belief were 
confined to a quasi-solipsistic off-line 
consciousness without any connection to 
“reality,” would that confinement necessarily 
have to be assigned an a priori non-existent 
or false status? 

In this exploration we have traveled a 
long distance, whose beginning and end 
remain blindfolded. We are likely with 
sufficient effort to learn all the intermediate 
steps, although we must recognize the 
difficulty of penetrating those mysteries 
enshrouding the origin and terminus of 
anything. In any event, our goal remains 
access to knowledge inspiring newer, safer, 
and more effective therapeutic measures that 
can alleviate the suffering of psychotic 
patients. 
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    Quantum Paradigms of Psychopathology

   

Psychiatry and Reality  
Perception of Matter or Matter of 

Perception? 
 

Ursula Werneke 
Abstract 
Current concepts of delusion rely on the assumption that one single objective external
reality exists as a benchmark for our internal experiences. With the advent of quantum
theory  this  assumption  has  become  untenable.  Accepting  the  Copenhagen 
interpretation  that  there  is  no  reality  beyond  what  is  revealed  by  the  act  of
measurement or observation implies that there is no objective reality. One alternative 
interpretation of quantum  theory  is  the “many worlds”  interpretation which  finds  its
philosophical  correlate  in  the  “plurality  of worlds”  theory. However,  the  idea  of  all 
possible worlds being not just possible but real is even more counter‐intuitive. Virtual 
reality  is a way to systematically alter the usual relationship between external reality
and  the  user’s  experience  of  it.  Although  virtual  reality  is  not  the  same  as  parallel
reality and both are separate strands  in  the “fabric of  reality”  they are related. With 
the advance of virtual reality there  is already developing an  increasing sense that the
real and digital worlds seem to converge.   But even  if we believed  in only one single
objective  external  reality  we  could  still  never  experience  this  reality  directly.  Our
experience of reality is essentially one of virtual reality as generated by our brain. The
“many worlds”  interpretation  implies  that other  copies of our brain  rendering other
experiences  exist.  Thus,  in  view of  the uncertain nature of  reality  it  is necessary  to
rethink  our  accepted  concept of  psychosis.  Currently, meticulous  history  taking  and
accurate clinical observation  remains our best option  trying  to understand psychotic
symptoms. 
 
Key Words: delusion, DSM, many worlds  interpretation, plurality of worlds, quantum
theory, parallel reality, psychosis, virtual reality 
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“…Those who are not shocked when they first come across quantum theory cannot possibly have 
understood it.” (Niels Bohr, as cited in Heisenberg, 1969). 

 
1. Introduction1 
In 1913, Karl Jaspers published his famous 
textbook “General Psychopathology” 
defining delusions as beliefs held with 
conviction but which are impossible or false 
and incorrigible (Jaspers, 1963). This 
definition has made its entry in all current 
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diagnostic manuals as a cornerstone in the 
diagnosis of psychosis. The definition 
remains controversial though because of its 
lack of specificity i.e., its notorious inability 
to filter out false positives (van Os, 2009; 
Bentall, 2003; David, 1999; Crichton, 1996; 
Spitzer, 1990). It relies however on the 
concept of the existence of a single objective 
unequivocal external reality, a benchmark 
for our internal experiences. We take this 
gold standard reality for granted since we 
know what our macroscopic reality looks like 
to us. We have not understood the 
underlying “fabric of reality” though 
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(Deutsch, 1997). This lack of understanding 
revealed itself dramatically when new 
concepts in theoretical physics emerged to 
rock the foundations of the classical world 
view.  Quantum theory, a kind of new 
physics explaining the workings within the 
atom, evolved. Precisely in the same year 
Jasper’s textbook appeared the Danish 
physicist Niels Bohr published his first paper 
on the quantum theory of the hydrogen atom 
in Philosophical Magazine (Bohr, 1913). This 
theory revolutionized the theory of our 
understanding of the atom and the nature of 
matter in general. It paved the way towards 
modern electronics and the development of 
information technology. The new theory 
came at a price though. Quantum theory 
suggested that reality might not exist as an 
objective concept but only come into 
existence through the act of -subjective- 
observation (Kumar, 2008). Would this 
imply that there was also no objective reality 
in our macroscopic world or would this 
macroscopic reality just operate according to 
different principles?  This debate albeit 
attracting a great deal of attention from 
philosophers has only marginally influenced 
psychiatrists despite the question of reality 
being at the heart of the diagnosis of 
psychosis (Bentall, 2003). Maybe 
unsurprisingly so; it is fair to say that much 
of the literature produced in this area is 
inaccessible without in-depth knowledge of 
quantum theory. However, due to the 
advance of information technology and the 
internet human experience will become more 
flexible, individualized and fragmented and 
it might be worth to follow this debate after 
all. Where the boundaries between fact and 
fiction blur the diagnostic certainty of 
reality-dependent psychopathology may not 
prevail. But can quantum theory really pave 
the way towards a better understanding of 
psychiatric symptoms? The aim of this paper 
is to provide an easily accessible introduction 
to the concepts of subatomic reality and 
macroscopic reality and to explore their 
relevance to psychiatry in an increasingly 
complex and virtual world. 
 
2. Reality at subatomic level 
Most theories about macroscopic reality 
derive from philosophical reasoning. In the 
absence of direct proof we often judge their 
value by the ease with which counter-

arguments can be found.  The concepts of 
reality at subatomic level based on quantum 
theory - mathematically derived and in many 
cases experimentally demonstrated - seem to 
be less subjective but at the same time more 
ambiguous. This makes quantum theory a 
natural starting point in the debate about the 
nature of reality. The findings at subatomic 
level defy common sense and are not directly 
transferrable to our daily experience. But our 
macroscopic world would not be possible 
without subatomic structures (Heisenberg, 
1969).  So how could we explain reality at 
subatomic level to others? Let us try by 
revisiting a famous experiment. 
 
The Feynman double slit experiment 
Experiment 1 
Consider a light being shone through a 
screen with two narrow slits. Some of the 
light is allowed through the slits to pass 
through to a second screen. What would one 
expect to see? If we were a 17th century 
investigator we would refer to Isaac 
Newton’s theory and assert that light was 
made up of particles, so-called corpuscles. 
Thus we should expect two rather narrowly 
defined bands of light on the screen. Most 
importantly, these bands would not overlap. 
However, if we were an 18th century 
investigator we would be aware of Thomas 
Young’s claim that light was a wave 
(Harrison, 2006; Al Kahlili, 2003). Thus we 
would expect to see a pattern of different 
shades if the light at the slits was divided 
into two beams rendering a characteristic 
interference pattern as the beams rejoined 
prior to hitting the second screen. This 
would be a new wave pattern of bands of 
lights of different intensities without clear-
cut boundaries.  The darkest bands would 
represent areas where the waves had 
cancelled each out and the lightest areas 
where wave peaks had added up. And this is 
what we would actually see.  So is light 
actually a wave rather than a particle?  At the 
turn of the 19th century, Max Planck realized 
that energy from a heated metal oven, a 
blackbody, was emitted in discrete energy 
packages, quanta, rather than continuously 
as expected from the wave theory. Albert 
Einstein finally found the answer by 
postulating that light had simultaneously 
continuous and discrete, i.e. quantized, 
properties. With Einstein’s realization that 
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light was both a wave and a particle quantum 
theory was born (Harrison, 2006). 
 
Experiment 2 
Consider the experiment again. This time we 
use an electron gun to fire individual 
electrons through the slits one by one, only 
one at a time.  Surely we would expect 
electrons to pile up in two different heaps on 
the second screen, i.e. to form two discrete 
bands as half of the electrons went through 
the upper slit and half through the lower slit. 
But to our surprise, an interference pattern 
of several light bands similar to the one 
observed in experiment 1 emerges. Does this 
mean an electron can interfere with itself 
suggesting that it is not a particle but a 
wave?  However, if an electron interfered 
with itself it would have to go through both 
slits at the same time. Let us introduce a 
detector and try to catch electrons in flight. 
Again something surprising happens. When 
we switch on the detector we see electrons 
forming two discrete bands. The moment we 
switch off the detector the interference 
pattern re-emerges. The experiment suggests 
that just like light an electron is indeed both, 
a particle and a wave (Harrison, 2006; Al 
Kahlili, 2003).  When unobserved the 
electron behaves like a wave, when observed 
it suddenly becomes a tangible particle. This 
suggests that the electron only comes into 
existence through the process of observation; 
otherwise it only exists as a probability.2 
  
Is the moon not there when nobody 
looks? 
In 1923 Arthur Compton proved Einstein’s 
theory about the duality of light 
experimentally. In the same year, Duke Louis 
de Broglie, a French physicist, extended the 
wave particle duality to electrons and 
effectively to all matter.  This meant that 
even large seemingly tangible objects had a 
wave property and had no fixed boundaries 
but virtually “smeared out” into space. In 
1925/26 Werner Heisenberg and Erwin 
Schrödinger independently developed 
mathematical formulations of quantum 
theory known as quantum and wave 
mechanics respectively. In 1927 Heisenberg 

                                                 
2 To see an animated illustration of this experiment go to: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DfPeprQ7oGc (Dr Quantum, 
2009) 

discovered the uncertainty principle. He 
concluded that it was impossible to describe 
an electron in all states simultaneously. The 
more we knew about its location in the atom 
the less we would know about its velocity at a 
given point in time.  In general terms, the 
more we knew about one observable the less 
we could say about another. This was due to 
the wave like property of an electron which 
could be expressed in a probabilistic wave 
function describing all possible states of an 
electron before observation (Heisenberg, 
1927). The moment we actually observed the 
electron its wave function would collapse 
and the electron become tangible as a 
particle. But through the very act of 
observing we would alter the state of the 
electron forever. This led to Bohr’s 
complementary principle, i.e. wave –particle 
duality, and the Copenhagen interpretation 
which states that there is no quantum reality 
beyond what is revealed by the act of 
measurement or observation (Bohr, 1935). 
Einstein, despite having discovered the wave 
particle duality of light himself, objected: 
would the moon really only exist when one 
looked at it (Mermain, 1990; Pais, 1982)? 
Einstein concluded that quantum theory was 
incomplete in its attempt to account for 
reality. In 1935, together with his colleagues 
Nathan Rosen and Boris Podolsky, he 
created a thought experiment to prove the 
point. The experiment became famously 
known as the EPR experiment after its 
originators’ initials. It designed a case in 
which two different properties in two 
particles [A and B] being light years apart 
could simultaneously accurately be 
determined through pure inference, i.e. 
without physically disturbing the properties 
through the act of measurement (Kumar, 
2008; Mermain, 1990; Einstein et al, 1935).  
In 1952 David Bohm, an American physicist, 
introduced “hidden variables”, previously 
thought to be impossible. These were 
inaccessible to measurement and hence 
could not be altered through the act of 
measurement thereby forming the missing 
link between quantum theory and an 
independent objective reality (Kumar, 
2008). A decade later the Irish physicist 
John Bell, however, finally disproved the 
EPR experiment showing that it was 
inconsistent with the numerical predictions 
of quantum theory (Bell, 2004; Mermain, 
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1990; Bell, 1964). In his proof Bell 
demonstrated that something one could not 
know of could indeed not exist (Textbox 1). 
Recently though two experiments have been 
created that prove that particles can after all 
exist even if nobody looks. These 
experiments used “joint weak measurement” 
a new technique minimizing the effect of 
observation (Lundeen et al, 2009; Yokota et 
al, 2009)  These experiments yielded results 
the experimenters themselves called 
“preposterous” (Yokota et al 2009; The 
Economist, 2009): the probabilities for some 
events were less than zero, yet these events 
were observed. 
 

TextBox 1. Bell’s inequality 
Consider two systems with three observables: 
System I holds the observables A, B and C. 
System II holds the observables P, Q and R. 
Each measurement of any of these observables has 
only two outcomes, YES or NO. 
Take observables from System I and II and arrange 
them into pairs which always provide the same 
measurements  
Outcome A= outcome P, B=Q and C=R. Since there 
are only two outcomes we would know that if A is 
YES, P is YES and B, C, Q, R are NO. 
This suggests that by measuring observables in 
System I we could predict the results for system II. 
But since we did not subject System II to any 
measurement this implies that System II 
observables have real properties independent of 
observation. This supports the EPR conclusion.   
However, what are the outcomes if one looked at 
rearranged pairs of observables from System I and 
System II such as 

AQ, AR, BP, BR, CQ, CR? 
 
If outcome A always equals P and the outcome is 
YES, then the outcomes for B and C must invariably 
be NO. 
If outcome Q always equals B and the outcome is 
YES, then the outcomes for A and C must invariably 
be NO. 
This suggests that A is simultaneous YES and NO. 
All six observables cannot be independently 
defined. This defies the EPR conclusion. 

(adapted and simplified from Mermain, 
1990) 

 
 
3. Reality at macroscopic level 

 “We have no choice but to accept the 
world as it seems, but should be aware 
that the world as it seems is not the world 
as it is. We cannot know anything about 
the world as it is, other than that there is a 
world as it is. (Immanuel Kant, 1787). 

 

Quantum theory is essentially about the 
origin and nature of matter.  If we rejected 
quantum theory we would have to accept 
that matter as we know it could not exist 
because there would be no stable atoms. 
Electrons would either rapidly fall into the 
nucleus or be hurled out of the atom when 
orbiting a nucleus together repelling each 
other (Stapp, 2003). The sun would not 
shine because there would be no nuclear 
fusion (Colarusso, 2007). Reality as we 
perceive would not be possible at all.3  
(Colarusso, 2007). 
 

TextBox 2. Schrödinger’s cat 

Consider a cat that is placed in a sealed box. Inside 
the box, a relay hammer is attached to a Geiger 
counter which is next to a piece of uranium. If the 
uranium decays is emits radiation which set of the 
Geiger counter which set off the relay hammer 
which smashes a flask of cyanic acid which kills the 
cat. The problem is that the uranium may decay or 
not. Unless one looks into the box the cat is either 
dead or alive. In probabilistic terms this means that 
the cat could take all possible states between dead 
and alive until one looks. Until the cat’s wave 
function collapses into an observable state it is 
neither dead nor alive. Thus the cat is represented as 
the sum of a dead and alive cat.  

Can nature really be that absurd? To see an 
animation of this thought experiment click 
on http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EN-

jCuV7BoU 

 
But the idea that reality is just 

subjective and probabilistic, hence infor-
mational rather than material in nature 
(Stapp, 2003), seems absurd and incom-
patible with our daily experience. We do not 
question our knowledge of medium-sized 
physical objects like trees and tables 
(Papineau, 1996) and we accept that contrary 
to an electron solid medium sized objects, 
such as ourselves, cannot be in two different 
places at the same time (Kaku, 2008; 
Colarusso, 2007; Schrödinger, 1935). Indeed 
we consider entirely absurd the suggestion 
that we could be in two different states at the 
same time as long as nobody looked, e.g. 
simultaneously dead and alive (Al Kahlili, 
2007; Schrödinger, 1935) (Textbox 2).  

However, defining macroscopic 
reality is not easy either. Opinions are 

                                                 
3 To see an illustration click on “Quantum Tunneling” 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6LKjJT7gh9s 
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polarized. On the one hand, scientific realism 
claims that objects of scientific knowledge 
exist in an objective mind- and hence 
observer independent world. Antirealism 
including instrumentalism and 
constructivism, on the other hand, 
challenges this notion of an objective reality. 
Instrumentalism takes a pragmatic approach 
maintaining that the purpose of a scientific 
theory is to predict outcomes of experiments 
asserting that reliability, the ability to 
predict, is more important than validity, the 
ability to explain (Craig, 1998; Deutsch, 
1997).  Positivism is an extreme form of 
instrumentalism regarding all statements 
other than those describing or predicting 
meaningless (Deutsch, 1997). Constructivism 
is more radical asserting that facts and 
knowledge are socially constructed, i.e. man-
made (Craig, 1998).  
 
Plurality of worlds 
One alternative interpretation of quantum 
theory is the “multiverse” or “many worlds” 
interpretation first suggested by Hugh 
Everett III (Deutsch, 1997) and having 
survived much criticism to emerge as “the 
number one challenger to the leading 
orthodoxy” (Tegmark, 1998) This 
interpretation assumes that when a system 
interacts -“entangles”- with an environment 
it would simultaneously split – “decohere”- 
into an infinite number of other independent 
universes. Actions in one universe could be 
complemented by actions in another. This 
resolves the paradox of an electron passing 
through both slits at the same time in 
Feynman’s experiment. Instead, it would 
pass through one slit in one universe and 
through the other slit in a second universe 
(Deutsch, 1997) retaining the idea of an 
objective reality. However, the notion of an 
infinite number of objective realities is as 
disconcerting as the idea of a reality born out 
of observation only. The idea, however, is not 
new and had been first propagated by 
Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz, a German meta-
physicist and Newton contemporary.  The 
American philosopher David Lewis came to 
the same conclusion:  many possible worlds 
exist and may be as real as our actual world 
(Lewis, 1986). The theory has met 
“incredulous stares” but it has proven 
extremely resistant to counter-arguments 
(Crane, 2001).  Regarding to the counter-

intuitiveness of his theory Lewis argued that 
common sense had neither absolute 
authority in philosophy nor was it infallible 
(Lewis, 1986). The “many worlds” theory 
delivers particularly well on paradoxical 
states because states which exclude each 
other in the same world may co-exist in 
different worlds. For instance this way we 
can solve the “Grandfather paradox”, a 
thought experiment of looking at what would 
happen if one could travel back in time and 
killed one’s grandfather.4 Such paradoxes 
have made their entry into game theory and 
are employed as possible strategies in web-
based interactive computer games (Achron 
Alpha Demo 4, 2009; Deutsch, 1997). 
However, this would bizarrely suggest that 
immortality is possible. The chances of 
surviving for instance a “quantum suicide” in 
one of the many parallel universes may 
ultimately become infinitesimally low but 
asymptotically so, i.e. the odds of survival 
never reach zero (Tegmark, 1998) (Textbox 
3).  

TextBox 3. The Grandfather Paradox and 
quantum suicide 

Consider a man who travels back in time to kill 
his own grandfather. Thus his grandfather 
could never meet his grandmother. 
Consequently the man would never be 
conceived and thus never come to exist to kill 
his grandfather in the first place. Yet he does. 
This logic paradox could be solved using the 
“many worlds” interpretation of quantum 
theory. This implies that the man would have 
travelled to the past in one universe in which 
he killed his grandfather. However, since other 
universes randomly springs into existence he 
could return to the present in another universe 
in which he had not killed his grandfather.  
However, if this was correct, it would mean 
that we were immortal since we might always 
survive in one of the many worlds. Imagine 
that the grandfather wanted to commit suicide 
and with each attempt he would have a nine 
out of ten chance of succeeding. In the “many-
worlds” interpretation this would mean that he 
would die in nine universes but would survive 
in the tenth, yielding a probability of 0.1. With 
next attempt in the one universe in which he 
survived he would again survive just in one 

                                                 
4 Wikipedia: Grandfather Paradox. Wikemedia Foundation Inc. 
2009. Available at: 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grandfather_paradox. Date accessed 
11 Nov. 2010. 
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universe, i.e. his survival probability was 0.01 
now. With the next attempt this probability 
would decrease to 0.001. It is easy to see that 
although his probability of surviving ultimately 
became miniscule it would never reach zero.  
 

For a discussion of the Grandfather 
Paradox as a strategy in web-based 

computer games click on 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CTV

sXbWQXp0 

 
So is the “many worlds” idea really 

viable? It has at least yielded a real and 
tangible product: quantum computing. 
Whereas classical computers use a binary 
system of 0 and 1 which are mutually 
exclusive, quantum computers can represent 
0 and 1 at the same time and hence different 
pieces of a complex calculation to be 
performed in parallel universes (Deutsch 
1997). Once technical obstacles are overcome 
computing speed may significantly accelerate 
(Kaku, 2007; Deutsch, 1997). 
 
Towards a unifying theory of reality 

“…In order to deal with the phenomenon 
of life the laws of physics will have to be 

changed not only reinterpreted” (Eugene 
Wigner, 1969).  

 
Quantum theory dislodged the Newtonian 
deterministic universe by a new probabilistic 
quantum universe in which either reality 
sprang in and out of existing depending on 
whether observations were made or not or in 
which reality could branch off into different 
independent strands. Both ideas are 
counterintuitive and disconcerting. A reality 
born out of observation only defies our 
experience of tangible objects and raises 
questions about the perquisites for the 
observer. If in the quantum realm the 
collapse of probabilities to a tangible event 
would depend on a conscious observer 
(Stapp, 2003) then an objective reality would 
indeed not exist. Most would reject such a 
claim. However, the case might be different 
if the observer was an inanimate machine 
allowing for randomness of both events and 
observations and hence ultimately of reality 
(Deutsch, 1997). This would render reality 
objective but meaningless. The idea of all 
possible worlds being not just possible but 

real is even more bizarre. Does this mean 
that the rules of quantum theory do simply 
not apply to the macroscopic world?  But 
where would we draw the line? Where would 
the subatomic world stop and the 
macroscopic world begin? These questions 
may be impossible to answer because they 
are essentially reductionist in nature 
assuming that reality is built hierarchically 
(Kaku, 2008; Deutsch, 1997; Schrödinger, 
1935).  
 
4. Quantum psychiatry 
Is there a quantum brain? 
 

“Thus it seems that in a material 
universe something new can emerge. 
Dead matters seems to have somehow 
more potentialities than merely to 
produce dead matter, it has produced 
minds….” (Karl Popper, 1977). 

 

The question about the nature of mental 
processes and the consciousness remains 
highly topical and underlies the question of 
whether psychiatry is brainless or mindless. 
The American philosopher Karl Popper 
distinguishes between four materialist views. 
The extreme and most counter-intuitive 
position would hold that consciousness does 
not exist at all. A more abated view would 
concede the existence of mental processes 
but would regard them as simply physical 
brain processes. Panpsychism suggests that 
all matter has an inanimate outside and a 
consciousness-like inside aspect: “with the 
integration of atoms into giant molecules 
and living matter, memory like effects 
emerge; and with higher animals’ 
consciousness emerges”. Epiphenomenalism 
finally acknowledges that inner processes 
exist in living beings but deems them 
irrelevant (Popper, 1977).  

From materialism it is only a small 
step to assume that the brain ultimately 
works like a classical computer and 
consciousness is just a very powerful kind of 
computation. The English physicist Sir Roger 
Penrose together with the American 
physician Stuart Hamaroff, however, worked 
out a theory by which neuropsychological 
processes depended on quantum processes 
in the cytoskeleton of the brain (Hamaroff 
and Penrose, 1996; Penrose, 1994; Penrose, 
1989). Consciousness would occur where 
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such internal probabilistic quantum states 
independent of environmental entanglement 
collapsed into specific events leading to 
“orchestrated objective reduction” (Hagan et 
al, 2002; Hamaroff and Penrose, 1996).  
Some have rejected this model of the brain 
as a quantum computer as mathematically 
and thermodynamically incorrect (Tegmark, 
2000). After all, the brain does not operate 
in deep frozen environment where such 
quantum states could be possible. Others 
have noted the lack of evidence (Deutsch, 
1997).  But even if events at atomic levels 
could be linked to higher cognitive functions 
(Woolf et al, 2010) and the classic 
neurophysical framework was proven to be 
wrong (Globus, 2010) this could still not 
explain the quality of human experience. Nor 
can the decoding of our genome with DNA as 
the hardware fully explain the workings of 
the mind, i.e. the software. In this context 
the non-reductionist realization that “states 
of consciousness are not simply macroscopic 
manifestations emerging from aggregations 
of optimized micro-connectivities among 
discrete neurons” (Mender, 2010) is 
important irrespective of the physical rules 
the brain may obey. But integrating human 
experience with the current concepts of 
physical reality at subatomic and 
macroscopic level and quantum brain 
theories remains currently intriguingly 
difficult. Ultimately, we “can only wonder 
that matter can transcend itself, by 
producing mind, purpose and a world of 
products of the human mind” (Popper, 
1977). So what are the implications for 
psychiatry as an arbiter of mental health and 
ill-health – if any? 
 
Are there delusions? 

 
“The fact that a delusion is false makes 
it easy to recognize but this is not its 
essential quality” (Fish’s clinical 
psychopathology) (Casey and Kelly, 
2007). 

The evolution of quantum theory has 
provided a different perspective of reality 
which turns out more versatile than 
previously perceived under application of 
conventional physics. It reminds us that our 
perception of reality to a large extent may 

depend on the method of observation 
requiring us to reflect on the power and 
value of an identified delusion in a patient 
within the context of psychiatric diagnosis. 
Jasper’s definition of delusions critically 
relies on an objective reality as a fixed 
external reference point which explains why 
his definition essentially lacks capacity to 
prevent false positive diagnoses. Numerous 
examples exist where beliefs labeled as 
delusional were subsequently found to be 
correct; also known as the “Martha Mitchell 
effect” with reference to the Watergate affair.  
Martha Mitchell was the wife of the Attorney 
General of the Nixon administration whose 
claims of corruption in the White House 
were attributed to an alleged mental illness 
(Bell et al, 2003). Equating “true and false” 
with “ill and healthy” seems less 
straightforward than traditional psycho-
pathology suggests. The view that “if 
somebody were claiming that the world is 
round, we would never suspect this claim to 
be a delusion (Spitzer, 1990)” seems over-
optimistic considering the example of Galileo 
Galilei having publically had to recant the 
heliocentric world view in 1633.   
 

TextBox 4. Flatland 

Let us consider a universe with only two dimensions 
and call it Flatland. In this world there is no above 
and below.  Inhabitants cannot distinguish each 
other by sense of vision; they can only ever see a 
line. Thus they rely on hearing and feeling to 
identify each other. Inhabitants cannot see angles 
because they can only ever see lines or parts of lines 
but they cannot see from above onto two straight 
lines inclined to one another. If a ball was bounced 
from a three-dimensional world onto Flatland this 
would yield a frightening experience of an unknown 
substance suddenly spilled out and then shrinking 
and finally disappearing again. 

Flatland was published anonymously by Edwin 
Abbott, a Shakespearean Scholar in 1884. It is not 
only one of the best introductions to the 
understanding of dimensions but also a profound 
sociological study of the consequences of 
challenging the limitations we are brought up to 
believe (Isaac Asimov, 1994).  

To see a demonstration of Flatland click on 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BWyTxCsIXE4 

 
Would matters be different if for 

instance somebody who always believed the 
world was round would suddenly assert the 
world was flat? Or vice versa as outlined by 
the Shakespearean Scholar Edwin Abbott as 
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early as in 1884 in a thought experiment 
around an alien society in an imagined two-
dimensional world called “Flatland” whose 
prevailing world view and social order was 
challenged by the suggestion of a third 
dimension (Dr Quantum, 2006a; Abbott, 
1884) (Textbox 4). 

On a pragmatic level quantum theory 
has delivered the underlying information 
technology which now advances to virtual 
reality. Virtual reality is a way “to 
systematically alter the usual relationship 
between external reality and the user’s 
experience of it” (Deutsch, 1997). Ultimately, 
however, it does not matter how this 
alteration comes about. It does not matter 
either that the mathematical principles the 
cyberspace relied are different from those of 
quantum theory because “in a material 
universe something new can emerge” 
(Popper, 1977). Virtual reality scenarios are 
already probed as diagnostic tools for the 
interpretation of human experience. For 
instance, one experiment subjected members 
of the general public to a virtual train ride 
populated by “neutral characters” to 
establish which proportion would develop 
“unfounded” paranoid thoughts. The 
investigators concluded that “the use of 
virtual reality should lead to rapid advances 
in the understanding of paranoia” (Freeman 
et al, 2008). This conclusion, however, 
depends on the prerogative of unambiguous 
external reality in which all characters are 
neutral because they are designed to be 
neutral. But what would happen if this 
experiment was not conducted under 
controlled experimental conditions but was 
freely available on-line and players could 
alter the neutrality settings? How would we 
validate a purportedly “abnormal” experi-
ence attributed to something perceived on 
the internet? The claim “I saw it on 
YouTube” is even today surprisingly difficult 
to refute.  People are already interacting on-
line with each other using avatars, i.e. virtual 
and dynamic simulations of themselves5 and  
create a second “reality” for themselves on 
the internet on web sites such as Second Life  
(Linden Research, Inc., 2011). Thus although 
using YouTube may be within keeping of 
                                                 
5 Wikipedia: Avatar [computing]. Wikemedia Foundation Inc. 2009. 
Available at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Avatar_[computing]Date 
accessed 11 Nov. 2010. 
 

one’s cultural context per se the virtual yet 
actual experience made on YouTube may 
not. 
 
5. The future of virtual reality 

When a distinguished but elderly scientist 
states that something is possible, he is 
almost certainly right. When he states that 
something is impossible, he is very 
probably wrong (Arthur C. Clarke, 1999). 

 
The world record for quantum computation 
had been 3x5=15 for some time (Kaku, 
2008) but now in a scientific break-through 
a team from the US and Australia has used 
quantum computing to calculate the energy 
of molecular hydrogen (Science Daily, 2010). 
Thus it is increasingly that quantum 
computing will one day be sufficiently 
powerful to build virtual reality generators 
delivering the “physics of the impossible” 
(Kaku, 2008).  True virtual realities are 
different from advanced computer games, 
flight simulators and the internet where the 
operator remains external to the projected 
experience. Virtual reality must be able to 
manipulate our senses so that it overrides 
their normal functioning so that we can 
experience the specified environment 
instead  of our actual one (Deutsch, 1997).  
Ultimately, it may be possible to simulate 
parallel worlds in which it becomes 
impossible to define a baseline, i.e. there 
seem no fixed entry and exit points left. One 
day we may be able to induce specified 
internal experiences including feelings and 
sensory perceptions in all modalities which 
would -virtually- replace the user by a 
different person. In future it may become 
possible to stimulate specified areas of the 
brain by electromagnetic signals to evoke 
and interfere with feelings, images and 
thoughts. To provide real time experience in 
virtual reality the processing power of the 
brain would have to be slowed down to 
match the calculation speed of the computer 
it was attached to. The outcome could be 
frightening:  a subjective experience of a few 
minutes could actually last several years 
(Deutsch, 1997). For instance, one could 
come out of the virtual reality generator to 
find that one’s young children had suddenly 
grown up in a time period subjectively 
perceived as only five minutes. 
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6. Virtual reality is not parallel 
reality…but both are related 

Whatever improvements may be made in 
the distant future, the repertoire of the 
entire technology of virtual reality will 
never grow beyond a certain fixed set of 
environments….it is only an infinitesimal 
fraction of the set of all logical 
environments (David Deutsch 1997). 

 
Whereas virtual reality depends on an 
external reference point, a physical device 
rendering the virtual environment, parallel 
reality does not. Thus it would be possible to 
generate virtual realities-cyberspaces- within 
(some) parallel universes but not vice versa; 
there is no virtual-reality generator which 
can render parallel realities. In other words, 
a computer program “can modify itself but it 
cannot violate its own instructions”. Yet it 
may be “conceivable that a partial ability to 
step outside itself could be embodied in a 
computer program” (Hofstadter, 1979).  
Psychologically we could use virtual reality to 
perceive ourselves in different ways but 
ultimately we cannot transcend ourselves to 
“be of the outside of ourselves” although it 
might feel like it (Hofstadter, 1979). The 
mathematical rules determining both types 
of realities are also different since the 
distributive (Boolean) rule breaks down in 
quantum theory. In other words the 
relationship between three observables a, b 
and c rendering a U (b ∩ c) = (a U b) ∩ (a U 
c) and (a ∩ b) U (b ∩ c) does no longer apply; 
the observables cannot be measured 
independently (Birkhoff and von Neumann, 
1936). With the advance of quantum 
computing mathematical differences may 
though converge in future. Even in classical 
computing the information is stored in 
discrete bits which cannot take a continuous 
range of values (Deutsch, 1997). Quantum 
computing will by definition rely on 
quantum logic. Yet quantum computing will 
only use but not create parallel realities. But 
it could one day provide the means to widen 
the repertoire of physically renderable 
virtual environments which could not be 
generated by classical computation. 
Examples discussed include unbreakable 
public key cryptography or large digit 
factorization. Hence parallel realities could 
deliver new virtual realities. Both strands are 
related in the “fabric of reality” (Deutsch, 

1997). Already today there is developing an 
increasing sense that the real and digital 
worlds may be converging generating some 
kind of “cross reality” (Siegele, 2010). Very 
little is known about how people react to this 
“virtualization of the real world”. Even less 
is known about how people diagnosed with 
psychosis experience and interpret virtual 
reality. Would their experiences really be less 
valid than that of a purportedly normal 
person? 
 
7. So what? 

“Medicine is a science of uncertainty and 
an art of probability” (William Osler 1904, 
as cited in Silverman et al 2008). 

 
Accepting reality as a probabilistic - a cloud- 
rather than a deterministic concept - a clock- 
(Popper, 1977) is in line with principles of 
evidence based medicine, its p-values and 
confidence intervals.  In most branches of 
medicine we would have no difficulties in 
accepting that the recognition and 
interpretation of clinical signs and symptoms 
is inevitably prone to measurement error 
and hence to a degree of randomness. But 
what is an acceptable balance between false 
positives and false negatives?  Diagnosis of 
psychosis based on positive symptoms alone 
remains difficult where views on reality 
clash.  The problem partly stems from the 
tendency of our current diagnostic 
classification systems to be instrumentalist; 
that is essentially concerned with reliability 
and prediction. However, most criticism of 
psychiatry is concerned with validity and 
explanation, hence strictly constructivist. 
The constructivist would consider psychotic 
symptoms regarded social constructs, man-
made and prone to abuse in settings 
intolerant to minority views. Indeed the 
current disease classification systems such as 
ICD 10 and DSM IV do not discriminate well 
between symptoms requiring clinical 
attention or not (van Os, 2009). Work on the 
next versions, DSM V and ICD 11, is going 
ahead. Success of the revised versions, 
however, will depend on their ability to pay 
regard to the entity of patients’ experience 
including its interaction with the 
environment (Andreasen, 2007).  Classifica-
tions, being essentially descriptive and 
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reductionist in nature can ultimately be only 
as good as their individual constituents.  

With the advent of the information 
revolution, setting a gold standard for truth 
and reality will most likely become more, not 
less difficult.  Psychiatrists when explicitly 
asked seem to agree (Lee and Wexler, 1999).  
However, the  implicit acceptance of reality 
in largely deterministic and instrumentalist 
terms has instilled  today’s generation of 
mental health professionals and policy 
makers with a false sense of security that  the 
diagnosis of delusion and psychosis is 
straightforward  (Casey and Kelly, 2007) and 
that medical expertise is no longer required  
leading to “creeping devaluation of 
medicine”.  Highlighting uncertainty as one 
important principle in psychiatry (Mender, 
2009) may be useful particularly if we accept 
that life events may be much more prone to 
random effects that commonly purported 
(Mlodinow, 2009). Indeed clinicians may 
have difficulties rating the probability of 
events, for instance one study showed that a 
group of physicians rated the likelihood of 
having a common and a rare disease 
combined higher that the likelihood of just 
having the rare disease (Mlodinow, 2009; 
Tversky and Kahneman, 1983). Psychiatrists 
should keep in mind that the probability of 
having a mental illness if experiencing an 
unusual life-event is not the same as the 
probability of experiencing an unusual life 
event if mentally ill.  

Patients with psychosis are difficult to 
engage in health services and psychiatrists 
have difficulties in engaging them. Whereas 
patients will often try to talk about their 
psychotic experiences, clinicians may be 
reluctant to go along or even laugh and smile 
when relatives are present (McCabe et al, 
2002). The failure to acknowledge that 
reality is complex and probabilistic may 
make it so difficult to relax. Challenging 
patients’ experiences, bizarre as they may be, 
may most likely lead to alienation. Some 
patients might get angry. Others may 
disengage. Those with substantial internet 
experience may consider their doctors as 
ignorant and out of touch with modern 
reality. Acknowledging that for patients their 
experiences are real rather than talking them 
out of a purported paranoid belief may open 
- at least in some cases - the way towards a 

pragmatic therapeutic alliance to see how the 
problem can best be dealt with.   
 
8. Conclusions 
Even if we believed in one single objective 
external reality as a benchmark for our 
internal experiences we would still never 
experience this reality directly. Our 
experience of reality is essentially one of 
virtual reality as generated by our brain 
(Deutsch, 1997). Other brains might render 
alternative experiences. Let us assume that a 
person deemed psychotic held the belief that 
s/he was B but not A. The current biological 
view would be that this was a result of the 
virtual reality generator, i.e. the brain, gone 
haywire. The experience of being B would be 
psychotic because A was always right. An 
alternative interpretation could assert in 
some cases that A and B both were physically 
renderable environments but A was much 
more likely. A parallel reality interpretation 
based on Deutsch (1997) would hold that 
whereas some copies of this person were A 
others were B. The copies which were A 
might outnumber the copies which were B. 
An interpretation acknowledging all 
experiences as real in some world could 
overcome the problem of insight or the 
purported lack of it. Such an interpretation 
might again lead to “incredulous stares". It 
may, however, explain why although 
cognitive behavioral therapy has some effect 
on positive psychotic symptoms helping 
people to cope with their subjective realities 
(Wykes et al, 2008; Penn, 2009) it still fails 
to dislodge such realities and prevent relapse 
(Garety et al, 2008). It remains a matter of 
speculation whether modification of 
cognitive behavioral therapy to take account 
of parallel realities could achieve better 
functional results and patient acceptance.  

Ultimately though, it will become 
necessary to rethink our currently accepted 
concept of psychosis. This may become 
inevitable by the time we master 
technologies to create sophisticated virtual 
reality environments individualizing human 
experience. The boundaries between fact and 
fiction are already blurring.  However, the 
very fact that such blurring occurs implies 
that there is a difference between fact and 
fiction even if we may sometime lose sight of 
this. Thus, until we have moved to a better 
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understanding of reality meticulous history 
taking coupled with accurate clinical 
observation and professional empathy is the 
best way to account for its uncertain nature. 
Currently, this remains the only way to 
explore whether a belief or conviction can 
ultimately be understood or not. Jaspers 
might have agreed. 
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Abstract 
Many medical  centers  lack  access  to  the  parallel‐computing  capability  that  is  now 
needed  for  large‐scale,  genetic  diagnostic  information.  Such  enhanced  computer 
resources are also needed  for recent diagnostic physiological model simulations, and
for  enhancements  in  medical  imaging.  Increases  in  classical  parallel  processing
capability  are  incremental  and  expensive.  Quantum  computing  is  the  only  new 
computing  method  that  promises  a  very‐large  increase  in  parallel‐processing 
capability. The reason is that the classical‐computing unit of information, the 0‐bit, or 
the 1‐bit, is replaced by the quantum qubit unit which can be superposed as multiple 
strings of 0’s and 1’s. Medical‐center research units may also need enhanced parallel 
computing  ability  for  genome  research, protein  structure prediction,  and  the use of
new simulations of physiological models.  It  is suggested  that health‐research  funding 
and collaboration needs  to be directed  towards  the  final development of  large‐scale 
quantum computing. 
 
Key Words: medical computing, medical informatics, high‐performance computing, 
quantum computation 
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Introduction1     
Successful completion of the development of 
large-scale Quantum Computers (QCs) is 
important for some domains of medical 
informatics, medicine, and biomedicine 
which now need more powerful parallel-
computing resources. In biomedicine, the 
advances in rapid sequencing of DNA (ten 
Bosch and Grody, 2008; Tucker, Marra and 
Friedman, 2009) are restricted by 
inadequate access to powerful, parallel-
processing, capability.  The same is true for 
computer processing of the three-
dimensional structure of the folding, and the 
active-sites, of proteins from the amino-acid 
sequences (Freed, Sosnick and Wilde, 2010; 
Raman et al., 2008). 

The US National Institutes of Health 
(National Institute of General Medical 
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Sciences) is already giving some support to 
QC, and to a few quantum-information 
projects. The main purpose of the present 
paper is to indicate how integrated research 
projects, in medicine and quantum 
computing, might enhance and accelerate 
the development of both general-purpose, 
and specialized, large-scale QCs. 

The unique importance of QC lies in 
the superposition properties of its processing 
units, the entangled ‘qubits’, while the 
classical computer units, the ‘0-bit’ and ‘1-
bit’, do not entangle or superpose.  
Consequently, the QC has very much greater 
parallel-processing capability than the 
classical computer. There is now a world-
wide effort, by physicists, to build large-scale 
QCs. This is a difficult task, but there have 
been more than enough successes with QCs 
using 7 qubits, or less, to ensure that, 
generally programmable, and specialized 
large-scale QC can be built (Ladd et al., 
2010; Knill, 2010; Wilczek 2000). This is 
also the conclusion of detailed evaluations of 
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the earlier QC research in USA (QIST v2.0, 
2004) and in Europe (QIPC v2.0, 2004). The 
highly developed theory of QC continues to 
play an important role in development. Early 
successes include Shor’s, (1996) quantum 
algorithm for factorization of large numbers, 
which runs successfully on several different 
kinds of small-scale QCs. This success, 
stimulated further the development of 
larger-scale QCs. Quantum large-number 
factorization is already in use in some 
commercial quantum-cryptographic 
communication systems (Poppe, Peev and 
Maurhart, 2008). Two other early quantum-
search algorithms (Deutsch and Jozsa, 1992; 
Grover, 1997) run exponentially faster than 
any possible deterministic algorithm on 
classical computers. 

 
The Physical and Programming 
Requirements of a Quantum 
Computer 
Five basic physical requirements for 
quantum computers, and two more for 
quantum networking, were summarized by 
DiVincenzo (2000). The early 2-way 
reversible (“circuit” or “network”) QC acts on 
the data by passing the qubit information 
through a sequence of logic-gate operations. 
A more recent measurement (also called 
“one-way”) QC method proceeds differently 
(Briegel et al., 2009a, b). A small classical 
computer provides the data and the program 
to a previously-prepared 2-D cluster state of 
highly entangled qubits. A sequence of 
single-qubit measurements are then started 
on selected qubits of the cluster. Each 
measurement is modified by the results of 
the preceding step. Finally, the outputs of 
each branch of the computation are sorted 
and aggregated. Even though the steps of the 
measurements occur randomly, the final 
computation result is determined correctly 
by the program.  
  A recent promising approach is to use 
photons as the qubits in the Linear Optics 
Quantum Computation (LOQC) method, 
described in the following section. This 
approach is based on the simplified “one-
way” quantum-computer cluster state 
(Raussendorf and Brigel, 2001). 

 
Linear Optics Quantum Computation 
and Communication 

It has been shown that a QC can be built 
using only the components of linear optics, 
single-photon sources, and single-photon 
detectors (Kok et al., 2006; QIPC, 2008). It 
was found that the lack of direct photon-
photon interactions does not prohibit QC 
scalability as was previously thought (Knill, 
Laflamme and Milburne = ‘KLM’, 2001). 
Additional photons are used to operate the 
logic gates, but they are not part of the 
computation. One advantage of photon 
qubits is that they are almost entirely free 
from the loss of their information by 
decoherence. The LOQC methods further 
exploit measurement-based, quantum 
computing methods. Linear optics devices, 
such as mirrors or polarizer’s, can be 
described by simple Hamiltonians, which 
allow the equations of motion to be linear. A 
considerable simplification is achieved by 
interacting with the photonic qubits of the 
cluster by the measurement procedure itself. 
LOQC uses the KLM architecture as 
described in the US Quantum Computation 
Roadmap (QIST, 2004), in Section 6.5 
(Optical Approaches).   

Such single-photon approaches as 
LOQC will benefit in scalability from the 
development of entangled, light-emitting 
diodes (Salter, et al., 2010). A quantum dot 
which emits single pairs of entangled 
photons, is embedded in a semiconductor 
light-emitting diode (LED). 
 
Optical Quantum Network and 
Quantum Memory 
High-performance computer clusters are 
sometimes used to download the rapidly 
growing genome data from the Internet 
archives. The Cloud has been suggested for 
intermediate storage (Stein, 2010), however, 
as far as possible, it is desirable to hold the 
current genomic data locally rather than to 
totally rely on Cloud storage. The Cloud may 
partially, or completely, lose the data, if, for 
any reason, the storage service becomes 
unavailable. The Cloud may also have 
insufficient privacy, security, and robustness 
to install patient medical data, or identifiable 
genomic data, even if the data is encrypted 
by the usual classical-computer methods. 
Quantum computing can potentially store 
very large amounts of data using superposed 
qubits. The local storage can remain 
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completely secure by limiting the access to it 
by using a local quantum network.  
 Most problems of both optical 
quantum networking and quantum memory 
have been worked out in the use of QC for 
perfectly-secure networking (Poppe, Peev 
and Maurhart, 2008). Such long distance 
quantum communication requires quantum- 
repeater memory units. Current quantum-
memory units are beginning to show good 
fidelity and lifetime of the data, by using 
atoms trapped in an optical lattice, or in a 
photonic chip (Devitt, Munro and Nemoto,  
2008; Lvovsky, Sanders and Tittel, 2010; 
Nunn et al., 2010). 
 
Discussion 
Reliance on Moore’s Law (the number of 
transistors on a chip doubles every two years 
or so) to predict the computational power of 
petascale, and future, classical computers is 
coming to an end. The very-reduced, 
molecular size of current transistors now 
requires the use of probabilistic-quantum 
mechanical physics, rather than 
deterministic-classical physics. Error 
correcting QCs need thorough investigation 
as an alternative approach for meeting the 
current medical/biomedical needs for 
increased parallel-computing power. 
Consequently, leaders in medicine and 
biology could assist in QC development by 
organizing more grant support for both 
general and project-specific QCs, both 
nationally and internationally. At the very 
least, a new medical roadmap needs to be 
formulated that updates and evaluates the 
US (QIST, 2004) and the EU (QIPC, 2004) 
roadmaps.  

An example of the need, as already 
mentioned, is the new massively-parallel 
sequencing of DNA. The same section of 
DNA is multiply scanned in a parallel 
manner. The sequence data must then be 
assembled using the most powerful parallel-
computer machine available. International 
collaborations of large-scale sequencing 
centers are now generating terabytes of 
sequenced data, at high speed, and with low-
cost per sequence (Feero, Guttmacher and 
Collins, 2010).  The medical benefits of the 
dramatic increases in scale and scope of 
DNA sequencing, include recognition of the 
large number of genes involved in common, 

multi-factorial diseases, such as 
hypertension and atherosclerosis. The 
detection of mutant breast-cancer BRCA 
genes can be life saving (ten Bosch and 
Grody, 2008). Other medical benefits 
include enhanced Grover (1997) type 
quantum algorithm searches of the very-
large medical databases that are now used by 
national health services.  
 As also mentioned, structure 
prediction of proteins from amino-acid 
sequences also has to rely on petascale, or 
other high-performance computing. Often, 
functionally important proteins are insoluble 
in their natural state (e.g., membrane 
receptors), or if they are soluble, cannot be 
crystallized. Hence structure determination 
by X-ray diffraction or NMR analysis is 
excluded. Membrane receptor structure is 
needed in the search and development of 
new pharmaceuticals, and they play 
important roles in many physiological and 
pathological mechanisms (Shrivastava, 
Pardasani and Malik, 2010), Computational 
structure determination of proteins is 
needed using the basic amino-acid sequence, 
assisted by the incorporation of similar 
portions of previously determined protein 
structures. 

Correct folding into the intended 
shape is needed for each specific protein 
function. Without it the protein is either 
inactive, the cause of an allergy, or a 
degenerative disease. The complex 
configuration of large proteins requires more 
powerful parallel, atomic-level computing 
than is readily available. Without it, 
calculation of the minimum free energy of 
each conformation cannot be made to 
validate the correct structure, for a given 
function, or for binding to one of its 
receptors. As of December 2008, 47,132 
protein structures had been solved by X-ray 
crystallography, 7,627 by Nuclear Magnetic 
Resonance (NMR), and none by computation 
alone. Currently, computed structures of 
average-to-large molecular weight proteins 
are not credible unless there is additional 
wet-structure information (X-ray or NMR) 
(Li, 2010). 
  QC is suggested as a possible solution 
to this problem since classical computing is 
only improving incrementally, and X-ray 
diffraction requires the protein to be 
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available in a crystalline form (Harris and 
Kendon, 2010). 
 
Conclusions 
It has been proved that several different 
approaches to building large-scale quantum 
computers (QC) are possible but the 
technical problems are severe.  Some 
important medical and biomedical advances 

are being held back by a lack of ready access 
to more powerful classical-computer 
resources. A boost is recommended in 
funding and collaboration to realize 
programmable QCs as soon as possible. This 
objective will also be facilitated by new 
evaluation and roadmaps for the more recent 
QC developments. 
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